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5S.S. Gaelic
5    passengers arriving in 
Honolulu by steamship from  to late  
was compiled from microfilmed copies of pas-
senger manifests held by the National Archives 
and Records Administration.* e compiled list 
includes the names of passengers on sixty-four 
voyages aboard eleven ships: the America Maru, 
China, Coptic, Doric, Gaelic, Hongkong Maru, 
Korea, Manchuria, Mongolia, Nippon Maru, and 
Siberia. e earliest voyage included in this list 
arrived in Honolulu January , , and the 
latest, August , . 
 e documents from which this list was com-
piled bear the title “List or Manifest of Alien 
Immigrants for the Commissioner of Immigra-
tion.” ese are large columnar forms, completed 
by hand. e handwriting and the quality of the 
microfilm reproductions sometimes make it diffi-
cult to interpret individual entries. Hence, the list 
below includes an occasional incomplete item or 
question mark to indicate unclear information.
 e present list is a subset of the information 
contained on the original manifests. Listed here 
are name, age, marital status, last residence, ship, 
and date of arrival. e original forms also include 
columns for a variety of information about each 
passenger, including occupation, ability to read 
or write, residence, landing port, and final des-
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tination. e form also has columns to indicate 
whether the passenger held a ticket to the final des-
tination; who paid the traveler’s passage; whether 
the passenger carried money; whether the passen-
ger had been in the United States before; whether 
the passenger was joing relatives; and whether the 
passenger had ever been supported by charity or 
was a polygamist. In addition, there are columns 
for notes about the passenger’s physical and 
mental health and any physical deformities.
 In most cases, the answers to these questions 
are uniform for all passengers, and there is little 
value in including them here. For example, with 
few exceptions, each person’s occupation is listed 
as farmer (later farm laborer). e exceptions are 
six persons identified as clerks. eir names are 
marked by asterisks in the list that follows.
 A similar example is the information on literacy. 
All the arriving passengers are listed as being able 
to read and write. Only on the earliest manifests 
are there any notations that this refers to literacy 
in Korean, not English, though that must certainly 
have been the case.
 Yet other examples of omitted entries with 
marginal value to the historical researcher are 
those on final destination, money in the posses-
sion of the traveler, and items related to health and 
character. Honolulu is invariably given as the final 
*Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, 1783–1983 (Record Group 85), Inbound Vessel, Passenger Manifests, Port of 
Honolulu, Box 536.
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destination. All passengers are listed as possessing 
a small amount of money, usually thirty to fiy 
dollars. None is listed as being in bad health or 
being a polygamist.
 Information on last residence is ambiguous. 
ere is no way to determine whether these entries 
referred to an individual’s residence immediately 
before passage or to the location of a permanent 
family domicile.
 Personal names also present problems. ose 
listed on the manifest were supplied by immigra-
tion office personnel or interpreters aboard the 
ships. ey do not necessarily reflect the prefer-
ences of the individuals. Moreover, individuals 
sometimes changed their names and may not be 
listed here under the names by which they are 
more widely known.
 According to government reports, , Korean 
immigrants were admitted to Hawai‘i in the period 
up to .* e present list contains , entries, 
a few of which appear to represent different trips 
by the same individual. Although extensive, the 
list can not be considered a definitive record of all 
the early Korean immigrants to the Islands. Fur-
ther research may uncover additional passenger 
lists or other resources that will allow us to add to 
this record. 
*U.S. Senate, Statistical Review of Immigration 1820–1910. Reports of the Immigration Commission. 61st Cong., 3d Sess., doc. no. 756. 
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1911. 
A page from the passenger manifest of the S.S. Gaelic’s voyage departing Nagasaki December 29, 1902, and arriving 
in Honolulu January 13, 1903.
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Ships Carrying Korean Immigrants and 
Dates of Arrival in Honolulu, 1903–1905
America Maru
January 9, 1904
April 17, 1904
July 11, 1904
October 1, 1904
China
April 14, 1903
February 8, 1904
April 26, 1904
July 18, 1904
October 6, 1904
December 24, 1904
March 10, 1905
May 29, 1905
Coptic
March 3, 1903
October 15, 1903
December 28, 1903
March 14, 1904
June 1, 1904
August 22, 1904
February 2, 1905
April 24, 1905
Doric
September 21, 1903
December 5, 1903
February 18, 1904
May 6, 1904
July 30, 1904
October 17, 1904
January 6, 1905
June 13, 1905
Gaelic
January 13, 1903
March 30, 1903
January 23, 1904
April 10, 1904
June 25, 1904
September 16, 1904
November 24, 1904
Hongkong Maru
November 18, 1903
Korea
March 19, 1903
June 1, 1903
November 2, 1903
January 16, 1904
March 30, 1904
September 5, 1904
November 18, 1904
January 26, 1905
April 13, 1905
Manchuria
November 2, 1904
March 31, 1905
June 20, 1905
Mongolia
July 8, 1904
September 26, 1904
December 9, 1904
February 25, 1905
May 18, 1905
August 8, 1905
8 9
Nippon Maru
April 30, 1903
September 28, 1903
Siberia
October 5, 1903
December 28, 1903
March 4, 1904
May 20, 1904
August 11, 1904
November 29, 1904
February 13, 1905
February 8, 1905
8 9
Chronological List of Korean Immigrant
Voyages to Hawai‘i, 1903–1905
1903
January 13 Gaelic
March 3 Coptic
March 19 Korea
March 30 Gaelic
April 14 China
April 30 Nippon Maru
June 1 Korea
September 21 Doric
September 28 Nippon Maru
October 5 Siberia
October 15 Coptic
November 2 Korea
November 18 Hongkong Maru
December 5 Doric
December 28 Coptic
December 28 Siberia
1904
January 9 America Maru
January 16 Korea
January 23 Gaelic
February 8 China
February 18 Doric
March 4 Siberia
March 14 Coptic
March 30 Korea
April 10 Gaelic
April 17 America Maru
April 26 China
May 6 Doric
May 20 Siberia
June 1 Coptic
June 25 Gaelic
July 8 Mongolia
July 11 America Maru
July 18 China
July 30 Doric
August 11 Siberia
August 22 Coptic
September 5 Korea
September 16 Gaelic
September 26 Mongolia
October 1 America Maru
October 6 China
October 17 Doric
November 2 Manchuria
November 18 Korea
November 24 Gaelic
November 29 Siberia
December 9 Mongolia
December 24 China
1905
January 6 Doric
January 26 Korea
February 2 Coptic
February 13 Siberia
February 25 Mongolia
March 10 China
March 31 Manchuria
April 13 Korea
April 24 Coptic
May 8 Siberia
May 18 Mongolia
May 29 China
June 13 Doric
June 20 Manchuria
August 8 Mongolia
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?, Kyeng Chang 21 single Dalark Won 9/5/1904 Korea
?, Kyeng Chang, mother (Hong, Soon 
Ye)
47 widow Dalark Won 9/5/1904 Korea
An, Ark Poong 30 widower Par Young Dong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
An, Chai Chang 29 married Yang Joo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
An, Chai Duk 38 married Yang Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
An, Chai Duk, daughter (Yone Hee) 12 single Yang Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
An, Chai Duk, wife (Yun See) 37 married Yang Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
An, Chai Sun 26 married Chin Kai, Ship Pyeng Ye 5/20/1904 Siberia
An, Chak Chi 20 single Pook-dong 12/24/1904 China
An, Chan Oh 34 widower Chin Sam 5/20/1904 Siberia
An, Chang Hoon 30 widower Noo Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
An, Chang Kwan 40 single Nam Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
An, Chang Nok 35 married Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
An, Chang Soon 27 widower Sei Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
An, Che Ok 38 widower Kang Wha 3/19/1903 Korea
An, Chi Kil 40 married Eun Sun Dong 5/29/1905 China
An, Chi Kil, daughter 1 (Chang Yer)  8 single Eun Sun Dong 5/29/1905 China
An, Chi Kil, daughter 2 (Choong Kan)  4 single Eun Sun Dong 5/29/1905 China
An, Chi Kil, daughter 3 (Surp Surp)  2 single Eun Sun Dong 5/29/1905 China
An, Chi Kil, wife 31 married Eun Sun Dong 5/29/1905 China
An, Chi Woon 22 married Kwan Tan Mo 4/26/1904 China
An, Chong Koon 28 married Youl Li Pang 12/9/1904 Mongolia
An, Choo Ha 23 single Dong Nai 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
An, Choon Pong 21 single Mi Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
An, Choong Sik 29 married Choong Hak Kyo 10/1/1904 America Maru
An, Chun Seung 22 single In Chun 4/14/1903 China
An, Chung Ho 36 widower Eui Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
An, Chung Ho 24 married Koon Ark Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
An, Chung Soon 17 single Nam San Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
An, Chung Su 23 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
An, Chung Suk 26 married Chung Pong 3/4/1904 Siberia
An, Dai Chin 34 widower Kong Choo 5/20/1904 Siberia
An, Do Heung 20 single Won San 10/5/1903 Siberia
An, Dong Eun 40 married Chun Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
An, Doo Kil 20 single Poong Ho Ri 1/26/1905 Korea
An, Duk Choon 28 married Chei Choo 8/11/1904 Siberia
An, Duk Soo 40 widower Pook-dong 12/24/1904 China
An, Haing Won 23 married Ni Soh 3/31/1905 Manchuria
An, Hak Sun 24 single Mer Chung Ye 2/25/1905 Mongolia
An, Heui Pong 29 married Ye Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
An, Heung Chil 19 single Eun San 8/11/1904 Siberia
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An, Heung Woon 37 widower Oh Chang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
An, Hyen Kyeng 25 widower Sung Owi Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
An, Hyo Kun 35 married Arp Kang 1/26/1905 Korea
An, Kei Wha 40 widower Pom Ark 1/26/1905 Korea
An, Keum Nok 24 single In Mok 2/13/1905 Siberia
An, Ki Ho 26 single Moon Chun 3/14/1904 Coptic
An, Kong Ik 25 married Ni Soh 3/31/1905 Manchuria
An, Kong Il 34 married Sin Dai 2/2/1905 Coptic
An, Kong Sam 33 single Hong Chu 3/3/1903 Coptic
An, Kong Sun 40 widower Myiryek Chul 2/25/1905 Mongolia
An, Kyeng Choon 36 married Seoul 2/8/1904 China
An, Kyeng Choon, wife 24 married Seoul 2/8/1904 China
An, Kyeng Choon 29 married Suk Kyo 1/26/1905 Korea
An, Kyeng Moon 32 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
An, Kyeng Moon, son  2 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
An, Kyeng Moon, wife 32 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
An, Kyeng Oh 30 married Yang Sung, Pa An Bi 6/1/1904 Coptic
An, Kyeng Sik 27 married Kang Kei 3/4/1904 Siberia
An, Kyeng Sim 27 married Tong Yung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
An, Kyeng Suk 22 married Darak Woo Mool 2/2/1905 Coptic
An, Kyeng Wha 30 widower Won Chung Li 11/29/1904 Siberia
An, Kyo Chum 40 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
An, Kyo Chum, daughter (Chi Sam) 25 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
An, Kyo Chum, son (Cha Son)  1 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
An, Kyo Chum, son (Chang Son) 11 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
An, Kyo Chum, wife 40 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
An, Mak Sun 26 single Ha Hoi 2/2/1905 Coptic
An, Man Chin 24 single Nam San 1/6/1905 Doric
An, Man Soon 29 widower Pa Choo Eup 9/26/1904 Mongolia
An, Myeng Won 38 married Hong Soo Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
An, Myung Soo 25 widower Song Do 11/2/1903 Korea
An, Nak Kyeng 20 single An Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
An, Pak Whan 33 married Jea Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
An, Pok Son 39 widower Sa Sang Kerl 1/26/1905 Korea
An, Pok Sung 25 married Seoul 3/30/1903 Gaelic
An, Pong Soon 28 widower Seoul 10/15/1903 Coptic
An, Sang Hong 24 single Sa-dong 12/24/1904 China
An, Sang Keun 26 single Duk Ryeng 3/31/1905 Manchuria
An, Seek In 27 married Hong Moon Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
An, Sei Choong 39 married Tai Sung Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
An, Seung Ho 23 married Chang Chin  5/20/1904 Siberia
An, Seung Po 27 widower Yern Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
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An, Si Ok 40 widower Mool Si Koo An 1/6/1905 Doric
An, Si Taik 22 married Soo Koo Nai 1/6/1905 Doric
An, Si Taik, wife 24 married Soo Koo Nai 1/6/1905 Doric
An, Si Yerp 24 married Choon Ark 5/8/1905 Siberia
An, Soo Paik 19 single Sil Ip Li 4/13/1905 Korea
An, Soon Chun 18 single Sin Dang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
An, Soon Soh 25 married Woo-young-kol 12/24/1904 China
An, Suk Choong 36 married Seoul 11/2/1903 Korea
An, Suk Choong, son 11 single Seoul 11/2/1903 Korea
An, Sung Kwan 40 married Young Choo Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
An, Sung Po 27 widower Yern Dong 10/6/1904 China
An, Sung Sil 40 married Pak Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
An, Sung Sil, son (Sung Nam)  9 single Pak Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
An, Sung Sil, son (Sung Pong))  1 single Pak Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
An, Sung Sil, wife 40 married Pak Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
An, Sung Tai 22 single Yun Ding 5/20/1904 Siberia
An, Tai Hyen 28 widower Chai Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
An, Tai Won 20 married Cher Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
An, Won Kui 26 widower Par Choo 3/3/1903 Coptic
An, Won Sik 26 widower Seoul 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
An, Yang Wha 20 married Wall Chool Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
An, Ye Kiu 32 widower Sang Pook Ye 2/25/1905 Mongolia
An, Ye Young 35 married Whang Choo 7/11/1904 America Maru
An, Yer Sun 27 single Yea Chun 7/30/1904 Doric
An, Yong Chai 19 single Sun Chun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
An, Yong Chil 35 married Do Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
An, Yong Ho 22 single Ha Dan Li 5/29/1905 China
An, Yong Sik 30 married Sin Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
An, Yong Ye 42 single Woo-nam Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
An, Yong Yer 40 married Dochang-dong 12/24/1904 China
An, Young Chan 23 married Chang Song Li 5/29/1905 China
An, Young Choo 21 widower Kwanyoukoo 12/24/1904 China
An, Young Sik 40 widower Mal Li Hyen 4/24/1905 Coptic
An, Young Suk 22 married Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Au, Chai Pong 25 married Choon Chun 4/14/1903 China
Cha, Chai Ik 20 single Sook Chun 10/5/1903 Siberia
Cha, Chai Whan 18 married Yang Si Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Cha, Chei Heung 23 single Tar Soon Kom 6/1/1904 Coptic
Cha, Chei Man 21 widower Chun Sa Chang 11/18/1904 Korea
Cha, Chong Ho 17 single Ye Ha Ri 5/29/1905 China
Cha, Chong Ok 28 married Sook Chun 2/8/1904 China
Cha, Chong Ok 21 widower Sin Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
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Cha, Chong Ok 21 single Seoul 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Cha, Chung Suk 21 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Cha, Chung Suk, wife 21 married Il Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Cha, Chung Youl 20 married Dong Myen Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Cha, Duk Whan 28 single Ye Moon Nai 10/6/1904 China
Cha, Eui Suk 18 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Cha, Heung Kyeng 40 married In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Cha, Heung Soon 36 married Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Cha, Heung Soon 36 widower In Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Cha, Im Sool 20 single Sili Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Cha, In Pong 21 single Wha San 1/26/1905 Korea
Cha, Keun Yeap 29 married Cha Rai Kok 2/2/1905 Coptic
Cha, Kong Sam 37 married Choi Huu 5/20/1904 Siberia
Cha, Kong Sam, wife (Pak Yul) 27 married Choi Huu 5/20/1904 Siberia
Cha, Kyeng Soh 26 married Changpyeng-dong 12/24/1904 China
Cha, Man Choon 24 married Don Dea 2/2/1905 Coptic
Cha, Pong Kak 26 married Oh Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Cha, Pyeng Choo 26 married Nak Saing Li 8/22/1904 Coptic
Cha, Pyeng Choo, son  1 single Nak Saing Li 8/22/1904 Coptic
Cha, Pyeng Choo, wife 24 married Nak Saing Li 8/22/1904 Coptic
Cha, Pyeng Hoo 25 married Nak Saing Li 8/22/1904 Coptic
Cha, Pyeng Kwan 30 married Nak Soul Ye 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Cha, Pyeng Soo 34 widower Dong San Dai 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Cha, Pyeng Sun 21 single Sa Pu Sa Kol 5/20/1904 Siberia
Cha, Pyung Soo 24 widower Dong San Dai 11/18/1904 Korea
Cha, Sam Yong 29 single Ka Choo Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Cha, Seung Kyum 27 married Paik Suk Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Cha, Suk In 40 married Chul Kol 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Cha, Suk In, son (Sin Ho) 14 single Chul Kol 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Cha, Suk Pong 27 widower Ham Heung 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Cha, Sung Sik 21 married Ka Ko Chun 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cha, Wan Sil 40 married Seoul, Kun Na Kol 6/1/1904 Coptic
Cha, Wan Sil, wife (Yu, Don Kun) 37 married Seoul, Kun Na Kol 6/1/1904 Coptic
Cha, Whan Soo 21 single Won Mal 4/24/1905 Coptic
Cha, Woon Sun 31 widower Cho Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Cha, Yong Sung 20 married Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Cha, Youn Myeng 29 widower Yer Cha Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Cha, Young Cho 40 married Yern An 3/14/1904 Coptic
Cha, Young Keun 29 married Young Choong 1/6/1905 Doric
Cha, Young Kil 35 married Yerl Dong Keri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Cha, Young Pil 26 single Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Chai, Byung Hyun 22 single Soo An 11/2/1903 Korea
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Chai, Chai Hong 21 widower Kwan Ap 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chai, Chin Hyung 40 married Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Chai, Chin Hyung, daughter  1 single Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Chai, Chin Hyung, son  4 single Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Chai, Chin Hyung, son (Han Hong) 10 single Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Chai, Chin Hyung, wife 34 marrried Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Chai, Choon Sik 30 married Ham Heung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chai, Dong Il 26 widower Kyeng Kin Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chai, Eurl Sool 22 single In San 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chai, Ke Do 23 widower Sung Chun 10/15/1903 Coptic
Chai, Keun Yer 35 married Pook Chon Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Chai, Keun Yer, wife (Kim Ha) 25 married Pook Chon Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Chai, Koo Pong 22 widower Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Chai, Kwan Cho 27 married Sul Moo San 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chai, Kwan Cho, wife (Pong Nam) 17 married Sul Moo San 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chai, Man Choon 17 single Pook Chon 4/13/1905 Korea
Chai, Man Soo 25 married Pook Chon Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Chai, Man Soo, mother (Chang, Cha 
Keun Aiki)
40 widower Pook Chon Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Chai, Man Soo, wife (Kim, Kun Ahi) 22 married Pook Chon Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Chai, Soo Po 37 widower Yop Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chai, Yong Bin 19 single Jei Choo 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Chai, Youn Chil 40 widower Keri Ko Kai 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chai, Youn Kyeng 23 single Ban Chuung Mal 1/6/1905 Doric
Chan, Tai Ho 23 widower Kang Neung 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chang, An Eung  7 single Chang An, Nam Poh 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chang, Chai On 23 single Kai Ryoung 7/30/1904 Doric
Chang, Chai Soo 26 single Dui Pyeng Li 11/18/1904 Korea
Chang, Chan Young 26 married Sin Cho Ri 5/29/1905 China
Chang, Chang Ke 24 single Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Chang, Chang Ke, son (Il Nam)  2 single Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Chang, Chang Ke, wife (Kim, Pyeng 
Soon)
27 married Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Chang, Chei Won 28 married Ham Heung 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chang, Chei Woon 28 married An Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chang, Chi Eurk 40 married Sang Chon 1/26/1905 Korea
Chang, Chi Paik 19 married Yong Heung Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chang, Chi Soon 39 married Hong San Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chang, Chi Yerl 29 single Pi Sung Keri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chang, Chi Yerl, brother (Yong Hoi) 17 single Pi Sung Keri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chang, Chong Il 18 single Chang In Chai 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chang, Choon Ki 19 single Na Poon Mal 12/9/1904 Mongolia
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Chang, Choon Kiu 30 married Sanm Kai 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chang, Choon Kyeng 26 married Chin Chum 2/8/1904 China
Chang, Choon Kyeng 36 married Chin Chum 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chang, Choon Sam 32 widower Dong Chon 3/10/1905 China
Chang, Choon Sik 28 widower Pook Moon Kol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chang, Choon Suk 31 married Seoul 7/30/1904 Doric
Chang, Chun Oh 38 single Mook Choo Dong 3/10/1905 China
Chang, Chung Paik 25 single Wool San 1/16/1904 Korea
Chang, Chung Sik 30 single Cho Rang 1/6/1905 Doric
Chang, Chung Yerl 31 married Myung Sun Yi 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chang, Dai Hun 28 married Yong Heung Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chang, Doo Chan 38 married Paik Am Kong Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chang, Doo Hak 20 married Moon Sang Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chang, Doo Young 37 married Awi Myen 1/26/1905 Korea
Chang, Duk San 25 widower Sai Kol Mok 1/6/1905 Doric
Chang, Duk Woo 38 widower Sa Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Chang, Eun Kook 23 widower Sukkyo 12/24/1904 China
Chang, Eung Oh 28 single Dal Al Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Chang, Eung Sok 44 married Chei Choo 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Hak Chun 29 single Eui Choo 8/11/1904 Siberia
Chang, Hak Pil 30 married Sang Chil Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chang, Hak Son 21 married Ham Heung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chang, Han Pil 28 widower Mokin Dong 11/29/1904 Siberia
Chang, Han Sun 26 widower Han Ter 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chang, Han Young 21 single Chun Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Chang, Heui Pong 23 married Koo Ro Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chang, Hoo Kyeng 22 married Sin Kei 7/11/1904 America Maru
Chang, Hoo Suk 30 married Dong moon Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chang, Ik Doo 22 married Chung Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Ik Hai 31 widower Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Chang, Ik Sang 40 widower Sang Young Ap 1/6/1905 Doric
Chang, Ik Whan 26 married Kwang Chung 9/5/1904 Korea
Chang, Ik Whan 28 single Pong Ker Chi Kol 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chang, Il Dong 23 single Chung Kok 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chang, Il Pong 28 single Noi Chai 3/10/1905 China
Chang, Im Po 26 single Tai Pong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chang, In Myeng 18 single Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chang, In Pai 25 widower In Hyen 1/26/1905 Korea
Chang, In Paik 33 widower Chang Wha 5/29/1905 China
Chang, In Sam 31 married Soh Eun Chun 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chang, In Sung 23 married Sok Chon 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chang, In Whan 28 widower Dong Im 11/24/1904 Gaelic
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Chang, Ke Nam 23 single Chul San 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Chang, Keuk Soh 40 widower Oh Sil Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Chang, Keum Whan 19 single An Choo, Mom Gong 
Meun
7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Keun Choon 20 married Po Eun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Ki Chan 23 marrried Tang Yih 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Kil Suk 27 married Fang Im 1/6/1905 Doric
Chang, Kiu Man 23 widower Hei Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Chang, Kok Chun 20 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Chang, Koon Pai 35 married Dai Chun Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Chang, Koon Pai, mother 50 widow Dai Chun Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Chang, Kui Han 30 single Dong Chung 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Kwan Ok 27 single Sang Li 10/17/1904 Doric
Chang, Kwan Yik 27 single Sang Ni 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chang, Kyeng Choon 35 married Nam Chun Li 5/29/1905 China
Chang, Kyeng Sun 21 single Kyeng Sun, Pum Moon 
Toh
6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chang, Kyeng Yern 23 married Chai Ryung 12/5/1903 Doric
Chang, Kyung Sik 22 widower Pyeng Yang 10/5/1903 Siberia
Chang, Loo Young 40 married Seoul, You Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chang, Man Kon 21 single Pal San 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chang, Moon Ho 40 widower Won San 2/8/1904 China
Chang, Moon Ho 26 married Sai Pong Sung 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chang, Moon Ho, wife (Mu Doni) 17 married Sai Pong Sung 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chang, Moon Ke 30 single Yong Chun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Chang, Moon Surp 18 single Sai Pong Sung 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chang, Myeng Chai 21 married Hai Choo, Un Hang 
Chai
6/1/1904 Coptic
Chang, Myeng Keum 19 single Ka San 5/6/1904 Doric
Chang, Na Deuk 27 widower Kang Wha 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Chang, Nam Chon 26 widower Kim San 1/26/1905 Korea
Chang, Nam Choon 21 single Wol Kwang Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chang, Nam Do 23 single Wol Kwang Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chang, No Ma 23 married Seoul 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Chang, Pil Ho 34 married Chemulpo 3/19/1903 Korea
Chang, Pok Soo 25 widower Kom Pa 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Pon Han 27 married Han Chun 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chang, Pong Han 24 single Fusan, Tong Ni 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chang, Pong Ho 22 married Oui Nam Moon An 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Chang, Pong Suk 27 married Chei Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Pong Suk 29 married Mil Chang 1/26/1905 Korea
Chang, Pong Wha 22 single Pyeng Yang 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Pyeng Kiu 26 married Ha Nam 8/22/1904 Coptic
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Chang, Sang Keun 23 married Ye Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Sang Ok 26 single Chung San 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chang, Sang Won 28 single Yern Wha Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chang, Sei Chun 23 married Chemulpo 4/26/1904 China
Chang, Sei Kil 29 widower Pal Moo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Sei Poong 38 married Sung Tai Pang 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Chang, Seung Whan 20 single Yang Choo 3/19/1903 Korea
Chang, Seung Woo 25 widower Pyerl Kok Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chang, Si Wan 20 married Sei Dong 5/29/1905 China
Chang, Soon Il 39 married Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Chang, Soon Il, son (Hong Buoy)  8 single Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Chang, Soon Kil 28 single Pub Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chang, Soon Pok 24 single Kang Neung 12/5/1903 Doric
Chang, Soon Wha 29 married Dai Koo 10/15/1903 Coptic
Chang, Suk Cho 24 single Chung Tung 4/17/1904 America Maru
Chang, Suk Choong 27 married Dai Ka San 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chang, Suk Chun 25 married Song Chun Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chang, Suk He 27 married Seoul 4/14/1903 China
Chang, Sun Ang 21 married Woon Yong Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chang, Sung Ok 26 married Hong Chun 5/29/1905 China
Chang, Sung Woo 23 married Kong Choo, Kum Ah 
Chun
7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Tai Sik 33 married Woo Kyo Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Wal Hyeng 37 married Ka San 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chang, Wha Soh 29 widower Eui Kyeng 2/8/1904 China
Chang, Won Do 24 married Choong Chai Pang Sung 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chang, Won Do, wife 22 married Choong Chai Pang Sung 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chang, Won Do, daughter (Po Pe) 3 single Choong Chai Pang Sung 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chang, Won Kak 29 married Hyang Won 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chang, Won Keun 34 married Il Ri 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Chang, Won Kil 22 married Chil San Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chang, Won Kil, wife (Ok Chu) 18 married Chil San Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chang, Won Kyeng 35 single Hong Won 2/8/1904 China
Chang, Won Pai 33 widower Dai Chun Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Chang, Won Sik 24 married Tai An 3/19/1903 Korea
Chang, Won Sik 22 married Ya Choo Hyen 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chang, Won Soon 25 widower Chang Nol 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chang, Won Yer 30 married Pam Ye 6/1/1904 Coptic
Chang, Won Yer, son (Ik Duk)  3 single Pam Ye 6/1/1904 Coptic
Chang, Won Yer, wife 27 married Pam Ye 6/1/1904 Coptic
Chang, Woo Sang 35 widower An Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Chang, Woo Sang, aunt (Dong Ye) 40 widow An Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
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Chang, Yang Mo 35 married Sa Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chang, Yong Ho 21 single In Dong 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Chang, Yong Ki 27 widower Kwan Sa Ap 11/29/1904 Siberia
Chang, Yong Woon 25 married Song Chang Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chang, You Moon 23 widower Chinnam, Myen Joo 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chang, Youn Keun 38 widower Chang Pong 2/8/1904 China
Chang, Youn Li 33 widower Song Kyo 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chang, Youn Wha 29 married Chemulpo 7/11/1904 America Maru
Chang, Youn Wha, son  3 single Chemulpo 7/11/1904 America Maru
Chang, Youn Wha, wife 22 married Chemulpo 7/11/1904 America Maru
Chang, Young Hak 37 married Chai Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Chang, Young Kui 26 married Wool Kwang Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chang, Young Sik 28 married Sa Kei 4/13/1905 Korea
Chang, Young Soo 29 married Yang San 1/9/1904 America Maru
Chang, Young Whan 40 widower Ye Chun 12/28/1903 Siberia
Chang, Young Whan 37 widower Seoul 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Che, Chang Il 24 widower Che Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Che, Kiu Nam 27 single Seoul 11/2/1903 Korea
Che, Sung Yong 23 single Fusan 2/8/1904 China
Chee, Kei Sun 22 single Pyeng Hai 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chei, Don Sik 29 married Chin Nam, Yisu Tong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chei, Moon Choon 24 single Ker Chei, Mong Ne 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chi, Chang Yong 40 married Nai Chon 4/13/1905 Korea
Chi, Choong Sook 36 married Neung Sung Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chi, Dong Nam 24 single Sung Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Chi, Duk Soo 24 widower Chong Choo 2/8/1904 China
Chi, Eung Yerl 39 widower An Ark 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chi, Ik Soon 31 widower Chung Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Chi, Keum Soh 29 single Ye Chun 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Chi, Kyeng Man 31 widower Kio Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
Chi, Moon Kwan 24 married In Chun 2/18/1904 Doric
Chi, Myeng Yo 29 widower Ha Soo Kwan 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chi, Pong Choo 22 single Dai Mol 5/29/1905 China
Chi, Seung Duk 23 single Han Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chi, Soon Ok 21 widower Kio Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
Chi, Taik Yerp 30 widower Noo Kak Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chi, Won Yer 28 married Soh Moon An 8/22/1904 Coptic
Chin, Chang Soo 29 married Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Chin, Chung Pum 32 widower Cho San Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Chin, Kun Young 32 widower Sang Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chin, Myeng Sam 30 single An San 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Chin, Pong Soo 31 married Ma San Po 2/2/1905 Coptic
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Chin, Pyeng Ho 29 married Choo Yang Ri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chin, Sa Moon 27 married Ok San Tong 3/30/1904 Korea
Chin, Seung Pok 40 married Moon Chun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Chin, Sung Yong 38 widower Koo Dong 10/6/1904 China
Chin, Tai Im 32 widower An Pyen 4/26/1904 China
Chin, Tai Im 32 widower An Pyen 7/11/1904 America Maru
Chin, Yern Chul 23 married An Myen Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chin, Yong Suh 23 single Eui Ryung 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chin, Young Choon 27 married Song Do 11/2/1903 Korea
Chin, Young Keun 32 widower Hai Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Chin, Young Kiu 24 married Dai Kyeng Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Cho, Bum Ye 22 single Masanpo 12/5/1903 Doric
Cho, Byeng Ok 23 widower Seoul 12/28/1903 Siberia
Cho, Cha Sun 34 widower Ko Chan 3/10/1905 China
Cho, Chai Duk 22 widower Kwan Chun 11/29/1904 Siberia
Cho, Chai Hong 18 single In Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Cho, Chan Soh 38 widower Man Suk Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Chang Chin 26 widower Sang Ap 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Cho, Chang Pok 22 married Pook Chung 3/4/1904 Siberia
Cho, Chang Whan 27 married Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Cho, Chang Yong 18 single Ok Kak Mool 1/26/1905 Korea
Cho, Che Choong 38 widower Pul Sum 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Cho, Che Soo 25 widower Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Cho, Chei Keun 17 single Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Cho, Chei Min 40 married Pin Kon Ye 3/30/1904 Korea
Cho, Chie Min, wife 36 married Pin Kon Ye 3/30/1904 Korea
Cho, Chi Choo 40 widower Sam Chung Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Chi Sam 27 married Yang Chon 5/29/1905 China
Cho, Chin Chan 40 married Mil Yang 7/18/1904 China
Cho, Chin Chan, daughter 1  4 single Mil Yang 7/18/1904 China
Cho, Chin Chan, daughter 2  1 single Mil Yang 7/18/1904 China
Cho, Chin Chan, son 1 10 single Mil Yang 7/18/1904 China
Cho, Chin Chan, son 2  7 single Mil Yang 7/18/1904 China
Cho, Chin Chan, wife 40 married Mil Yang 7/18/1904 China
Cho, Chong Che 20 single Kil Nam Ni 4/17/1904 America Maru
Cho, Chong Soon 20 single Chong Chung Poo 1/26/1905 Korea
Cho, Chong Wha 27 married Won San 10/5/1903 Siberia
Cho, Choon Hong 32 widower Ko Ching Myen 2/13/1905 Siberia
Cho, Choon Koo 21 married Yang Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Cho, Choon Man 21 single Kwang Chun 1/26/1905 Korea
Cho, Choong Ha 28 married Hyen Nam 2/2/1905 Coptic
Cho, Choong Il 19 married Chang Hyeng Li 6/20/1905 Manchuria
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Cho, Chun Kil 26 married Suk Kyo Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Cho, Chun Ok 35 married Mal San Pa 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Cho, Chun Yang 20 single Nam San Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Cho, Chung Chul 29 married Song Chang Myun 3/30/1904 Korea
Cho, Chung Hai 44 married Kwangh Joo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Cho, Chung Sam 28 married Pook Song Hyen 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Chung Soo 19 single Kuri Myen Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Chung Suk 22 single Pook Chun Go He 8/22/1904 Coptic
Cho, Chung Yong 19 married Seoul, Cha Kul 6/1/1904 Coptic
Cho, Dal Kiu 27 married Chil Nam 4/26/1904 China
Cho, Dong Sik 22 single Seoul 2/18/1904 Doric
Cho, Dong Soo 28 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 1/26/1905 Korea
Cho, Dool Chai 19 single Eur Ra San 1/6/1905 Doric
Cho, Duk Choo 31 widower Kang Wha 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Cho, Duk Choo 31 widower In Chun 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Cho, Duk In 21 married Sin Chang 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Cho, Duk Sam 28 single Eui Yang 2/8/1904 China
Cho, Duk Sam 22 widower Nam Il Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Cho, Duk Sam, brother (Choon Ye) 18 single Nam Il Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Cho, Duk Sam, brother (Kap Soo) 16 single Nam Il Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Cho, Eui Whan 22 married Moo Chin 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Euk Yong 22 single Ham An 3/30/1904 Korea
Cho, Eung Choo 26 single Chin Tam 4/26/1904 China
Cho, Eung Choon 35 widower Dori Wool 5/8/1905 Siberia
Cho, Eung Chun 25 widower Soon Chang 10/5/1903 Siberia
Cho, Eung Do 25 single An Ye Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Cho, Eurk Choo 21 married Yer Soo 7/30/1904 Doric
Cho, Hak Chin 24 widower Seoul 12/28/1903 Siberia
Cho, Hak Koo 26 married Soh Ko Dong 10/6/1904 China
Cho, Hak Pong 40 widower Kok Sung, Kok Song 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Cho, Hak Soh 40 widower Chung Pa 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Cho, Han Koo 26 married Woon San 12/24/1904 China
Cho, Han Moon 18 single Kwang Hai 10/15/1903 Coptic
Cho, Han Sik 40 widower Hai Choo, Chul Kol 6/1/1904 Coptic
Cho, Han Sik, son (Won Surp)  9 single Hai Choo, Chul Kol 6/1/1904 Coptic
Cho, Heui Chul 23 single Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Cho, Ho Yun 31 married Yun An 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Cho, Hyeng Kiu 34 married Won Dong Ye 5/29/1905 China
Cho, Ik Choo 38 married We Kol 11/29/1904 Siberia
Cho, Ik Sun 27 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Cho, Ik Sun, daughter  2 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Cho, Ik Sun, wife 21 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
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Cho, Ik Surp 27 married Hai Choo, Chul Kol 6/1/1904 Coptic
Cho, Ik Surp, daughter (Lu Lu)  1 single Hai Choo, Chul Kol 6/1/1904 Coptic
Cho, Ik Surp, wife (Jennie) 24 married Hai Choo, Chul Kol 6/1/1904 Coptic
Cho, In Soo 40 widower Chung Yang 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Cho, Kap Sik 18 single Masampo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Cho, Kap Suk 19 single Taegu 5/6/1904 Doric
Cho, Kap Ye 25 widower Soh Moon Nai Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Cho, Kap Yong 20 single Chemulpo 4/14/1903 China
Cho, Ke Hyen 31 married Eui Ryung 1/9/1904 America Maru
Cho, Keum Moon 19 single Chan Tai Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Cho, Keun Soo 23 single Choo Bat 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Koon Pum 25 married Dong Chun 1/26/1905 Korea
Cho, Kyeng Chan 33 single Sam Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Cho, Kyeng Chun 31 widower Sa Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Cho, Kyeng Moon 22 single Kai Nam Li 3/10/1905 China
Cho, Kyeng Sun 35 married Chi Po 11/18/1904 Korea
Cho, Kyeng Wha 32 widower Hyang Kio Kol 3/10/1905 China
Cho, Man Hong 36 married Jei Choo 2/8/1904 China
Cho, Man Soo 30 single Poon Moon An Don 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Cho, Man Suk 21 single Wool San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Cho, Man Sung 24 single Chook Chang Li 10/1/1904 America Maru
Cho, Man Sung 24 single Choon Chung Li 11/18/1904 Korea
Cho, Moon Chil 36 widower Tai Dong Ri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Moon Dol 23 single Kang Kyeng Li 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Cho, Moon Hak 26 widower Tai Pyeng 1/6/1905 Doric
Cho, Moon Po 27 married Poong Won Ha Ri 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Cho, Myeng Ho 31 single Seoul 4/17/1904 America Maru
Cho, Myeng Pa We 24 single Hoo Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Myeng Young 25 single Kim Hai 3/14/1904 Coptic
Cho, Nai Sil 20 single Kyo Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Cho, Nam Keuk 24 married Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Cho, Ok Chai 26 widower Moo An 7/30/1904 Doric
Cho, Pei Sun 30 married Mi Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Cho, Po Young 27 widower Wha San 1/26/1905 Korea
Cho, Pong Suk 30 single Yong Young 10/15/1903 Coptic
Cho, Pong Suk 21 single Ping Ko Kol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Pong Sung 21 widower Sung Choo 12/5/1903 Doric
Cho, Pyeng Hyen 21 single Ka Yang Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Cho, Pyeng Kerl 24 widower Ok Koong Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Pyeng Ki 33 married Si Heung, So Eui Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Cho, Pyeng Koo 33 widower An Ark 10/15/1903 Coptic
Cho, Pyeng Kook 26 widower Ja Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
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Cho, Pyeng Oh 28 single Ke Chang 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Cho, Pyeng Suk 22 married Hyen Am Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Cho, Pyeng Yo 24 married Soh Moon An 8/22/1904 Coptic
Cho, Pyeng Yo, wife 24 married Soh Moon An 8/22/1904 Coptic
Cho, Sa Hong 30 married Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Cho, Sa Ok 36 married Wan San, Chung Ye 5/20/1904 Siberia
Cho, Sa Pum 31 married Ka Chi Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Cho, Sang Kook 39 widower No Chi Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Cho, Sang Un 22 widower Chun Yang Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Cho, Sei Kyun 20 married Suk Ho Dong 5/29/1905 China
Cho, Seung Il 22 married Chun Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Cho, Seung Ok 24 married Chang Dong Myen 2/2/1905 Coptic
Cho, Seung Ok, son (Eui Sun)  3 single Chang Dong Myen 2/2/1905 Coptic
Cho, Seung Ok, son (In Sun)  4 single Chang Dong Myen 2/2/1905 Coptic
Cho, Seung Ok, wife (Kwon Ji) 25 married Chang Dong Myen 2/2/1905 Coptic
Cho, Seung Taik 37 married Wha Hak Li 9/5/1904 Korea
Cho, Seung Taik, son (Chei Eun)  8 single Wha Hak Li 9/5/1904 Korea
Cho, Seung Wha 39 widower So Chung Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Cho, Seung Yerl 22 married Pyeng San, Nam Oh Ke 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Cho, Si Woon 20 single Hong Won 5/20/1904 Siberia
Cho, Sin Keun 22 single Sin Chang 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Soo Hong 30 widower Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Cho, Soon Ok 22 single Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Cho, Soon Soh 32 widower Kim Hai, Young Soo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Cho, Soon Soh 27 widower Chan Tai Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Cho, Suk Chin 35 widower Seoul 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Cho, Suk Chin 33 married Duk Won, Nam San Ni 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Cho, Suk Choo 38 widower Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Cho, Sung Chil 23 married Noo Kak Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Cho, Sung Eun 29 widower Ko Ryoung, Kue Long 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Cho, Sung Hak 25 married Soo Kok Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Sung Ho 30 widower Sin Kea Dong 5/29/1905 China
Cho, Sung No 24 widower Chang Kei RI 10/17/1904 Doric
Cho, Sung Ok 23 single Hai Choo 4/14/1903 China
Cho, Sung Ok 36 married Masampo 2/18/1904 Doric
Cho, Sung Pil 40 married In Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Cho, Sung Pil, wife 38 married In Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Cho, Sung Pok 20 married Hong Moon Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Cho, Sung Sa 29 widower Chi Sil 2/2/1905 Coptic
Cho, Sung Whan 24 married Poon Chul Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Sung Yong 23 widower Pak Chang Kol 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Cho, Tai Sik 20 single Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
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Cho, Tai Youn 25 widower Hai Hung 3/30/1904 Korea
Cho, Taik Ha 24 married Dong Kok 2/13/1905 Siberia
Cho, Wan Chin 25 single Chun Kol 5/29/1905 China
Cho, Wha Sil 29 married Wook Sin Mal 1/6/1905 Doric
Cho, Won Chang 23 married Ai Wall 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Cho, Won Doo 23 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Won Doo, daughter (Kwon Ye)  1 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Won Doo, mother (Kim, Sin 
Kyeng)
40 widow Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Won Doo, sister (Won Po) 20 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Won Doo, wife 21 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Won Kyeng 40 widower Woo Pong San 2/13/1905 Siberia
Cho, Woo Heung 26 widower Paik An Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Cho, Woo Heung, brother (Tai Heung) 10 single Paik An Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Cho, Woon Ha 27 married Keum Han Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Yea Koo 36 married Chung Kei Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Cho, Yea Koo, daug (Sun Ye)  7 single Chung Chu Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Cho, Yea Koo, wife (Ok Sun) 37 married Chung Chu Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Cho, Yer Sim 38 married Poo Pying 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Cho, Yer Sim, son 11 single Poo Pying 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Cho, Yer Sim, son  1 single Poo Pying 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Cho, Yer Sim, wife 36 married Poo Pying 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Cho, Yong Cho 26 widower Ki San Dong 3/10/1905 China
Cho, Yong Pok 25 single Dol Mo Roo 2/2/1905 Coptic
Cho, Yong Wook 26 married Chang Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Cho, Youn Pok 32 married Young Pyeng 4/24/1905 Coptic
Cho, Youn Sun 24 widower Man Keun Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Cho, Youn Sun 26 widower Ye Hyen 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Cho, Youn Yer 28 married Chong Kan Dong 3/10/1905 China
Cho, Young Chin 31 widower Pil Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Cho, Young Chul 23 widower Kan Fong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Cho, Young No 30 married Nak Saing Li 8/22/1904 Coptic
Cho, Young Nok 27 married Dong Kol 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Cho, Young Ok 27 widower Chei Nai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Cho, Young Sik 38 married Au San 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Cho, Young Soon 22 married Do Ker Ri 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choi, Agnes 35 single Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Choi, Chai Duk 29 widower Sin Chun Dong 10/6/1904 China
Choi, Chai Hyen 26 married Sa Chang Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Chai Keun 34 widower Sang Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Choi, Chai Kun 32 married Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Choi, Chai Kyoo 26 married Hai Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
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Choi, Chai Soon 27 married Ping Hyen Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Choi, Chai Sung 22 married Ka Tea Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Choi, Chai Surp 24 married Sin Ki 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Choi, Chan Young 29 widower Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Chan Young, brother (Chan Oh) 11 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Chang Do 29 widower Hai Ham Poo 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choi, Chang Keun 27 widower Puk Chong Pong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Chang Keun 22 married San Im Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Chang Nok 36 married Kong Choo 5/6/1904 Doric
Choi, Chang Pok 26 widower Kam Sa Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Choi, Chang Yerl 27 married Seoul 1/9/1904 America Maru
Choi, Chang Yong 23 single Ker Wool Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Choi, Chi Chung 25 widower Pyeng Yang, Chil San 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Chi Eun 25 married Eui Choo 12/5/1903 Doric
Choi, Chi Myeng 28 married Chang Keri 4/13/1905 Korea
Choi, Chi Soon 38 married In Chun 2/8/1904 China
Choi, Chi Sun 21 single Pook Chin 5/29/1905 China
Choi, Chi Yong 30 single Dong Ah 4/13/1905 Korea
Choi, Chil Ye 26 single Eui Sung 11/2/1903 Korea
Choi, Chin Cho 18 single So Woo Mool 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Chin Hong 38 married Samaso Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choi, Chin Hong, daughter (Poo Yea)  2 single Samaso Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choi, Chin Hong, wife 33 married Samaso Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choi, Chin Tai 32 married Ai Pang Chung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Choi, Chin Ye 37 widower Chang Sin Po 1/6/1905 Doric
Choi, Chong Man 39 married Toi Cho 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Chong Ok 31 married Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Choi, Choo Sun 31 married Chun Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Choi, Choo Sun, sister-in-law 11 single Chun Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Choi, Choo Sun, son (Kai Dong)  1 single Chun Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Choi, Choo Sun, wife 21 married Chun Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Choi, Choo Whi 37 married Ko Wall Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Choon Hyen 36 widower Kwang Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Choi, Choon Keun 33 married Seoul 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Choi, Choon Kyeng 23 married An Sung 2/18/1904 Doric
Choi, Choon Kyeng 19 married Chin Kokai 3/10/1905 China
Choi, Choon Ok 27 widower Ma Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Choon Ok 23 single Pyeng Ye 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choi, Choon Sun 28 married Pup Sung 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Choon Wha 30 married Yang San 2/8/1904 China
Choi, Choon Won 40 widower Moon Dong Li 5/29/1905 China
Choi, Choon Ye 33 single Oh Sil 3/31/1905 Manchuria
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Choi, Choon Ye 38 single Sung Pyen 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Choon Yer 38 married Tong An 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Choon Yer, son 1 (DaI Sin) 11 single Tong An 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Choon Yer, son 2 (Li Sin)  8 single Tong An 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Choon Yer, son 3 (Pong Sin)  6 single Tong An 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Choon Yer, son 4 (Pong Soon)  3 single Tong An 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Choon Yer, wife 30 married Tong An 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Choong Ip 26 married Ko Sung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Choong Soo 40 widower Poon To Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Chun Kui 19 single Moon Sa Po 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Chun Yong 25 widower Chup Do 11/18/1904 Korea
Choi, Chung Chan 23 married Il Dong Nai 1/26/1905 Korea
Choi, Chung Ho 30 married Ha Il LI 5/29/1905 China
Choi, Chung Ho, wife 25 married Ha Il LI 5/29/1905 China
Choi, Chung Kwon 29 married Sin Chang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Chung Sup 28 widower Pyeng Yang 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Choi, Chung Surp 22 single Pa Kai 11/18/1904 Korea
Choi, Dai Pang Soo 24 single Man Chai Do 10/17/1904 Doric
Choi, Dai Pum 22 single Sin Ki Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Choi, Dai Sun 19 married Song Am 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Do Hyen 19 married Soh Nu Mun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Choi, Doo Kun 23 married Poong Yang Li 5/29/1905 China
Choi, Duk Chai 38 married Soh Chung Pang 8/22/1904 Coptic
Choi, Duk Chang 32 married Pom Nai Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Duk Man 27 single Ang Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Duk Sam 27 widower Choo Moo Mool Kai 2/2/1905 Coptic
Choi, Duk Soo 39 widower Hong Moon Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Choi, Duk Sung 34 married Seoul, Pak Ton 5/20/1904 Siberia
Choi, Duk Yong 26 married Pyeng Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Choi, Eui Sang 24 married Hyuk Kok 1/16/1904 Korea
Choi, Eui Whan 25 married Sam Chun Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Choi, Eun Surp 35 married Ip Suk Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Choi, Eung Pai 18 single Ye Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Choi, Eung Pum 29 widower Kang Soh, Soh Chu Ye 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Eung Woo 31 single Chung Choo 5/6/1904 Doric
Choi, Eung Ye 26 widower Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Choi, Eung Yern 33 married Sa Soo 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Choi, Ha Im 26 widower San Yang Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Hai Chung 31 married Pai Woon Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Choi, Hak Cho 27 single Ha Dong 5/29/1905 China
Choi, Hak Hyen 19 widower Sam Dangni 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choi, Hak Hyep 21 single Pi Mul Li 7/8/1904 Mongolia
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Choi, Hak No 33 widower Pai Pan Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Choi, Hak Soh 28 married Poo Ko Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Hak Sun 25 widower Wall Im 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Hak Sung 33 widower Pyerk-san 12/24/1904 China
Choi, Han Soo 26 married So Myung 3/30/1904 Korea
Choi, Heui Kwon 21 married Kool Dai Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Heung Soo 27 married Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Choi, Heung Wha 21 married Chil Pa 2/2/1905 Coptic
Choi, Ho Sun 27 married Hong Won, Chung Ye 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Hong Ok 24 widower Kosuk Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Hong Soo 26 married Kwang San Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choi, Hong Soo, father (Ki Won) 68 widower Kwang San Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choi, Hong Soo, son (Kap Chool)  7 single Kwang San Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choi, Hyeng Choon 40 widower Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
Choi, Hyeng Choon 40 married Chin Choo 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Hyeng Choon 18 single An Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Choi, Hyeng Sik 20 married Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Choi, Hyun Sam 40 married In Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Choi, Hyun Sam, wife 37 married In Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Choi, Ik Choo 26 married Duk Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choi, Ik Soo 18 widower Chin Heung Chang 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Choi, Il Sun 36 widower Dai Sam Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Choi, In Kil 31 widower Sa Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choi, In Sik 30 married Wan Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Choi, In Soon 33 single Song Si Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Choi, In Sun 23 single Moon Sa Po 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, In Sung 20 married Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
Choi, In Ye 32 widower Masanpo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choi, Ka Ma 23 single Shin Chun 10/5/1903 Siberia
Choi, Kan man 14 single Chemulpo 10/15/1903 Coptic
Choi, Ke Yong 32 widower Song Chin 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choi, Ke Young 20 married Soo Won 2/8/1904 China
Choi, Kei Hoon 23 married Sam Sei Ha 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Kei Moon 26 married Nam San 1/26/1905 Korea
Choi, Kei Moon, mother 47 widow Nam San 1/26/1905 Korea
Choi, Kei Moon, wife 15 married Nam San 1/26/1905 Korea
Choi, Keuk Sam 32 widower Sung Nam 4/26/1904 China
Choi, Keum Pok 18 single Cham Pong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Keun Ha 17 married Tan Chung 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choi, Keung Ko 30 married Yong Chin 3/3/1903 Coptic
Choi, Ki Choon 22 single Chi Cho Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choi, Ki Ho 29 married Hai Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
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Choi, Ki Hong 28 widower Il Tong Me 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Ki Paik 22 widower Songsan-dong 12/24/1904 China
Choi, Ki Soon 24 widower Sa Chang Kol 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Ki Sun 22 widower Hoi Dong 10/6/1904 China
Choi, Kong Sun 30 widower Sin Eung Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Kook Sin 29 single So Kang 3/30/1904 Korea
Choi, Koon Pyeng 31 married Han Chun 10/15/1903 Coptic
Choi, Kun Hyen 29 married Buo Tong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Choi, Kwan Hoo 27 widower Kai Sung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Choi, Kwang Han 25 married Mok Kyo 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Kwang Il 37 married Ho Am 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Kwang Yern 24 married Chung Yong Kyo 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Choi, Kwang Youn 39 widower Seoul, Kiu Tong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Kyeng Chil 29 single Chin Nam, Myen Young 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Kyeng Chin 33 widower You Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choi, Kyeng Moon 26 widower Da Won 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Kyeng Ok 27 widower Hai Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Choi, Kyeng Paik 31 married Chinnampo 1/6/1905 Doric
Choi, Kyeng Sik 25 single Chung Song, Chan So 
Am
5/20/1904 Siberia
Choi, Kyeng Sik 29 widower Sa Chik Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Kyeng Soo 25 married Cho Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Choi, Kyeng Soo 25 married Seoul 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Kyeng Soo 23 single Kwang San Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choi, Kyeng Soo, wife 29 married Cho Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Choi, Kyeng Soo, wife 29 married Seoul 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Kyeng Sun 34 married Hai Nam 8/11/1904 Siberia
Choi, Kyeng Taik 26 widower Huk Myeng Li 11/18/1904 Korea
Choi, Kyeng You 28 married Kang Soh 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Choi, Loo Ok 23 single Tai Tong, Toya Mun Ni 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Man Heung 28 married Mi Dong 10/6/1904 China
Choi, Man Heung, wife (Kak Kim) 23 married Mi Dong 10/6/1904 China
Choi, Man Ki 40 single Ham Heung 2/8/1904 China
Choi, Man Pak 20 single Chung Choo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choi, Moon Kiu 22 married Tok Chan 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Myeng Ok 40 married Ham Heung 7/30/1904 Doric
Choi, Myeng Sun 27 married Choo Ham 5/29/1905 China
Choi, Myeng Woon 24 married Kan Sung 2/18/1904 Doric
Choi, Nam Soon 17 single Yang Poo Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Oh Pong 26 single Kwa Chun Eup 8/22/1904 Coptic
Choi, Ok In 20 single Chung San Nam Chil 1/26/1905 Korea
Choi, Ol Pong 20 single Hai Pang Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
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Choi, Po We 25 single Cho Chung 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Pok Dong 31 widower Nap Heuin Da Ki 1/26/1905 Korea
Choi, Pong Choon 20 single Won San Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Choi, Pong Deuk 18 single Pook Poo 1/6/1905 Doric
Choi, Pong Hak 20 single In Chun 1/16/1904 Korea
Choi, Pong Hak 23 widower Pong Meri 2/2/1905 Coptic
Choi, Pong Hyen 24 widower Kwa Chun Dong Chi 
Kei
9/16/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Pong Hyen 24 married Dong Chi Kei 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Pong Keun 28 married Seoul 11/2/1903 Korea
Choi, Pong Koo 30 married Sam Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Pong Kun 30 married Do Heung Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Pong Soo 36 widower Kiu Sung 2/8/1904 China
Choi, Pong Sool 36 single Aung Choo, Sung Nim 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Choi, Pong Young 23 single Fusan 4/26/1904 China
Choi, Pyeng Chan 28 widower Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Choi, Pyeng Doo 23 married Po Ryoung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Choi, Pyeng Ha 30 married Wal Tan 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Pyeng Hoon 30 married In Chun 4/26/1904 China
Choi, Pyeng Keun 21 married Il Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Pyeng Surp 22 married Choong Chun 9/5/1904 Korea
Choi, Sa Kil 40 widower Pom Ark 1/26/1905 Korea
Choi, Sa Sun 35 widower Wang Sim Ye 1/26/1905 Korea
Choi, Sam Cho 33 single Sam Chung 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Choi, Sam Pong 19 single Dong Chang Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, San Chun 37 widower Yoo Kok 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choi, Sang Eun 29 widower Whang Ju 10/5/1903 Siberia
Choi, Sang Hyen 32 married Wha Dal 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Sang Mook 40 married Myeng Suk Won 8/22/1904 Coptic
Choi, Sang Pil 20 widower Chook Ni 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Sang Pil 20 single Chook Ni 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Sang Pil, father (Sung Po) 52 married Chook Ni 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Sang Pil, nephew (Yang Nam)  6 single Chook Ni 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Sang Wha 35 married Hool Yern Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Seung Chan 28 married Nam San Dong 5/29/1905 China
Choi, Seung Kou 38 widower Kang Soh 7/11/1904 America Maru
Choi, Seung Oh 39 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Choi, Seung Soo 31 widower Sa Lim Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Choi, Seung Taik 38 widower Sam Pal 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Seung Woo 34 married Eui Ju 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Choi, Sin Pong 23 single Chei Choo, Pok Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Choi, Song Do 18 single Heung Hai 1/9/1904 America Maru
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Choi, Song Hak 27 single Mal Koo Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Soo Am 31 single Oh Pa We 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Soo Pok 24 married Pong Ke 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Choi, Soo Pum 29 widower Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Choi, Soon Chai 29 widower Chin Kai Wool 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Soon Chil 25 single Kyeng Choo 2/18/1904 Doric
Choi, Soon Heung 25 married Kyo DOng 3/10/1905 China
Choi, Soon Hyen 26 married Dal Sung Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Choi, Soon Ih 21 widower Sam Kai 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choi, Soon Kil 32 widower Don Pang Kol 6/13/1905 Doric
Choi, Soon Kyeng 31 married Seoul 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Soon Ok 21 married Fusan 10/5/1903 Siberia
Choi, Soon Sung 26 widower Pi An 9/21/1903 Doric
Choi, Suk Choon 29 married Yang Choo 4/14/1903 China
Choi, Suk Choon 25 widower Chi Sa Ri 4/13/1905 Korea
Choi, Suk Kil 20 married Eum Chook 7/30/1904 Doric
Choi, Suk Whan 24 married Chang Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choi, Sun Choo 19 single Sin Heung Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Sun Min 27 widower Hal Yim Kol 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Choi, Sun Yer 21 married In Chun 2/8/1904 China
Choi, Sun Yer 29 married Dal Nai 1/6/1905 Doric
Choi, Sung Ha 39 married Nam Chon 5/29/1905 China
Choi, Sung Ha, wife 27 married Nam Chon 5/29/1905 China
Choi, Sung Hak 36 married Tai Koo 7/18/1904 China
Choi, Sung Moon 29 widower An Hyup 2/18/1904 Doric
Choi, Sung Oh 36 widower Kwang Choo 12/5/1903 Doric
Choi, Sung Oh 28 widower Hong San 1/16/1904 Korea
Choi, Sung Oh 34 married Soo Won 7/18/1904 China
Choi, Sung Ok 32 married Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choi, Sung Ok, son  8 single Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choi, Sung Ok, wife (Yang Dan) 24 married Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choi, Sung Won 27 married Won Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Choi, Sung Yerl 30 married Chung Pong Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Choi, Sung Yerl, son (Pok Keum)  3 single Chung Pong Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Choi, Sung Yerl, son (Pok Yong)  9 single Chung Pong Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Choi, Sung Yerl, wife 30 married Chung Pong Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Choi, Sung Yern 22 single Pong Sul 9/5/1904 Korea
Choi, Sung Youl 40 widower Chang Doo Dari 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Tai Chin 40 married Ka Yang Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Tai Chin, daughter (Bo Ri)  3 single Ka Yang Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Tai Chin, son (Woon Sung)  1 single Ka Yang Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Tai Chin, wife 36 married Ka Yang Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
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Choi, Tai In 21 widower Oh Ryon Kok 10/17/1904 Doric
Choi, Tai In 21 married Oh Ri Kok 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Tai Sun 27 married Sun Chon 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choi, Taik Keun 27 married Chang Sang Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Choi, Wha Choon 40 widower Seoul 11/2/1903 Korea
Choi, Wha Sam 17 single Ta Am Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Won Chai 31 widower Pyeng Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
Choi, Won Chai 31 single Kai Sung 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Won Choon 29 single Sam Wha 7/18/1904 China
Choi, Won Choon 20 single Sam Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choi, Won Kil 20 widower Chae Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choi, Won Kiu 27 widower Kwa Chun 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Choi, Won Sik 24 single Seoul 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Won Sik 31 married Soon Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Choi, Won Sik 20 married Kyo Chun Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Woon Paik 22 widower Pyeng Yang 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Woon Soh 31 married Soh Moo Lye 8/22/1904 Coptic
Choi, Woon Soh, wife 22 married Soh Moo Lye 8/22/1904 Coptic
Choi, Woon Sook 39 married Sam Kei Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Choi, Yang Sam 38 widower Pyerl Soh 1/6/1905 Doric
Choi, Ye Ho 25 single Kang Kyeng Li 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Yer Paik 28 married Whang Chung Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Yer Sam 32 married Pak Moo Kol 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Choi, Yer Sam 32 married Pak Moo Kol 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Choi, Yer Sung 26 married Duk Ryeng 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Yong Ho 22 married Hai Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Choi, Yong Keun 21 single Han Tang In 2/2/1905 Coptic
Choi, Yong Ki 23 single Kwan Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choi, Yong Moon 22 single Chai Ryung 10/15/1903 Coptic
Choi, Yong Sik 24 married Pong Wha Chai 5/29/1905 China
Choi, Yong Soh 27 widower Chil Kok 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choi, Yong Soon 18 single Chil An 8/22/1904 Coptic
Choi, Yong Soon 21 married Nam San Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Yong Sung 20 single Dooi Deul 1/6/1905 Doric
Choi, Yong Whan 38 widower Sam Im Dong 3/10/1905 China
Choi, Yong Woon 35 married Young Choon 4/26/1904 China
Choi, You Keun 20 married Mal Mi Dong 3/10/1905 China
Choi, You Pak 20 single Yong Doo Ri 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choi, You Pok 20 married Pyeng San 7/11/1904 America Maru
Choi, Youn Min 33 widower Moo Pun Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Choi, Youn Mook 34 married Na Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Choi, Young Choon 32 married Seoul 4/26/1904 China
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Choi, Young Do 18 single Woon San 3/30/1904 Korea
Choi, Young Hak 36 widower Seoul 1/9/1904 America Maru
Choi, Young Man 21 married Young Pyen 4/26/1904 China
Choi, Young Nok 23 single Own Yang 3/19/1903 Korea
Choi, Young Sik 31 widower Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Choi, Young Sik 23 single Chil Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choi, Young Sun 28 married Soon Chang 2/18/1904 Doric
Choi, Young Sun 27 married Dai An Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Choi, Young Yerp 33 married Wall Pong Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Choi, Yung Soo 20 widower Ke Chang 11/2/1903 Korea
Chong, Ki Woon 38 married Yang Yang 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chong, Ki Woon, daughter (Yark Pal)  2 single Yang Yang 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chong, Ki Woon, wife 28 married Yang Yang 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chong, Man Dong 25 single Nang Chun 9/21/1903 Doric
Choo, Bong Ye 19 single Kwa Chun 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Choo, Cha Moon 34 married Pok Chi Tou 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Choo, Chai Yern 32 widower Mook Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Choo, Chan Chun 17 single An Ton 4/26/1904 China
Choo, Chang Kook 40 married Cho San 7/18/1904 China
Choo, Chang Kook, daughter 10 single Cho San 7/18/1904 China
Choo, Chang Kook, son 10 single Cho San 7/18/1904 China
Choo, Chang Kook, wife 40 married Cho San 7/18/1904 China
Choo, Chi Il 34 widower Cho Wan 1/6/1905 Doric
Choo, Chi Sam 33 widower You Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Choo, Chin Ok 28 married Soh Mun Ye 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choo, Chul Cho 23 widower Song Dai Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Choo, Chung Kiu 20 single Nam San Chai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choo, Chung Soo 28 married Nam San Chai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choo, Chung Soo, mother (Choi, Teuk 
Sung)
40 widow Nam San Chai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choo, Chung Soon 20 married Sin Ki 9/5/1904 Korea
Choo, Chung Soon 20 married Choo Soh 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Choo, Doo Surp 30 single Eui Il 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Choo, Duk Eun 21 single Kwang Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Choo, Eung Koo 35 widower Dong Chon 2/2/1905 Coptic
Choo, Hak Yong 31 single Keung Kwang 4/24/1905 Coptic
Choo, Ho Ban 23 single Chang Ko Kai 1/26/1905 Korea
Choo, In Choon 33 married Pook Myen 8/22/1904 Coptic
Choo, In Sang 32 married Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choo, In Sang, mother-in-law 51 married Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choo, In Sang, son  3 single Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choo, In Sang, wife 30 married Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
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Choo, Kap Pong 18 single Pak Kol 11/18/1904 Korea
Choo, Keun Choon 19 single Poongyang-li 12/24/1904 China
Choo, Kwang Sun 36 married Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Choo, Kyeng Chan 30 single Yong Young 10/15/1903 Coptic
Choo, Kyeng Do 39 widower Pan Soo 1/26/1905 Korea
Choo, Kyeng Pong 29 married Sang Pongni 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Choo, Myen Sang 30 married Yong Heung, In Hung 
Ye
6/1/1904 Coptic
Choo, Myeng Choon 38 married Na Man An 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Choo, Pong Soh 33 widower Man Moon Owi Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Choo, Sang Pin 24 single Sin Heung Li 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Choo, Sang Pum 28 widowed Suk Po Dong 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Choo, Seung Yup 22 married Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Choo, Soo Dam 40 married Ye Chun 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Choo, Soo Ok 20 married Puk Chung 2/18/1904 Doric
Choo, Sun Heum 23 married Ham Heung 2/8/1904 China
Choo, Sun Mo 23 widower Ko Sung 10/6/1904 China
Choo, Sung Nok 27 single Yang San 1/9/1904 America Maru
Choo, Sung Soo 35 married Kyeng Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Choo, Sung Soo, daughter  3 single Kyeng Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Choo, Sung Soo, son  8 single Kyeng Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Choo, Sung Soo, wife 28 married Kyeng Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Choo, Won Chin 53 widower Mo Dan 4/26/1904 China
Choo, Won Myeng 25 widower Chai Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Choo, Won Yer 26 married Soh Chun Pang 8/22/1904 Coptic
Choo, Woon Sam 26 married Nai Chon 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choo, Youn Pal 37 single Kwan Dong 5/29/1905 China
Choo, Young Kook 30 married Mo Dan 4/26/1904 China
Choo, Young Kook, wife (Soh Je) 20 married Mo Dan 4/26/1904 China
Choo, Young Sam 26 widower Heung Duk Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Choo, Young Surp 40 single Pook Chung 2/8/1904 China
Choo, Young Wha 35 widower Soh Soh Mun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Choon, Nak Choon 34 married Duk Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choon, Nak Choon, son 1 (Kui Do)  7 single Duk Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choon, Nak Choon, son 2 (Bi Do)  4 single Duk Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choon, Nak Choon, son 3 (Sung Do)  1 single Duk Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Choon, Nak Choon, wife (Pak Si) 28 married Duk Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chu, Kyeng Sik 33 widower Chook Chun 10/1/1904 America Maru
Chun, Chai Kwan 25 single Wal Kok 3/10/1905 China
Chun, Chai Poong 26 widower Sung Ai Kyo 1/6/1905 Doric
Chun, Chai Soo 30 widower Duk Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chun, Chang Soon 35 married Eur Eui Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
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Chun, Chang Woon 26 widower Cho Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Chun, Chi Hun 26 widower Choo Sang Tung 4/17/1904 America Maru
Chun, Chi Ok 22 married Kyeng Owi Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chun, Chi Soh 37 widower Sil Yung Ye 4/17/1904 America Maru
Chun, Chi Sun 39 single Soo Koo Moon An 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chun, Chil Sung 20 single Dai Chung 1/26/1905 Korea
Chun, Chin Tai 21 widower Kyeng Kulan 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chun, Chin Wook 24 married Kaing Chung Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Chun, Chong Moon 27 widower Woo Kara Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chun, Chong Pil 25 married Noi Kok 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chun, Chong Soon 29 married Ka Na Pi 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chun, Choon Il 25 widower Pom Ark 1/26/1905 Korea
Chun, Chun Kiu 20 married Woon Heung Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chun, Chun Soh 39 married Koo Sung Li 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chun, Chun Soh, daughter (Pa Dol Ki)  7 single Koo Sung Li 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chun, Chun Soh, daughter (Wan Mea)  1 single Koo Sung Li 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chun, Chun Soh, wife 41 married Koo Sung Li 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chun, Chung Woo 32 widower Fusan 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Chun, Dal Young 26 married Yet Kol 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Chun, Do Choon 36 single Eui Sung 12/5/1903 Doric
Chun, Do Choon 23 widower Pi Suk Keri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chun, Do Kwan 24 single Il Dong 5/29/1905 China
Chun, Do Won 24 widower Kang Wha 5/6/1904 Doric
Chun, Duk Kwan 38 widower Dao Dat Ter 11/18/1904 Korea
Chun, Duk Moon 22 married Chung Cha Chon 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chun, Duk Soh 40 single Kim Hai 2/18/1904 Doric
Chun, Duk Soo 32 widower Masanpo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chun, Duk Won 30 married Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Chun, Duk Yern 33 married Chin Nam 7/11/1904 America Maru
Chun, Duk Yern, daughter  1 single Chin Nam 7/11/1904 America Maru
Chun, Duk Yern, wife 26 married Chin Nam 7/11/1904 America Maru
Chun, Eui Koon 23 married Young Ye Moo Kol 11/18/1904 Korea
Chun, Eun Kum 30 widower Oh Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chun, Eun Sam 23 single Chung Choo 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Chun, Eung Soh 37 widower Dal Kook Chai 1/6/1905 Doric
Chun, Eung Soo 27 married Choong Ha Ri 5/29/1905 China
Chun, Hak Choon 27 married Oh Rumm 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Chun, Hak Choon 25 single Ko Sung 4/26/1904 China
Chun, Hak Dong 20 single Sang Ko 8/22/1904 Coptic
Chun, Hak Pong 26 widower Wha Chun 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Chun, Hak Pong 36 widower Wha Chun 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chun, Hak Sung 23 widower Chung Pa 11/2/1904 Manchuria
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Chun, Han Kook 25 widower Whang Dai Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Chun, Hern Yong 27 married Sin Duk Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Chun, Heung Kil 37 single Soh Moon Li 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chun, Heung Nok 26 widower Sang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chun, Heung Nok 28 married Won San 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chun, Heung Nok, daughter 1 (Kun 
Ai Kee)
 9 single Won San 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chun, Heung Nok, daughter 2 (Kah 
Mi)
 6 single Won San 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chun, Heung Nok, son (Pa Wi)  1 single Won San 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chun, Heung Nok, wife (Kok) 33 married Won San 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chun, Heung Sik 29 married Kong Duk Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chun, Heung Sung 22 single Chang Kol 6/1/1904 Coptic
Chun, Hyeng Kyun 20 married Sang Kyo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chun, Hyo Taik 20 married In Chang An 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Chun, Hyung Won 31 married Puk Chung 1/9/1904 America Maru
Chun, Ik Choo 31 married Eunri Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Chun, Ik Soh 32 married Mo Hak Won 3/10/1905 China
Chun, Im Si 23 single Ki Si Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Chun, In Eun 31 widower Ha Nam San Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chun, In Soo 40 married Nuren Ter 6/13/1905 Doric
Chun, In Soo, son (Yark Sung)  9 single Nuren Ter 6/13/1905 Doric
Chun, In Soo, wife 40 married Nuren Ter 6/13/1905 Doric
Chun, In Whan 28 married Ye Dong 3/10/1905 China
Chun, Kei Sool 23 married Moon Chun 1/9/1904 America Maru
Chun, Keun Ho 29 single Fusan 12/28/1903 Siberia
Chun, Keung Moon 29 single Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Chun, Keung Moon, son (Law Mu)  5 single Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Chun, Ki Choon 40 married Ko San 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chun, Ki Hong 30 married Han Chi Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Chun, Ki Man 24 single Jun Mal Ye 11/18/1904 Korea
Chun, Ki Whan 25 widower Chul San 11/2/1903 Korea
Chun, Ki Whan 22 married Seoul, Mah Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chun, Ki Yong 26 widower Pi Suk Keri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chun, Ki Young 32 married Ha Ri 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chun, Kook Pin 26 married Seoul 3/19/1903 Korea
Chun, Kyeng Choon 35 widower Mook Kei 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chun, Kyeng Ha 33 widower Sung Chun 4/17/1904 America Maru
Chun, Kyeng Myung 32 married On Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Chun, Kyeng Nak 38 married Pan Wom Tong 4/26/1904 China
Chun, Kyeng Sik 22 widower Sang Ku Kol 1/6/1905 Doric
Chun, Kyeng Soh 30 widower Mok Chang Ye 5/29/1905 China
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Chun, Kyung Nak, daughter  2 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Chun, Kyung Nak, son  4 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Chun, Kyung Nak, wife 34 married Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Chun, Maing Kwen 23 single Chin Nam, Wim Peom 
Dong
6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chun, Mong Choon 23 married Oh Ri Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chun, Moon Soo 23 single Pasil Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Chun, Myeng Ho 22 married Dai Dong Moon An 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Chun, Myeng Woon 20 married Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
Chun, Nai Youn 40 married Hak Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chun, Nai Youn, daughter (Chin 
Choo)
 1 single Hak Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chun, Nai Youn, daughter (Keun 
Choo)
10 single Hak Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chun, Nai Youn, daughter (Sai Pyerl)  4 single Hak Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chun, Nai Youn, wife (Kam Ye) 35 married Hak Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chun, Nak  Wan 24 single Duk Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chun, Nak Chung 27 married Duk Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chun, Nak Chung, wife (Ruch) 19 married Duk Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chun, Nok Soh 36 widower Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Chun, Ok Dong 18 married Pan Wom Tong 4/26/1904 China
Chun, Pa We 22 single Soi An Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chun, Paik Hyun 40 married In Chun 10/5/1903 Siberia
Chun, Pong Ki 31 married Seoul, So Soo 6/1/1904 Coptic
Chun, Pong Soh 27 married Yong Doo Ri 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chun, Pyeng Chan 19 single Oh Ri Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Chun, S? Chong 26 married Kang Wha 4/26/1904 China
Chun, S? Chong, wife 18 married Kang Wha 4/26/1904 China
Chun, Sei Moon 20 single Dsun San, Chong Ne 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chun, Seung Keun 20 widower Fusan 7/30/1904 Doric
Chun, Seung Youn 26 widower So Cha Mok Kol 6/1/1904 Coptic
Chun, Si Choong 24 married Ka Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Chun, Si Dong 20 single Poo Moon Pah 1/26/1905 Korea
Chun, Si Young 35 widower Kyeng Sung, Un Hyang 6/1/1904 Coptic
Chun, Soh Ki 21 married Yang Chun  3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chun, Soo Il 22 single Pak Chin 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chun, Soo Yong 40 widower Ye Hyen 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chun, Soon Pai 27 married Dong Mak 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chun, Soon Yern 28 widower Suk Kyo 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Chun, Suk Cho 35 married Sam Kai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chun, Sung Chun 23 widower Chang Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chun, Sung Duk 20 single Chang Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Chun, Sung In 20 widower Soh Dong Kol 3/10/1905 China
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Chun, Sung Man 20 single Chin Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Chun, Sung Yong 35 widower Koo Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Chun, Tai Chan 34 widower Sa San 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chun, Tai Keum 25 married Pyeng Yang 10/5/1903 Siberia
Chun, Tai Keun 21 married Dai An Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chun, Tai Kyeng 40 widower Chin Tam 4/26/1904 China
Chun, Taik Soo 22 married Hak Dang Kol 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chun, Uk Soon 18 widower Kwang Wha 12/28/1903 Siberia
Chun, Wha Sil 40 married Mil Yang 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chun, Wha Sil 40 widower Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chun, Wha Sil, daughter 1 (Young Ye)  8 single Mil Yang 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chun, Wha Sil, daughter 2 (Dool Ye)  4 single Mil Yang 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chun, Wha Sil, daughter 3 (Sung Ye)  1 single Mil Yang 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chun, Wha Sil, wife (You, Ma Mo) 39 married Mil Yang 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chun, Woon Soh 31 widower Moon San Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Chun, Woon Sung 22 married Mai Choi Ki 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chun, Yang Sup 23 married Sung Chin 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Chun, Yea Kon 29 widower Moo Ryo Up 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chun, Yong In 28 married Dai Koo 2/18/1904 Doric
Chun, Yong Kwen 24 single Soon Chun 7/11/1904 America Maru
Chun, Yong Son 29 single Kol Mo San 1/26/1905 Korea
Chun, Yong Surp 21 married Soon An Eup 9/5/1904 Korea
Chun, You Pak 20 single You Chun Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Chun, Youn Pong 26 married Heung Poo 9/5/1904 Korea
Chun, Young Chang 38 widower You Kok Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Chun, Young Choon 34 widower Nereun Ma Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Chun, Young Dal 34 married Da Ha Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chun, Young Eun 29 married Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Chun, Young Pong 26 widower Moon Chun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Chun, Young Taik 26 widower Chang Kol 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Cha Suk 32 married Chin Hai, Tai Sik 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chung, Cha Won 40 married Ki San Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Cha Won, son (Pak Yong) 11 single Ki San Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Chai Ho 23 married Cho Ri Chang 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Chai Hyen 36 widower Pong San 7/30/1904 Doric
Chung, Chai Kwan 24 married Whang Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Chung, Chai Kwan 20 widower Moo An 3/30/1904 Korea
Chung, Chai Kwan 47 married Fusan, Cho Leong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Chai Sam 29 widower Han Sil 1/6/1905 Doric
Chung, Chai Soo 34 widower Wool Al Ye 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Chai Won 33 widower Choo Pong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Chai Young 34 married Ko Mo 5/18/1905 Mongolia
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Chung, Chai Young, son (Moon Ye)  7 single Ko Mo 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Chai Young, wife 38 married Ko Mo 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Chang Ho 27 married Song Am 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chung, Chang Won 25 married Dai Pyeng Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Chang Yerl 29 married Toong Ha 11/18/1904 Korea
Chung, Che Woon 28 married Kyeng Choo 10/15/1903 Coptic
Chung, Che Woon 25 widower Mil Yang 2/8/1904 China
Chung, Che Woon, son  1 single Kyeng Choo 10/15/1903 Coptic
Chung, Che Woon, wife 20 married Kyeng Choo 10/15/1903 Coptic
Chung, Chei Whan 29 widower Pi Suk Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Chung, Chi Chung 33 married Woon Kok 1/6/1905 Doric
Chung, Chi Mong 39 married Won San 1/9/1904 America Maru
Chung, Chi Sun 33 widower Kam Chung Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chung, Chi Wha 33 widower Chai Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Chung, Chi Whan 24 married Soh Chon 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chung, Chi Woon 31 married Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Chung, Chi Young 25 single Chung Woon Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Chi Young, brother (In Young) 15 single Chung Woon Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Chi Young, mother (Man Ye) 41 widower Chung Woon Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Chil Dai 24 widower You Pyeng 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Chil Pak 20 single Pi Suk Keui 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Chin 17 single Mok Po 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Chin Sang 36 married Ha Yang 12/28/1903 Siberia
Chung, Chin Sang, son 15 single Ha Yang 12/28/1903 Siberia
Chung, Chin Sang, wife 38 married Ha Yang 12/28/1903 Siberia
Chung, Chong Sik 29 single Choong Li 11/29/1904 Siberia
Chung, Chong Suk 29 single Sin Pyeng 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Chong Surl 26 married San Dao 1/6/1905 Doric
Chung, Choo Kyeng 32 widower Seoul, Sai Miu Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Choon Hong 21 single Dong Moon Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Choon Il 55 married Young Choo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Choon Il, daughter (Pong 
Nam)
 7 single Young Choo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Choon Il, wife 55 married Young Choo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Choon Man 20 married Dai Heung Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Choon Oh 40 widower Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Chung, Choon Po 38 widower Sam Chung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Choon sik 28 widower Pook Chang Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Choon Sung 20 married In Chun 7/18/1904 China
Chung, Choon Ye 28 married Soh Won 3/10/1905 China
Chung, Choon Ye, wife (Ye Kul) 29 married Soh Won 3/10/1905 China
Chung, Choon Young 34 married Choi Hung 5/20/1904 Siberia
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Chung, Choong Keuk 37 married Kok Sung 1/9/1904 America Maru
Chung, Choong Kil 18 single Pook Dong Nai 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Choong Sun 35 married Na Choo, An Chong 
Tong
6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chung, Chung Chei 24 single Che Do 8/11/1904 Siberia
Chung, Chung Keum 21 single Kwang Choo 12/5/1903 Doric
Chung, Chung Ok 29 widower Cha Sam 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Chung Pong 25 single Chang Keri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chung, Dai Seung 20 widower Sa Yang 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chung, Dal Soo 20 widower Dong Poo 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chung, Dal Yong 21 married Cho Ryang 1/6/1905 Doric
Chung, Dan So 19 single Ma Chang An 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chung, Do Hyuk  7 single Nyu Wang Chon 8/22/1904 Coptic
Chung, Do Kyeng 19 single Purl Won Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Do Myeng 19 single Il Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Chung, Do Won 27 married Kueng Ju 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chung, Do Young 27 widower Song Si Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Dong Ho 20 single Suk Kyo  9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Dong Sik 27 married Pyeng Dong 10/6/1904 China
Chung, Dong Sim 28 single Chung Poong Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Dong Soon 23 married Sa Chin Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Dong Won 22 single Pyeng Moon Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Chung, Duk Choong 30 widower Eun Song Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Duk Keun 28 married Yang Choo 2/8/1904 China
Chung, Duk Myeng 39 married Eun Song Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Duk Ow 23 married In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Chung, Duk Soo 25 married Ma Am 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chung, Duk Wha 40 married Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Chung, Duk Wha, wife 29 married Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Chung, Eui Kyeng 34 married Paik Chun, Pang Oul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Eul Dong, son 36 widower Soh Sang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Chung, Eun Taik 40 married Sam Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Eun Taik, son (Kwan Choo) 10 single Sam Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Eun Taik, son (Soo Kwan) 11 single Sam Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Eung Sup 25 married Ko Sung 12/28/1903 Siberia
Chung, Eurk Kil 18 single Ku Soo Kok 10/6/1904 China
Chung, Ha Chul 21 single Pan Kyo 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chung, Hai Man 25 married Kar Ma Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chung, Haing Sung 35 married An Sung 7/30/1904 Doric
Chung, Hak Moon 18 widower Chin Choo 4/26/1904 China
Chung, Hak Soh 34 widower Soop Chung 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Hak Soh 23 widower Pil Pong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
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Chung, Hak Son 27 married Tong Nak Kual 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Hak Soo 25 single Choong Wha 7/11/1904 America Maru
Chung, Hak Sun 24 married Fusan 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chung, Han Eun 27 married Yern Il, Kum Suk 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Heui Kwan 29 widower Kei Da Chung 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Heui Kyeng 31 married Dol Ma Deul 5/29/1905 China
Chung, Heung Kwan 33 married Yang Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Chung, Heung Pong 19 single Yern Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chung, Heung Pong, brother (Heung 
Sung)
11 single Yern Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chung, Heung Pong, mother (Chung 
Aiki)
45 widow Yern Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chung, Heung Sung 21 widower Choo Eurp 1/6/1905 Doric
Chung, Heung Yong 25 widower Kang Wha 8/11/1904 Siberia
Chung, Ho Young 27 married Chung San 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Ho Young, sister (Moon Ye) 11 single Chung San 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Ho Young, son (Ye Cho)  3 single Chung San 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Ho Young, wife 21 married Chung San 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Hoo Kyeng 23 married Youl Erp 8/22/1904 Coptic
Chung, Hyen Don 33 widower You Fong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Chung, Hyen Kiu 20 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Chung, Hyo Sun 18 single Dong Hyen 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Hyung Chin 27 married Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Chung, Ik Yerl 36 widower Hamchong 7/30/1904 Doric
Chung, Il Sung 21 single Pak Nak Chang Ter 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Il Sung 32 widower Sang Kol 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Im Choon 27 single Yr Chon 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chung, Im Kyum 31 married Sa Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chung, In Chai 27 widower Soo Chun Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Chung, In Chan 19 single Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chung, In Dal 24 single Sang Dong 3/10/1905 China
Chung, In Kiu 34 widower Young Kwang 7/18/1904 China
Chung, In Sik 21 single Chin Nam, Won Dok 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chung, In Sik 28 widower Pook Chang Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Chung, In Soo 28 widower Sun Chang 11/18/1904 Korea
Chung, In Tai 25 widower Mim Perl 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Jin Soo 17 single Mok-po 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Chung, Ke Eun 26 widower An Eui, Nong San 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chung, Keuk Sun 23 widowr Ya Sang 2/8/1904 China
Chung, Keung Soo 25 married Chung Do 2/8/1904 China
Chung, Ki Choon 37 widower Tong Moon An 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Ki Hyen 26 married You Chung Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
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Chung, Ki Pong 37 widower Koo Kwan Li 5/29/1905 China
Chung, Ki Sun 25 widower Ham Heung 7/30/1904 Doric
Chung, Ki Up 17 single Won Chin Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Chung, Kil Soo 30 single Ha Dong 1/9/1904 America Maru
Chung, Kil Ye 25 single Ham An 5/6/1904 Doric
Chung, Kiu Chin 31 married Do Kak Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chung, Kiu Won 18 married Dang Pi Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chung, Kook Hyen 33 married Ai Po 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chung, Kook Hyen 24 widower Choo Am 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chung, Kook Hyun 22 single Chul San 10/15/1903 Coptic
Chung, Kook Sin 29 married Sang Ye 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Kook Sin, son (Chang Son)  6 single Sang Ye 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Kook Sin, wife 32 married Sang Ye 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Kook Soh 18 single Sang Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Kook Sung 24 single Keri Mol Kyo 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Kui Ip, daughter 10 single Soh Sang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Chung, Kyeng Chin 21 widower Kook Mal 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Kyeng Choon 36 single Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Chung, Kyeng Ho 34 married Pook Chang Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Kyeng Ho, son (Sang Chin)  1 single Pook Chang Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Kyeng Ho, son (Sang Yong)  3 single Pook Chang Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Kyeng Ho, wife 30 married Pook Chang Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Kyeng Lo 29 widower Yang San 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Kyeng Sik 24 married Kal Ke 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chung, Kyeng Soh 40 single Pyeng Chon 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Kyeng Soon 27 widower Choong Heung 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Kyo Moon 40 widower Wan Dang Li 6/13/1905 Doric
Chung, Man Cho 27 married Eui Sung 2/8/1904 China
Chung, Man Po 40 widower Soo Chung Ok 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chung, Man Sik 27 single Yang San, Ye Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chung, Man Ye 25 single Yang San, Hah Che 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chung, Mong Yong 23 single Chung Chin 8/22/1904 Coptic
Chung, Moon Chan 22 single Ham An, Nam Moon 
An
6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chung, Moon Ok 22 single Ol Ba He 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Chung, Moon Ok 25 married Ping San 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chung, Moon Pal 21 widower Young You 12/5/1903 Doric
Chung, Myeng Choon 27 single Mil Yang, Ma San 6/1/1904 Coptic
Chung, Myeng Ik 25 single Sa Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chung, Myeng Keun 21 widower Wan Sang 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Myeng Ki 19 single Nam San  9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Myeng Pal 19 single So Dong 3/10/1905 China
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Chung, Myeng Soo 29 widower Nam Moon Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chung, Myeng Soo 29 married Whang Chi 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chung, Myeng Sook 26 widower Heung Hai 2/8/1904 China
Chung, Myeng Yerl 28 marrried Young You 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Nai You 37 married Chin Tam 4/26/1904 China
Chung, Nak Won 28 married Hai Me 4/26/1904 China
Chung, Nak Young 35 widower Cha Ar Kol 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Nam Chai 26 single Youl Po 5/29/1905 China
Chung, Nam Chin 29 widower Heui Im Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chung, Nam Do 27 single Chip Mok Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chung, Nam Kyo 31 married Moon No Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chung, Nok Sun 28 married Pyeng Yang 9/21/1903 Doric
Chung, Pa We 25 single Kai Chung Chi 3/10/1905 China
Chung, Pan Sung 25 single Keum Nal 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Pil Ho 32 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Chung, Pil Ho, daughter  2 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Chung, Pil Ho, wife 21 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Chung, Pok Sool 23 single Dwin Chik Ye 2/2/1905 Coptic
Chung, Pong Choon 22 widower Pi An 4/26/1904 China
Chung, Pong Hak 26 married Yang Chun 3/14/1904 Coptic
Chung, Pong Hak 20 single Choo Am 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Pong Ik 25 widower Ko Won 12/28/1903 Coptic
Chung, Pong Kiu 25 married Yern Kwang Chong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chung, Pong Nak 20 single Sam Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Chung, Pong Ok 35 widower Soo Nam Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Pong Sok 20 single Pongkook 12/24/1904 China
Chung, Pong Wha  7 single Yern Pong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Pong Whan 37 widower Sa Chi Kol 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Pong Yong 23 single Oh Yang San 1/6/1905 Doric
Chung, Pyeng Sup 35 married Kang Dong 7/18/1904 China
Chung, Pyeng Sup, daughter  8 single Kang Dong 7/18/1904 China
Chung, Pyeng Sup, son 11 single Kang Dong 7/18/1904 China
Chung, Pyeng Sup, wife 30 married Kang Dong 7/18/1904 China
Chung, Pyeng Tai 22 married Pook Chin 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chung, Pyeng Wha 18 single Pok Duk Ri 5/29/1905 China
Chung, Sa Kyum 31 widower Dong Chon 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Sa Sook 20 married Pal Chun Ye 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chung, Sa Sung 25 married Yern Soh 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Sa Sung, brother (Sung Nok) 14 single Yern Soh 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Sai Dap 18 single Ko Sung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Sai Hyen 40 married Chil Nam 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Sam Pong 23 single Paik Nam Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
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Chung, Sang Hyen 29 married Chai Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Chung, Sang Kyo 24 married Sang Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chung, Sang Soon 21 widower Kim Hai 11/2/1903 Korea
Chung, Sang Soon 22 single Chong Dong 3/10/1905 China
Chung, Sang Sun 26 single Sin Chun 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Sang Won 27 married Il Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Sang Yong 39 single Deue Mal 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Seung Oh 23 single Yern Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Chung, Si Dong 22 single Hap Chun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Si Young 33 widower Woo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Sin Ki 23 widower Seoul 12/5/1903 Doric
Chung, Soo Il 28 widower Sang Ka Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Soo Ip, daughter 11 single Soh Sang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Chung, Soo Keung 26 widower Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Chung, Soo Young 29 married Yang Chu 3/3/1903 Coptic
Chung, Soon Dai 33 widower Pyol Dong 4/17/1904 America Maru
Chung, Soon Il 30 widower Dal Sung Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Soon In 39 married Young Yang 7/18/1904 China
Chung, Soon Kyeng 38 widower San Yark Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chung, Soon Saing 18 widower Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Chung, Soon Yer 40 widower Se Heung 11/2/1903 Korea
Chung, Suh Chong 21 married Songdo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Chung, Suk Eun 26 married Yong Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chung, Suk Eun, wife 30 married Yong Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chung, Sung Dai 34 single Chin Choo 4/26/1904 China
Chung, Sung Kap 25 single Kyengchoo, Sam Pa Ki 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Sung Pai 26 married Ye Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Chung, Sung Pai, wife (Pong Sun) 19 married Ye Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Chung, Tai Ik 28 widower Soo An 10/15/1903 Coptic
Chung, Tai Kyeng 37 married In Chun 7/30/1904 Doric
Chung, Tai Kyeng, daughter 1  4 single In Chun 7/30/1904 Doric
Chung, Tai Kyeng, daughter 2  1 single In Chun 7/30/1904 Doric
Chung, Tai Kyeng, son  7 single In Chun 7/30/1904 Doric
Chung, Tai Kyeng, wife 35 married In Chun 7/30/1904 Doric
Chung, Tai Sun 23 married Chang Dong 5/29/1905 China
Chung, Tai Young 21 married Na Moon  Par 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Chung, Taik Soon 20 married Sang Ap 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Chung, Teuk Pum 22 single Mo Dan Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Chung, Wan Surp 25 married Chang Chin, Pong 
Moon Chang
5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, We Chul 31 single Chung San 2/8/1904 China
Chung, Wha Chil 26 married Chin Choo 10/5/1903 Siberia
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Chung, Wha Sik 40 married Eun Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Chung, Wha Youn 26 married Kim Hai 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chung, Wha Young 23 married Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Chung, Won Chai 24 married Pang Kol 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chung, Won Chil 22 married Up Na 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Won Hyen 17 single Dai Am Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Chung, Won Keun 34 widower Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Chung, Won Kiu 40 married Pong Hyen Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Won Kiu, wife 22 married Pong Hyen Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Chung, Won Myeng 25 single Pyeng Yang 2/8/1904 China
Chung, Won Pong 22 married Do Rim Ye 6/13/1905 Doric
Chung, Won Sam 40 widower Sin Chang, Chang Ma 
Yu
5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Won Soh 23 single Saker-ri 12/24/1904 China
Chung, Won Soh 29 married Koong Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Chung, Won Soh, wife 20 married Koong Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Chung, Won Sun 31 widower Masanpo 3/14/1904 Coptic
Chung, Woon Heui 28 married Fusan 10/15/1903 Coptic
Chung, Woon Heui, wife 22 married Fusan 10/15/1903 Coptic
Chung, Woon Kyeng 27 married Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Chung, Woon Oh 25 married Moo Kei 9/5/1904 Korea
Chung, Woon Soon 27 widower Pai Woo Kai 4/24/1905 Coptic
Chung, Yang Sup 33 married Yan Il 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Yang Yerl 40 married Soo Ye Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chung, Yang Yerl, daughter-in-law 
(Moon Pal)
23 married Soo Ye Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chung, Yang Yerl, son 1 (In Pong)  6 single Soo Ye Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chung, Yang Yerl, son 2 (In Soon)  5 single Soo Ye Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chung, Yang Yerl, son 3 (In Im)  1 single Soo Ye Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chung, Yang Yerl, wife 42 married Soo Ye Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Chung, Ye Yong 28 married Ye Ri 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Chung, Yern Kil 19 single Dal Eum San 8/22/1904 Coptic
Chung, Yern Soh 29 married Tong Nai 11/2/1903 Korea
Chung, Yong An 25 single Chung San 5/20/1904 Siberia
Chung, Yong Choon 24 single Mai Kerl 1/26/1905 Korea
Chung, Yong Choon 29 widower Kar Chun Kol 2/13/1905 Siberia
Chung, Yong Sam 26 widower Keun Koo Kal   3/10/1905 China
Chung, Yong Soh 23 married Won Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Chung, Youn Pil 28 married Pi Sun Ker Ri 11/18/1904 Korea
Chung, Youn Pil, wife 17 married Pi Sun Ker Ri 11/18/1904 Korea
Chung, Youn Sil 27 married Chul San 2/18/1904 Doric
Chung, Young Ki 36 widower Kam Chun 5/18/1905 Mongolia
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Chung, Young Soo 29 single Tong Chai 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Chung, Young Soo 20 widower Dong Am 2/2/1905 Coptic
Dan, Eung Whan 19 married Tong An 12/24/1904 China
Do, Chup Yong 24 married Mook San 1/26/1905 Korea
Do, Do Kwan 25 single Chili Na 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Do, Ham Chin 29 widower Wok Sai Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Do, Ho Il 21 single Poong Kang 1/26/1905 Korea
Do, Won Suk 19 single Sung Choo, Chin Chong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Dong, He Yong 20 single Tan Chon 5/20/1904 Siberia
Dong, Nam Sool 24 married Choong Pyeng 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Dong, Suk Ke 23 married Chung Pook 1/9/1904 America Maru
Drusilla, Mrs. 22 widow Yong In 12/5/1903 Doric
Eum, Choon Young 35 married Ko Yang 3/3/1903 Coptic
Eum, Choon Young, wife 24 married Ko Yang 3/3/1903 Coptic
Eum, Dai Young 25 married Tong San Mal 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Eum, Sung Poi 24 widower Pun mal 4/24/1905 Coptic
Eur, Soon Wha 26 widower Pook Myen 9/5/1904 Korea
Ha, Chi Min 21 single Mool Ha Pi 1/26/1905 Korea
Ha, Chi Paik 40 widower Deui Mal 5/29/1905 China
Ha, Chi Sun 36 single Won Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ha, Choon Sik 27 married Kong Dong 12/24/1904 China
Ha, Chung Choon 18 single Poong Chun eup 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ha, Hak Soh 40 married In Chun 2/8/1904 China
Ha, Hak Soh, wife 48 married Nai Dong 11/29/1904 Siberia
Ha, Mrs. Hak Soh, son  5 single Nai Dong 11/29/1904 Siberia
Ha, Hak Yong 28 married Sool Chung 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ha, Han Sik 26 married Yong Chin Eurp 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ha, Heung Poo 20 single Chang Young 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ha, Il Chung 26 married Soh Chung Pang 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ha, Kyeng Soo 32 married Chang Won 4/26/1904 China
Ha, Nam Sool 29 married Yern Il 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ha, Pan Kiu 29 single Chong Hyen 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ha, Sang Ok 20 married New Ri Kol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ha, Soo Il 40 widower Dak Chi 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ha, Suk Ye 20 married Chin Choo 2/8/1904 China
Ha, Sung Taik 20 married In Chun 2/8/1904 China
Ha, Sung Taik, wife 19 married In Chun 2/8/1904 China
Ha, Wau Suk 40 married Pong Hok 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ha, Won Chip 29 widower In Chun 9/21/1903 Doric
Ha, Woon Kyeng 26 married Chin Choo 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Ha, Yong Chik 26 married Ok Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ha, Young Sook 29 widower Sin Ku 9/21/1903 Doric
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Ham, Chang Yerl 20 single Herk Kai Kol 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ham, Chi Kyeng 45 married Ham Heung 3/14/1904 Coptic
Ham, Choon Wha 25 married Nam Poo 1/26/1905 Korea
Ham, Chun Soo 31 widower Pyeng Yang 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ham, Do Soon 34 widower Chun Choo 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ham, Eui Sik 28 married Chung Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Ham, Ho Yong 34 married Ko Duk 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ham, Ho Yong, wife 25 married Ko Duk 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ham, In Sun 25 widower Kook Chung Dong 3/10/1905 China
Ham, Keum Pok 26 married Chun Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Ham, Man Kil 23 single Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ham, Myeng Duk 31 married Ye Moon Kol 9/5/1904 Korea
Ham, Ok Chai 20 married Hai Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ham, San Yer 38 married Herk Kai Kol 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ham, San Yer, son  1 single Herk Kai Kol 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ham, San Yer, wife 36 married Herk Kai Kol 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ham, Sang Yerp 32 widower Ta Am Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ham, Seung Mo 27 widower Moon Chun 4/26/1904 China
Ham, Soo Kap 28 single Kyeng Choo 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ham, Sung Yong 22 married Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ham, Ye Hyen 29 widower Cha San 7/11/1904 America Maru
Ham, Yong Sik 27 single Kim Hai, Chi Chung 
Dong
6/1/1904 Coptic
Ham, You Hyen 30 married Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Han, Chai Myeng 35 widower Cho Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Han, Chai Suk 28 married Kyeng Sung, Sai Moon 
On
6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Han, Chai Yorn 35 single Nam Kyung 4/17/1904 America Maru
Han, Chang Choo 26 married Jei Choo 12/5/1903 Doric
Han, Chang Choon 30 widower Son Sang Ri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Han, Chang Kiu 25 widower Chung Choon 4/17/1904 America Maru
Han, Chang Kyo 19 single Chang Sa RI 10/17/1904 Doric
Han, Chang Sik 29 married Soo Won 12/28/1903 Coptic
Han, Che Hong 34 married Pyeng San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Han, Che Hong, son 11 single Pyeng San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Han, Che Hong, wife 29 married Pyeng San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Han, Chi Chang 25 married Pook Moon Au 9/5/1904 Korea
Han, Chi Choon 30 married Eun Sun Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Chi Choon, nephew (Ro, Chin 
Kook)
11 single Eun Sun Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Chi Choon, son (Pong Yong)  3 single Eun Sun Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Chi Choon, wife 26 married Eun Sun Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Chi Ok 38 married Ka Moon Dol 1/6/1905 Doric
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Han, Chi Pin 20 single Kinchai Chang Kerl 5/29/1905 China
Han, Chi Soo 35 married Mok Kay 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Han, Chi Woon 28 widower Nam Chon 8/22/1904 Coptic
Han, Chil Woon, wife 30 married Kyeng Sung 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Han, Chil Woong 33 married Kyeng Sung 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Han, Chin Seung 20 single Sung Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Han, Choo Dong 36 married Seoul 12/28/1903 Siberia
Han, Choo Sun 19 single Moo Pun Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Han, Choon Deuk 24 married Kondang Kol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Han, Choon Sang 39 married Hai Choo 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Han, Choon Sang, son (Su Tai) 14 single Hai Choo 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Han, Choon Sang, son (Young Dai)  8 single Pin Suk Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Choon Sang, wife 40 married Pin Suk Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Chung Saing 18 single Kang Kyeng 8/22/1904 Coptic
Han, Chung Son 19 single Nai Ho 1/26/1905 Korea
Han, Dai Keun 38 widower Chin Choo, Pul Mun 6/1/1904 Coptic
Han, Dai Suk 28 widower Sang Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Han, Dal Soo 36 widower Kang Kai 10/5/1903 Siberia
Han, Deuk Soo 30 widower Chang Im Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Han, Do Hyen 37 widower Song Chung Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Do Wha 40 married Dong Sang Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Han, Dong Sun 21 married Kwan Sang Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Doo Sam 19 single An Pyen 7/11/1904 America Maru
Han, Doo Son 11 single An Pyen 8/11/1904 Siberia
Han, Doo Soo 21 single Koo So Kol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Han, Doo Yern 25 married An Pyen 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Han, Duk Choi 31 married Chang Tong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Han, Eun Sang 36 married An Pyen 4/26/1904 China
Han, Eung Choo 26 single Im Myeng 5/6/1904 Doric
Han, Eung Pal 20 married Tong Chang 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Han, Eung Pal 34 married Cho Chei 12/24/1904 China
Han, Eung Soon 24 married Sul Soo Dang Kol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Han, Eung Taik 26 widower Kwa Chun 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Han, Hak Sun 20 single Yun Chun 3/3/1903 Coptic
Han, Hak Sun 45 widower Seoul, Ye Chum Dung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Han, Hak Sun, brother 38 married Poong Duk 3/19/1903 Korea
Han, Heui Yern 18 single Choo Nam Ha D ong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Han, Heung Choo 23 married Jei Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Han, Heung Choo, wife 26 married Jei Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Han, Heung Soo 34 married Ar Hyen 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Han, Heung Soo, son (Soo Pok) 11 single Ar Hyen 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Han, Heung Soo, wife (Ye, Young Yoh) 32 married Ar Hyen 3/31/1905 Manchuria
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Han, Heung Yerl 24 married Ye Hyen 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Han, Hi Soon 40 married Chang Im Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Han, Hi Soon, wife (Cho, Sung Sim) 40 married Chang Im Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Han, Hyeng Kook 23 married Ha Sung Ye 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Han, Ik Soo 24 married Mohak Won 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Han, Il Choon 26 single Kwi Pyeng 2/2/1905 Coptic
Han, Il Seung 39 married Mi Ryong Do 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Han, Il Seung, son 1  8 single Mi Ryong Do 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Han, Il Seung, son 2  4 single Mi Ryong Do 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Han, Il Seung, wife 32 married Mi Ryong Do 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Han, In Soon 28 single So Chun Ker Ri 10/6/1904 China
Han, Keum In 29 widower Ki Chang, Shin Wha 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Han, Keun Ching 22 married Poo Pyeng Eurp 2/13/1905 Siberia
Han, Ki Ho 26 married Kyeng Cha 8/22/1904 Coptic
Han, Ki Taik 25 married You Do 2/2/1905 Coptic
Han, Ki Taik, brother (Won Taik) 11 single You Do 2/2/1905 Coptic
Han, Ki Won 24 married Chi Kok Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Han, Ki Woon 21 single Ki Chang 2/8/1904 China
Han, Kiu Hyen 30 married Kap Tong 3/30/1904 Korea
Han, Kook Seung 24 married Sin Suk Li 12/24/1904 China
Han, Koon Myeng 28 married Suk Woo 2/2/1905 Coptic
Han, Kun Doo 24 married Pong Whang Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Han, Kwang Choo 30 widower Soh Pyen Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Han, Kyeng Seung 22 married Dai Sim Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Han, Kyeng Soh 22 single Sam Wha 1/16/1904 Korea
Han, Kyeng Sun 21 widower Nak Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Han, Man Hak 23 single You Chun 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Han, Man Kil 21 single Soh Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Han, Moon Chang 36 single Yai Kun 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Han, Moon Ik 20 married Young Sim Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Han, Myeng Hoo 38 widower Pong Chun Ye 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Han, Myeng Kyo 32 married Yern Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Han, Myeng Soo 40 widower Oh San Dong 12/24/1904 China
Han, Myeng Soo 22 married Yern Po 1/6/1905 Doric
Han, Myeng Who 38 widower Pong Chun Ye 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Han, Myeng Won 30 married Sa Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Han, Myeng Yer 24 widower Fusan 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Han, Pa We 22 single Dong San Par 2/13/1905 Siberia
Han, Po You 27 married Dai Koo 4/26/1904 China
Han, Pong Do 25 married Chinnam, Nao Kerl 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Han, Pong Kiu 38 widower Seoul, Ye Chum Dung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Han, Pong Koo 33 single An Pyen 8/11/1904 Siberia
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Han, Pong Kook 40 married Kwang Duk 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Han, Pong Pum 21 single Chang Hyen 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Han, Pong Suk 25 widower Seoul 12/5/1903 Doric
Han, Pong Yer 31 married Jol Mow 2/13/1905 Siberia
Han, Pum Tai 30 married San Kai 2/13/1905 Siberia
Han, Pyeng Ik 26 single Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Han, Pyeng Kook 21 single Mokpo 10/5/1903 Siberia
Han, Pyeng Nak 21 single Chung Chiung Dong 4/26/1904 China
Han, Pyeng Sik 22 married Na Ha De 4/26/1904 China
Han, Pyeng Wha 32 married Sin Chun 7/30/1904 Doric
Han, Pyeng Yong 27 married Eun San, Pan Chun Ye 5/20/1904 Siberia
Han, Sa Cha 21 single Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Han, Sa Kyo 33 widower Ho Kea Ri 2/13/1905 Siberia
Han, Sam Dal 26 widower Tai Chon 2/13/1905 Siberia
Han, Sam Pong 20 single Ko Yang 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Han, Sang Nok 40 married Kim Dai Chang Keri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Sang Nok, son (Ye Ho)  8 single Kim Dai Chang Keri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Sang Nok, wife 25 married Kim Dai Chang Keri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Sang Woon 36 married Pook Chon 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Han, Sang Woon, daughter (Kan Ani)  1 single Pook Chon 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Han, Sang Woon, daughter (Kook 
Soon)
 5 single Pook Chon 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Han, Sang Woon, wife (Ne Sik) 28 married Pook Chon 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Han, Sang Ye 26 single Chin Choo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Han, Sei Hyen 33 married Pan Chon 11/29/1904 Siberia
Han, Sei Yang 33 married Ko Koo 8/11/1904 Siberia
Han, Sei Yern 23 widower Dong Oh Ri 4/24/1905 Coptic
Han, Seung Kook 25 married Moon Chun 3/4/1904 Siberia
Han, Seung Moon 40 married Songdo 4/14/1903 China
Han, Seung Nak 31 widower Nok Mo Ri 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Han, Seung Pio 23 single Ha Kwan Li 2/2/1905 Coptic
Han, Seung Pum 29 widower Kang Wha 3/3/1903 Coptic
Han, Seung Pum 30 widower Kern Poong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Han, Seung Yerl 30 married Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Han, Seung Yerl, daughter 1  4 single Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Han, Seung Yerl, daughter 2  1 single Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Han, Seung Yerl, wife 29 married Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Han, Si Kap 24 married Choo So Sang Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Han, Soh Hong 25 married Yong Soo Mak 5/29/1905 China
Han, Soo Pak 19 single Chang Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Han, Sool Won 29 single Chang Kere 1/26/1905 Korea
Han, Soon Bok 30 single Pok Chun 3/19/1903 Korea
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Han, Soon Hong 30 married Dai Mo San 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Han, Soon Kyum 23 married Won Choo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Han, Suk Kwan 33 widower Hong Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Han, Suk Kyun 29 single Chemulpo 3/19/1903 Korea
Han, Sun Pok 25 married Ok Dong 5/29/1905 China
Han, Sung Kon 29 single Chwa Chon 11/18/1904 Korea
Han, Sung Nak 31 widower Nok Mo Ro 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Han, Sung Ow 27 widower Chul Won 3/19/1903 Korea
Han, Sung Wan 22 married Kwan Chun Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Han, Sung Yong 17 single Pang Chung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Han, Tai In 19 single Chin Duru 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Han, Tai Kyeng 35 married Dai Mere 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Han, To Sup 22 married Ham Heung 2/8/1904 China
Han, Whang Yong 20 married Seoul 12/28/1903 Coptic
Han, Won Sik 39 married Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Han, Won Suk 18 single Me Yerk Dol 2/13/1905 Siberia
Han, Won Sun 32 widower Sol Mo Roo 1/6/1905 Doric
Han, Won Sung 20 single Woo Ryen Ye 11/18/1904 Korea
Han, Woon 30 married Fusan, Won Dong Kul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Han, Yang Eun 25 married Moon Chun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Han, Ye Sun 23 married An Pyen 2/8/1904 China
Han, Yea Tai 24 married Cha Ryoung Young Dai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Yer Wha 31 married Chei Choo 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Han, Yern Taik 32 widower Yang Choo 4/26/1904 China
Han, Yi Yong 23 widower An Pyen, Tol Ta Si 4/17/1904 America Maru
Han, Yong Kui 22 married Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Han, Yong Sung 20 married Sang Hai 11/18/1904 Korea
Han, Youn Che 36 widower Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Han, Young Choon 22 widower Yong Kang 12/5/1903 Doric
Han, Young Ho 23 married Sam Kui 8/22/1904 Coptic
Han, Young Ho 26 married Chung Ker Moon An 2/2/1905 Coptic
Han, Young Ki 26 married Sai Soo Koo An 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Young Ki, wife 17 married Sai Soo Koo An 5/8/1905 Siberia
Han, Young Po 31 widower Pyeng Yang 9/21/1903 Doric
Han, Young Soo 27 married Ha Kwan 10/17/1904 Doric
Han, Young Sook 30 single Tai Cho Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Han, Young Soon 25 widower Chang Pyeng Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Han, Young Suk 21 married San Chik Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Han, Young Suk 36 married Chung Cha Pa 5/29/1905 China
Han, Young Suk, son (Hong Soo)  6 single Chung Cha Pa 5/29/1905 China
Han, Young Suk, son (Kon Soo)  3 single Chung Cha Pa 5/29/1905 China
Han, Young Suk, wife 31 married Chung Cha Pa 5/29/1905 China
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Han, Young Sun 29 widower Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Han, Young Woon 24 widower Dal Mo Roo 1/26/1905 Korea
Har, Seung Hyun 29 widower Poo Pyeng 3/3/1903 Coptic
Her, Chai Eurp 23 married Sung Dang 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Her, Chan Won 34 married Chin Choo 5/6/1904 Doric
Her, Choon Ye 37 single Han Sil Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Her, Chun Il 39 widower Ho Yern 4/13/1905 Korea
Her, Do Soon 37 single Fusan 1/9/1904 America Maru
Her, Hak 29 married Moo Pun Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Her, In Sik 22 married Soo Pi Kyo 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Her, Kyeng Ik 32 widower Cha Fung 3/30/1904 Korea
Her, Kyeng Sun 22 married Sin Heung Li 12/24/1904 China
Her, Moon Sil 36 widower Kim Hai 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Her, Pa We 17 single Tai Koo 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Her, Pong Il 19 married Chang Lil Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Her, Sa Kwan 30 married Yer Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Her, Seung Chun 24 widower Sin Chun Keri 4/13/1905 Korea
Her, Seung Won 29 married Yong Chun 10/5/1903 Siberia
Her, Seung Yong 22 married Han Yong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Her, Sil 25 widower Chip Young 1/26/1905 Korea
Her, Surp 23 married Cha Sam 2/8/1904 China
Her, Surp, daughter  1 single Cha Sam 2/8/1904 China
Her, Surp, mother 56 widow Cha Sam 2/8/1904 China
Her, Surp, wife 21 married Cha Sam 2/8/1904 China
Her, Won Surp 27 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Her, Yong 26 widower Poong Chun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Her, Yong 20 married Chung San Young 1/26/1905 Korea
Her, Yong Ye 26 widower Sun Sang 11/2/1903 Korea
Her, Yong Ye 21 single Young Chung 11/2/1903 Korea
Her, Youn 25 single Nam Soo Tong 4/17/1904 America Maru
Her, Young Soon 19 single Chun Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Hir, Cha Myeng 28 married Soo Sung Sang Don 1/26/1905 Korea
Ho, Si Han 20 married Choong Wha 1/6/1905 Doric
Hong, Byeng Youl 27 widower Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Hong, Chai Haing 34 widower San Ma Ri 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Hong, Chai In 25 married Songdo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Hong, Chai Oh 28 married Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Hong, Chai Soon 22 married Nam Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Hong, Chai Sung 28 married Ko Yang 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Hong, Chai Woo 30 married Yang Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Hong, Chai Young 19 single Soh Ri 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Hong, Chan Suk 19 single Sin Hyeng Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
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Hong, Chang Sik 40 widower Ham Heung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Hong, Chei Woon 25 married Ai Woo Kai 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Hong, Chi Moon 29 married Seoul, Nam Sul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Hong, Chi Soh 25 single Chung Im 1/26/1905 Korea
Hong, Chil Pum 20 married Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Hong, Chin Moon 35 widower Kim Hai 6/1/1904 Coptic
Hong, Chin Wook 34 married Duk Won, Oh Un Kol 5/20/1904 Siberia
Hong, Chong Chul 27 married Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Hong, Chong Hoon 24 married Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Hong, Chong Pio 24 widower Chai Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Hong, Chong Soo 36 married Nam Chon 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hong, Chong Soo, son 1 (Sum Dong) 10 single Nam Chon 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hong, Chong Soo, son 2 (Dool Chai)  4 single Nam Chon 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hong, Chong Soo, son 3 (Seh Chai)  1 single Nam Chon 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hong, Chong Soo, wife 37 married Nam Chon 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hong, Chong Woon 40 married Wal Kok Hyen 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hong, Chong Yern 24 single Tai Pyeng Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Hong, Choon Po 26 married Hoo Chin 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hong, Choon Ye 11 single Nam Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Hong, Chul 32 widower Hong Kol 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Hong, Chun Sun 25 married Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
Hong, Chung Sam 31 widower Sool Mak Kol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hong, Chung Sik 22 single Tong Kol 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Hong, Chung Zye 37 married Nee Chon 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Hong, Dai Chong 23 widower Moon Keung Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Hong, Dai Wha 25 widower Do To Ri 8/22/1904 Coptic
Hong, Dong Im 27 widower Hoi Saing Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Hong, Doo Soh 38 married Wha Ri 3/10/1905 China
Hong, Doo Soh, wife (Hang Yi) 27 married Wha Ri 3/10/1905 China
Hong, Duk Hong 27 married Dal Mo Roo 11/18/1904 Korea
Hong, Hak Cho 40 married Sam Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Hong, Hak Kwen 26 married Doo Moo San 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hong, Hak Sung 23 married Won San 4/26/1904 China
Hong, Ik You 40 married Doo Kak 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Hong, In Pio 25 widower Chung Choo 6/1/1904 Coptic
Hong, In Taik 40 married Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Hong, In Taik, daughter 14 single Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Hong, In Taik, daughter-in-law 20 married Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Hong, In Taik, wife 29 married Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Hong, Keun Ho 18 single Dang Am 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Hong, Keung Soo 23 widower Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Hong, Ki Hyeng 24 married Oh Dong Am 5/18/1905 Mongolia
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Hong, Ki Hyeng, brother (Sook Pio) 11 single Oh Dong Am 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Hong, Ki Hyeng, wife 17 married Oh Dong Am 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Hong, Ki Son 31 single Chin Nam, To Mi Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Hong, Kuen Dong 29 widower Kwang Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Hong, Kun Do 28 married Moo Pun Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Hong, Kwan Pil 20 single Poo An Eup 8/22/1904 Coptic
Hong, Kwen Il 27 widower Sa Keri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Hong, Kyeng Moon 28 widower An Ak 10/5/1903 Siberia
Hong, Kyeng Pio 26 married Seoul 7/30/1904 Doric
Hong, Kyeng Sam 30 widower Seoul 12/5/1903 Doric
Hong, Kyeng Soo 38 married Sang Tai Sil 2/13/1905 Siberia
Hong, Kyeng Sung 40 widower Chang Yern 7/30/1904 Doric
Hong, Kyeng Taik 21 married Soo Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Hong, Man Soon 21 single Kang Kyeng Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Hong, Myeng Cho 24 married Pyeng Yang 4/14/1903 China
Hong, Na Choong, son  1 single Chemulpo 3/30/1904 Korea
Hong, Na Choong, wife (Agnes Woo) 21 married Chemulpo 3/30/1904 Korea
Hong, Nam Keuk 30 married Jei Choo 10/15/1903 Coptic
Hong, Pyeng Ik 35 married Choo Chun 5/29/1905 China
Hong, Pyeng Ik, father (In Sik) 57 married Choo Chun 5/29/1905 China
Hong, Pyeng Ik, mother 54 married Choo Chun 5/29/1905 China
Hong, Pyeng Ik, son (Chai Sung)  5 single Choo Chun 5/29/1905 China
Hong, Pyeng Ik, son (Hak Sung)  3 single Choo Chun 5/29/1905 China
Hong, Pyeng Ik, wife 31 married Choo Chun 5/29/1905 China
Hong, Sa Il 19 married Choong You Kai 1/6/1905 Doric
Hong, Sa Kyeng 22 widower Doo Kak 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Hong, Seung Cho 24 married Sin Chang Li 2/2/1905 Coptic
Hong, Seung Ha 25 married Soo Won 2/18/1904 Doric
Hong, Seung Pum 27 widower Seoul, Pu Peong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Hong, Seung Youn 22 single Nam Yang 3/4/1904 Siberia
Hong, So Yern 32 married Pal Ke 3/30/1904 Korea
Hong, Soon Chin 18 single Hasei Ri 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Hong, Soon Cho 37 widower Sam Pak 4/13/1905 Korea
Hong, Soon Hak 28 widower Daipo Chon 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Hong, Soon Keung 19 married Non Kol 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Hong, Soon Kil 30 married Ka Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Hong, Soon Kui 25 married Jae Choo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Hong, Soon Ok 20 single Dai No Chon 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Hong, Soon Pal 20 married Ko Chung Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Hong, Soon Taik 24 single Ha Soh Li 12/24/1904 China
Hong, Soon Yong 33 married Song Do 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Hong, Soon Yong 19 single Chin Ko Kao 2/25/1905 Mongolia
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Hong, Suk Kiu 33 married Sang Ye 4/26/1904 China
Hong, Sung Chip 28 widower Dong San Pyeng 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Hong, Tai Ow 25 single Kim Hai 3/19/1903 Korea
Hong, Tai Pong 27 married Ye Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Hong, Tai Pong, wife 21 married Ye Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Hong, Taik Sin 30 married Pon Poo Arp 9/5/1904 Korea
Hong, Taik Sin, wife 26 married Pon Poo Arp 9/5/1904 Korea
Hong, Tuk Soo 23 married Seoul 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Hong, Won Sik 26 widower Sa Chon 5/29/1905 China
Hong, Wong Chong 20 married Mo Ha Juan 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Hong, Yong Chul 40 widower Ka Rak Chon 1/26/1905 Korea
Hong, Youn Doo 33 Widower Hyang Kyo Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hong, Young Ho 25 married Seoul 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Hong, Young Sam 29 married Cho Ryang 11/18/1904 Korea
Hong, Young Soo 27 married Yern An 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Hor, Pong Son 22 single Sung Chun 9/21/1903 Doric
Hum, Chong Han 22 widower Chun Pa We 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Hyen, Chang Hoon 24 Widower Youn Tak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hyen, Choo Sung 21 single Nang Mo Rang 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Hyen, Do Myeng 22 married An Min Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Hyen, Ki Woon 27 widower Me Dong 10/6/1904 China
Hyen, Kong Choon 27 married You Ki 1/26/1905 Korea
Hyen, Kong Choon, mother 45 widow You Ki 1/26/1905 Korea
Hyen, Kong Choon, wife 23 married You Ki 1/26/1905 Korea
Hyen, Kwan Chin 25 married Po Choong 3/10/1905 China
Hyen, Kyeng Taik 31 single Pal Dong Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Hyen, Man Kil 22 married Chi chup Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Hyen, Myeng Soon 24 married San Im Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Hyen, Sang Hak 27 married Ham Heung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Hyen, Seung Kerl 22 married Pai Kol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hyen, Seung Yerl 25 widower Pai Kol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hyen, Seung Yern 24 single No Dong Li 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Hyen, Sin Moon 32 widower Nai Nam 5/8/1905 Siberia
Hyen, Sung Pil 43 widower Doo Kiu 2/2/1905 Coptic
Hyeng, Soon Koo 26 single Mil Yang 5/6/1904 Doric
Hyun, Myung Soon 22 married Seoul 10/15/1903 Coptic
Hyun, Pong Nok 20 single Seoul 11/2/1903 Korea
Hyun, Soon 24 married Seoul 3/3/1903 Coptic
Hyun, Soon, wife (Lee Ching) 24 married Seoul 3/3/1903 Coptic
Ih, Young Chin 28 single Hai Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
Im, Chan Ser 38 widower Po San 3/3/1903 Coptic
Im, Chai Choon 25 married Yong In 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
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Im, Chai Dong 20 widower Pak Chi Ri 11/18/1904 Korea
Im, Chai Duk 34 married Sang Sa Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Im, Chai Hak 25 married Wool Chin, Wool Pun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Im, Chai Moon 16 married In Chun 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Im, Chai Moon, brother (Chai Soon) 11 single In Chun 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Im, Chang Chin 19 married Yern An 10/15/1903 Coptic
Im, Chang Ha 27 single Im Dong Won 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Im, Chang Soo 36 married Dai Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Im, Chang Soon 25 married Sha Mon Pak 6/1/1904 Coptic
Im, Chang Soon 29 married Chun Won 1/26/1905 Korea
Im, Chang Woon 25 married Sam Chung Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Im, Che Chang 27 married Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Im, Che Chung 24 married Chinnampo 10/15/1903 Coptic
Im, Chi Hyen 29 widower Wall Wha Cun 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Im, Chi Ok 21 single Soh Sang 6/13/1905 Doric
Im, Chi Sool 27 widower Ki Tan Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Im, Chi Sung 21 married Wha Ni 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Im, Chin Kook 24 single Kang Sang Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Im, Chong Deuk 17 married Ham Moon Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Im, Choo Pil 25 married Mo Pang Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Im, Choon Ho 30 married Chung Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Im, Choon Ho, daughter (Pong Soon)  1 single Chung Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Im, Choon Ho, wife 21 married Chung Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Im, Choon Ke 22 married Yong Kang 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Im, Choon Kil 26 widower Nam Il Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Im, Choon Kyeng 32 married Wha Kai Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Im, Choon Seung 30 married Sin Sang Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Im, Choon Wha 40 widower Chemulpo 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Im, Choon You 40 married Soo Myeng Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Im, Choong Poo 32 widower Koi Kok 9/5/1904 Korea
Im, Chul Chai 35 married Nam San Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Im, Chung Mook 37 widower Whang Dai Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Im, Chung Soh 36 married Seoul 4/14/1903 China
Im, Chung Soo 27 married Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Im, Chung Soo, wife 19 married Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Im, Chung Sook 35 married Ja Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Im, Dai Choon 40 widower Oh Keum Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Im, Dai Young 39 married Woo Keun Ye 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Im, Dai Young, daughter (Ai Ki)  8 single Woo Keun Ye 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Im, Dai Young, son (Whang Yong) 10 single Woo Keun Ye 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Im, Dal Soon 18 single Ham Chong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Im, Do Ik 20 married Pan Dai Mal 4/13/1905 Korea
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Im, Dong Sik 31 married An Ark 3/19/1903 Korea
Im, Doo Hak 26 single Soh Won Mal 1/26/1905 Korea
Im, Doo Wha 20 single Dal Kook Chai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Im, Duk Hyen 40 married In Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Im, Duk Hyen, daughter-in-law 18 single In Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Im, Duk Hyen, wife 40 married In Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Im, Duk Hyen, daughter 10 single In Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Im, Duk Soo 22 widower In Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Im, Eung Chun 38 widower Heung Duk Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Im, Eung Pin 21 married Dai Am Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Im, Eung Sun 25 married Chung Song Li 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Im, Eung Won 28 married Choi Ya 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Im, Hak Ki 33 married Seoul, An Chun Ko 5/20/1904 Siberia
Im, Hak Kui 33 married Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Im, Hak Soo 28 married Seoul, Chul Tong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Im, Hak Youn 19 single Han Bam 1/6/1905 Doric
Im, Han Ho 33 widower Chang Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Im, Han Pong 17 single Duk San Eup 10/17/1904 Doric
Im, Han Soo 26 single Dong Koo Nai 10/1/1904 America Maru
Im, Han Soo 26 widower Dong Koo Nai 10/6/1904 China
Im, Heui Young 27 single Sam Dul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Im, Heung Pok 19 single Nam Yang 12/28/1903 Siberia
Im, Heung Soh 30 widower Woo Ma Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Im, Heung Yerl 11 single Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Im, Hong Kiu 35 widower Nu Ri Ka 6/1/1904 Coptic
Im, Hu Wan 26 married Seoul 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Im, Hyang Choo 34 married Pyeng Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Im, Hyang Choo, son (Tai Sik)  9 single Pyeng Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Im, Hyeng Chei 25 married An Kil Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Im, Hyun Paik 27 married Pyeng Yang 10/5/1903 Siberia
Im, Ik Soo 32 widower San Chung Li 10/17/1904 Doric
Im, Ik Sun 25 married In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Im, Il Joon 28 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Im, Kei Choon 38 married Poo Pyeng 7/30/1904 Doric
Im, Kei Choon, wife 39 married Poo Pyeng 7/30/1904 Doric
Im, Kei Chung 25 married Toi Cho 5/8/1905 Siberia
Im, Kei Wha 22 single San Mei 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Im, Keun Pok 17 single Chung Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Im, Keung Ok 28 widower Nam Yang 3/19/1903 Korea
Im, Ki Suk 24 married Yong Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Im, Ki Surp 36 widower Chong Dal Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Im, Kiu Paik 30 married To Chung 3/31/1905 Manchuria
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Im, Kwang Mook 29 married Whang Dai Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Im, Kwang Mook, daughter (Po Pai)  4 single Dal Kook Chai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Im, Kwang Mook, wife 30 married Dal Kook Chai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Im, Kwang Nok 29 married Song Wha 4/14/1903 China
Im, Kwang Oh 34 married Hai Choo, Un Hang 
Chai
6/1/1904 Coptic
Im, Kyeng Tai 30 widower Choong Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Im, Maing Cho  7 single Moo An 8/11/1904 Siberia
Im, Man Suk 26 married Chai Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Im, Moo Kiu 27 married Bein, Pi Yiu 6/1/1904 Coptic
Im, Moon Sam 33 widower Young Hai 4/26/1904 China
Im, Myeng Kiu 35 married Hyen Nai 2/13/1905 Siberia
Im, Myeng Soh 40 widower Dool Mool 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Im, Myeng Sun 22 married Ye Moon Dong 12/24/1904 China
Im, Po Hyen 23 widower Sa Ker Ri 10/6/1904 China
Im, Pong An 23 single Poong Duk 12/28/1903 Coptic
Im, Pong Cho 18 single Im Choon 6/13/1905 Doric
Im, Pong Cho, brother (Ho Yerl) 11 single Im Choon 6/13/1905 Doric
Im, Pong Choon 28 single Chang Sun 8/22/1904 Coptic
Im, Pong Ki 40 married Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Im, Pong Nai 21 single Yern Ha Ri 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Im, Pong Suk 21 single Chun Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Im, Pyeng Ha 23 single Wal Pong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Im, Pyeng Soon 25 widower Seoul, Myung Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Im, Pyung Sook 22 single Pyeng Yang 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Im, Sa Chung 36 married Sung Chun 7/18/1904 China
Im, Sa Won 24 widower Chong An 11/18/1904 Korea
Im, Sang Chin 18 single Sun Dol 2/2/1905 Coptic
Im, Sang Choon 32 widower Seoul 3/19/1903 Korea
Im, Sang Kun 27 widower Owi Ki Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Im, Sei Sung 24 married Yong Soo Mak 5/29/1905 China
Im, Seung Chin 19 married Nam San 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Im, Seung Heui 23 single Dam Moon Dong 11/29/1904 Siberia
Im, Seung Keuk 31 married Choo Nam 1/26/1905 Korea
Im, Seung Nok 21 single Nai Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Im, Seung Soo 35 widower Kong Duk Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Im, Seung Tak 31 married In Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Im, Seung Tak, daughter  1 single In Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Im, Seung Tak, wife 20 married In Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Im, Si Moon 27 widower Il Kwen 12/24/1904 China
Im, Sin Hyen 31 widower Chang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Im, So Min 18 single Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
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Im, Song Son 22 single Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Im, Soo Chun 19 single Seoul 12/28/1903 Coptic
Im, Soon Chan 27 married Soh San Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Im, Soon Won 30 married Hong Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Im, Sun Il 37 married Kim San 12/5/1903 Doric
Im, Sun Il, wife 20 married Kim San 12/5/1903 Doric
Im, Sun Pong 19 single Sai Sool Mak 2/2/1905 Coptic
Im, Sun Ye 27 single Song San 4/24/1905 Coptic
Im, Sung Chil 29 widower Chil Sung Am 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Im, Sung Man 20 single Sa Chung Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Im, Sung Oh 25 married Wha Am Hyen 12/24/1904 China
Im, Tai Hyen 18 single Chang Ye 1/6/1905 Doric
Im, Tai Hyen 20 married Poo Pyeng Eurp 2/13/1905 Siberia
Im, Wal Mik 19 single Nam Hai, Kim San Doh 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Im, Wha Sam 33 widower Young Kwan 3/4/1904 Siberia
Im, Whan Ye 35 married Koo No Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Im, Who Dong 18 single Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Im, Won Kil 22 married Pong Chin Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Im, Woo Wook 28 widower Soo Kak Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Im, Yang Oh 45 widower Young Chun, Woon Kok 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Im, Yong Po 37 widower Kang Kyeng Ye 2/2/1905 Coptic
Im, Yong Soh 35 widower Kwak San 10/5/1903 Siberia
Im, Yong Wo 24 single Nam Yang 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Im, You Pok 19 single Man Kyeng 2/18/1904 Doric
Im, Young Chin 28 single Moon Har Tan 11/18/1904 Korea
Im, Young Dal 40 married Chang Im 8/22/1904 Coptic
Im, Young Dal, wife 40 married Chang Im 8/22/1904 Coptic
Im, Young Eun 26 widower Ta Dong 11/29/1904 Siberia
Im, Young Hak 31 single Too Pang Dong 5/29/1905 China
Im, Young Keun 22 married Pyeng Yang 7/11/1904 America Maru
Im, Young Kiu 25 married Ha Dan Dang Ye 1/26/1905 Korea
Im, Young Mook 24 married Whang Dal Ri 4/13/1905 Korea
Im, Young Mook, wife (Chung, La Ni) 19 married Whang Dal Ri 4/13/1905 Korea
Im, Young Saeng 31 married Yang Ak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Im, Young Taik 31 married Ko Song Myen 2/2/1905 Coptic
Im, Young Wha 40 married Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Im, Young Wha, son 11 single Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Im, Young Wha, wife 38 married Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Im, Young Wha 24 married In Chun 2/18/1904 Doric
Im, Young Wha, wife 18 married In Chun 2/18/1904 Doric
In, Pong Choo 26 married Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
In, Pong Choo, wife 17 married Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
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In, Soon Pong 21 married Pye Ra Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
In, Won Sin 38 married Yee Chon 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ip, Il Taik 19 single Ka Chi Nai Kol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ji, Chun Myeng 27 married Poo Pyong 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kang, Chai Moon 24 single Chang Chii 9/5/1904 Korea
Kang, Chai Sam 22 single Pup Sung 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kang, Chai Woo 39 widower Fusan 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kang, Chai Youn 30 widower Ham Heung 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kang, Chaing Bin 23 single Jei Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kang, Chang Cho 28 widower Pan Song Li 3/10/1905 China
Kang, Chang Yong 27 married Hoi Dong 5/29/1905 China
Kang, Chi Hun 26 widower Yark Hyen 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kang, Chi Kun 21 single Yark Hyen 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kang, Chin Kook 35 widower Pyeng Yang 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kang, Chin Oh 18 widower Fusan 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kang, Cho Dai 40 widowed Young Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kang, Choon Bo 40 widower Sa Yong Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kang, Choon Wha 22 married Chim Whnag Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Kang, Chun Moon 29 widower Kama Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kang, Chun Myeng 21 single Seoul 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kang, Chung Sul 25 married Dao San 1/6/1905 Doric
Kang, Dai Kun 28 single Choo Ju 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kang, Dai Soon 32 widower Up Na 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kang, Dai Woon 24 married Seoul 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kang, Dal Chei 23 married Soh Chon 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kang, Dal Ye 27 single Nam San Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kang, Deuk Hong 27 married Nai Dong 5/29/1905 China
Kang, Deuk Poong 27 widower Keum Kok Li 5/29/1905 China
Kang, Do Heung 25 widower Na Tom Mon Om 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kang, Do Ik 27 single San Wha, Nam Po 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kang, Do Whan 38 married Sam Ni Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kang, Do Whan, daughter (Cha Keun 
Yern)
 4 single Sam Ni Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kang, Do Whan, son (Dong Paik)  1 single Sam Ni Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kang, Do Whan, wife (Oh) 37 married Sam Ni Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kang, Dong Ye 21 single Nam Chon 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kang, Duk Hyen 28 widower Sin Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kang, Duk No 40 married Ham Dai Ri 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kang, Duk Wha 22 married Kerl Koo 1/26/1905 Korea
Kang, Duk Won 37 married Dak Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kang, Ha Woon 27 widower Paik Chun, Sa Ma Chi 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kang, Hak Keun 30 widower Po Eun 4/10/1904 Gaelic
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Kang, Hak Sun 23 single Duk Chi 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kang, Han Choon 27 married Jai Choo 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kang, Han Choon 29 single Sam Ka 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kang, Han Wook 25 married Han Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kang, Heung Kerl 40 widower Mal Koo Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kang, Heung Yong 20 single Doon Pyeng 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kang, Ho Young 20 married Whang Choo 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kang, Hyo Sun 29 married Sa Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kang, In Choong 31 widower Choo Sang Li 11/18/1904 Korea
Kang, In Eun 30 married Dai Koo, Keum Soh 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kang, In Soo 20 widower Perl Woo Mool Kol 9/5/1904 Korea
Kang, Kang Pong 18 single Ye Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kang, Ke Nam 21 married Yang Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kang, Keun Chil 17 single Yern An 1/16/1904 Korea
Kang, Keun Myeng 22 married Pyeng Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kang, Ki Soo 35 married Chang Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kang, Kook Il 43 widower Dai Dok Li 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kang, Kook Po 28 widower Sa Pi Dong 11/29/1904 Siberia
Kang, Koon Sun 22 widower Wa Keul Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kang, Kun Cho 25 married Ne Soh Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Kang, Kun Cho 25 married No Soh Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kang, Kun Yang 26 married Sang Dan 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kang, Kyeng Ho 23 married Chang Sung 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kang, Kyeng Ok 35 widower Sam Dong 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kang, Kyeng Soh 38 widower Chin Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kang, Kyeng Soo 26 widower Yang Choo 5/6/1904 Doric
Kang, Kyeng Won 40 widower An Sil 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kang, Kyui Me 25 single Sung Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kang, Man Cho 25 single Kwang Yang, Pan Chung 
Kol
6/1/1904 Coptic
Kang, Man Keun 23 single Fusan 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kang, Man Soh 34 married Kwan Kyo 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kang, Man Soh, son (Soon Man) 10 single Kwan Kyo 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kang, Man Soh, wife (Eh Pun) 33 married Kwan Kyo 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kang, Meyng Wha 38 married Ri Hyen 5/29/1905 China
Kang, Meyng Wha, son (Kyeng Son)  7 single Ri Hyen 5/29/1905 China
Kang, Moon Il 35 married Duk Chun 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kang, Moon Kyeng 22 widower Nam Kyo Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kang, Moon Pong 40 widower Mang Moon Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kang, Moon Sik 30 widower Ye DOng 1/6/1905 Doric
Kang, Myeng Choo 22 married Chang Won 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kang, Myeng Do 20 single Poong Chun Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
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Kang, Myeng Dol 23 single So Chung 1/6/1905 Doric
Kang, Myeng Oh 25 single In Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Kang, Myeng Oh 36 widower Mok Kei 1/26/1905 Korea
Kang, Myeng Soon 26 married Sang Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kang, Myeng Soon 24 married Pil Eun Dai 4/13/1905 Korea
Kang, Myeng Woon 40 widower An Sai Wall 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kang, Nak Koo 23 single Moon Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Kang, Nam Ye 19 single Dai Pueng Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kang, Nol Soi 19 married Pang Ar Dak 1/6/1905 Doric
Kang, Paik Yong 19 single Owi Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kang, Pal Pong 23 married Soo Won 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kang, Pal Yong 20 single Chin Choo 5/6/1904 Doric
Kang, Pan Suk 24 married Ha Ri 4/13/1905 Korea
Kang, Pong Eun 22 widower Fusan 11/2/1903 Korea
Kang, Pong Hak 19 single Mu Pun Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Kang, Pong Heup 21 single Naki Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kang, Pong Ho 30 widower Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
Kang, Pong Myung 23 married Pak Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Kang, Pong Sak 24 single Saing Kyo 1/26/1905 Korea
Kang, Pyeng Hyeng 26 married Kang Kay, So Pu Moon 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kang, Pyeng Im 40 widower Mai Wha Ri 1/6/1905 Doric
Kang, San Paik 25 single Hai Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kang, Sang Chun 28 widower Kwang Chu 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kang, Sang Ho 24 single Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kang, Sang Keun 35 married Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kang, Sang Keun, wife 20 married In Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Kang, Sang Mook 40 widower Koo Rum Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Kang, Sang Sam 21 widower Sang Sin Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kang, Sang Yong 26 married Yang Choo 3/19/1903 Korea
Kang, Sang Yong 22 married Kai Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kang, Se Eun 27 married Ham Heung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kang, Seung Chin 24 married Sa Chang Kul 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kang, Seung Do 23 married Ha Dong Li 12/24/1904 China
Kang, Seung Do 23 single Chin Choo 5/29/1905 China
Kang, Seung Moon 40 widower Kum Tan Ban 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kang, Seung Myeng 30 single Soo San Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Kang, Seung Oh 25 single Soh Sam Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Kang, Seung Ok 27 married Si Pyen 1/6/1905 Doric
Kang, Seung Yong 40 widower Kwang Chun 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kang, Si Choon 26 single Paik San Dong 5/29/1905 China
Kang, Soo Chan 22 single Chook Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Kang, Soo Chan 22 married Chook Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
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Kang, Soo Dong 19 single Chin We 3/14/1904 Coptic
Kang, Soo Dong 19 single Seoul 3/30/1904 Korea
Kang, Soo Man 27 married Da Pang Kol 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kang, Soon Chong 30 married Kwang Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kang, Soon Tai 36 married Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Kang, Soon Tai, wife 31 married Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Kang, Soon Yer 39 married Chin Choo, Po Do Chili 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kang, Suk Pil 20 single Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Kang, Sun Oh 25 single An San Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kang, Sung Il 40 widower Chung Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Kang, Sung Kil 20 widower Kiu Am 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kang, Sung Po 20 single Pang Choo Kol 1/6/1905 Doric
Kang, Sung Pok 40 widower Ching Am 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kang, Sung Pok, son (Chai Moon) 10 single Ching Am 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kang, Tai Choon 22 married Dai Wang Ye 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kang, Tai Keung 18 single Kan Eui Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kang, Tai Soo 24 married Hup Chun 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kang, Tai Soon 22 single Soh Su Dan Kol 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kang, Tai Suk 35 married Koo Yong Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kang, We Duk 25 single Tok Kol 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kang, Wha Choong 26 married Nam Hai 4/26/1904 China
Kang, Wha Sil 32 widower Bi Chi Kol 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kang, Won Sil 21 single An Hyen 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kang, Won Soh 28 widower Kang Ke Mi 11/29/1904 Siberia
Kang, Woo Young 34 single Kwan Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kang, Woon Sam 23 married Kwang Hai 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kang, Woon Sup 23 single Sung An 9/5/1904 Korea
Kang, Woon Yong 25 widower Nuk Ko Kai 1/26/1905 Korea
Kang, Yang Soon 20 single Chook Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kang, Yong Ye 22 single Kyeng Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kang, Yong Ye 30 single Kim Chun 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kang, Youn Heung 18 single Sin Chang 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kang, Young Cho 26 single Kiung San 4/26/1904 China
Kang, Young Hio 25 married Moo Am Li 5/29/1905 China
Kang, Young Hio, wife 20 married Moo Am Li 5/29/1905 China
Kang, Young Ho 23 married Chun Won Kang Do 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kang, Young Nak 36 widower Moo Pun Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kang, Young Oh 32 married Kwang Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Kang, Young Pok 28 married Chun Won 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kang, Young Seung 18 married Ye Hyen 6/13/1905 Doric
Kang, Young Seung, wife 19 married Ye Hyen 6/13/1905 Doric
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Kang, Young Seung, brother-in-law 
(Kang, Chi Yang)
 4 single Ye Hyen 6/13/1905 Doric
Kang, Young Seung, mother-in-law 
(Whang Maing)
40 widow Ye Hyen 6/13/1905 Doric
Kang, Young Seung, sister-in-law 
(Kang, Keum Choo)
23 married Ye Hyen 6/13/1905 Doric
Kang, Young Sik 40 married Young Choo Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kang, Young Sik, son (Suk Pong) 11 single Young Choo Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kang, Young So 19 married Kwan Deui 5/29/1905 China
Kang, Young So, wife 19 married Kwan Deui 5/29/1905 China
Kang, Young Soon 22 married Chemulpo 3/19/1903 Korea
Kang, Young Sul 21 married Cheung Sang 11/2/1903 Korea
Kang, Young Woon 23 widower Kan Ha 1/6/1905 Doric
Kea, Myeng Sung 20 single Kang Wha 2/8/1904 China
Kei, Ok Yong 24 single Won Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Keng, Kwan Chik 27 married Hong Kong 6/1/1903 Korea
Ki, Choon Myeng 30 widower Moo Wha Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ki, Dong Man 24 widower Chang Kyo 9/5/1904 Korea
Ki?, Youn Kyeng 34 widower Sun Chun 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kil, Chan Nok 36 married Nong Pook 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Kil, Chang Son 27 single Sa Ki Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kil, Dai Hyen 22 single Song Nam Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kil, Dal Suk 24 widower Ok Ri 5/29/1905 China
Kil, Duk Kwan 25 married Yern Sung 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kil, Myeng Kon 26 married Pom Na Mo Tong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kil, Pong Il 31 married Sa Oh Ri 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kil, Seung Chai 31 married Hong Chun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kil, Sung Yerp 32 married Chi Kol 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kil, Ye Kyeng 23 married To Sang Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kil, Young Ho 20 single Young Pyen 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, An Yong 25 married Hei Kok 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Ban Suk 20 single Kim Hai 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Bo Keum 32 widower Ham Heung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Byeng Chul 22 married Chun Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Byeng Chul, wife 18 married Chun Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Byeng Eun 21 widower Moon Chun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Byung Kui 35 married Pyeng Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Byung Kui, daughter 1 11 single Pyeng Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Byung Kui, daughter 2  1 single Pyeng Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Byung Kui, son  8 single Pyeng Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Byung Kui, wife 32 married Pyeng Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Byung Soo 32 married Ham Chong 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Cha Chung 34 married An Ark 8/11/1904 Siberia
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Kim, Cha Dol 22 single Chun Do 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Cha Hong 34 widower Kyeng Choo 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Cha Hyun 29 widower Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Cha Suk 22 widower Kim Hai 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Cha Sun 24 married Sal Min 11/29/1904 Siberia
Kim, Cha Sun 24 widower Chuk Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Cha Sung 40 widower Won Dang 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Cha You 31 married Soo Won 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Chai Eun 25 single Soo An 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Chai Eun 20 married Jul Ke Geh 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Chai Eung 24 married Choo So Sang Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Chai Eurn 24 married Nam Yang 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Chai Heui 21 single Tak Chun 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Chai Heum 45 widower Nai Ha Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Chai Ho 40 widower In Chun 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Chai Hong 38 single Ker Chei 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Chai Hong 28 single Puk Sung 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Chai Hong 20 single Soh Nai 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Chai Hoon 30 widower Kyeng Choo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chai Hoon 24 widower Nong Chun 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chai Hyek 29 single Chin Chun 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Chai Hyen 40 widower Poo Pyeng 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Chai In 26 single Jai Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Chai Keun 21 single Mok Kei 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Chai Keun, mother 57 widow Seoul 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Chai Keun, son 1  2 single Seoul 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Chai Keun, son 2  1 single Seoul 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Chai Keun, wife 25 married Seoul 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Chai Kiu 28 widower Keum Eun 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Chai Kwan 24 married Sa Ron Ye 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Chai Kyeng 35 married Sim Chung Li 10/6/1904 China
Kim, Chai Kyum 27 widower Hail li 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chai Man 27 single Wha San Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Chai Moon 24 single Min Al Ye 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Chai Moon 21 single Il Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chai Pak 25 single Fusan, Tong Ni 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Chai Pong 20 single Dol San 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Chai Pong 26 single Soo Sung 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chai Seun 25 married Kim Hai 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Chai Sin 27 widower Hong Moon Keri 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Chai Sin 29 single Mi Sol Ri 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Chai Soo 23 single Euiyang, Chan Tung 5/20/1904 Siberia
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Kim, Chai Soon 27 married Myeng Suk Won 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chai Soon 26 single Keun Kol 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chai Soon, wife (Ye Sal Ouk) 25 married Myeng Suk Won 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chai Suk 36 widower Song Wha 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Chai Suk 27 single Ho Yang Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chai Sun 25 widower Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Chai Sun 18 single Kyeng Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Chai Sun 21 single Wall Ha Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Chai Sung 19 single Kyo Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Chai Whan 29 widower Yong Chun  5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chai Won 24 married Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Chai Wook 18 single Chai Chung Yong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chai Yong 22 single Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Chai Yong 21 single Kim Hai, So Cha 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chai Yong 23 single Soo Sung Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chai Youl 37 married Yang San 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Chai Youn 33 married Yang Cha Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chai Youn, wife 27 married Yang Cha Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chan Ho 20 married Sook Chun 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Chan Il 24 married Soon An 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Chan Ok 40 married Chin Sam 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chan Soo 40 married Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Chan Soo, son  8 single Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Chan Surp 21 married Saing Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chang Chip 21 single Yern Poong 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Chang Choon 25 single Sam Chun Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Chang Duk 22 married Sa Kol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chang Ha 25 widower Dong Pyen Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chang Hai 24 single Chung Ha Ri 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chang Ho 28 widower Bom Na Mo Kul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chang Ho 24 widower Sung Chun 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chang Hyen 24 married So Kwi Yern 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chang Hyen 23 widower Kook Si Kol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chang Hyen 24 married Pyeng Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chang Hyun 30 widower Pong San 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Chang Keun 40 married Chook Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Chang Keun 32 widower Ai Woo Kai 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chang Keun, daughter (Heung 
Soon)
 7 single Chook Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Chang Keun, daughter (Kan Ani) 12 single Chook Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Chang Keun, wife 39 married Chook Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Chang Kiu 28 widower Ham Heung 4/10/1904 Gaelic
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Kim, Chang Koon 20 single Poo Pyeng 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Chang Kui 27 married Mom San Po 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chang Oh 32 single Seoul 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Chang Oh 26 single Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Chang Oh 19 married Choo San Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chang Pok 22 widower Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chang Sik 29 widower Seoul 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chang Sik 23 married Chang Kol 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Chang Soh 27 widower Kio Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Chang Soo 24 single Seoul 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kim, Chang Soo 18 single To Song Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Chang Soo 34 widower Chook DOng 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Chang Soo 24 married Chang Cha Po 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Chang Soo, daughter (Chai Pong)  3 single Chang Cha Po 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Chang Soo, daughter (Kur Im)  4 single Chang Cha Po 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Chang Soo, daughter (Wol San)  1 single Chang Cha Po 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Chang Soo, wife 34 married Chang Cha Po 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Chang Sook 21 single Chung Choo 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Chang Soon 23 widower An Sung 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kim, Chang Soon 27 married Chang An 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Chang Soon 33 married Sang Kei 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chang Suk 27 married Seoul 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Chang Suk 23 widower Poo Sor Hoo Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chang Sun 21 married Noo Ro Mol Ye 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chang Sung 40 married Ham Heung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chang Sung 23 widower Chook Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Chang Sung 20 single Hai Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Chang Sung, daughter (In Pok)  4 single Ham Heung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chang Sung, wife (Chu No) 40 married Ham Heung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chang Surp 40 widower Pook Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Chang Wha 31 widower Who Shil Ah 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chang Won 31 widower Chang Yern 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chang Woon 28 married Dong Doo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chang Woon 32 widower Ok Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Chang Woon, daughter (Ko 
Maim)
 3 single Dong Doo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chang Woon, father (Yong Yer) 63 widower Dong Doo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chang Woon, wife 20 married Dong Doo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chang Ye 25 single Mol Kol 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Chang Yerl 35 married Chi Chang Li 10/6/1904 China
Kim, Chang Yern 19 single Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Chang Youl 19 married Song Chin 3/4/1904 Siberia
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Kim, Chang Young 30 married Choo San Dong 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Che Choon 29 married Chemulpo 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Che Kun 41 married Yun An 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Che Kwan 27 widower Soon Chun 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Che Sun 40 married Nam Yang 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Che Sun, son  9 single Nam Yang 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Chei Chil 38 married Soh Ho 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Chei Chil, son 11 single Soh Ho 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Chei Hyun 25 married Ye Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Chei Hyun 40 married Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Chei Hyun, son 1 15 single Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Chei Hyun, son 2  9 single Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Chei Hyun, wife 40 married Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Chei Kak 20 married Chei Nam Pang 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chei Man 18 single Eui Doon 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Cherk Sun 23 single Young Choo Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Chi Cho 23 single Sa Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Chi Cho 26 married Haing Hoo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chi Choon 38 widower Sun Pa We 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Chi Chung 29 married Paik Suk Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Chi Duk 33 widower Na Mak 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Chi Eun 39 married Yang Koo 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Chi Ho 29 widower Eun Youl, Sa Oon Saun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chi Hong 35 single Chi Kyeng 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chi Hun 25 married Chang Yern 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chi Hyen 40 widower Han Chul 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chi Hyen 31 married Yea Chon 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chi Kil 31 married Chemulpo 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Chi Kiu 35 widower Oh Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Chi Kiu 32 married Koon San 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Chi Koo 37 married Sun Pa Wi 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Chi Kyeng, wife 51 married Kan Sung 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Chi Kyeng, son (Chil Sung) 16 single Kan Sung 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Chi Man 20 single Sei Mal 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Chi Myeng 31 married Sung Sang Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chi Oh 40 widower Song Chon 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Chi Ok 26 married Nam Soh 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Chi Ok 22 single Sin Chang 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chi Pok 40 married Poo Pyeng Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Chi Pok, daughter (Yong Yer) 10 single Poo Pyeng Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Chi Pok, wife (Yong, Sang Yi) 39 married Poo Pyeng Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Chi Saing 21 widower Tai San Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
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Kim, Chi Sam 40 married Maam Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chi Soo 33 married Tong Chun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chi Soo 27 married Duk Dal Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chi Sook 40 widower Woo Soo Young 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Chi Soon 38 widower Dong Chon 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Chi Soon 20 single Sai Pang Sung 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chi Sul 20 single Ha Soo Moon An 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Chi Sung 23 married Ham Woo Mool 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Chi Surp 38 widower Duk San 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Chi Wha 36 married A Soo 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chi Wha 34 widower Sang Soo Koo Pak 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Chi Wha, son (Mil Yerk)  9 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Chi Won 32 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Chi Won, daughter (Helen Kim)  2 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Chi Won, wife 24 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Chi Woo 28 married Woo-mool Paikikol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chi Yern 19 married To Sang Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chi Yern, brother (Chi Soon) 13 single To Sang Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chil Sung 18 single Hai Ju 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Chil Sung 23 married Sool Mark Kol 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chil Sung 20 widower Dai Sun Li 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Chin Choon 33 married Nong Chung Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chin Dong 23 married Myeng Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chin Ha 25 single Pyeng Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Chin Ha 32 widower Yer Nam Dong 10/6/1904 China
Kim, Chin Ha 22 married Pan Kok 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Chin Hang 38 widower Poong Dack 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Chin Hyeng 26 widower Ka Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chin Hyeng 27 married Dai Pyeng Dong 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Chin Hyeng, wife 18 married Dai Pyeng Dong 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Chin Kiu 28 married Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Chin Kwan 34 married Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chin Mo 19 single Ori Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Chin Ok 22 single Mil Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Chin Ok 40 married Dong Doo An 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chin Sung 26 married Dong Kol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chin Whan 40 married Dong Kwan 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chin Whan, daughter (Aggie)  3 single Dong Kwan 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chin Whan, daughter (Pok 
Heung)
 1 single Dong Kwan 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chin Whan, wife (Nan Sung) 27 married Dong Kwan 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chin Yerl 30 widower Chool Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
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Kim, Chin Yong 37 married Seoul, Myung Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chin Yong, daughter (Po Cher)  4 single Seoul, Myung Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chin Yong, sister (Eur Chye) 40 widower Seoul, Myung Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chin Yong, son (Sang Ka Ma)  1 single Seoul, Myung Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chin Yong, wife (Han, Yang Yeh) 24 married Seoul, Myung Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chin Young 25 single Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Cho Wong Pok 19 single Sa Dai Keri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Cho Woon 23 single In Chun 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kim, Choi Hyen 40 widower Oh Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Choi Keun 37 married Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Chon Chip 23 married Ham Heung, Woon 
Hung Ye
5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chon Sik 19 single Kim Hai 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Chong Chin 33 widower Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Chong Hak 28 married Eun San 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chong Han 31 married Tong Sil 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Chong Ho 27 single Yern Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chong Hyen 29 married Sung Choo 7/18/1904 China
Kim, Chong Hyuk 40 married Cho Ri 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Chong Hyuk, daughter (Sung 
Wha)
22 married Cho Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chong Hyuk, son (Cha Son)  3 single Cho Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chong Hyuk, wife 32 married Cho Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chong Im 21 married Chang Duk 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chong Kil 24 single Kim Hai 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Chong Kil 25 single Kyerl Wooli 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Chong Kul 23 married Pyeng Yang 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Chong Nok 26 single Chin Choo 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Chong Ok 38 married Pyeng Yang 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Chong Ok, daughter (Maria)  7 single Pyeng Yang 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Chong Ok, wife (Song See) 32 married Pyeng Yang 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Chong Pum 27 single Ar Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Chong Soh 23 married Kwack Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chong Soon 24 single Dang Chi Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Chong Soon 30 married So Suk Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Chong Suk 22 married Song Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Chong Tok 34 married In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Chong Wan 23 single So Yo 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Chong Woon 24 single Mok Kyo 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chong Yerp 24 married Ko Sung 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Chong Youl 26 married Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Choo Ai 19 single Kim Hai 1/9/1904 America Maru
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Kim, Choo Dal 23 single Po Pan, Ha Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Choo Eun 29 married Dai Koo 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Choo Hyen 39 widower Chin Choo 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Choo Hyen 38 married Chun Choo 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Choo Hyen 34 married Min Taik Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Choo Kwan 22 single Sam Chung Kol 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Choo Moon 32 married Jei Choo 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Choo Nam 28 married Poong Duk 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Choo Pal 40 widower An Sim Dong 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Choo Whan 27 married Sam Chun Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chooi Won 27 widower Pei Ke Sum 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Chool Ye 22 single So San Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Choon Ha 27 single Sam Chuk 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Choon Il 30 married Chil Won, Majunpo 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Choon Kil 22 single Chik San 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Choon Kiu 28 widower Chang Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Choon Kyeng 30 widower Seoul 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Choon Kyeng 40 married Kim Hai 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Choon Kyeng 34 widower Mong Dai 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Choon Mook 25 married Ong Chi, Kan Chung Yi 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Choon Myeng 22 widower Chin Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Choon Myeng 25 widower Sook Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Choon Ok 38 widower Soh Myen 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Choon Pai 33 married In Chun 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Choon Pai, son  4 single In Chun 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Choon Pong 21 single Songdo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Choon Sam 40 married Kang Neung 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Choon Sam 37 widower Sa Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Choon Sam 29 married Pook Chang Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Choon Sik 24 married Yang San Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Choon Sik 39 widower Nai Dong 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Choon Sik 34 widower Ar Hyen 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Choon Sik 35 widower Koo Eup Nai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Choon Sik, brother (Choon Il) 13 single Nai Dong 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Choon Sim 29 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Choon Soh 29 married Choi Il Mal 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Choon Soh 26 married Chil Eurp 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Choon Soo 31 married Kang Wha 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Choon Suk 23 single Nam Li 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Choon Sun 29 widower So Young 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Choon Sun 18 single Chemulpo 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Choon Sun 21 married San Dong 3/10/1905 China
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Kim, Choon Sup 40 married Pong Sul 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Choon Sup, daughter (Kan Ani)  1 single Pong Sul 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Choon Sup, daughter (Kwin Soo)  4 single Pong Sul 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Choon Sup, daughter (Pong Yea) 11 single Pong Sul 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Choon Sup, son (Sam Pa)  6 single Pong Sul 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Choon Sup, wife 33 married Pong Sul 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Choon Taik 27 widower Seoul 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Choon Wha 40 widower Chung San 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Choon Wha 26 married Chung Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Choon Wha 20 married Wha Il Ri 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Choon Wha, brother (Man 
Keum)
11 single Wha Il Ri 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Choon Wha, mother (Chun, 
Heun Yern)
49 widow Wha Il Ri 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Choon Wha, wife 17 married Wha Il Ri 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Choon Whan 31 widower Noo Chun Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Choon Ye 19 single Sun Ma 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Choon Yong 27 married An Hyen 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Choong Han 29 married Chun Choo 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Choong Han 20 married Seoul 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Choong Hyen 24 married Cher Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Choong Keuk 31 married Soh Choong Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Choong Kil 33 married Chil Eun Po 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Choong Kil, daughter (Heui Chi) 10 single Chil Eun Po 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Choong Kil, wife 38 married Chil Eun Po 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Choong Paik 26 married No Ha 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Choong Sam 32 married Yong Kang 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Choong Sik 24 married Sin Chang Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Choong Soon 21 single Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Choong Whan 25 single Seoul 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Chul Keun 22 married Fusan 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Chul Keun, wife 20 married Fusan 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Chul Soon 22 single Jei Choon 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Chun Kil 37 married Kang Wha 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Chun Man 18 single Sai Moon An 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chun Oh 24 married Woo Mil 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Chun Sik 21 single Song Li 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Chun Son 30 widower Kwang Choo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Chun Soo 24 single Chul Young Do 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chun Yer 40 married Ka Nap Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Chun Yer 40 married Ka Nap Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Chun Yer, daughter (Kim, Ke 
Young)
 1 single Ka Nap Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
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Kim, Chun Yer, son (Kim, Ke Young)  1 single Ka Nap Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Chun Yer, wife 31 married Ka Nap Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Chun Yer, wife 30 married Ka Nap Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Chun Yerk 38 widower Sam Chun Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Chun Young 26 widower So Sal Sim Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Chung An 24 single Ha Dong, Ha Lan Chun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chung Chin 24 married Sin Choong Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chung Chip 22 married Koo Ri Song 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Chung Doo 23 married Chemulpo 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Chung Eui 22 married Nam Yang 3/14/1904 Coptic
Kim, Chung Eui 40 widower Sam Wha, Nam Poh 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Chung Eui, daughter (Chin Son)  1 single Nam Yang 3/14/1904 Coptic
Kim, Chung Eui, wife (Hong, Helen) 23 married Nam Yang 3/14/1904 Coptic
Kim, Chung Eung 35 married Nai Chang Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Chung Hyeng 40 married Songdo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Chung Hyun 22 married Pyeng San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Chung Hyun, wife 18 married Pyeng San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Chung Ik 30 married Yern Poong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chung Il 21 married Nai Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Chung Ki 23 married Choo Dong 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Chung Koo 30 widower Dong Mak 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Chung Pok 23 widower Kon Chil Yea 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Chung Sei 19 married Oh Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Chung Sook 32 widower Dong Chung 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Chung Soon 27 married Tok San 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Chung Surp 22 widower Ka Nap Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Chung Surp 22 widower Ka Nap Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Chung Whan 36 single Ham Heung 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Chung Woon 36 widower Pyeng Yang 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Chung Yong 39 single Sai Soo Mal 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Dai Keun 17 single Sai Chang Keri 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Dai Kil 35 widower Seoul 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Dai Sang 29 widower Seoul 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Dai Sil 36 single Ok Chun 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Dai Sun 24 single Hai Choo, Nai Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Dai Sung 25 widower Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kim, Dal Ho 24 single Eui Choo 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Dal Hong 26 married Yong Am 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Dal Neung 33 married Chei Choo, Ham Do 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Dal No 24 widower Kwang Chi Won 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Dal Soo 23 widower Il Hale 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Dal Sun 22 single Hong Choo 3/4/1904 Siberia
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Kim, Dal Sung 22 single Masampo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kim, Dal Won 23 single Kwang Dai Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Kim, Dal Ye 23 single Pyeng Yang 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Dal Yern 27 single Hong San 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Dal Yong 33 widower Sang Choo, Chuk Wha 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Deuk Hong 27 widower Whang Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Deuk Pok 25 single Song Am 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Deuk San 26 single Chang Ter 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Deuk Soh 25 married Pook Chin 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Do Hyen 37 married Chin Nam, Myung 
Chung
6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Do Kwan 50 married Koo Whang Yong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Do Kwan, son (Duk Saing) 11 single Koo Whang Yong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Do Ra 50 married Nam Chang Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Do Roi 19 single Cho Ryang 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Do Sam 37 married Sam Wha 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Do Sam, son 1 5 single Sam Wha 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Do Sam, son 2  1 single Sam Wha 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Do Sam, wife 29 married Sam Wha 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Do Sik 18 single Yang San, Tai Sol 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Do Sool 25 single Chong Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Do Yern 27 widower Wa Woo Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Dol Yang 22 single ChangYoung 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Dol Ye 22 single Sa Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Don Chul 22 single Mil Yang, No Hak 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Don Soo 27 married Yong In 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Dong Choon 18 single Chang Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Dong Heun 32 single Nam Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Dong Hyuk 23 single Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Dong Hyun 34 married In Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Dong Keun 38 married Kong Duk Ri 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Dong Keun 22 widower So Kyeng Dari 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Dong Sik 25 single Seoul 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Dong Sik 24 widower Koi Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Dong Soo 30 widower Han Dang Ter 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Dong Suk 35 married Tai Koo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Dong Suk, wife 26 married Tai Koo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Dong Surp 40 widower Sin San 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Dong Wook 25 married Chin We 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Doo Hyen 21 widower San Ha Dong 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Doo Kyeng 28 single Do Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Doo Ok 25 widower Jei Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
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Kim, Doo Ok 25 widower Jai Choo 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Doo Paik 20 single Soh Sangni 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Doo Pal 23 single Choong Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Doo San 32 married Pook Chon Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Doo Sun 28 married Kei Chung Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Doo Sung 40 married Noo Ri Mi 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Doo Sung, daughter (Doo Keup)  5 single Noo Ri Mi 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Doo Sung, son (Yong Sool) 11 single Noo Ri Mi 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Doo Sup 31 widower Chang Yern 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kim, Doo Surk 31 married Tong San 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Doo Whang 36 married Pyeng Yang 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Doo Wook 23 married Kang Dong 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Doo Yern 40 widower Won San 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Doo Young 20 widower Kang Wha 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Dool Chai 18 single Hong Moom Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Dora 26 married Chemulpo 9/28/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Dora, daughter (Willa)  8 single Chemulpo 9/28/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Duk Cha 23 married Won San 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Duk Chai 35 married Kwang Choo 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Duk Chan 41 widower Sin Nong Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Duk Kiu 31 married Naing Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Duk Man 24 single Kwan Doo Ri 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Duk Moon 26 single Kyeng Choo 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Duk Sam 22 married Kang Neung 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Duk Sam 22 single Chai Ryung 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Duk Sam 30 widower Yung Son 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Duk Sin 24 widower Chong Kol 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Duk Soo 24 widower Chai Am 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Duk Soon 23 single An Pyen 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Duk Sung 22 single Sung Chun 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Duk Wha 35 widower Young Duk 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Duk Wha 25 widower Sung Chun 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Duk Whan 31 married Mok Po 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Duk Whan 40 married Mo Hak Won 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Duk Won 35 married Koo Am 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Duk Won 31 widower Sin Hai 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Duk Woon 28 married Hi Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Duk Ye 23 single Oh Ri Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Duk Yerp 30 widowed Chi Sil 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Eer Sam 29 widower Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Eun Choon 36 married Han Chun 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Eun Choon, wife 21 married Han Chun 5/8/1905 Siberia
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Kim, Eun Dol 18 single Nai Ho 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Eun Hai 27 married Chon Yong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Eun Pai 33 married Sang Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Eun Sik 28 married Inchon 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Eun Sook 30 married Dai Yong Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Eun Sun 25 married Chang On 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Eun Yerp 25 single Chak Keri 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Eung Chil 26 widower Won DOng 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Eung Choon 23 single Ma Am Wool Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Eung Chun 25 married Chei Choo 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Eung Kiu 24 married Chang Sung 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Eung Kiu, wife 17 married Chang Sung 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Eung Koo 19 single Dong Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Eung Min 35 widower In Chun 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Eung Pak 23 widower Pi An 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Eung Pil 21 single An Pyun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Eung Sam 38 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Eung Sam 31 married Sam Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Eung Sam 28 single Ham Dong Chon 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Eung Sam, son 10 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Eung Sam, son  8 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Eung Sam, wife 39 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Eung Sang 34 widower Chang Won 7/18/1904 China
Kim, Eung Sik 38 married Seoul 7/18/1904 China
Kim, Eung Sik, daughter  4 single Seoul 7/18/1904 China
Kim, Eung Sik, son  4 single Seoul 7/18/1904 China
Kim, Eung Sik, wife 40 married Seoul 7/18/1904 China
Kim, Eung Sin 24 married Do Dang Chai 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Eung Soon 36 widower Sim Chong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Eung Sun 31 widower Han Do Me 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Eung Sup 23 married Pyeng Yang 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Eung Sup, wife (Nui, Pok Ser) 16 married Pyeng Yang 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Eung Whan 22 single Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Eung Whan 17 single Ha Koo Am 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Eung Won 26 widower Yong Pa We 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Ha Chin 25 married Chil Won 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Ha Soo 25 single Sam Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Ha Soon 40 widower Che Sil Lo 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Ha Yang, sister  4 single Soh Sang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Ha Yong 36 widower Soon An 7/18/1904 China
Kim, Hai Choong 23 widower Young Duk 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Hai Pok 17 single Seoul 4/26/1904 China
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Kim, Hai Pyong 20 single Chai Ryung 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kim, Hai Suk 25 married Chemulpo 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Hai Suk, wife 23 married Chemulpo 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Hai Won 26 widower Chang Koon 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Haing Min 22 married Pyeng San, Nam Boo 
Ker
6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Haing Moon 22 single Chin Sam 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Hak Bong 27 widower To Sung 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Hak Choon 21 single Pang Kin 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Hak Do 18 single Kwang San Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Hak Ki 31 single So Pyeng Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Hak Kiu 26 married Kei Dong 10/6/1904 China
Kim, Hak Kwen 28 widower Song Sung Am 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Hak Nai 24 single Sang Kwa 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Hak Pong 25 widower Hap Chun 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Hak Pong 28 married Young Pyeng 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Hak Pong 27 single Sing Ne Mi 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Hak Pong 27 single Sin Keum 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Hak Soh 38 widower Fusan 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Hak Soh 31 widower Chai Mal 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Hak Soh 26 single Pook Chin 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Hak Soo 20 single Ko Yang 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kim, Hak Soo 19 married Won San 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Hak Soo 28 married Hai Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Hak Soo 25 widower Dang Mori 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Hak Soon 27 single Do Chung Li 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Hak Sun 24 widower Sang Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Hak Ye 25 single Young Duk 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Hak Ye 28 widower No Soh 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Hak Yong 35 widower Myeng Pak Kol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Hak Youn 26 widowed Kwang San Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Hak Young 30 widowed Chi Sil 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Han Choon 39 married Dai An Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Han Choong 23 married Soh Poo Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Han Hong 24 widower Chuk Chun 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Han Hyen 30 single Jong Moon Par 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Han Ik 21 married Dong Koo Nai 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Han Keun 28 married Ham Heung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Han Kiu 22 single Soo Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Han Kyeng 24 widower Sam Dong 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kim, Han Kyeng 26 married Shoon San Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Han Soh 27 married Kim Chai Chang Keri 5/8/1905 Siberia
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Kim, Han Soh, daughter (Dai Han Yer)  1 single Kim Chai Chang Keri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Han Soh, wife 23 married Kim Chai Chang Keri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Han Soon 22 widower Cha Moon Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Hang Sam 26 widower Kuo Me 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kim, Hang Surp 24 married Sung Hyen Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, He Choo 28 single Chung Wan, Pai Tong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, He Eun 22 single Dol San 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Heui Choong 25 single Ye Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Heui Im 29 married Oh You Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Heui Kyeng 27 widower Sa Yong Tong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Heui Pong 36 widower Sang Soh Myen 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Heui Sun 22 single Hyen Soh Myen 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Heung Bok 27 single Kyung Choo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Heung Chan 24 married Nam Moon An 10/6/1904 China
Kim, Heung Chang 39 married Kai Pyen 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Heung Chei 31 married Nam Yang 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Heung Cho 25 widower Sang Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Heung Choo 22 single Seoul, Sa Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Heung Chun 29 single To Ha 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Heung Kap 24 single Ar Sal Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Heung Kiu 26 single Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Heung Kwan 28 married Chei San Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Heung No 31 married Dong Dang Pong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Heung Ok 23 widower Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Heung Ok 21 single Nam Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Heung Pak 24 single Chook Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Heung Pok 23 single Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Kim, Heung Soon 22 married Seoul, Jo Heung 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Heung Sun 23 single Wan DO 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Heung Sung 23 married Poon Poo 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Heung Taik 36 widowed Koo Ri Kai 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Heung Yerl 29 married Hak Dari Kol 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Heung Yong 23 single Chung Do, Koh Nap 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Heung Young 16 single Chong Chu Bu Chi 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Heung Yul 36 widower Seoul 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Hie Pong 36 married Pyeng Yang 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Hio Keun 28 widower Tai Pyeng Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Ho Choon 22 single Sam Chang Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Ho Choong 34 single Kal Ar Kol 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Ho Keun 25 married Choong Sung 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Ho Keun 26 married Sun Dol 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Ho Sam 22 married Ko Hyen Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
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Kim, Ho Yun 20 married Ham Heung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Hon Suk, wife (Lee See) 20 married In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Hong Chan 38 married Young Tai 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Hong Chik 28 married Chang Kyo 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Hong Choon 27 married Won Yang 7/18/1904 China
Kim, Hong Keun 27 widower Choi Sang Ri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Hong Ki 31 widower Hoi Mok 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Hong Kiu 29 widower Hai Choo 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Hong Kui 40 married Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Hong Kui, wife 37 married Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Hong Nak 23 married Choong Dong Li 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Hong Sik 40 married Chi Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Hong Son 22 widower Tan Chun 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Hong Soo 35 widower Soy Myenn 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Hong Soon 26 widower Nam Moon Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Hong Suk 27 married In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Hong Woon 21 single Hyeng Pong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Hong Youk 22 married Hai Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Hoo Choon 27 single San Woon 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Huen Sik 28 widower Nam Yang 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Hyen Choong 40 married Dong Kwan 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Hyen Choong, wife (Chung 
Soon)
20 married Dong Kwan 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Hyen Ki 35 widower Sang Koo 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Hyen Koo 25 widower Soo Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Hyen Koo 25 married Kim Kok 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Hyen Soo 26 widower Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Hyen Suk 19 single Pyeng Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Hyeng Ha 21 single Heung Duk Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Hyeng Keun 39 widower Ka Yang Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Hyeng Keun, daughter (Po Bi) 11 single Ka Yang Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Hyeng Keun, daughter (Ye Boon)  6 single Ka Yang Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Hyeng Keun, son (Kei Pong)  9 single Ka Yang Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Hyeng Ki 18 single Nam Won 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Hyeng Kon 40 widower Sin Chang 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Hyeng Kwan 34 married Kyeng Chang Moon An 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Hyeng Man 29 widower Yerm Soh Kwan 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Hyeng Moon 39 married Young Choo Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Hyeng Moon 29 married Il Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Hyeng Moon, wife 19 married Il Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Hyeng Paik 36 married Heung Pong Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Hyeng Pair 29 married Wang Pyi Li 3/10/1905 China
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Kim, Hyeng Pil 30 married Han Chun 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Hyeng Soon 26 married Seoul 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Hyeng Tai 30 married Yern Pong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Hyuk Nak 26 single Chin Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kim, Hyun Chin 24 widower Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Hyung Sam 22 single Pyeng Yang 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Ik Cho 25 widower Mal Koo Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Ik Choo 40 single Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Ik Doo 30 widower Ok Koo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Ik Hyen 25 widower Chin Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Ik Soo 23 married You Ka Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Ik Soon 17 single Chung Do, Yim Sil 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Ik Sun 30 widower Sin Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Ik Sung 34 married Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Ik Sung, son  4 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Ik Sung, wife 24 married Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Ik Yong 26 widower Worl Chun Pang 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Ik Yong 31 widower Won San Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Il Chun 24 married Ha Choo Soh 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Il Man 24 single In Chun 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Il Man 20 single Sin Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Il Yong 28 married Poon Pang 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Il Yong 27 widower Moo Roo Nai 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Im Moon 30 widower Do Song Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, In Chool 22 single Mal Eum 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, In Chul 24 widower Pak Chung Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, In Deuk 24 widower Oh Koong Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, In Kerl 36 widower Sung Nai 10/6/1904 China
Kim, In Kil 23 single Sin Chun 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, In Kiu 23 widower Sin Chon 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, In Kiu 22 single Pong Mok 5/29/1905 China
Kim, In Kook 20 married To Sang Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, In Kyung 25 married Soh Tong Kol 3/10/1905 China
Kim, In Pio 40 married Yern Poong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, In Shoo 38 married In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Kim, In Shoo, son (Yong Choo)  2 single In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Kim, In Sik 26 married Kyo Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, In Soo 27 married Yong In 4/26/1904 China
Kim, In Soo 22 single Saw Ha Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic
Kim, In Soo 21 single Kwang Choo 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, In Soo 40 widower Kapo Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, In Sool 32 single Tong Yi 3/30/1904 Korea
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Kim, In Sun 24 married Seoul 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, In Surp 21 married Sa San 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, In Up 25 married Young Pyeng 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, In Won 40 widower Ham Heung 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, In Yong 19 married Songdo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Kai 23 single Ha Dong 2/18/1904 China
Kim, Kai 25 married Nam Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Kai Moon 19 single Eure Nai Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Kai Myeng 20 single Chung Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Kai Pak 25 single Mil Yang 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Kak Soo 18 married Mie Nai Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Kap Chi 24 married Wol Young Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kap Sool 20 single Dai Pok 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Kap Sung 31 married Chei Choo 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Kap Sung 23 married Kim San 7/18/1904 China
Kim, Kap Sung 21 single Oh Mi Mok Chung 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Kap Ye 32 single Sa Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Ke Do 23 single Chin Nam 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kim, Ke Soo 35 widower An Dong 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Ke Suk 40 married Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Kea Hyen 22 single So Mi Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Kea Hyen 28 married Im Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kea Hyen, daughter (Ai Ki)  6 single Im Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kea Hyen, wife 30 married Im Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kea Yern 26 widower In Chun 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Kei Hong 35 married Chun Song 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kei Kap 21 single Chung Choo 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Kei Nam 21 widower Soh Heung Li 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Kei San 19 single Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Keuk Choong 24 married Kaik Kui 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Keuk Saing 18 single Soh Rai Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Keuk Soo 24 widower Chin Choo 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Keum Chul 19 single Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Keum Seung 18 single Chung Pa 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Keum Suk 24 single Cha Ko Kil 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Keun Bu 24 married Jei Choon 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Keun Cho 24 single Dol San 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Keun Heung 24 married Moon Chun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Keun Pai 40 widower Ah Kok 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Keun Sik 37 married Pyeng Yang 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Keun Soo 35 widower Dai Won Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Keun Yang 24 married Po Chun 7/11/1904 America Maru
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Kim, Keung Bo 30 married Se Heung 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Keung Chei 27 married Nam Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Keung Chei, son 3 mo single Nam Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Keung Chei, wife 23 married Nam Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Ki Bo 26 single Ko Cha Ri 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Ki Ching 21 married So Eum Dong 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Ki Cho 23 married Ha Sam Ye 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Ki Choo 18 single Dai Am Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Ki Choo 35 widower Myeng Suk Won 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Ki Choo 27 married Sa San Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Ki Choo, son (Yong Cha)  1 single Sa San Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Ki Choo, wife (Bi Ok Ye) 22 married Sa San Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Ki Choon 31 married Kang Wha 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Ki Choon 36 married Sam Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Ki Chul 25 married Yang Ka 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Ki Do 37 widower Hong Won 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Ki Hyen 30 widower Ka Myung 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kim, Ki Kwan 31 widower Kondang Kol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Ki Man 26 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Ki Man, wife 20 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Ki Pong 27 married Kang Wha 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Ki Pong 23 widower Chun Nan, Ha Chun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Ki Pong 33 widower Sang Soo Koo 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Ki Ro 20 single Poo Ka Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Ki Soh 27 married Songdo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Ki Soh 36 widower Pum Han Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Ki Soh 25 married Chung Wall Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Ki Sool 23 married Wang Sip Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Ki Soon 36 widower Kong Deuk Ye 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Ki Sun 20 single Ko Cha Ri 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Ki Whan 17 widower Il Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Ki Yong 20 married Mai Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Ki Youn 25 single Masanpo 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Ki Young 23 single Seoul, Sa Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Kie Yern 30 widower Whang Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Kil Choo 27 single Woong Chun, Tong Min 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Kiu Poong 28 married Chee Sak 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Kiu Suk 29 married Yong Moon Ye So Pul 
Noo Kol
9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kiu Sung 31 married Duk Chun 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Kiu Surp 26 widower Seoul 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Kon Ye 35 single Nai Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
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Kim, Kook ?o 32 married Whang Kan 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Kook Doo 37 widower Ha Chu Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Kook Hyen 25 married Sin An Po 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kook Kyeng 27 married Seoul, Chang Song 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Kook Kyeng, daughter (Kan Ani)  1 single Seoul, Chang Song 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Kook Kyeng, wife (Pa Woo) 20 married Seoul, Chang Song 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Kook Min 21 single Pul Noo Kol 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kook Myeng 33 married Choo Pook 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Kook Sun 27 married Sam Ka 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Kook Sun, wife 22 married Sam Ka 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Kook Won 26 married Chang Choo 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Koon Chil 31 married Kim Hai 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Koon Pal 34 married Sok Chin 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Koon Sam 20 single Ham Chong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Koon Sun 38 widower Cha In 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Koon Sung 40 widower Pyeng Yang 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Koon Wha 26 widower Park Suk Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Kuen Sil 40 widower Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Kui Sung 33 widower Hyen Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kun Ho 19 widower In Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Kun Sam 28 single Sal Po Ri 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Kun Sun 26 single Il Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kwan Do 38 married Sang Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Kwan Ho 23 widower Sang Kil Le Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kwan Il 31 widower Soh Pong Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Kwan Mo 23 widower Pyeng Moi 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Kwan Nai 40 married Sin Chun Kol 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kwan Nai, daughter (Cha Keun 
Yern)
 3 single Sin Chun Kol 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kwan Nai, son (Tai Kwan)  8 single Sin Chun Kol 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kwan Nai, son (Tai Pyong)  9 single Sin Chun Kol 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kwan Nai, wife 36 married Sin Chun Kol 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kwan Ok 18 single Sok So Dang 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kwan Pil 39 married Do Il 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Kwan Sil 31 single Hoi Ryong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Kwan Sim 38 married Kim Po 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Kwan Soo 31 widower Koo Kwan 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kwan Yer 28 widower Mool An 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kwang Choo 21 married Dang Hyen 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Kwang Chun 31 widower Mi Hak Won 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Kwang Chung 30 married Sa Hyen 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Kwang Dal 40 married Nong Kong Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
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Kim, Kwang Hyen 38 married Sak Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Kwang Hyen, son  4 single Sak Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Kwang Hyen, wife 40 married Sak Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Kwang Il 35 married Chuk Sung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kwang Myeng 23 single Chang Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kwang Ok 28 married Songdo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Kwang Sun 22 widower Lu Ri Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Kwang Woon 23 married Pyeng Yang, Mun Kol 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kwang Yern 29 single Hai Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Kwang Yerp 40 married Seoul 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Kwang Yong 23 widower Chong Soo 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Kwen Ye 26 widower Doi Kai 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Kwi Ip 37 married Ko Dai 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Kwi Pu 40 widower Dang San Dong 10/6/1904 China
Kim, Kwi Pu, son (Chin Kwack)  4 single Dang San Dong 10/6/1904 China
Kim, Kwon Sik 26 married Won Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Bo 22 married Pook Chin 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Kyeng Bo, son  1 single Pook Chin 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Kyeng Bo, wife 22 married Pook Chin 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Kyeng Chan 20 single Dai Am 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Kyeng Chang 35 widower Mool Keum 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Chil 33 married Seoul, Kyo Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Kyeng Chin 23 single Moon San 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Kyeng Chool 30 widower Fusan 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Choon 29 widower Mil Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Choon 30 widower Pul Le 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Ha 33 married An Pyen 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Kyeng Heui 34 married Mo Hak Won 10/1/1904 America Maru
Kim, Kyeng Ho 23 married Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Kyeng Ho 40 married Ham Heung 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Kyeng Ik 30 married Tai Koo, Ka Am Dong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Ik, daughter (Kyeng Cho)  3 single Tai Koo, Ka Am Dong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Ik, son (You Sung) 3 mo single Tai Koo, Ka Am Dong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Ik, wife 30 married Tai Koo, Ka Am Dong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Joon 37 widower Kyeng Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Kyeng Kap 25 single No Wha 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Kyeng Ki 29 married Chang Chun Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Mo 26 married Nam Chon 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Kyeng Moon 35 married Dong Cha Ri 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Kyeng Nak 34 widower Pyeng San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Kyeng Nak 34 widower Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kim, Kyeng Ok 20 married Jei Chun 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
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Kim, Kyeng Ok 26 widower You Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Kyeng Paik 35 single Tai Koo, Ka Am Dong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Pal 38 widower Whang An 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Kyeng Poi 25 single Kau Hai 12/28/1903 Coptic (from 
Yokohama)
Kim, Kyeng Sam 27 widower Tai Koo 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Kyeng Sam 29 widower Moo Ryang Ye 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Sik 25 married Chun Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Kim, Kyeng Sik 31 married Yern Domg 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Sik 36 widower San Dal Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Soh 30 widower Seoul 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Kyeng Soh 50 married Choo Ki Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Soh, daughter (Soon Nam)  5 single Choo Ki Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Soh, son (Sam Si)  4 single Choo Ki Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Soh, wife 50 married Choo Ki Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Soo 22 single Sa Chik Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Soon 27 single Yong Dong 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Soon 30 married Nak Saing Li 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Kyeng Soon 28 widower Hoi Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Soon 45 widower Nai Ark Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Kyeng Soon 38 married Cham Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Suk 24 widower Poong Duk 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Kyeng Sun 30 widower Yang Choo 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Kyeng Sun 24 widower Eui Chun 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Sun 31 married Sam Chun Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Sun 31 single No Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Sun 30 married Ko Nam 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Kyeng Sun 33 widower Nam Sung 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Sun 34 widower Choo Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Kyeng Sun 34 widower Man Eui Chang In 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Kyeng Taik 27 married Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Kyeng Wha 29 widower Ok Pang 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Wha 26 married Dong Po 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Kyeng Wha 40 widower San Ni Kol 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Kyeng Whan 32 married Whang Chung Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Kyeng Woo 32 married Yap Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Kyeng Woon 23 married Pak Chung Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Kyeng Yer 25 married Da Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Kyeng Youn 20 married Sam Deuk 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Youn, mother (Chung Ye) 52 widow Sam Deuk 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kyeng Youn, wife 16 married Sam Deuk 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Kyo Hyen 26 widower You Chang Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
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Kim, Kyo Keun 33 widower Dai San 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Kyo Woon 19 married Ho Soh Ri 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Kyo Yern 18 married Chei Kol 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Kyoo Eun 38 married Chung Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Kyoo Eun, son  1 singe Chung Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Kyoo Eun, wife 21 married Chung Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Kyu Wan 29 widower Jei Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Kyung Min 20 married Puk Chang 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Kyung Tai 24 married Yong In 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Kyung Taik 40 married Soo Won 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Man Chin 23 married Pi Suk Keri 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Man Choon 24 single Pal San 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Man Il 26 married Nam Hai 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Man Il 33 married Chil Sung Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Man Keun 28 single Dang Po Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Man Kil 24 single Han San 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Man Kil 21 single Hoi Yang 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Man Paik 28 single Tai An 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Man Pok 21 single Eum Chook 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kim, Man Pok 22 married Paing Oh So 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Man Sik 28 single Sung Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Man Sik 21 married Ip Suk Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Man Soo 26 married Pa Chung Kon 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Man Soo 29 widower Poo Poong Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Man Soo 23 single Pang Chook An 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Man Sook 20 single Masanpo 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kim, Man Suk 23 single Dam An 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Man Ye 33 single Kol Chi 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Man Yerp 20 married An Dong 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Mok Pyung 29 married Hong Won 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Mong Yong 31 single Wool San 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kim, Moo Yong 27 married Chei Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Moon Kiu 20 single Soh San Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Moon Pin 25 married Song Pal Li 11/29/1904 Siberia
Kim, Moon Soh 22 single Sei Sam 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Moon Sook 38 married Po Ka San 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Moon Sook 38 married Po Ka San 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Moon Sook, son (Mark Han) 12 single Po Ka San 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Moon Sook, son (Soi Dong)  1 single Po Ka San 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Moon Sook, son (Soi Dong)  1 single Po Ka San 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Moon Sook, son (Yark Han) 10 single Po Ka San 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Moon Sook, son (Young Pong)  7 single Po Ka San 9/16/1904 Gaelic
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Kim, Moon Sook, son (Young Pong)  7 single Po Ka San 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Moon Sook, wife 34 married Po Ka San 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Moon Sook, wife 34 married Po Ka San 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Moon Sork 27 married Pong Heung Kyo 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Moon Sung 21 single Ko Sung 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Moon Sung 40 widower Wang Sim Ye 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Moon Wha 34 single Keum San 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Moon Ye 28 married Eur Woon Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Myeng Choon 23 widower Kim Hai 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Myeng Choon 34 widower Ai Keun Ai 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Myeng Hak 38 widower Sai Ter 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Myeng Hyun 30 married Jei Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Myeng Keun 24 married Kong Pook Li 10/1/1904 America Maru
Kim, Myeng Kiu 27 married Mook Kok 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Myeng Koo 29 widower Kang Wha 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Myeng Ok 24 married Nam Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Myeng Po 21 widower Yer Heung 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Myeng Po 32 widower So Oh Per 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Myeng Sik 22 widower Seoul 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kim, Myeng Sik 20 single Naing Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Myeng Soh 21 widower Dao Hyen Dong 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Myeng Soo 24 single Kim Hai 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Myeng Soo 32 widower You Nul Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Myeng Sook 28 single Dooi Mol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Myeng Sool 18 single Kyeng Choo 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Myeng Soon 21 single Dal Do Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Myeng Sun 40 widower Eui Sung 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Myeng Sun 22 single Dong Kwan 10/1/1904 America Maru
Kim, Myeng Whan 25 married Wang Sim Ye 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Myeng Wook 21 married Kim Sam Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Myeng Woon 28 widower Kong Chu, Yu Ke 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Myeng Yer 26 married Pong Soh Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Myeng Yong 38 married An Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Myeng Youn 29 married Chang Young 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Myeng Youn 25 married Koi Chung Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Myung Po 25 married Won Choo 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Nai Hong 29 widower Mil Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Nai Pum 38 married Myeng Suk Won 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Nai Pum, father (Youn Eun) 53 widower Myeng Suk Won 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Nai Pum, wife 28 married Myeng Suk Won 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Nai Soo 27 married Pom Ark 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Nak Do 28 married Chung Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
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Kim, Nak Hoon 22 widower Chang Keri 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Nak Moon 40 widower Moon Pong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Nak Soh 38 widower Mool Mok 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Nak Sung 33 widower Cha San 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Nak Woon 40 widower Kim Pai Won 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Nak Yerl 21 married Mai Ri 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Nak Yerl, wife (Cha Kyeng) 22 married Mai Ri 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Nam Cho 21 single Kum Keum 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Nam Choo 28 married Chung Do 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Nam Soo 25 single Na Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Nam Soo 20 single Nam Sur Kyo 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Nam Sool 26 single Han Sil 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Nan Ik 22 married Yong Dong 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Neung Hyen 40 married Chun Choo 7/18/1904 China
Kim, Neung Yern 22 married Sa Chang Kol 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, No Choon 25 married Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Oh Chul 31 single Mil Yang 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Oh Hyen 32 widower Soh Sang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Oh Hyen 27 widower Soh Sang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Oh Hyen, nephew (Chung, Eul 
Dong)
11 single Soh Sang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Oh Hyen, niece (Chung, Kwi Ip)  4 single Soh Sang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Oh Hyen, niece (Chung, Soo Ip)  9 single Soh Sang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Oh Hyen, sister (Ha Yang) 36 widow Soh Sang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Ok Man 21 widower Pyeng Kang Eup 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Ok Soo 32 single Choi Kei 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Ok Yer 23 married Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Ok Yer 31 married Chun Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Pa We 17 single Won San 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Pa We 23 single Yang Chon 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Pai Hyuk 20 married Dong San Ter 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pai Woon 24 single Kwang San Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Paik Huen 20 single Seoul 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Paik Soo 24 married Kang Neung 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kim, Paik Soo, wife 23 married Kang Neung 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kim, Paik Ye 35 widower Yern Mok An 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Pal Wha 27 married Soo Kak Li 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Pan Chin 23 widowed Ko Chon 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Pan Kil 22 married Sa Am Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Pang Koo 31 married Doi Sil 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Pang Koo, son (Kap Ye)  4 single Doi Sil 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Pang Koo, wife 26 married Doi Sil 6/13/1905 Doric
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Kim, Pang Woo 28 widower Mok Sang 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Pil Kwan 22 married Koo Whang Yong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Pil Soh 38 widower Pi Meri 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pil Sung 23 married Ka Mool Ham 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Pil Young 29 widower Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Po Hei 28 widower Yang Hai 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Po Hyeng 20 single Kim Hai 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Po Il 19 married Kang Wha 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Po Min 30 single Youk Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Pok Ki 19 single Sei Keuk Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Pok Ye 22 single Kwang Am Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Pong Ai 20 single Kang Kyeng Li 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Pong Chin 30 married An Chon 10/6/1904 China
Kim, Pong Cho 24 widower Chang Pyeng Eup 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Pong Choo 21 single Song Hyen Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pong Choo 21 single Chang Dong 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Pong Chool 34 single Wool San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Pong Choon 29 single Kyeng Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Pong Choon 23 single Kyeng Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Pong Choon 28 married Chin Choo 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Pong Choon 30 widower Chung Choo 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Pong Choon 29 married Nam Il Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Pong Choon, wife (Dal Soon) 26 married Nam Il Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Pong Eun 40 widower Koi Chung Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Pong Ha 20 single Ye Chun 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Pong Hak 21 single Whang Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Pong Hak 21 single Tai Koo 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Pong Hak 25 single Eum Chi Pyen 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Pong Hak 21 married Nam Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Pong Hak 25 married Moh Dong 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Pong Ho 22 single Fusan 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Pong Hyen 40 widower Pyeng Kang 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Pong Il 17 single Nai Sam 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pong In 40 married Song Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pong In, daughter (Whak Sil)  6 single Song Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pong In, son (Sung Yong)  8 single Song Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pong In, wife 32 married Song Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pong Kak 23 married Ka Yang Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Pong Kak, wife (Pan Su) 23 married Ka Yang Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Pong Kei 23 married Song Hyen Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pong Ki 29 married Sang Choo 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Pong Ki 32 married Oh Koong Dong 3/10/1905 China
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Kim, Pong Kil 25 single Yo Nil 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kim, Pong Kil 28 married Soh Soh   5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Pong Kil 29 single Daisun Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Pong Kiu 24 widower Pang San 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Pong Kui 22 married Song Do 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Pong Moon 18 single Sa Yang Li 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Pong No 20 widower Kal Ma Kol 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Pong Oh 20 married Sa Chang Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Pong Pil 27 married Nong Hyen Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pong Sang 37 married Eur Eui Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Pong Sang, son (Kui Sool)  4 single Eur Eui Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Pong Sang, son (Poo Sool)  1 single Eur Eui Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Pong Sang, son (Wan Sool) 10 single Eur Eui Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Pong Sang, wife (Aggie) 37 married Eur Eui Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Pong Sik 33 married Sai Yer 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Pong Soh 30 married Young Chun 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Pong Soh 21 married Do Wha Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Pong Soo 22 single Chung Do 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Pong Soo 25 single Kang Kyeng Li 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Pong Soon 20 married In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Pong Soon 23 married Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Pong Suk 37 widower Tai Koo 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Pong Suk 29 widower Pom Ark 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Pong Suk 28 married Kwang Yang Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Pong Suk 40 widower Mo San Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Pong Suk 26 single Ai Sam Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Pong Sun 23 widower Mu Ha Kwan 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kim, Pong Sung 23 single Hyen Poong 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Pong Up 23 single Pa Yung 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Pong Wha 23 single Duk Chung 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Pong Wha 20 single Yern Chi 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Pong Woo 27 married Ko Sa Pyeng 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Pong Ye 40 widower Poon Yern 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Pong Yong 19 single Nor Chun Kol 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Pong Yong 23 married Mal Deung Pawe 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Poo Il 30 married Jei Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Pook Dol 19 single Hong Moon Te 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Pook Soi 25 widower Ha Chuk 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Poong Chip 32 married Kwang Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Poong Soh 37 married Pool No Ri 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Poong Soh 39 married Pool No Ri 9/26/1904 Mongolia
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Kim, Poong Soh, daughter (Cha Keun 
Yern Ye)
 1 single Pool No Ri 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Poong Soh, daughter (Keun Yern 
Ye)
 8 single Pool No Ri 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Poong Soh, daughter (Keun Yern 
Ye)
 9 single Pool No Ri 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Poong Soh, daughter (Keun 
Yern)
 1 single Pool No Ri 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Poong Soh, wife 29 married Pool No Ri 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Poong Soh, wife 29 married Pool No Ri 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Pyeng Chan 36 married Pyeng Yang 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Pyeng Chan 24 widower Song San 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Pyeng Cheuk 24 married Choong Wha 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Pyeng Chil 26 married Kap San 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Pyeng Chin 32 widower Il Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Pyeng Cho 20 widower Dong Pyeng Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Pyeng Cho 37 widower Ko Seung Ye 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Pyeng Choo 22 widower Hu Na 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Pyeng Choon 22 widower Ham Heung 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Pyeng Choon 24 widower Sam Wha 7/18/1904 China
Kim, Pyeng Choon 17 married Sei Hyen 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Pyeng Choon 21 widower Na ha Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Pyeng Chul 22 single Yang Chi Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pyeng Heum 27 single Eui Choo 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Pyeng Ho 38 married Cho Won Dal 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Pyeng Il 40 widower Ko Nok Keri 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Pyeng Ki 23 widower Chil Sung Li 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Pyeng Kiu 18 single Koo Sung 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Pyeng Kiu 22 widower Chuk Am 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Pyeng Kiu 29 widower Kook Sum 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Pyeng Koo 29 married Ka Pyeng Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Pyeng Kun 22 married Woal Chool Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pyeng Kun, wife 19 married Woal Chool Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pyeng No 31 widower Huk Chun Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Pyeng Nok 29 married Pyeng Chung 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Pyeng Nok 23 married Pai Chai 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Pyeng Sik 38 widower Jei Choo 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Pyeng Sik 40 widower Chang Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Pyeng Soh 25 married In Chun 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Pyeng Soo 25 widower Tap Tong 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Pyeng Soon 40 married Won San 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Pyeng Soon, son  4 single Won San 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Pyeng Soon 22 single Yer Woo Chi 4/13/1905 Korea
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Kim, Pyeng Sun 25 widower Pom ark 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Pyeng Sup 28 widower Myeng Chun 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Pyeng Yern 31 married Choon Kyo Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Pyeng Yern 27 widower Na Pai Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Pyeng Yul 22 married Chai Yong 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Pying Hi 36 married Seoul 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Pying Hi, daughter  1 single Seoul 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Pying Hi, son  8 single Seoul 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Pying Hi, wife 24 married Seoul 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Sa Choon 30 married Ye Moon Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sa Choon, wife 23 married Ye Moon Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sa Chung 40 married Nang Chun 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Sa Eun 27 married Nam San Kol 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Sa Hyen 22 married Chang Sung 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Sa Hyeng 24 married Po Eunh Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sa Ki 20 married Myeng Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Sa Kyum 38 married Soh Sang Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Sa Moon 21 married Mang Hyen 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Sa Ok 28 married Yer Aan 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Sa Won 37 married Cho Ryang 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Sa Won, wife 16 married Cho Ryang 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Sa Yern 26 single Doo DOng 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Sa You 35 married Pan Chon 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Sam Dol 22 single Neung Ap 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Sam Dol 22 single Neung Ak 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Sam Doo 19 single Chin Choo, Ku Ha 
Chung
7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sam Pong 24 married Pyeng San, Nam Boo 
Ker
6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Sam Sik 24 single Ka Sil Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Sam Son 17 single Choong Ha Ri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Sam Woon 26 single No Ar Ri 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, San Ok 26 married Nam Moon An 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, San Suk 39 married Sook Ko Kai 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, San Suk 20 single Pim Hyen Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Sang Chin 31 widower Chang Suk Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Sang Choon 23 married Sam Wha 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sang Choon 24 widower Chang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sang Eurk 30 widower Hong Choo Won 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Sang Ho 24 married Soo Pyo Kyo 10/6/1904 China
Kim, Sang Ho 40 married Chun Pyeng Chon 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Sang Hoon 38 married Sei Li 9/5/1904 Korea
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Kim, Sang Hyen 33 married Yern San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Sang Ke 21 single Pyeng Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Sang Kiu 26 widower Duk Won 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Sang Kiu 26 widower Sin Kyo 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Sang Oh 28 married In Chun 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Sang Ok 22 single Tong Chun 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Sang Ok 31 married Oh Kong Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Sang Ok 33 widower Choo Kok Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Sang Paik 37 married Young Duk, Noh Merl 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Sang Pil 24 widower Sin Mooli 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Sang Pok 35 married Sun Chun 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Sang Pong 21 single Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Sang Won 24 single Kwang Choong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Sang Won 28 widower Keum Doo Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Sang Wook 33 married Kyeng San 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Sang Woon 24 widower Sha Soo Man Om 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Sang Yer 28 married Young Won 7/11/1904 America Maru
Kim, Sang Yerl 20 single Ye Moon Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Sang Yong 24 single Sung Choo 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Sang Yong 30 married Tai Pyeng Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sang Yong, wife 18 married Tai Pyeng Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sang Yun 23 married Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Sang Yun, wife (Pau See) 37 married Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Sar Hyo 40 widower Pyeng Yang 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Se Dol 25 single Ko Sung 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Se Ow 28 married Chemulpo 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Seek Keun 23 single Chun Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Seh Ryong 34 married Soh Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Seh Ryong, son (Si Dong)  1 single Soh Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Seh Ryong, wife (Ye) 34 married Soh Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Sei Chin 22 widower Young Kwang Dong 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Sei Chin, brother (Sei Kil)  8 single Young Kwang Dong 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Sei Ha 28 single Ching Do, Pak Kook 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sei Ho 29 married Nam Chang Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Sei Keun 25 married Ha Kyo 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Seoung Pong 31 married Ja Choo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Seung Chai 32 widower Hong Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Seung Chil 19 single Song Do 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Seung Chin 26 single Nan Deul Li 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Seung Chong 24 single Sung Chin 3/14/1904 Coptic
Kim, Seung Choon 36 married Tak Po 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Seung Chun 24 married Kim Po 3/30/1903 Gaelic
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Kim, Seung Do 21 married Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Kim, Seung Don 25 married Cho Koo Mool 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Seung Duk 35 married Oh Rool 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Seung Duk, daughter  7 single Oh Rool 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Seung Duk, wife 34 married Oh Rool 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Seung Eun 27 married In Chai 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Seung Hak 22 single Dolark Koop Ye 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Seung Hak 25 single Dang Mi 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Seung Hook 33 married Nam Yang 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Seung Hook, sister (Mi Ram) 24 married Nam Yang 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Seung Hook, son 14 single Nam Yang 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Seung Keuk 25 widower Dai Ye Ri 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Seung Keun 28 single Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Seung Kil 26 single Soon Chun 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kim, Seung Ok 32 widower Chun Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Seung Po 30 married Nan Yang 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Seung Pum 25 married Kyeng Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Seung Pum 30 widower Sang Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Kim, Seung Sam 21 married Sung Chun 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Seung Sil 23 married Kim Hai 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Seung Soon 36 married Nam Yang 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Seung Suk 26 married Dang Mi 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Seung Won 37 married Pei Yang 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Seung Yul 21 married Hosan 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Shi Kyeng 40 widower Kang Kei 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Si Woo 27 married Pook Oh Ri 10/1/1904 America Maru
Kim, Si Young 38 widower Ja Choo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Sik Ye 25 widower An Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Sim Eung 25 married Han Chun 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sin Hyup 26 married Sin Heung Ri 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Sin Whan 28 single Yern Poong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sin Woo 32 married Wi Chu 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Sin Woo, son (Sang Ahi)  2 single Wi Chu 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Sin Woo, wife (Biyong Shi) 31 married Wi Chu 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Song Chi 25 married Nam Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Song Eui 27 married Kang Wha 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Song Eui, mother (Mrs. Cho) 46 married Kang Wha 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Song Eui, wife (Ansi) 22 married Kang Wha 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Song Im 22 single Tai Pyeng Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Song Pak 17 single Su Moon Long 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kim, Soo Chan 26 single Kim Hai 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Soo Chan 30 single Sung Dang 3/31/1905 Manchuria
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Kim, Soo Chun 28 widower Sang Soh Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Soo Don 24 single Na Choo 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Soo Eung 20 single Sam Kei Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Soo In 30 widower Moran Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Soo Ip 23 widower Chung Do 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Soo Kap 20 single Chung Yong Dari 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Soo Ke 23 single Pae Eun 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Soo Man 23 single Pang An 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Soo Ok 22 married Man Kyeng 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Soo Po 20 married Kol Woo Mol 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Soo Pok 34 widower Deung San Li 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Soo Pong 18 single Ta Hyung Tong 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Soo Sung 18 single Mil Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Soo Wan 20 single Myeng Chang 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Soo Won 19 widower Dong San 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Soo Yern 28 widower Kang Wha 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Soo Yern 29 married Won San 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Soo Yern 18 single Myeng Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Soo Yong 27 single Pok Cho Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Soo Young 24 single Noo Kak Dong 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Soo Young 21 widower Cha Moon Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Soo Young, brother (Ye Man) 11 single Noo Kak Dong 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Sool Ye 21 single Kwang Ye Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Soon An 22 married Kei Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Soon Chil 34 married Eui Sung 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Soon Chil 33 widower An Dong 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Soon Chil 22 single Kim Chun Chang Ter 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Soon Cho 30 single Heung Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Soon Ha 28 married Jei Choo 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Soon Hak 29 married Chang Chun 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Soon Hak, daughter (Na Om Ye)  1 single Chang Chun 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Soon Hak, son (Jaik Sil)  3 single Chang Chun 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Soon Hak, wife 21 married Chang Chun 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Soon Il 35 widower San Chung Ye 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Soon Kap 24 single Dai Choo Pak 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Soon Ker 40 married Surl Nam 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Soon Ki 18 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Soon Koo 31 married Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Soon Koo, wife 22 married Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Soon Kun 35 married Yun An 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Soon Kun, son (Chin Huing)  1 single Yun An 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Soon Kun, son (Won Shing)  4 single Yun An 3/30/1903 Gaelic
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Kim, Soon Kun, wife (Hong See) 29 married Yun An 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Soon Kwan 30 married Nam Yang 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Soon Kyeng 21 widower Dong Kwan 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Soon Kyeng 20 married Da Ri Kol 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Soon Man 39 widower Tai Pyeng Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Soon Moon 25 single In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Soon Moon 26 widower In Chun 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Soon Myeng 23 widower Yong In 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Soon Myeng 32 married Pyeng San, Kwoong Mul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Soon Myeng, daughter (Kan Ani)  3 single Pyeng San, Kwoong Mul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Soon Myeng, wife 29 married Pyeng San, Kwoong Mul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Soon Myeng 25 married Yong Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Soon Myeng, wife 21 married Yong Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Soon Nak 32 widower Mo Hak Won 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Soon Oh 34 married Ho Kei 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Soon Oh 28 widower Cha Am 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Soon Ok 29 single No Sung 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Soon Ok 26 single Do Kai 11/29/1904 Siberia
Kim, Soon Po 38 married Cahng Sung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Soon Po 32 married Mei Kei Dari 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Soon Po, son 12 single Cahng Sung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Soon Po, wife 41 married Cahng Sung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Soon Sik 34 widower Seoul 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Soon Tai 32 widower Ar Hyen 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Soon Whan 35 widowed Dong Li 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Soon Won 28 married Yong San 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Soon Won 27 married Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Kim, Soon Yong 21 single Kwachun 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Soon Young 26 widowed Saun In Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Suh Cho 43 widower Seoul 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Suh Soon 21 widower Jei Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Suk Choon 19 single Tio Kyo 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Suk Choon 28 married Sai Nai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Suk Chul 34 widower Sa Pi 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Suk Chun 26 married Hap Tong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Suk Do 31 widower Sa Chang Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Suk Dong 26 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Suk Eun 37 married Sun Chon 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Suk Ho 27 married Yang Choo 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Suk Ho 24 married Soo Sa Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Suk Hong 25 widower Sei Wan 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Suk Hyen 24 married Chung Dong 10/6/1904 China
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Kim, Suk Keun 22 married Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kim, Suk Ki 28 single So Chun Keri 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Suk Mong 26 married Wawoo Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Suk Pong 23 single Wha Kai Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Suk Wha 19 married Wha Ryon Kyo 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Suk Whan 20 married Poo Pyong 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Suk Whan 26 widower Chang Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Suk Won 19 single Kam Doo Chan Kol 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Suk Ye 30 widowed Ka Sil 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Suk Youn 30 married Noo Ri Mi 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Suk Youn, wife 20 married Noo Ri Mi 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Sun Chip 30 widower Keuchimi 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Sun Choon 33 married Dal Myen 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Sun Doo 26 single Chang Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sun Hong 27 married Seoul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sun Ik 20 single Sam Li 10/6/1904 China
Kim, Sun Il 40 widower Myeng Oh 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sun Kiu 26 married Sam Wha 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Sun Oh 27 married Yang Choo 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Sun San 27 widower Won Dai 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Sun Taik 26 widower Kim Chun 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Sun Woon 35 widower Kyo Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Sun Yer 19 married In Chun 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Sung Chan 29 single You Do 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Sung Chin 23 married Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Sung Chin 39 married Choon Ki Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sung Cho 40 married Koon Eui 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Sung Cho 32 single Doon Chun 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Sung Cho 23 single Mai Il 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Sung Cho, mother 60 widow Koon Eui 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Sung Choon 29 married Dong Nai 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Sung Chun 28 married Chei Choo 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Sung Do 20 single Sin Nong Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Sung Hai 18 single Pyeng Yang 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Sung Han 21 married Dai San 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Sung Ho 21 single San Wha, Oh Me 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sung Ho 33 married Sa Ri 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Sung Il 31 married Eun San, Pan Chun Ye 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Sung Il 25 married Paik Suk Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Sung Il 22 married Song San 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Sung In 23 widower Surl Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sung In 32 married Kur Hak Ri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
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Kim, Sung Kak 26 married Pin Suk Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sung Kak, wife 22 married Pin Suk Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sung Keun 18 single Sam Wha 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sung Keun 18 married Wool San, Chung Yi 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sung Keun 21 single Cho Peum Mok 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Sung Kiu 37 married Yark Hyen 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sung Kwan 29 widower Kyeng Choo 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Sung Kwan 25 married Na Chun 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sung Mook 18 married Yong In 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Sung Moon 23 single Sin San 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Sung Moon 29 married Chang Noo Won 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Sung Nok 23 widower Chung Suk Kye 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sung Oh 46 married Young Choo Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Sung Ok 30 widower Chemulpo 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Sung Ok 11 single Eui Choo 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Sung Ok 22 widower Dai Koo 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Sung Ok 38 widower Dong Nai, Um Ne 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Sung Ok 24 married Nom Won, Ki Dong 
Chun
6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Sung Ok 29 widower Sin Ki 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sung Ok 23 married Cham Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Sung Pai 26 widower Mi Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Sung Pai 35 married Mo Hak Won 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Sung Pai, son (Paik Yong) 11 single Mo Hak Won 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Sung Pai, wife 30 married Mo Hak Won 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Sung Paik 29 single Wool San 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kim, Sung Pal 22 widower Dang Chal Pang 10/1/1904 America Maru
Kim, Sung Po 28 married Jei Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Sung Po 40 widower Chi Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Sung Sam 22 married Hong Choo 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Sung Sam 34 married Chung Myung 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Sung Soo 21 single Nam Hai 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Sung Soo 20 single Soh Chung Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Sung Soo 32 widower Kak Keri 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Sung Sun 25 widower So Chung Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Sung Tai 34 married Cho Yang 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Sung Tai 25 widower Dai San 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Sung Whan 23 widower Fusan 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Sung Whan 20 married Sung Ha Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Sung Won 24 single Chang Kwan Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Kim, Sung Won 20 married Eun Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Sung Won 23 married Kok Chang Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
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Kim, Sung Won 26 married Dooi Moo Kol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sung Wook 24 single Young An 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Sung Woon 31 widower Pyeng Yang 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Sung Woon 35 married Dong Chook 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sung Woon 27 widower Ya Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Sung Yerl 40 widower Pyeng Yang 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Sung Yern 25 married Sin Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Sung Youl 21 married Sang Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Sung Youn 21 widower Chang Kol 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Sung Youn 21 married Seoul Chang Kol 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Sying Kui 37 married Kang Wha 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Tai Choon 27 widower Soh Chong Chai 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Tai Choon 40 widower Poh Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Tai Chung 28 widower Pyeng Hai 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Tai Ha 22 widower Ka Roo Kai 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Tai Heui 35 widower Pak Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Tai Ho 33 single Kim Sung 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Tai Hyeng 40 married Koin Dal 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Tai Kil 24 widower Pyeng Yang 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Kim, Tai San 16 single Ham Heung, Kyung 
Ki Ye
5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Tai San 22 single Sang Kei 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Tai Soo 37 married Sun San, Woo Kwok 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Tai Soo 26 married Pal Po 11/29/1904 Siberia
Kim, Tai Soon 29 married Mo Hak Won 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Tai Suk 29 widower Mai Sil 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Tai Whan 22 married Yong Kang, cham Oh 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Tai Whan 21 married Chook Suk Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Tai Won 32 married Or Par Chai 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Tai Woo 21 married Choong Heung Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Tai Yern 20 single Sao Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Tai Yong 24 married Soon Chun 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Tai Yong 28 married Chang Kai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Tai Young 31 married Kwan Deui 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Tai Young, son (Cha Son)  1 single Kwan Deui 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Tai Young, son (Eul Pok)  8 single Kwan Deui 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Tai Young, wife 26 married Kwan Deui 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Taik Chin 38 single Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kim, Taik Keui 40 married Sang Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Taik Keui, son (Hak Chun) 16 single Sang Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Taik Koo 32 widower Nam Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Taik Pum 30 married Hong Hyen Man 12/24/1904 China
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Kim, Taik Soo 40 married Nam San Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Teuk Hong 29 single Pyeng Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Tok Man 21 married Yern An 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Wan Keun 33 married Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Wha Il 38 widower Sin Dong 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kim, Wha Il 38 married Seoul, Nam Dai Moon 
On
6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Wha Kil 39 married Fusan 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Wha Kyeng 21 single Chun Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Kim, Wha Kyeng 40 married Soo Ri Dari 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Wha Suk 27 widower Kang Wha 9/21/1903 Doric
Kim, Whang Keun 33 married Cha Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Whang Sik 35 married Ko Po Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Whi Seung 26 married Heung Li 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Won Bo 26 married Pook Chin 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Won Chan 40 married Ei Sung 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Won Chan, daughter (Po Pai)  1 single Ei Sung 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Won Chan, son (Chang Son)  5 single Ei Sung 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Won Chan, wife 37 married Ei Sung 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Won Chil 24 married Tap Tong 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Won Chil 24 widower Yong Dong 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Won Chil, brother (Soi)  5 single Yong Dong 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Won Chil, mother (Abbey Kil) 55 widow Tap Tong 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Won Heui 23 married Fusan 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Won Heung 24 married Kang Kai 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Won Ho 23 single Tong Chun 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Won Ik 27 married Ye Moon Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Won Keun 24 single Tan Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Won Keun 25 married Chook Hyen 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Won Keun 17 single Chang Keri 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Won Lo 30 married Pying San 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Won Mook 26 married Sang Song Woo 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Won Myeng 25 widower Soh Soo Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Won Po 31 widower Cho Choong Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Won Pong 35 married Main Chon 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Won Sam 39 married Seoul 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kim, Won Sik 25 widower Young Won 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Won Sik 28 single Pa Sil 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Won Sik 37 married Wall Kyo 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Won Sik 24 widower Soh Kang 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Won Sil 38 married Dai Kim 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Won Soh 24 married Chung Choo 10/5/1903 Siberia
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Kim, Won Soon 21 widower Choo Dong 10/6/1904 China
Kim, Won Soon 25 married Chung Pa 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Won Soon 32 married Sa Chik Dong 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Won Suk 24 single Mil Yang 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kim, Won Sung 34 married Chang Ap 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Won Surp 28 widower Sang Kol 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Won Taik 32 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Won Taik, son (Yong Sei)  8 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Won Taik, wife 29 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Won Ye 26 single Kyeng Choo 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Woo Chai 27 married Kyung Ki Do 8/8/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Woo Choon 27 widower Chik Yeng Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Woo Kyeng 30 married Dari Pa Woo 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Woo Ok 22 married Pu Mun Pak 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Woo Sin 23 married Mo Hak Won 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Woo Soon 27 single Pup Sung 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Wook Ye 21 single Fusan 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Woon Ho 19 single Woon San 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Woon Koo 22 widower Kyeng Sung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Woon Paik 30 married Ta Ma Ki 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Woon Pong 25 widower ChangDong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Woon Soh 30 widower Seoul 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Woon Suk 35 married Pyeng Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Woon Sun 24 married Hong Moon Keri 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Woon Sung 20 single Nu Ri Ka 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Woon Sup 25 married Songdo 4/14/1903 China
Kim, Woon Yong 24 widower Chang Duk 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Yang Hon 21 single Tai Bu Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Yang Ko 27 married Yang Arm 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Yang Nok 33 widower Hong Moon Keri 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Yang Pil 25 married Man Wha Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Yang Sik 26 widower Song Wha 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Yang Wook 32 married Kol An 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Yang Wook, daughter (Dai Chi)  3 single Kol An 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Yang Wook, wife 27 married Kol An 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Ye Cho 26 married Nam San 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Ye Hyen 23 married Nam San 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Ye Hyen 22 married Ko Ma Doo 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Ye Jai 26 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Ye Jai, son  8 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Ye Jai, wife 26 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Ye Kun 34 married Mai Dong 5/29/1905 China
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Kim, Ye Kwen 29 married Koong Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Ye Nam 18 single Yang Chi Mi 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Ye Pum 30 married Kyeng Seung 2/8/1904 China
Kim, Ye Sun 25 widower Eunai 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Ye Surp 21 married Kwan Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Ye Won 19 single Yang Si Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Ye, Hyeng 36 widower Won Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Yea Kwan 29 married Po Yong 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kim, Yea Soo 33 widower Ye Hyen 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Yea Youn 22 single Koon Namodari 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Yer Choon 23 married Sang Soo Kwan 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Yer Hong 38 widower Son Ya Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kim, Yer In 40 married Choong Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Yer Pum 23 single Kang Dong 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kim, Yer Sik 27 married Moon Wha 7/30/1904 Doric
Kim, Yer Soo 29 married Won Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Yer Soo 22 widower Ye Moon Kol 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Yern Kil 26 married Seoul 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Yern Kiu 21 single Sam Li Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Yern Kook 21 single Sing Pyeng 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Yern Si 19 married Ham Yang, Song Dai 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Yern Soo 40 married Nai Myen 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Yern Soo 29 married Hoi Mok 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Yern Soon 22 single Whang Suk 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Yong Chin 29 widower Choo Cha Kyo 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Yong Choo 29 married Hai Choo 10/5/1903 Siberia
Kim, Yong Dal 23 single King Ki 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Yong Ha 23 married So Ho 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Yong Hak 35 widower Sam Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Yong Hak 26 single Sin Ter 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Yong Ho 25 widower Ah Chun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Yong Ho 23 married Hyang Soo Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Yong In 35 married Oh San Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Yong Keun 21 single Kyeng Choo, Tal Sun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Yong Ki 25 single Deung Kwang Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Yong Kiu 27 married Mal Li Chon 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Yong Koo 33 widower Seoul, Cho Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Yong Koo 24 married Ku Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Yong Kook 24 married Chil Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Yong Kun 20 single Pup Sung 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Yong Moon 26 single Pook Myen 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Yong Pum 23 married Dul Kol 1/6/1905 Doric
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Kim, Yong Sam 33 married Cha San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Yong Sam 38 married Dong mal 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Yong Sik 25 single Ker Chei, So Jung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Yong Soh 44 widower Kim Hai 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Yong Soh 36 widower Ka Dan 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Yong Sool 26 single Sun Pool 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Yong Soon 25 married Seoul 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Yong Suk 25 single Kil Lum 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Yong Suk 20 single Soh Moon An 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Yong Suk 28 wodower Chi Maik Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Yong Sun 20 married Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Yong Sung 34 married Pok Cho Dong 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Yong Taik 26 married Kim Hai 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Yong Whan 35 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Yong Whan, mother (Nu Lu) 60 widow Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Yong Whan, son (Doo Sung) 14 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Yong Woon 23 widower Jung Yim 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kim, Yong Ye 22 single Myeng Ho 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Yong Ye 26 single An Ki 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Yong Yern 20 married Cho Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Yong Yern, mother (Cha Keun 
Yern)
40 married Cho Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Yong Yern, wife 17 married Cho Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, You Ho 24 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, You Ho, wife 21 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, You Ho, son  2 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, You Pok 23 single Moon Kyeng 4/14/1903 China
Kim, You Sik 25 widower Pook Chang Dong 3/10/1905 China
Kim, You Sun 31 widower Hai Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, You Sung 35 widower In Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, You Sung 35 married Pil Mori 5/29/1905 China
Kim, You Sung, daughter (Surp Surp)  3 single Pil Mori 5/29/1905 China
Kim, You Sung, wife 38 married Pil Mori 5/29/1905 China
Kim, You Taik 18 single Il Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Youn Chang 28 married Tong Moon On 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Youn Chong 40 married Woal Chool Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Youn Chong, wife 40 married Woal Chool Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Youn Ha 40 married Yun Il Dong 3/3/1903 Coptic
Kim, Youn Ha 22 single Soh Sang Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Youn Hak 23 single Pang San 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Youn Ik 40 widower Kim Chun 6/13/1905 Doric
Kim, Youn Ke 19 married Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
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Kim, Youn Keum 23 married Nam Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Youn Ki 29 married Eun Youl 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Youn Ki 23 single Hoi Mok 5/29/1905 China
Kim, Youn Kok 30 widower San Pook Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Youn Koo 40 married Pyeng San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Youn Koo 26 single Oh Ri Myen 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Youn Koo 32 widower Dong San Mal 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Youn Kun 30 widower Woon San 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Youn Kwan 40 married Won San 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Youn Kwan, son 1 (Cha Soon) 10 single Won San 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Youn Kwan, son 2 (Kan Nam)  1 single Won San 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Youn Kwan, wife (Po Peh) 28 married Won San 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Youn Kyeng 27 widower Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Youn Moon 21 widower Kyerl Sung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Youn Myeng 34 married Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Youn Myeng 28 single Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Youn Myeng 38 widower Cho Ryang 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Youn Myeng, son  1 single Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Youn Myeng, wife 28 married Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Kim, Youn Oh 24 widower Chin Mer Rie 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Youn Pong 23 single Woon San 3/30/1904 Korea
Kim, Youn Sam 31 married Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Youn Sam 25 widower Chung Yong Dari 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Youn Sik 25 single Sin Ryoung, Han Chun 
Dong
7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Youn Yer 25 single Ma Chook Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Young Chik 21 single Fusan 5/6/1904 Doric
Kim, Young Chin 36 married Songdo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Young Chin 23 married Mal Ye Hyen 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Young Cho 32 married Pyeng San 3/19/1903 Korea
Kim, Young Cho 22 single Chang Man 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Young Cho 24 married Yang Chi 6/1/1904 Coptic
Kim, Young Chong, daughter 1 
(Choong Kan)
 8 single Woal Chool Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Young Chong, daughter 2 (Po Poo)  4 single Woal Chool Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Young Choo 31 widower Sook Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kim, Young Choo 19 single No Sang Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kim, Young Choon 34 widower Fusan 11/2/1903 Korea
Kim, Young Choon 26 widower Ka Yang Ni 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Young Choon 20 married Chung Teui 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Young Choon 23 widower Pal Mak Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Young Doo 32 widower Sin Kai 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
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Kim, Young Heui 24 married Dam So Dong 11/29/1904 Siberia
Kim, Young Ke 19 single Yang San 12/28/1903 Siberia
Kim, Young Keun 21 single An Am Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Kim, Young Keun 24 married Chang Ka Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Young Ki 40 widower Cho Kan Dari 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kim, Young Kiu 26 married Won San 7/18/1904 China
Kim, Young Kiu 26 widower Sa Chuk Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Kim, Young Kook 30 married Chang Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Young Min 23 single Dong Oh Ri 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Young Mo 26 widower Moon San Po 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Young Moon 23 widowed Pai Sam Li 3/10/1905 China
Kim, Young Pai 22 single Mo Hak Won 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Young Paik 22 single Dai Koo 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Young Pil 30 married Chei Yang Ni 8/22/1904 Coptic
Kim, Young Pin 30 married Pong Chin Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Young Sam 39 widower Dai Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Young Sik 25 married Dai Koo 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Young Sik 33 widower Kang Wha 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Young Sik 22 single Sam Wha 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Young Sik 27 married Won Kok 12/24/1904 China
Kim, Young Sik 28 married Sin Chon Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Young Sik, daughter (Sung Yea) 6 mo single Sin Chon Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Young Sik, son (Sung Soo)  6 single Sin Chon Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Young Sik, wife 25 married Sin Chon Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kim, Young Son 19 single Chin Choo, Ah Kol 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Young Soo 24 single Kyeng Choo 4/26/1904 China
Kim, Young Soo 22 single Seoul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Young Soo 24 single Chooi Yong Kul 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kim, Young Soo 40 widower Chung Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Kim, Young Soo 31 married Kwa Mok Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Young Sool 24 single Chuk San 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kim, Young Soon 38 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Young Soon 25 widower Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Young Soon 33 widower Poo Choong Won 1/26/1905 Korea
Kim, Young Soon, son (Hark Choon)  7 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Young Soon, wife 37 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Young Suk 35 married Chok Dari Kai 1/6/1905 Doric
Kim, Young Suk 19 single Kei Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Young Suk 40 widower Ri Pa Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Young Sun 32 widower Kong Ju 1/9/1904 America Maru
Kim, Young Sun 32 married Han Sap Pul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Kim, Young Sun 36 married Soon Chun Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
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Kim, Young Sun 30 widower Kyeng Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kim, Young Tai 24 married Hai Nam 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Young Tai 25 single Ko Koo 8/11/1904 Siberia
Kim, Young Tai 40 widower Duk Sil 9/5/1904 Korea
Kim, Young Wha 32 widower Ker Chin 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Young Whan 24 single Younghung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kim, Young Whan 35 widower Whang Chung Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kim, Young Wook 26 married Duk Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Kim, Young Wook 23 widower Po Tong Li 11/18/1904 Korea
Kim, Young Woon 20 single Pyeng Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Kim, Young Ye 30 single Chung Doo 2/18/1904 Doric
Kim, Young Youk 21 widower Sa San Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Young Youk, mother (Kan Di 
Aiki)
40 widower Sa San Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Kim, Yu Sung 23 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kim, Yun Soo 40 widower Kwan Ta Li 4/17/1904 America Maru
Kim, Yurn Dal 21 single Dang Chin 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ko, Byeng Kwan 25 married Jei Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Ko, Chai Ho 23 married Seoul, Su Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ko, Chei Won 29 married Chai Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Ko, Chi Sun 40 widower Chei Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
Ko, Chi Woon 27 married Hak Tong Kal 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ko, Chin An 24 married Pup Sung 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ko, Chin Wha 23 married So Aki 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Ko, Choon Il 32 married Song Do 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ko, Choon Myeng 24 widower You Tong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ko, Choon Soh 27 widower Yong Po 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ko, Choong Son 18 single Ko San 1/6/1905 Doric
Ko, Chung Woon 40 widower Pool Ye Wool 4/13/1905 Korea
Ko, Dong Woon 21 married Hai Chook Kak 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ko, Duk Chun 37 married Hai Cho 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ko, Duk Chun, son (Young Hoon) 11 single Hai Cho 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ko, Duk Hoo 40 married Chin Ham 5/6/1904 Doric
Ko, Duk Wha 23 married Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ko, Duk Won 24 single Sai In 1/26/1905 Korea
Ko, Hak Soo 24 single Kamun Kol 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Ko, Hang Choon 22 married Ja Choo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Ko, Heung Sun 33 widower Song Do 3/19/1903 Korea
Ko, Hyeng Chan 21 married Pyeng Yang 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ko, In Kyum 30 widower Hai Kook Chai 11/18/1904 Korea
Ko, Kap Song 30 married Chei Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ko, Kei Kil 29 married Kanai Ol 4/26/1904 China
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Ko, Keum Chai 22 single Sin Chang 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ko, Ki Choon 18 single Sai Pang Kol 1/6/1905 Doric
Ko, Ki Ok 23 single Chei Choo 1/16/1904 Korea
Ko, Ki Pum 37 widower Saoh Rang Ye 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ko, Kil Ke 21 single Eun Yong 9/21/1903 Doric
Ko, Kil Suk 23 single In Chun 1/16/1904 Korea
Ko, Kil Sun 23 married Chei Choo 1/16/1904 Korea
Ko, Ku Hyun 25 married Yong Kang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ko, Kwan Choo 24 married Dong San Dai 5/29/1905 China
Ko, Kwan Sik 37 married Kai Woo Kai 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ko, Kwan Sik 39 married Kai Woo Kai 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ko, Kyeng Sik 31 widower Seoul, Hal In Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ko, Myeng Cho 29 married Jei Choo 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ko, Myeng Keun 31 widower Sin Duk Chang 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ko, Myung Soon 31 widower Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Ko, Neung Do 23 widower Yern Dongni 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ko, Pong Choo 20 single Pook Moon 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ko, Pong Woo 24 married Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Ko, Pong Youn 22 married Sin Chang 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ko, Pyeng Sik 25 married Wool San 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ko, Sam Yer 34 widower Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ko, Sang Youn 25 married Sin Chong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ko, Seung Poo 28 widower Chei Choo 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ko, Seung Woon 26 widower Sari Pyengmoon Kol 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ko, Si Chin 24 married San Che 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ko, Soo Chai 25 single Mil Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ko, Soon Cho 24 single Ko Nai 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ko, Soon Myeng 21 widower Soo Pyo Kyo 10/1/1904 America Maru
Ko, Suk Choo 39 married Kong Choo 12/5/1903 Doric
Ko, Suk Yern 33 single Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Ko, Sung Choon 37 married Si Pyen 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ko, Sung Oh 26 married Wha Yark Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ko, Sung Tai 16 single Taw Chung 2/8/1904 China
Ko, Sung Wha 26 married Tap Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Ko, Sung Won 20 single Sog Wali 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ko, Tay Lim 36 married Yee Chon 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ko, Won Ik 20 single Chuk Boo Roo 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ko, Won Sun 40 married Ja Choo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Ko, Woon Ki 19 single Dai Moon Nai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ko, Woon Kyeng 24 married Pal Dang Sa 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ko, Woon Whan 30 married Wha Hak 11/18/1904 Korea
Ko, Woon Yong 26 widower Sin An 2/2/1905 Coptic
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Ko, Yer Chang 40 married Eun Chin 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ko, You Sung 25 married Fusan 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ko, Young Hyoo 40 widower Jei Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Ko, Young Kiu 30 single Choong Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ko, Young Kuen 32 married Songdo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kol, Chum Dong 25 married Mer Poon Na Dul 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kong, Chai Song 23 single Poong Suri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kong, Che Soon 33 widower Kang Hai 1/16/1904 Korea
Kong, Chi Moon 38 widower Nab Deurai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kong, Duk Wha 38 widower Soo Won 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kong, Eung Doo 30 widower Paik Chung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Kong, Han Soon 30 widower Ka Heung Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kong, Ik Soon 17 married Sok Sa Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kong, Kai 39 widowed Poo Pyeng Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Kong, Kwang No 26 married Sa Moo Sil 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kong, Maing Do 25 married Nam San 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kong, Maing Do, wife 18 married Nam San 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kong, Moon Sun 25 married Kong Choo 1/16/1904 Korea
Kong, Myeng Woon 25 married Sin Sang Li 5/29/1905 China
Kong, Myeng Woon, wife 22 married Sin Sang Li 5/29/1905 China
Kong, Pa Woo 18 single Sin Sang Li 5/29/1905 China
Kong, Pong Cho 30 widower Song Chung 4/13/1905 Korea
Kong, Sin Soh 32 single Hai Choo 12/5/1903 Doric
Kong, Sung Won 23 married Chang Won 2/18/1904 Doric
Kong, Wha Sun 40 widower Pan Kai 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Koo, An Suk  8 single Ya Pang Kol 2/13/1905 Siberia
Koo, Cha Yerl 24 married Ok Soo Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Koo, Chong Kon 29 married Ha Kyo 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Koo, Choon Kil 32 widower Han Gu 4/26/1904 China
Koo, Chung Soo 30 single Yong Young 10/15/1903 Coptic
Koo, Chung Surp 21 single Han Chun 5/8/1905 Siberia
Koo, Doo Sik 24 single Koon Deui 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Koo, Duk Sam 33 married Ha Dan 4/24/1905 Coptic
Koo, Duk Youn 42 widower Whang Han 3/10/1905 China
Koo, Ha Sik 25 married So Aki 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Koo, Kang Soh 36 married Kim Hai 3/14/1904 Coptic
Koo, Kang Soh, daughter (Leong Sung)  3 single Kim Hai 3/14/1904 Coptic
Koo, Kang Soh, wife (Sol Che) 24 married Kim Hai 3/14/1904 Coptic
Koo, Kyeng Sun 32 married Young Pyeng 2/8/1904 China
Koo, Myeng Hak 20 single Dong Chook 2/13/1905 Siberia
Koo, Pyeng Sam 29 married Chung San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Koo, Sung Youl 18 single Dam Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
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Koo, Tai Kyeng 24 married Chemulpo 3/19/1903 Korea
Koo, Won Sik 39 married Seoul 4/14/1903 China
Koo, Won Sik 29 married Ok Chun 9/21/1903 Doric
Koo, Won Sik, daughter  2 single Ok Chun 9/21/1903 Doric
Koo, Young Wha 30 widower Chung Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kook, Pan Pang 22 single Choong Kun Ri 8/22/1904 Coptic
Koon, Choon Kiu 40 widower Choo Nam 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kuen, Ho Sak 31 married Kang Wha 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kuen, Pang Woo 32 married Chang Won, Nam In 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kum, Sa Sim 33 widower Ko Tan 9/5/1904 Korea
Kwack, Chong Tai 40 married Hoo Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kwack, Il Sun 36 widower Paii Sil 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kwack, Keun Hyeng 22 married Kun Chi Kai 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kwack, Pong Eui 18 married Eun Song Li 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Kwack, Tai Il 36 married Soh Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kwack, Won Yer 28 married Sai Hau Dong 5/29/1905 China
Kwack, Yern Doo 29 widower Nai Sin Dai 5/29/1905 China
Kwack, Yong Pum 26 single Tai Pyeng Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kwack, Young Surp 28 married Ye Moon Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Kwak, Chun Soo 18 single Koo Rea 9/21/1903 Doric
Kwak, Haing Moon 28 widower Mok Chang 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kwak, Kil Sam 40 widower Yong Chang Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Kwak, Nai Hong 32 married Chil Kok 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Kwak, Pok Duk 19 single Ker Moon Dal 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Kwak, Sa Choong 24 married Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Kwak, Sam Sung 32 widower Hai Ju 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kwak, Soo Myeng 19 single Fusan 4/26/1904 China
Kwak, Tai Il, wife 34 married Soh Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kwan, Chai Woo 27 married Sa Chun Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Kwan, Hak Kyong 21 single Ok Koo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Kwan, Hak Soh 26 married Fusan 4/26/1904 China
Kwan, Kwang Hyen 27 married Ya Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Kwan, Myeng Oh 23 married Chin Nam 12/5/1903 Doric
Kwan, Ok Sung 28 widower Seoul 10/15/1903 Coptic
Kwan, Suk He 23 widower Sang Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Kwan, Sun Min 35 married Hong Chin 2/8/1904 China
Kwan, We Saing 22 single Young Chun 3/14/1904 Coptic
Kwan, Young Ha 25 widower Sam Wha 12/28/1903 Coptic
Kwan, Yung Chun 27 married Chemulpo 11/2/1903 Korea
Kwang, Dal Won 27 widower Heung Hai 3/19/1903 Korea
Kwen, Chong Hap 34 widower Soh Kyeng Li 3/10/1905 China
Kwen, Choong Youn 40 widower Chik Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
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Kwen, Chup Yong 20 single An Eun Kol 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kwen, Do In 18 married Kern Pyeng 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kwen, Eung Do 26 married Mang Chung 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kwen, Heui Sun 32 married Sooi Chon 1/6/1905 Doric
Kwen, Hong Youn 32 married Sam Chun Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kwen, Ik Choo 21 married Cho Ko Dong 12/24/1904 China
Kwen, Ik Sung 24 married Ko Won Dong 10/6/1904 China
Kwen, Keun Yong 32 widower Kyeng Choo, Sang Ku 
Cheong
6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Kwen, Ki Seung 37 single Doo Woo Kai 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Kwen, Kil Pong 18 single Si Sal No Chi 4/13/1905 Korea
Kwen, Kui Kong 23 single Yang Chi Chon 5/8/1905 Siberia
Kwen, Kyeng Yong 26 married Oh Boo 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kwen, Moon Soo 26 single Paik Ok Po 12/24/1904 China
Kwen, Myeng Wha 26 married Saim An 2/2/1905 Coptic
Kwen, Ping Ho 29 married Kan Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Kwen, Pong Hak 23 single Hak Po 1/6/1905 Doric
Kwen, Pyng Soon 17 single Koo Kwan 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Kwen, Sang Nok 26 married Pi Ki 2/13/1905 Siberia
Kwen, Sung Chai 26 widower So No Chi 12/24/1904 China
Kwen, Sung Keun 33 married Sin Heung Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Kwen, Youn Yang 19 married Nai Kok 12/24/1904 China
Kwun, Chung Il 36 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Kyeng, Nai In 32 widower Young Duk 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Kyuo, Chang Han 30 widower Pyeng Yang 3/19/1903 Korea
Lee, Yor Sat 41 married Hong Kong 6/1/1903 Korea (from 
Hong Kong)
Loh, Sung Chul 23 ? Koo Chin Dari 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ma, Ker Pok 19 single Yern Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ma, Kwan Young 40 married Yer Moon Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ma, Kwan Young, daughter 1 (Surp 
Surp)
14 single Yer Moon Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ma, Kwan Young, daughter 2 (In Pong)  3 single Yer Moon Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ma, Kwan Young, son 1 (Choon Yong) 13 single Yer Moon Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ma, Kwan Young, son 2 (Choon 
Kyeng)
10 single Yer Moon Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ma, Kwan Young, wife 30 married Yer Moon Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ma, Soon Kwan 24 single Ta Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ma, Young Choon 35 married Yern Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ma, Young Choon, daughter (Ip Poon)  9 single Yern Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ma, Young Choon, son (Noo Da)  3 single Yern Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ma, Young Choon, wife 30 married Yern Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Maing, Chung Ho 26 widower Soh Moon Chon 4/13/1905 Korea
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Maing, Il Chung 29 married Pook Chung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Min, Dong Soon 21 married Chung Cha Po 5/29/1905 China
Min, Duk Yong 19 single Pool Mool Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Min, Hak Soh 20 married Ko Sung 4/14/1903 China
Min, Han Ok 26 married Song Do 3/3/1903 Coptic
Min, Hong Sik 22 married Seoul, Sah Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Min, In Sik 27 widower Ham Pak Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Min, Kwang Yer 25 married Eur Eun Dong 3/10/1905 China
Min, Kyeng Hak 24 widower Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Min, Kyeng Sik 23 single Chang Dong 4/17/1904 America Maru
Min, Man Sung 25 single Myen Eurl Ye 9/5/1904 Korea
Min, Myeng Am 19 single Hai Nam 8/11/1904 Siberia
Min, Oui Keung 32 married Chin Chun 3/3/1903 Coptic
Min, Seung Hyen 34 married Chung Cha Po 5/29/1905 China
Min, Seung Hyen, daughter (In Yea)   1 single Chung Cha Po 5/29/1905 China
Min, Seung Hyen, son (In Dong) 5 single Chung Cha Po 5/29/1905 China
Min, Seung Hyen, son (In Ham) 11 single Chung Cha Po 5/29/1905 China
Min, Seung Hyen, wife 36 married Chung Cha Po 5/29/1905 China
Min, Seung Sim 20 single Seoul, Ka Namu Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Min, Won Choon 21 married Kwang Choo 2/8/1904 China
Min, Young Ki 36 married Chang Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Min, Young Soon 38 widower Song Kyo 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Min, Young Sun 25 single Chung Song 4/14/1903 China
Min, Young Yerl 19 single Song Chon 11/18/1904 Korea
Mo, Ki Choon 23 single Pook Moon An 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Mok, Won Pil 22 married Pool Moo Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Moon, Byeng Ok 27 married Pyeng Kang 12/28/1903 Coptic
Moon, Chang Kuen 19 single Ok Koo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Moon, Chang Ok 21 widower Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Moon, Chi Hyeng 19 single Han Im Dong 3/10/1905 China
Moon, Chin Ye 24 single Soh Kai Chin 1/6/1905 Doric
Moon, Choo Suk 20 single Youl Kok 12/24/1904 China
Moon, Choong Keun 22 single Ar Hyen 4/13/1905 Korea
Moon, Chul Ye 24 single Ka Yer Chang Ter 2/2/1905 Coptic
Moon, Chung Kook 25 widower Nam Po 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Moon, Chung Won 29 married Ha Dong 2/18/1904 Doric
Moon, Dal Yong 25 single Kim Chun 1/26/1905 Korea
Moon, Deuk Kyo 21 single Kwang Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
Moon, Dong Sik 28 married Young Deung Po 2/2/1905 Coptic
Moon, Doo Chil 31 married Che Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Moon, Eung Sun 23 widower Choong Young Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Moon, Heung Sool 24 single Ko Chan 3/10/1905 China
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Moon, Hong Suk 40 widower Kan Sung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Moon, Hyeng Sik 26 married Dang Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Moon, In Wha 26 single Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
Moon, Ki Chung 25 married Song Sang Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Moon, Ki Hyen 36 widower Choong Li 11/18/1904 Korea
Moon, Ki Man 19 single Young An 8/11/1904 Siberia
Moon, Kum Sai 23 single Sai An Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Moon, Kyeng Hak 24 widower Koon Moon Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Moon, Kyeng Ho 28 married Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Moon, Kyeng Ho 29 married Seoul 8/8/1905 Mongolia
Moon, Kyeng Ho, daughter (Son Chea)  3 single Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Moon, Kyeng Ho, wife (Grace) 21 married Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Moon, Myeng Nok 34 widower Do Roo Chi 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Moon, Pa We 26 single Kom Kai 1/6/1905 Doric
Moon, Paik Yern 36 married Wak Sa Dong Ye 10/6/1904 China
Moon, Paik Yong 20 married Chang Sau 3/19/1903 Korea
Moon, Pok 31 single Eunchun 3/3/1903 Coptic
Moon, Pong Chan 30 married So Im Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Moon, Pong Han 22 married Soh Ri 4/24/1905 Coptic
Moon, Pong Sul 25 married Chai Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Moon, Poo Kuen 21 married Chun Joo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Moon, Pyeng Cho 27 married An Yang Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Moon, Pyeng Surp 24 married Om Bang 3/30/1904 Korea
Moon, Pyung Kui 35 widower Ku Ha 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Moon, Sang Hyen 33 married Seoul, Cho Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Moon, Soon Chil 26 widower Poo Nai 10/1/1904 America Maru
Moon, Soon Ke 32 widower Kim Hai 3/4/1904 Siberia
Moon, Soon Pong 23 widower Hai Chu, To Tang Che 5/20/1904 Siberia
Moon, Soon Soh 27 married Ko San Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Moon, Sung Chin 25 single Sin Dai 8/22/1904 Coptic
Moon, Sung Yong 35 widower Suk Chung Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Moon, Sung Yong 40 married Kwang Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
Moon, Sung Yong, daughter 11 single Kwang Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
Moon, Sung Yong, wife 45 married Kwang Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
Moon, Won Chil 25 married Nai Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Moon, Won Chil, wife 22 married Nai Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Moon, Yang Mok 32 widower Mong Dai 2/2/1905 Coptic
Moon, Yong Soon 23 married Seoul 12/28/1903 Coptic
Moon, Yong Whan 19 single Il Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Moon, Youn Chil 40 married Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Moon, Youn Kyeng 39 married Yong Dam 5/8/1905 Siberia
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Moon, Youn Kyeng, daughter (My Yerk 
Yea)
 1 single Yong Dam 5/8/1905 Siberia
Moon, Youn Kyeng, wife 32 married Yong Dam 5/8/1905 Siberia
Moon, Young Choon 38 married Eui Heung 1/9/1904 America Maru
Moon, Young Ok 33 married Ker Pyeng 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Moon, Young Ok, daughter (Soo Chin)  1 single Ker Pyeng 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Moon, Young Ok, son (Woo Suk)  5 single Ker Pyeng 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Moon, Young Ok, wife 28 married Ker Pyeng 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Moon, Young Soo  ? marrried Nai Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Moon, Young Soo, wife (Kim, Kyoung 
Sung)
39 marrried Nai Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Myeng, Kwang Eun 29 widower Chai Yak Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Myeng, Woo Pum 22 married No Sang Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Na, Chai Kyun 24 married Han In Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
Na, Chung Soo 19 single Pai An 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Na, Eung Chun 35 widower To Ha Myeng 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Na, Keum San 19 widower Cho Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Na, Keun Dong 23 widower Soo Won 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Na, Kyeng Chi 22 single Soh Dang Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Na, Paik Woon 29 married Hyup Kok 3/4/1904 Siberia
Na, Pong Youl 29 married Ka Yang Li 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Na, Pyeng Do 26 married Sang Ye Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Na, Suk Woo 32 married Sang Kuri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Na, Sung Youn 43 widower Yong Chil Ye 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Na, Wha Choon 21 single Sung Bat 1/26/1905 Korea
Na, Whang Yong 25 single Chan Dal Ye 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Na, Yong Am 19 single Yong San 12/24/1904 China
Na, Young Sik 24 single Chun Nam, Pak So Kol 5/20/1904 Siberia
Nam, Chai Sung 38 married Seoul 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Nam, Chung Do 39 widower Pyengyang 10/5/1903 Siberia
Nam, Chung Suk 33 married Moon Nam 6/1/1904 Coptic
Nam, Deuk Do 40 widower Seoul, To Tong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Nam, Kei Hong 27 married Kan Sung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Nam, Kyeng Soon 28 widower Eui Choo 2/8/1904 China
Nam, Kyeng Suk 22 single Mai Eum 2/2/1905 Coptic
Nam, Kyeng Taik 30 married Sin You Won 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Nam, Pum Ye 27 single Samka 5/20/1904 Siberia
Nam, Pum Ye, brother (Kap Chool) 12 single Samka 5/20/1904 Siberia
Nam, Pyeng Whan 28 married Im Ki 5/29/1905 China
Nam, Pyeng Whan, daughter (Tai Poo)  1 single Im Ki 5/29/1905 China
Nam, Pyeng Whan, wife 25 married Im Ki 5/29/1905 China
Nam, Sa Yong 24 married Eui Ryong 5/20/1904 Siberia
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Nam, Sang Hak 21 married Mi Tai Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Nam, Sang Ho 26 single Won San 3/3/1903 Coptic
Nam, Sang Man 25 married Eui Yang Li 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Nam, Sei Youn 40 married Im Ki 5/29/1905 China
Nam, Sei Youn, daughter (Homi)  9 single Im Ki 5/29/1905 China
Nam, Sei Youn, daughter (Pil Boon)  4 single Im Ki 5/29/1905 China
Nam, Sei Youn, daughter (Pil Chong)  7 single Im Ki 5/29/1905 China
Nam, Sei Youn, wife 38 married Im Ki 5/29/1905 China
Nam, Suk Woo 29 married Pal Kak Chung 4/24/1905 Coptic
Nam, Sun Pong 18 single Cho Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Nam, Sung Chie 26 single Ka Mak Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Nam, Yong Pal 27 widower Choong Li 5/29/1905 China
Nam, Young Kum 24 married So Pak Kyo 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Nam Koong, Ho Yern 28 married Sool Kam 1/6/1905 Doric
Nan, Chung Hun 26 married Seoul, Chong Don 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
No, Chang Cho 34 married Na Pak 3/31/1905 Manchuria
No, Chang Kerl 23 single Na Nam 5/18/1905 Mongolia
No, Chang Sun 22 single Hai Choo, Pa We Mul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
No, Chi Kwen 30 widower Sung Ha Ri 1/26/1905 Korea
No, Chin Soo 25 single Nam Chun 10/6/1904 China
No, Choo Sun 28 widower Ye Moon Nai 4/13/1905 Korea
No, Choon Wha 27 married Sa Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
No, Choon Wha, wife (Ki Hyen) 31 married Sa Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
No, Choong Hyen 31 married Dong Chak 2/2/1905 Coptic
No, Choong Hyen, wife (Pong Ri) 37 married Dong Chak 2/2/1905 Coptic
No, Chung Chan 33 widower Kwan Chun Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
No, Dai Koon 25 single Ok Chun 4/26/1904 China
No, Dong Woon 37 married Che Eui 9/5/1904 Korea
No, Eui Kwan 21 married Won San Ni 8/22/1904 Coptic
No, Hak Moon 18 single Sun Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
No, Hak Young 22 widower Chai Ryung 12/5/1903 Doric
No, Heui Kyum 25 married Na Il Ye 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
No, Heung Keun 39 married Oh Ma Tong 3/30/1904 Korea
No, Heung Keun, daughter (Puh 
Chun)
 2 single Oh Ma Tong 3/30/1904 Korea
No, Heung Keun, son 1 (Won Man)  6 single Oh Ma Tong 3/30/1904 Korea
No, Heung Keun, son 2 (Kum Dong)  4 single Oh Ma Tong 3/30/1904 Korea
No, Heung Keun, wife (Soh, Hung 
Chun)
25 married Oh Ma Tong 3/30/1904 Korea
No, Ho Kyeng 34 married Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
No, Hong Cho 24 single Na Pak 3/31/1905 Manchuria
No, Il Yea 30 widower Sam Wha 7/18/1904 China
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No, Ke Ho 25 widower Hai Ju 10/15/1903 Coptic
No, Min Soo 33 widower Ham Heung 3/30/1904 Korea
No, Moon Pio 22 married Poong Yang Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
No, Myeng Keun 34 married Ar Yong Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
No, Myeng Soon 30 married Sa Sul Mak 4/10/1904 Gaelic
No, Myeng Soon, daughter (Ye Boon)  4 single Sa Sul Mak 4/10/1904 Gaelic
No, Myeng Soon, wife (Koli Ma) 19 married Sa Sul Mak 4/10/1904 Gaelic
No, Myeng Whan 22 married Sai Moon Pak 9/16/1904 Gaelic
No, Pa Ko 29 married Dong Yang Li 3/10/1905 China
No, Pong Soh 26 married Poong Pyeng Li 5/29/1905 China
No, Pong Woo 27 single Ham Yong 12/28/1903 Coptic
No, Seung Pai 29 widower Sua Kyo Dong 3/10/1905 China
No, Seung Woon 30 married Nam Chon 3/10/1905 China
No, Sil Dong 24 widower Sun Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
No, Soo Myeng 22 single Dong Oh Ri 4/13/1905 Korea
No, Soon Il 30 married Sin Heung Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
No, Soon Pong 18 single Sai Moon Mark 9/16/1904 Gaelic
No, Suk Pong 24 single Ko Song 5/20/1904 Siberia
No, Suk Pong 20 married Kak Po 11/2/1904 Manchuria
No, Suk Won 27 married Sam Wha 10/5/1903 Siberia
No, Sun Fur 30 widower Keung Choo 3/19/1903 Korea
No, Tai Wan 40 widower You Chung 1/6/1905 Doric
No, Whang Woon 27 widower Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
No, Won Suk 28 married Soon Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
No, Woon Sun 36 married Ko Song 5/20/1904 Siberia
Oh, A Ma 40 married Pi Sun Keri 11/29/1904 Siberia
Oh, Chai Sam 28 married Nong Si Me 3/30/1904 Korea
Oh, Chai Won 20 single Kim Kop 8/22/1904 Coptic
Oh, Chai Won 28 married Chang Duk Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Oh, Chan Yong 30 widower Sin Sung Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Oh, Chang Hoon 20 single Yong Kang 7/30/1904 Doric
Oh, Chang Hyo 26 widower Sin Chang Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Oh, Chang Kil 40 married Chil Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Oh, Chang Sik 23 married Doo Moon Kai 1/6/1905 Doric
Oh, Chang Soon 32 married Wa Hyen 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Oh, Chi Il 40 widower Yak Soo Po 1/26/1905 Korea
Oh, Chi Sam 28 widower Bo Ha Kang 5/20/1904 Siberia
Oh, Chin Kook 25 married Pong San 1/16/1904 Korea
Oh, Chong Sik 23 married Sang Im 3/10/1905 China
Oh, Choon Wha 23 married Ha Soh Ri 11/18/1904 Korea
Oh, Choon Whan 21 widower Choon Ok Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Oh, Choon Ye 33 widower Sang Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
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Oh, Choong Kook 27 married Pak Suk Ko Kai 1/26/1905 Korea
Oh, Chung Ha 26 married Chai Ryung 1/16/1904 Korea
Oh, Chung Hoon 32 married Ko Seung 8/22/1904 Coptic
Oh, Chung Sul 24 widower Sei Ke Ri 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Oh, Dai Young 20 single Kang Wha 5/6/1904 Doric
Oh, Dai Young 20 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Oh, Dong Hyen 29 married Sung Chan 5/6/1904 Doric
Oh, Dong Hyuk 40 widower Hak Sil Li 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Oh, Doo Yerl 40 married Ma Chun Li 12/24/1904 China
Oh, Doo Yong 30 widower Tam Sung 8/22/1904 Coptic
Oh, Duk Kiu 31 widower Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Oh, Duk Whan 22 married Ham Heung 2/8/1904 China
Oh, Eul Paik 30 married Ki Soo Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Oh, Eun Pong 20 married Jei Choo 2/18/1904 Doric
Oh, Eung Tail 39 married Chemulpo 12/28/1903 Coptic
Oh, Eung Tail, daughter (Chong 
Niyong)
 3 single Chemulpo 12/28/1903 Coptic
Oh, Eung Tail, son (Eung Wung) 11 single Chemulpo 12/28/1903 Coptic
Oh, Eung Tail, wife 37 married Chemulpo 12/28/1903 Coptic
Oh, Ha Choon 29 widower Sa Nal 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Oh, Hai Kwen 24 widower Ham Heung, Sang Ye 5/20/1904 Siberia
Oh, Hai Young 40 married Chai Chun 2/18/1904 Doric
Oh, Hak Young 23 married Sung Chai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Oh, Hang Sin 24 single Sai Mal 12/24/1904 China
Oh, Heum Choon 16 single Pook Mom Kol 11/18/1904 Korea
Oh, Hyen Pair 40 widower Won Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Oh, Hyeng Keun 25 married Ki Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Oh, Hyeng Keun 32 married Ok Kai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Oh, Im Sun 19 single Koo No Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Oh, In Sik 25 married Kan Sung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Oh, In Sun 21 married Haki Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Oh, Keun Won 21 married Pang Chun Li 5/29/1905 China
Oh, Keun Young 24 married Pyeng San 2/8/1904 China
Oh, Ki Young 22 married Doo Moo Kai 1/6/1905 Doric
Oh, Kook Young 21 single Har Sam Ri 5/29/1905 China
Oh, Kwan Sun 20 single Pyeng Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Oh, Kwang Ok 31 single Wan Sang 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Oh, Kwang Yerl 29 single Wool Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Oh, Kyeng Sik 19 single Sa Chook Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Oh, Kyeng Soo 22 widower Sa Rying Ye 2/13/1905 Siberia
Oh, Kyeng Soo 36 married Pong San Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Oh, Kyeng Sun 20 single Ham Chong 3/4/1904 Siberia
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Oh, Moo Sung 40 married Kam San 1/26/1905 Korea
Oh, Moo Sung, son 1 11 single Kam San 1/26/1905 Korea
Oh, Moo Sung, son 2  4 single Kam San 1/26/1905 Korea
Oh, Moo Sung, wife 39 married Kam San 1/26/1905 Korea
Oh, Moon Yer 26 married Pum Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Oh, Myeng Keun 22 married Mook Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Oh, Myeng Sun 27 single Hai Choo 1/16/1904 Korea
Oh, Nai Soon 40 widower Sang San Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Oh, Nok Young 24 single Won San 2/8/1904 China
Oh, Pa We 26 single Dai Chwi Pil 2/2/1905 Coptic
Oh, Pan Suk 18 single Moo An 5/6/1904 Doric
Oh, Po Chan 20 married Won Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Oh, Pok Heui 18 single Hai In 11/18/1904 Korea
Oh, Pong Doo 26 single Dong Cang 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Oh, Pong Il 23 single Ka Ra Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Oh, Pyeng Kon 18 married Sung Chin 4/26/1904 China
Oh, Sang Kun 29 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Oh, Sang Won 23 single Shin San 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Oh, Sin Eurp 24 single Pai Oh Kao 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Oh, Sun Pong 19 single Pyen Chun 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Oh, Sung Man 40 married Yong Im Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Oh, Sung Yong 28 married Kwan Moon Ak 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Oh, Won Sik 30 widower Pak Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Oh, Won Young 23 married Young Puen 11/2/1903 Korea
Oh, Won Young, son  2 single Young Puen 11/2/1903 Korea
Oh, Won Young, wife (Nae See) 21 married Young Puen 11/2/1903 Korea
Oh, Woon Pin 29 married Hakami 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Oh, Yong Woon 22 single Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Oh, Young Pil 40 widower Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Oh, Young Pil, son (Pong Hak) 10 single Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Oh, Young Sook 24 widower Pang Ar Kol 2/2/1905 Coptic
Oh, Young Wha 19 married No Sang Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ok, Cher Ho 40 widower Won Pook Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ok, Kyeng Sang 18 married Choo Chun Pu 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ok, Young Soh 24 married Ye Moon Dong 5/29/1905 China
Om, Kyeng Nai 24 widower Dai Duk Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Ow, Chang Eun 19 married An Ark 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ow, Chang Kwan 35 marred Sin Chun 3/19/1903 Korea
Ow, Chang Kwan, daughter  1 single Sin Chun 3/19/1903 Korea
Ow, Chang Kwan, wife (Choy See) 24 married Sin Chun 3/19/1903 Korea
Ow, Chung Mok 26 married Hai Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ow, Ho Ban 25 single Hai Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
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Ow, Keung Young 25 married Moon Eui 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ow, Sang Ow 36 married Kyeng Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ow, Young Choon 39 married Tai An 3/19/1903 Korea
Ow, Young Kil 24 single Chang Won 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Pai, Chai Won 24 single Ko Sung 3/30/1904 Korea
Pai, Chi Soo 32 widower An Kan 11/18/1904 Korea
Pai, Choo Sam 18 single Tai Pong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pai, Choong Myung 25 widower Seoul 10/15/1903 Coptic
Pai, Dong Hak 24 single Ko Whan 4/13/1905 Korea
Pai, Dong Sun 34 widower Dong San Chon 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pai, Duk Pil 25 married Seoul 10/15/1903 Coptic
Pai, Duk Seung 37 widower Chang Sung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pai, Duk Soo 26 married In San 1/26/1905 Korea
Pai, Duk Wha 25 married Ham An 4/26/1904 China
Pai, Hak Ye 28 single Dooi Pang Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Pai, Il Chin 30 married Fusan 3/14/1904 Coptic
Pai, Il Chin, wife 24 married Fusan 3/14/1904 Coptic
Pai, Il Chun 31 married Fusan 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pai, In Choo 33 widower Sa Pool Li 3/10/1905 China
Pai, In Hyen 23 married Ham Heung 3/14/1904 Coptic
Pai, Ki An 31 single Chin Ham 5/6/1904 Doric
Pai, Koon Eun 40 married Kim Hai 3/14/1904 Coptic
Pai, Man Chei 40 married Soo Keum 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pai, Moon Suk 35 single Mai Chung 1/26/1905 Korea
Pai, Pan Ki 23 single Ban Song Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Pai, Pan Kwun 24 married Moo Chang 4/14/1903 China
Pai, Pok Ye 18 married Kim Hai 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Pai, Pok Ye, wife 17 married Kim Hai 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Pai, Pong Yong 19 single Cha Ri Sum 1/26/1905 Korea
Pai, Poo Yong 26 married Choon Chong Li 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Pai, Sam Chun 23 single Duk Chung 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pai, Song Keun 24 single Po Ba Chon 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pai, Soon Kil 27 married Chang Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pai, Sun Oh 26 single Kai Po 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pai, Sung Il 39 widower Chang Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Pai, Won Soon 21 single Chang Pa 10/1/1904 America Maru
Pai, Woon Hak 29 single An Dong 5/6/1904 Doric
Pai, Yong Ki 31 married Koi Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Poi, Yong Soh 24 married Yang San, Young Don 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pai, Yong Son 23 married Dai Moon Dong 3/10/1905 China
Pai, Youn Oh 35 widower Chung Pa 10/1/1904 America Maru
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Pai, Young Whan 22 single Seoul 12/28/1903 Coptic (from 
Yokohama)
Paik, Chun Pok 22 married Soh Kang 1/26/1905 Korea
Paik, Dal Ha 21 single Nak Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Paik, Eung Choon 28 married An Sang Ri 2/13/1905 Siberia
Paik, Hak Ye 33 married Kail Sa Kol 3/10/1905 China
Paik, Hak Yong 39 single Kol Dei Mal 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Paik, Hau In 28 married Ye Sa Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Paik, Heung Eyul 29 married Chung Ju 10/5/1903 Siberia
Paik, Hong Serh 36 single Jei Choo 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Paik, Kea Sun 36 widower Ko Seung 2/8/1904 China
Paik, Kei Eun 37 widower Young Hai 3/4/1904 Siberia
Paik, Kei Whan 34 single Poong Chun 9/21/1903 Doric
Paik, Keui Young 19 single Moo An 7/30/1904 Doric
Paik, Kong Soh 22 widower Jei Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Paik, Koon Sam 34 married Too Me 9/5/1904 Korea
Paik, Kyeng Duek 24 widower Eui Ju 9/21/1903 Doric
Paik, Kyeng Pok 21 single Kan Dong 12/24/1904 China
Paik, Kyeng Soon 40 married Wha Il Ri 5/29/1905 China
Paik, Kyeng Soon, brother (Yong 
Chool)
11 single Wha Il Ri 5/29/1905 China
Paik, Kyeng Soon, son (Sung Wan)  4 single Wha Il Ri 5/29/1905 China
Paik, Kyeng Soon, wife 25 married Wha Il Ri 5/29/1905 China
Paik, Man Eurk 22 married Nam Sau Tong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Paik, Man Kum 35 widower Dui Wha 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Paik, Man Soo 19 single Fusan 11/2/1903 Korea
Paik, Man Soo 19 single Pyung Tak 1/16/1904 Korea
Paik, Myeng Soh 27 married Hak Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Paik, Nak Heui 23 married Sa Hai Rang 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Paik, Nak Hyen 34 single Chang DOng 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Paik, Nak Pup 24 married Seoul 10/15/1903 Coptic
Paik, Nak Sun 24 single Soo Pang 2/13/1905 Siberia
Paik, Nam Heung 37 widower Ko Chang 10/1/1904 America Maru
Paik, Nam Ker 39 widower Chin Soo Chung 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Paik, Nam Kiu 21 married Ar Hyen 10/6/1904 China
Paik, Nam Suk 23 single Cho Ryang 11/18/1904 Korea
Paik, Pok Sool 26 married Sin Dang 5/29/1905 China
Paik, Sang Keun 31 married Choong San Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Paik, Sei Chan 25 married Chei Choo 3/14/1904 Coptic
Paik, Sei Pum 20 single Moon Duk Li 5/29/1905 China
Paik, Seung Tai 25 married Kong Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Paik, Sin Koo 32 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
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Paik, Sin Koo, daughter (Kwang Sun)  4 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Paik, Sin Koo, son (Myeng Sun)  5 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Paik, Sin Koo, wife 23 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Paik, Soo Kyeng 28 widower Ye Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Paik, Soo Nam 27 married Kyum Choo Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Paik, Soo San 31 single Pom Ark 1/26/1905 Korea
Paik, Sool Ye 29 single Hai Song Chong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Paik, Sung Kwan 19 married Dam Po Dong 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Paik, Sung Kwan, son (Pum Ye)  1 single Dam Po Dong 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Paik, Sung Kwan, wife 24 married Dam Po Dong 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Paik, Sung Moon 33 married Yong Woon Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Paik, Wha Kiun 23 married Chemulpo 1/9/1904 America Maru 
(from 
Yokohama)
Paik, Won Sun 24 married Choo Ki Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Paik, Won Sun, son (Dong Sup)  1 single Choo Ki Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Paik, Won Sun, son (You Suk)  3 single Choo Ki Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Paik, Won Sun, wife 24 married Choo Ki Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Paik, Woon Hyen 29 widower Nai Sam Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Paik, Woon Ki 21 single Sai Han Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Paik, Woon Ki 19 married Sai Whan Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Paik, Woon Pong 24 single Won Too Tal 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Paik, Woon Pyeng 33 widower Pyeng Ye 4/24/1905 Coptic
Paik, Yer Moon 31 widower Moo Chin Dai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Paik, Yong Duk 18 single Kwa Chun 8/11/1904 Siberia
Paik, Yong Woon 23 single Kan Eun Kyo 1/6/1905 Doric
Paik, You Keun 23 married Mo Hak Won 3/10/1905 China
Paik, Youn Cho 18 married Oh Wha Ro 5/29/1905 China
Paik, Youn Kyeng 22 married Oh Chun Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Paik, Youn Sang 22 single Yong Sang 4/17/1904 America Maru
Paik, Young Soon 22 married Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pail, Kyeng Soon, daughter (Ko Man)  1 single Wha Il Ri 5/29/1905 China
Pak, Ai Ra 37 married Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Ai Ra, son (Pyeng San)  6 single Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Byeng Won 25 single Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Pak, Cahi Wha, daughter (Po Keum)  6 single Kiung San 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Cha Do 25 widower Kwang Dong Kyo 5/29/1905 China
Pak, Chai Hyen 36 married Kim Hai, Tai Jeong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pak, Chai Kiu 18 single Po Ryoung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Chai Kon 34 single Pook Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Chai Soon 33 married San Chun Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Pak, Chai Sun 35 single Poo In Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
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Pak, Chai Sun 22 single Young Choo Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Chai Wha 37 married Kiung San 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Chai Wha, wife (Kam, Yu Ni) 31 married Kiung San 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Chai Won 40 widower Yong Choo 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Chai Yong 29 single Durum Pat Kol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Chai Youn 36 married Pyeng Im 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Chan Eurk 22 single Won Chang 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Chan Kil 24 single An Sin Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Chan Sik 22 widower Nam Won 3/4/1904 Siberia
Pak, Chang Do 35 married Sam Wha 12/5/1903 Doric
Pak, Chang Do, daughter  1 single Sam Wha 12/5/1903 Doric
Pak, Chang Do, wife 24 married Sam Wha 12/5/1903 Doric
Pak, Chang Heui 40 widower Wha Do 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pak, Chang Ho 33 widower Sin Chang 10/17/1904 Doric
Pak, Chang Hyen 28 married Chung Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Chang Kiu 32 married Sang Im Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Chang Kiu, daughter (Ar Hi)  1 single Sang Im Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Chang Kiu, son (Kwan Chin)  6 single Sang Im Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Chang Kiu, wife 38 married Sang Im Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Chang Koon 33 single Hai Choo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Pak, Chang Kui 21 single Yern Soh Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Chang Sik 27 married Sai Ri Won 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Chang Sik 30 single Kong Duk Li 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Chang Sik 28 married Mi Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Chang Soo 35 widower Chang Ker Ri 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Chang Soon 17 single Koo Chang Ter 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Chang Soon 35 widower Pook Chang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Chang Sun 19 married Sunai Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Chang, Hyen 37 married Ham Heung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Che Sam 31 widower Fusan 11/2/1903 Korea
Pak, Chei Mok 26 married Chung Ok Ri 5/29/1905 China
Pak, Chei Pin 21 married Soo An 12/28/1903 Coptic
Pak, Chei Pyeng 30 widower Dong San Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Chei Surp 21 widower Dang Ma Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Chen Hoo 24 widower Ha Sam Li 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Cher Kwen 22 widower Chun Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Chi Dai 23 married Chul La 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Chi Ho 26 married Sang Ye Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Chi Kwan 31 married Owi Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Chi Sam 26 married Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Pak, Chi Sam 29 widower Da Poo 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Chi Soh 24 married Kong Choo, Ka Myong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
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Pak, Chi Soon 33 widower An San, Shi Goh 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pak, Chi Sung 36 married Saing Pook Chung 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Chi Wha 31 married Chook Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Chi Whan 40 married In Dong 7/30/1904 Doric
Pak, Chi Yang 26 married Ham Yang, Tai Sung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Chi Yong 40 married Ko Nai Pi 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Chi Yong, daughter (Sung Sil) 12 single Ko Nai Pi 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Chi Yong, son (Nak Sun) 10 single Ko Nai Pi 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Chi Yong, wife 40 married Ko Nai Pi 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Chi Young 40 married Chi Kyung Chun 4/17/1904 America Maru
Pak, Chi Young, daughter 1 (Yo An)  4 single Chi Kyung Chun 4/17/1904 America Maru
Pak, Chi Young, daughter 2 (Ye Pun)  4 single Chi Kyung Chun 4/17/1904 America Maru
Pak, Chi Young, wife (Yi Si) 40 married Chi Kyung Chun 4/17/1904 America Maru
Pak, Chil Ong 38 single Pyeng Yang 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Chin Kook 38 widower Sa Chang Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Chin Ok 29 single Nam San Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Chin Pok 18 single Sam Hari 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Chin Won 25 married Choo Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Chong Hyek 31 widower Soh Sam Li 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Chong Hyen 29 married Pan Ah Deuk Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Chong Ik 20 single Pai Dari 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Chong Man 20 single Chi Do 7/30/1904 Doric
Pak, Chong Nam 21 single Chung Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Chong Sik 24 single Fong Na 6/1/1904 Coptic
Pak, Chong Sik 40 married Sook Chung Li 12/24/1904 China
Pak, Chong Sik, son  8 single Sook Chung Li 12/24/1904 China
Pak, Chong Soo 36 widower Sung Joo 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Chong Soo 39 married No Ki Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Chong Soo, daughter (Po Pai)  3 single No Ki Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Chong Soo, son (Sam Cha)  4 single No Ki Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Chong Soo, son (Yong Son) 11 single No Ki Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Chong Soo, wife (Kim) 36 married No Ki Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Chong Soon 24 single Duk Sil Ye 10/1/1904 America Maru
Pak, Chong Won 22 single Deung Sang Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Chong Woon 28 widower Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Pak, Chong Woon 33 widower Sai Poon Ye 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Chong Yong 17 single Ya Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Choo Pum 26 married Choo Ki Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Choo Pum, wife 19 married Choo Ki Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Choo Yern 38 married Seoul 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Chool Ye 19 single Pong Wha 11/2/1903 Korea
Pak, Choon Ha 24 widower Young Chong Do 2/2/1905 Coptic
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Pak, Choon Hak 32 widower Myeng Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Choon Hyeng 35 widower Sang Choo 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Choon Keun 19 single Pong Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Choon Kum 21 married Cho Woon 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Choon Kyeng 29 widower Chang Won 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Choon Mo 21 married So Woo Mool 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Choon Myung 20 widower Sam Wha 10/15/1903 Coptic
Pak, Choon Nak 32 married Pa Myeng 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Choon Pai 23 single Sa Choon 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Choon Pin 22 single Sei Kem Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Choon Pong 27 single Sa Deung 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Choon Sam 35 married Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Choon Sam 38 widower In Chun 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Pak, Choon Sam 30 married Kyo Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Choon Sik 21 married Ko Sung 3/4/1904 Siberia
Pak, Choon Sik 24 married Pook Chang Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Choon Sik 30 married Hong Chei Won 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Choon Soh 42 widower Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Choon Soh 26 widower Su Nam 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Choon Soh, son 11 single Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Choon Suk 37 married Nam San Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Choon Wha 24 married Seoul, Yai Kun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Choon Wha 25 single Kok San, Kan Jun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Choon Wha 27 single Pai Woo 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Choon Ye 30 widower Cho Chun Ye 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Choon Ye 23 single Pi Ya Mok 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Choon Yerp 28 widower Seoul 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Choon Young 32 widower Tu Mi Kol 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Choong Won 22 widower Sin Young 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Choong Ye 22 single Dang Pok 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Pak, Chun Heung 26 widower Chang Myen 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Chun Man 26 married Chung Choo 7/11/1904 America Maru
Pak, Chun Pok 29 widower Sang Sa Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pak, Chun Sun 28 married Ko Yang 3/19/1903 Korea
Pak, Chung Chan 30 married Chang Yun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Pak, Chung Han 26 single Seoul 1/9/1904 America Maru
Pak, Chung Ho 21 widower Sung An 9/5/1904 Korea
Pak, Chung Hoon 21 married Sam Wha 12/5/1903 Doric
Pak, Chung Hoon 21 single Sin An Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Chung Hoon, mom 43 widow Sam Wha 12/5/1903 Doric
Pak, Chung Hoon, wife 16 married Sam Wha 12/5/1903 Doric
Pak, Chung Kwan 33 widower Kwan Ter 1/26/1905 Korea
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Pak, Chung Moon 23 single Fusan 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Chung Ok 26 widower An Min 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Chung Po 33 married In Chun 1/9/1904 America Maru
Pak, Chung Wan 33 widower Kwan Ter 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Chung Whan 33 married Sool Man Kol 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Chung Young 19 single Ki Chang 2/8/1904 China
Pak, Chung Young, brother 10 single Ki Chang 2/8/1904 China
Pak, Dai Sun 20 single Ye Chun 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Dai Won 20 married Oh Koong Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Dai Won, mother (Choi, Whak 
Sil)
55 widower Oh Koong Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Deuk Ye 19 single Dai Pyeng Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Do Houng 18 married Ke Dong Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
Pak, Do Kil 32 single Fusan 10/15/1903 Coptic
Pak, Do Pa-We 19 single Sun Pool 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Do Ri 29 single Nam Moon Nai 10/6/1904 China
Pak, Do Sam 27 widower Kong Choo 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Do Sun 23 married Doo Chi Dai 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Do Won 22 single Chin Choo 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Dong Choon 27 married Pyeng Im 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Dong Eun 24 married Duk Eun Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Pak, Dong Eun 24 married Duk Eun Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Dong Eun, brother (Dong Choon) 18 single Duk Eun Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Pak, Dong Eun, brother (Dong Choon) 18 single Duk Eun Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Dong Keun 39 widower Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
Pak, Dong Kiu 21 single Pool Moo Kol 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Dong Soo 30 married Ya Choo Kai 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Dong Soo, wife (Pook, Sun Ye) 25 married Ya Choo Kai 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Dong Sool 26 single Eun Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Pak, Dong Ye 23 widower Sam San 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Pak, Dong Ye 26 single Wool San, Pal Bang 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Dong Yerp 33 married Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Doo Il 35 married Ki Chang 2/8/1904 China
Pak, Doo Saing 23 single Duk Sang Dong 10/6/1904 China
Pak, Doo Soh 22 single Soh Moon Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Duk Chie 29 widower Ar Chi Sil 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Duk Ki 20 married Ma Choo 2/18/1904 Doric
Pak, Duk Koon 29 widower Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Pak, Duk Nai 27 single Pyeng San, Pal Sul Kol 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Duk Soon 29 married Eung Kok 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Duk Soon 40 married In Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Duk Soon, daughter 1  7 single In Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
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Pak, Duk Soon, daughter 2  5 single In Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Duk Soon, daughter 3  1 single In Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Duk Soon, wife 30 married In Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Duk Won 31 single Kim Hai 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Duk You 38 widower Sho Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Eugn Sun, wife (Pak, Yi Shi) 30 married Pyeng Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Pak, Eui Kuen 24 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Eui Kuen, wife 32 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Eul Sung 25 widower Yun An 3/3/1903 Coptic
Pak, Eung Choon 33 single Cha Ar Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Eung Hai 29 widower Wang Sim Ye 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Eung Kuen 22 single Kyeng Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Pak, Eung Paik 39 widower Woong Chun 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Eung Seh 23 married Chul Won 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Eung Soo 37 widower Dai Pyeng Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Pak, Eung Sool 31 single Dai Il 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Eung Sun 30 married Pyeng Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Pak, Eung Yong 18 widower Moon San 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Ha Pin 21 married Nam San Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Hai Kwan 26 widower Ha Sin Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Hai Soo 31 widower Ri Poong Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Hai Yong 26 single Myer Koo 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Hak Eun 26 widower Eui Ju 12/5/1903 Doric
Pak, Hak Im 22 single Soh Sang Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Hak In 25 married An Sung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Hak Sun 22 single Chin Choo 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Han Pin 36 married Pong San 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Han Yong 30 married Seoul, Cho Chon Kerl 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pak, Han Yong, brother (Chung Deuk) 11 single Seoul, Cho Chon Kerl 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pak, Han Yong, wife 25 married Seoul, Cho Chon Kerl 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pak, Hang No 40 married Dol Mo Roo 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Heui Chun 34 married Cha Moo Kol 9/5/1904 Korea
Pak, Heui Dak 22 married Sa Chik Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Heui Moon 26 married Chul Sung 12/28/1903 Siberia
Pak, Heun Young 26 married Nam San 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Heung Dal 18 single Whang To Hyen 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Heung Pok 21 married Hai Choo 7/11/1904 America Maru
Pak, Heung Sun 26 single Per Moo Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Ho Chin 19 single Nam Moon 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Ho Keun 19 single Nam Han 10/1/1904 America Maru
Pak, Hong Il 23 married Pa Eup 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Hyeng Mo 32 married Hoi Yang 3/4/1904 Siberia
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Pak, Hyeng Youl 26 married Suk Chun Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Pak, Ik Soh 31 married Songdo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Pak, Ik Soo 29 married Whang Woon Kok 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Il Sun 19 single In Chun 1/16/1904 Korea
Pak, Il Sung 23 single Kan Sung 7/11/1904 America Maru
Pak, Im Choon 22 single Soh Sang Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, In Chan 22 single Soh Sang Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, In Kiu 35 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/29/1905 China
Pak, In Kiu, son (Cha Son)  1 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/29/1905 China
Pak, In Kiu, son (Choong Son)  4 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/29/1905 China
Pak, In Kiu, wife 29 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/29/1905 China
Pak, In Koo 27 single Nam Hai, Dai Cheong 
Chi
6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pak, In Kui 31 married Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Pak, In Kui, wife 36 married Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Pak, In Kyem 24 married Nam Yang 4/14/1903 China
Pak, In Kyem, wife 22 married Nam Yang 4/14/1903 China
Pak, In Soon 36 widower Sin Dang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Pak, In Sun 24 single Moo Sil Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Pak, In Wha 32 married An Young Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, In Whan 24 married Sa Kok Li 10/1/1904 America Maru
Pak, In Won 30 widower Jei Choo 10/15/1903 Coptic
Pak, In Yang 35 married Tuin Mal 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pak, In Yang, brother (Soon Sam) 11 single Tuin Mal 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pak, In Yang, son (Seung Pio)  1 single Tuin Mal 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pak, In Yang, wife 31 married Tuin Mal 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Jai Keun 30 married Yang Choo 3/19/1903 Korea
Pak, Ka Hyen 37 widower In Dong 7/30/1904 Doric
Pak, Ke Chei 24 widower Sang Choo, Poo Ke 
Dong
7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Ke Soon 24 widower Cho San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Pak, Ke Sung 23 single Kyeng Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Kea Sil 22 married Doi Chung Ni 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Kei Ok 27 single Ye Hyen 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Kei Sool 30 widower Young Chun 7/11/1904 America Maru
Pak, Keum Suk 25 married Chong Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Pak, Keum Yong 22 single Or Par Chai 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Keun Saing 29 single Chong Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Keun Sam 22 married Pai Choo 1/16/1904 Korea
Pak, Keun Sil 24 married Wang Sim Ye 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Keun Young 33 married Poong Kil, San Ye Sil 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Keun Young, son (Doo Chung)  1 single Poong Kil, San Ye Sil 7/8/1904 Mongolia
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Pak, Keun Young, wife 20 married Poong Kil, San Ye Sil 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Keung Chun 30 married Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Pak, Keung Sun 40 widower Yang Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Ki Chang 33 married Dong Moon Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Ki Cho 28 single Sun San, Won Dong Kul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Ki Choo 27 married Nam Myen 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Ki Choo 22 single Ye Chang Nai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Ki Choon 34 married Eun Song Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Ki Chung 35 married Soo Won 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Ki Duk 25 married Dong Moon Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Ki Hyuk 24 married Dong Poo 4/24/1905 Coptic
Pak, Ki Kwan 38 widower Pa Eup 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Ki Man 37 single Pan Kool 4/17/1904 America Maru
Pak, Ki Oh 29 widower Chung Chun 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Ki Ok 48 widower Pyeng Im 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Ki Soon 27 married Chung Sung 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Ki Sun 31 single Na Ha 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Ki Young 25 married Tai Cha Ri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Kiu Young 26 single Pook Han 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Kong Sool 18 married Cho Sang Li 6/13/1905 Doric
Pak, Koo Pong 20 single Ko Yang Ni 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Koon Ok 33 married Sung Hyen 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Koon Sil 22 single So Woo Mool 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Kuen Soo 28 married Pai Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Pak, Kui Won 23 married Sang Si Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Kun Oh 19 single Ye DOng 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Kwan Sik 30 married Seoul 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Kwang He 26 married Poo Pying 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Kwang He, son 6 single Poo Pying 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Kwang He, wife 24 married Poo Pying 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Kyeng Choon 25 single Koon Reun, So Chun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Kyeng Choon 26 married Im Pa 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Kyeng Duk 25 married Fusan, Pun Cheun 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pak, Kyeng Ho 40 married Yang An 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Kyeng Ho, daughter  3 single Yang An 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Kyeng Ho, son  7 single Yang An 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Kyeng Ho, wife 40 married Yang An 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Kyeng Il 29 married Soo Won 7/30/1904 Doric
Pak, Kyeng Keun 35 married Chul Kol 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Kyeng Moon 25 single Kyeng Choo, Yong 
Chung
5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Kyeng Nak 44 widower Dong Paik Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
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Pak, Kyeng Nak, daughter (Nu Mia) 22 single Dong Paik Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Kyeng Oh 25 single Eui Chim 1/16/1904 Korea
Pak, Kyeng Paik 37 widower Seoul 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Kyeng Pil 32 married Ka Pyeng 10/6/1904 China
Pak, Kyeng Sam 26 widower Kwa Chun 10/15/1903 Coptic
Pak, Kyeng Sam 26 widower Cho Kei 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Kyeng Sik 31 married Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Kyeng Sik 27 single Won Doo Kol 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Kyeng Soo 34 single Seoul, Cho Chon Kerl 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pak, Kyeng Sun 19 single Kang Chin 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Kyeng Wha 31 widower Kong Choo 2/8/1904 China
Pak, Kyeng Whan 24 married Chun Dong 10/6/1904 China
Pak, Kyeng Yong 25 single Chung Do 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Kyeng Youn 22 married Ko Chon 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Kyo Pyeng 31 married Yong Nam 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Kyung Woon 26 widower Chook San 1/16/1904 Korea
Pak, Man Hak 30 married Sun Chun 1/9/1904 America Maru
Pak, Man Heung 24 widower Hong Chun 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Man Keum 29 widower Kong Choo 5/6/1904 Doric
Pak, Man Kil 18 single Young Choo Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Man Paik 23 single Yun Duk 2/8/1904 China
Pak, Man Po 30 married Pa Choo 10/5/1903 Siberia
Pak, Man Soo 23 single In Dong 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Mary 22 married Chul Won 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Pak, Min Eun 40 married Pochi Kyung 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Min Eun, son 1 (Ke Sun) 10 single Pochi Kyung 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Min Eun, son 2 (Ke Nam)  7 single Pochi Kyung 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Min Eun, son 3 (Ke Soon)  4 single Pochi Kyung 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Min Eun, son 4 (Hak Ye)  3 single Pochi Kyung 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Min Eun, wife (Po In) 35 married Pochi Kyung 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Min Pum 26 single Sai Ter 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Min Soo 40 widower Do Ri Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Min Soo, brother (Kwan Surp) 15 single Do Ri Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Min Young 38 married Chul Won 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Moo Il 17 single Myeng Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Moon Choon 18 single Poo Chun 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Moon Hang 32 widower Da Dong 4/17/1904 America Maru
Pak, Moon Kap 30 single Fusan 11/2/1903 Korea
Pak, Moon Ke 21 single Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Pak, Moon Paik 35 married Kyo Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Pak, Moon Surp 23 single Chin Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Pak, Moon Ye 26 single Pook Moonoip 2/25/1905 Mongolia
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Pak, Myeng Chai 33 widower Choong Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Myeng Choon 34 married Eun Sung Ri 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Myeng Choon, brother (Chum 
Pa We)
10 single Eun Sung Ri 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Myeng Choon, mother (Ye, Mal 
Chai)
48 widower Eun Sung Ri 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Myeng Choon, wife 17 married Eun Sung Ri 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Myeng Oh 24 married Eun Koong Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Myeng Sun 25 single Pyeng Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Pak, Myeng Whan 22 single Poo Min Sa 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Myeng When 33 married Eui Choo 4/14/1903 China
Pak, Myeng Yang 24 married Chik Chung Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Myung Kil 26 married Kang Wha 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Nai Hoon 29 widower Ye Moon Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Nai Hyeng 39 widower Do Wh Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Nai Kil 33 widower Chung Hak 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Nai Pong 26 married Sai Dong Nai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Nai Sun 31 married Chang Yim 3/3/1903 Coptic
Pak, Nai Youn 39 married Soh Sang Dong 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Nam Ho 30 married Sung Choo 2/18/1904 Doric
Pak, Nam Soo 31 widower Dong Poo 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Nam Youn 35 married Kwan Chun Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Nan Soo 30 married Kang Wha 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Nan Soon 25 single Oh Koong Nai 10/17/1904 Doric
Pak, Neung Chool 21 single Sam Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Neung Sun 21 single Poong Moo Kil 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Oh Sung 23 widower Sa Ker Ri 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Pa We 21 widower Soo Won Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Paing Deuk 20 single Song Do 9/21/1903 Doric
Pak, Pang Wha 23 single Sang Doo 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pak, Pok Hyen 24 married Pil Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Pok Soo 23 single Kwang Yang 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Pong Chip 24 widower Dang Kal 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pak, Pong Cho 35 single Ik Suk Li 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Pong Cho 21 single Sa Il Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Pong Dong 22 single Dai Chu Sho 4/24/1905 Coptic
Pak, Pong Hoon 25 widower Sin Nam Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Pong Hun 27 single Chun Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Pong Kil 21 single Do Chung Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Pong Soh 33 widower Noli Mon 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Pong Soh 24 married Dai Yong Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Pong Soon 40 married Keun Chun 3/31/1905 Manchuria
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Pak, Pong Yerl 18 married Kwan You Dong 10/6/1904 China
Pak, Pong Yern 28 married Chang Yern 10/5/1903 Siberia
Pak, Pong Yong 20 married Yong Doo 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Puk Wha 36 married Chin Choo 2/8/1904 China
Pak, Pum Ye 27 single Ok San 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Pyeng Eun 25 married Do Doo Ri 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Pyeng Hang 25 married Ma San 4/24/1905 Coptic
Pak, Pyeng Nok 40 married Chung Pyeng 3/14/1904 Coptic
Pak, Pyeng Soon 24 single Won San 11/2/1903 Korea
Pak, Pyeng Sun 37 married Sa Soo 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Pyerl Choong 24 single Soo Pyeng Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Sa Ok 27 widower Ma Po 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Sa Pong 38 married Kiung San 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Sa Pong, son (Tai Sool)  4 single Kiung San 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Sa Pong, wife (Yun, Hegi) 31 married Kiung San 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Sa Yer 29 widower Nam Chi Kyeng Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Sam Yong 19 single Kal Chun Kol 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Sang Chin 26 married Won San 11/2/1903 Korea
Pak, Sang Chin 38 single Kyo Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Sang Eun 28 married Ko Yang 7/30/1904 Doric
Pak, Sang Eun, wife 27 married Ko Yang 7/30/1904 Doric
Pak, Sang Ha 24 widower Ok Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Sang Hak 15 single Fusan 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Sang Nam 24 married Pook Chung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Sang Pum 30 married Chin Kai Chon 4/24/1905 Coptic
Pak, Sang Sun 29 widower Chin Dai Mal 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Sang Sup 19 single Cha Jain 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Sei In 27 single Hai Choo 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Seum Dang 19 Kook Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Seung Chai 40 married Seoul, You Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Seung Cho 33 married Hai Cho Ryang Sa 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Seung Choon 21 single Kang Wha 5/6/1904 Doric
Pak, Seung Chul 25 widower Chei Won 7/30/1904 Doric
Pak, Seung Dal 20 single Ka We Kea 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pak, Seung Duk 20 married Sin Soo Koo An 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Seung Hak 39 married You Heung Poo 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pak, Seung Hak, wife 39 married You Heung Poo 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pak, Seung Ho 40 single Young Heung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Seung Keun 35 married Won San 2/8/1904 China
Pak, Seung Keun, wife 37 married Won San 2/8/1904 China
Pak, Seung Keun 28 married Shi Wha Lung 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Seung Koo 26 widower San Moon Pak 7/8/1904 Mongolia
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Pak, Seung Sam 35 widower Way Somo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Seung Tai 21 widower Kun Koo Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Seung Tai 32 married Moo Pun Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Si Youl 20 single Young Pyeng 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Soo Am 21 single Mok Chul 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Soo Dong 24 single Han San Eup 9/5/1904 Korea
Pak, Soo Eurp 24 married Sun Chang Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Soo Kwan 22 single Oi Kiang 5/29/1905 China
Pak, Soo Man 27 single Youl Po 5/29/1905 China
Pak, Soo Pong 30 married Sik Marl 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Soo Sun 24 married Nam Chon 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Soo Sun, brother (Soo Nam) 14 single Nam Chon 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Soo Yong 27 single Pang Ai 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Sool Kap 27 single Kyeng Choo 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Sool Ye 22 single Chun San 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Sool Ye 25 married Chang Koo Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Pak, Soon Il 27 married Ok Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Pak, Soon Kyung 21 married Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Pak, Soon Ok 37 widower Hang Tong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Soon Sil 40 widower Kam Chung Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Soon Soh 40 widower Kam Chun 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Soon Tai 24 widower Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Soon Won 39 single Sam Nang Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Soon Yong 23 married Ye Koong Chun Ap 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Suh Keun 26 single Fusan 2/8/1904 China
Pak, Suk Dol 23 married Yong Chin 3/3/1903 Coptic
Pak, Suk Pong 30 single Poo Nai 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Suk Pong, brother 11 single Poo Nai 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Suk Soon 21 single Chung Sung 5/6/1904 Doric
Pak, Suk Wha 34 married Poo Pying 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Suk Wha, son  2 single Poo Pying 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Suk Wha, wife 26 married Poo Pying 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Sun Chai 26 married Hun Dal Ye 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Sun Hak 31 single Yang San 12/28/1903 Siberia
Pak, Sun Il 24 single Paik Il Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Sun Koon 36 married Eui Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Sung Choon 29 widower Dong San Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Sung Hwan 24 widower Pa Arp 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pak, Sung In 30 married Paik Suk 5/29/1905 China
Pak, Sung Keun 33 widower Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Pak, Sung Keun 24 widower Am Doo 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Sung Kuen 26 married Ham Heung 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
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Pak, Sung Kyum 30 married Koo Ha Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Sung Kyum, brother (Sung Koo) 16 single Koo Ha Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Sung Min 24 married Eui Choo Moo Kol 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Sung Moon 29 married Sang Pong Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Pak, Sung Moon 29 married Sam Pong 10/6/1904 China
Pak, Sung Moon 27 single Pa Ram Poori 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Sung Moon 40 married Fusan 7/11/1904 America Maru
Pak, Sung Moon, daughter 1  3 single Fusan 7/11/1904 America Maru
Pak, Sung Moon, daughter 2  1 single Fusan 7/11/1904 America Maru
Pak, Sung Moon, son  7 single Fusan 7/11/1904 America Maru
Pak, Sung Moon, wife 35 married Fusan 7/11/1904 America Maru
Pak, Sung No 32 married Chung San 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Sung No, daughter (Soon Keum)  3 single Chung San 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Sung No, son (Myeng Sool)  6 single Chung San 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Sung No, wife (Nong Si) 29 married Chung San 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Sung Oh 29 married Nai Chun 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Sung Pai 22 married Koo Ha Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Sung Paik 40 widower Chang Mal Dong 10/6/1904 China
Pak, Sung Pil 32 widower In Chun 9/21/1903 Doric
Pak, Sung Po 38 married Yong San 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Sung Sam 23 single Kwan  Moon Ap 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Sung Sam 37 widower Ko Mo Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Sung Sil 40 widower Ka Chai Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Sung Soon 42 married Wha Om Hyen 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Sung Suk 35 married Suk Woo Dong 10/6/1904 China
Pak, Sung Sun 23 widower Nam Chang Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Sung Tai 25 married Seoul 11/2/1903 Korea
Pak, Sung Whan 25 married Eui Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Sung Whan 17 married Dong Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Sung Yerl 33 married Tang Deng 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Tai Bo 23 single Dai Koo 11/2/1903 Korea
Pak, Tai Heui 22 single Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Pak, Tai Hyen 28 single Woo Ra Woo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Tai Hyeng 35 married Yong Dong Ri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Tai In 37 married Mool Pam 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Tai Keun 21 married Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Pak, Tai Kyeng 26 married Sam Kai 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Tai Soon 25 single Yun Il Dong 3/3/1903 Coptic
Pak, Tap Sung 26 married Hai Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Wan Keun 28 married Wang Sim Ye 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Wang Dai 27 single Sam Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, We Pan 17 single Chin Choo 4/26/1904 China
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Pak, Wha Choon 21 single Heui Chun 7/11/1904 America Maru
Pak, Wha In 26 married Ha Dong 7/30/1904 Doric
Pak, Wha In 38 widower Chook Do Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Wha Po 37 widower Ma Suk Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Wha Seung 24 married Kwang Choo 2/8/1904 China
Pak, Wha Sik 22 single Mak Kwa Chung 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Won Chang 30 widower Koi San Eup 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pak, Won Choon 38 married Poong Duk 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Won Dong 40 widower Sang Kool Ri 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Won Heui 23 married Sung Chun 7/30/1904 Doric
Pak, Won Keun 25 widower Pim Myeng 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Won Keun 34 married Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Won Keun 25 widower Chang Ter Keri 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Won Kil 32 single Sang Kyo Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Pak, Won Kil 32 single Poo Ke 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Won Kyerl 22 widower Nooi Chun 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Won Kyo 22 single Chi Wooi Ri 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Won Sik 33 widower So Chung Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Won Soh 48 married Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Won Soh, son 10 single Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Won Sook 40 married Chook Sin Chon 11/18/1904 Korea
Pak, Won Suhr 33 married Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Pak, Won Suhr, wife 26 married Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Pak, Won Yong 32 married Songdo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Pak, Won Young 28 married Seoul 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Pak, Woo Suk 23 widower Eui Heung 10/5/1903 Siberia
Pak, Woon Heung 25 widower Sam Wha 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Woon Paik 35 married In Chun 1/16/1904 Korea
Pak, Woon Soh 40 married Dong Kol 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Woon Soh 33 widower Yong Po 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Wuig Chun 41 married Hong Kong 6/1/1903 Korea
Pak, Yang Nai 27 married Hai Young Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pak, Yang Whan 23 widower Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Yark Dai 23 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Pak, Ye Cho 32 widower Chung Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Pak, Ye Won 23 married Soon Pok Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Yer Moon 21 single Chin Choo 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Yern Whang 36 married Kang Soh 10/5/1903 Siberia
Pak, Yern Whang, son (Eun Sang) 11 single Kang Soh 10/5/1903 Siberia
Pak, Yong Am 38 married Soo Pong Kok 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Yong Am, son (Chung Sik) 11 single Soo Pong Kok 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Yong Am, son (Sam Nam)  1 single Soo Pong Kok 3/31/1905 Manchuria
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Pak, Yong Am, wife (Cha Kun Aki See) 39 married Soo Pong Kok 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Yong Chan 27 married Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Pak, Yong Chin 35 married Soo Won 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Yong Choo 23 single Tai Koo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Pak, Yong Choo 20 married Mo Kyo 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Yong Duk 21 married Neung Dong Li 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pak, Yong Hak 24 married Won San 1/16/1904 Korea
Pak, Yong Hyen 22 married Poo Pyeng 12/28/1903 Siberia
Pak, Yong Hyen, wife 20 married Poo Pyeng 12/28/1903 Siberia
Pak, Yong Mook 22 married Pong Wha 3/4/1904 Siberia
Pak, Yong Sai 28 widower Chang Nam Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Yong Suk 21 single Chang Ter 5/29/1905 China
Pak, Yong Sung 28 single Son An, Sa Ri 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pak, Yong Sung 24 married An Ark Ye 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pak, Yong Tai 31 widower Pook Chang Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Pak, Yong Taik 35 married Keum Tan Li 6/13/1905 Doric
Pak, Yong Taik, son (Deung Yong)  8 single Keum Tan Li 6/13/1905 Doric
Pak, Yong Taik, son (Tai Yong) 11 single Keum Tan Li 6/13/1905 Doric
Pak, Yong Won 32 married Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Pak, You Keun 30 married Chool Sung 12/24/1904 China
Pak, You Kwen 36 married Ok San 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Youk Ik 31 married Mal Ye Che 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Youk Ik, sister (Pil Youn)  7 single Mal Ye Che 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Youk Ik, wife (Sol Bun) 30 married Mal Ye Che 3/30/1904 Korea
Pak, Youn Cho 19 single Ha Nan 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pak, Youn Choon 26 married Chang Sung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Youn Choon, wife 25 married Chang Sung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Youn Hyup 34 widower Pak Chun 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Youn Kap 23 single Ban Po 12/24/1904 China
Pak, Youn Keun 37 married Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Pak, Youn Ki 29 single Mil Yang 4/26/1904 China
Pak, Youn Kil 22 single Kwang Chi Ri 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Youn Mook 17 married Cheung San 5/29/1905 China
Pak, Youn Ok 24 widower Tai Koo 7/30/1904 Doric
Pak, Youn Sik 26 married Poo Ro Sil 5/29/1905 China
Pak, Youn Sun 29 widower Ye Kyo 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Youn Sung 27 widower Haing Choo 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pak, Youn Sup 35 married Seoul 12/5/1903 Doric
Pak, Youn Sup, son  5 single Seoul 12/5/1903 Doric
Pak, Youn Sup, wife 28 married Seoul 12/5/1903 Doric
Pak, Youn Tai 32 widower Soh San 10/5/1903 Siberia
Pak, Youn Taik 21 married Poo Pyeng Eurp 2/13/1905 Siberia
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Pak, Youn Wha 20 married Yong Kol 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Younis, Mrs. 43 widow Seoul 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Pak, Young Chai 24 widower Do Chun 6/13/1905 Doric
Pak, Young Chan 30 widower Choong Sam Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Young Chang 18 single Il Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Young Chil 26 widower Chong No 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Young Choon 22 married Dong Ma Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pak, Young Hoon 20 married Chung Teui 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Young Hyen 32 widower Tong Chon 6/1/1904 Coptic
Pak, Young Kei 23 married Chung San 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Young Kerl 17 single Song Kang 5/8/1905 Siberia
Pak, Young Sam 37 widower Nam San Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Pak, Young Sam 31 married Ok San 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Young Sik 21 married Bi Youl 7/11/1904 America Maru
Pak, Young Sik 18 single Nai Chun Pang 8/22/1904 Coptic
Pak, Young Sil 28 married Pal Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Pak, Young Soh 40 widower Nai Soo Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Young Soo 24 widower Chang Keun Li 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pak, Young Soon 23 single Tai Pong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pak, Young Sun 25 married Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pak, Young Sun 27 married Chook Pa We 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Young Surp 23 married Sai Mol 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pak, Young Taik 32 married Young Pyun 10/5/1903 Siberia
Pak, Young Wha 39 married Duk Won 7/30/1904 Doric
Pak, Young Whan 26 married Ye Hyen 3/10/1905 China
Pak, Yuen Wha 39 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Pak, Yuen Wha, wife 35 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Pang, Chai Soon 33 single Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Pang, Chan Ok 18 single Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pang, Chang Yerp 20 married Won San 5/20/1904 Siberia
Pang, Chang Yong 26 single Duk Chee 1/26/1905 Korea
Pang, Chong Hoon 33 widower Mo Hak Won 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pang, Chong Won 39 married Chook Pi Chun Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Pang, Chong Won, wife 31 married Chook Pi Chun Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Pang, Chung Yong 33 single Yang San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Pang, Dal Soo 25 single Dok Sil 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pang, Ha Kiu 29 married Duk Hyen 2/2/1905 Coptic
Pang, Han Kiu 36 widower Mok Kyo 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pang, Hung Don 26 married Kil Choo 4/26/1904 China
Pang, In Hak 34 single Chi San Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Pang, Keuk Dol 24 widower Chei San 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pang, Ki Sung 21 single Fusan 5/6/1904 Doric
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Pang, Ku? Kwen 28 widower Chai Nam Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pang, Kuen Cho 20 married Young You 4/14/1903 China
Pang, Kyeng Mo 28 married Poo Pyeng Eurp 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pang, Man Yong 24 single Pook Chang Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Pang, Pong Oh 22 single Nam Pyeng 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pang, Pup Soo 19 single Ma Rang Kol 5/29/1905 China
Pang, Sa Keum 23 married Pyeng Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Pang, Su Man 34 single Kim Sung 3/3/1903 Coptic
Pang, Suk Kyo 33 married Choo Dong 12/24/1904 China
Pang, Sung Young 23 single Kong Chu 3/3/1903 Coptic
Pang, Toun Pin 21 widower Pyeng Yang 3/19/1903 Korea
Pang, Won Po 40 married Mai Kok 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Pang, Won Po 40 widower Chai Nam Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pang, Yong Ki 32 married Chei San Kok 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Pang, Youn Sung 26 single Choong Im 4/24/1905 Coptic
Pi, Heung Sun 30 married Cho Chun Nol 4/13/1905 Korea
Pio, Sang Ok 24 married Mil Yang 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Pok, In Young 23 married Seoul 3/19/1903 Korea
Pok, Ke Bun 19 single In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Pok, No Hun 38 married An Pyun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Pong, Kwan Oh 38 married Hong Poo Dong 3/10/1905 China
Pong, Seung Hyo 35 married Yong Am 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pong, Youn Hyuk 27 married Kyo Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Poo, Pong An 23 married Yeng Kwang 2/18/1904 Doric
Puen, Sang Woon 19 single Soon San 9/21/1903 Doric
Puen, Soon Yong 30 married Kang Wha 4/14/1903 China
Puen, Sun Yong 27 widower Chin Choo 3/19/1903 Korea
Pui, Se La 21 married Song Do 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Pyen, Cha Sam 23 married Sa Chu Kul 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Pyen, Chai Soo 35 widower Yang Choo 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pyen, Chai Soo, son 11 single Yang Choo 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Pyen, Chang Man 39 married Poong Soh Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pyen, Chang Man, baby single Born aboard ship 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pyen, Chang Man, daughter (Keun Ai 
Ki)
 5 single Poong Soh Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pyen, Chang Man, daughter (Ye Son)  1 single Poong Soh Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pyen, Chang Man, son (Dan Chun 
Dong)
 4 single Poong Soh Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pyen, Chang Man, son (Pal Wal Dong)  3 single Poong Soh Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pyen, Chang Man, wife 39 married Poong Soh Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Pyen, Chi Hak 28 widower Ma Kok 11/29/1904 Siberia
Pyen, Chong Won 37 widower Choo Kea Dong 5/29/1905 China
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Pyen, Chung Sook 31 widower Sa Dong 3/10/1905 China
Pyen, Dai Pok 23 married Nai Soh 2/13/1905 Siberia
Pyen, Eung Whan 33 married Young Pyen 7/18/1904 China
Pyen, Han Kil 27 single Kan Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Pyen, Hong Keun 21 single Wha Kai Dong 3/10/1905 China
Pyen, Kei Pok 23 widower Kyeng Kai 1/6/1905 Doric
Pyen, Ki Hyen 20 married Ma San 3/30/1904 Korea
Pyen, Pong Cho 27 single Kak Kol 9/5/1904 Korea
Pyen, Pong Soh 27 widower Kal Mal 1/26/1905 Korea
Pyen, Sang Sup 23 married Chin Choo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Pyen, Sun Whan 33 widower Koo Nam Chang 1/26/1905 Korea
Pyen, Sung Chie 38 widower San Sung 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pyen, Sung Won 39 widower Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Pyen, Tai choon 22 married Dong San 9/5/1904 Korea
Pyen, Wha Kyum 27 married Do Chun 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Pyeng, Soon Yern 30 married Seoul 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Pyo, Hong Sik 28 married Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Pyun, Chang Soo 23 married Pyung Yong 1/9/1904 America Maru
Pyun, Moon Yern 27 widower Seoul 10/15/1903 Coptic
Sa, Seung Kyeng 26 single Chul Won 8/11/1904 Siberia
Sang, Choon Ye 23 single Pook Ah Ri 3/10/1905 China
Sang, Youn Sik 25 married Sam Chung Dong 5/29/1905 China
Seung, Sung Chin 23 married Sai Si Kwan 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Seung, Yang Soo 20 single Ha Il Ri 2/13/1905 Siberia
Sim, Chi Duk 26 married Yarn San 4/13/1905 Korea
Sim, Chi Keun 27 widower Ham Heung 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Sim, Choon Il 31 married Seoul 7/30/1904 Doric
Sim, Choon Wha 31 married Soo Ri Dari 3/10/1905 China
Sim, Choong Sam 27 widower Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Sim, Chun Nok 36 single Sam San 4/17/1904 America Maru
Sim, Chung Yerl 23 single Yong Kang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Sim, Doo Kook 40 single Sui Bin Chung 4/17/1904 America Maru
Sim, Hoon Kyeng 32 married Yern An 10/15/1903 Coptic
Sim, Kil Yong 26 single Poo An 7/30/1904 Doric
Sim, Moon Jae 24 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Sim, Pan Suk 24 married Kim San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Sim, Sang Hyen 21 single Song Wha 7/18/1904 China
Sim, Sang Moh 20 single Oh Kol 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Sim, Sang Yerl 23 married Soh Pook Dong 3/10/1905 China
Sim, You Chung 38 widower Koo Sung 7/18/1904 China
Sim, Youn Ye 30 single Cheung San 12/28/1903 Siberia
Sin, Cha Sung 31 married Mowli Chai 2/13/1905 Siberia
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Sin, Chan Do 23 single Poong Chun Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Chang Chin 19 married Sang Kol 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Sin, Chang In 30 widower Cho Dong 3/10/1905 China
Sin, Chang Kil 22 married Kok San 1/9/1904 America Maru
Sin, Chang Kiun 30 widower Neung Ha Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Sin, Chang Pok 26 widower Kok San 12/5/1903 Doric
Sin, Chang Sik 25 married Pak Pan Lo 5/8/1905 Siberia
Sin, Chi Choon 35 widower Dai Pyeng Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Chi Choon 30 married San Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Sin, Chi Do 35 married Na Paol 1/6/1905 Doric
Sin, Chi Peng 21 single Fusan 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Sin, Chi Woon 32 married Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Chi Woon, son 10 single Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Chin Oh 35 widower So Chook Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Chong Man 19 single Yang Chun 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Sin, Choon Bo 38 widower Suih San 3/19/1903 Korea
Sin, Choon Il, son  8 single Seoul 2/18/1904 Doric
Sin, Choon In 40 married Kim Hai 2/8/1904 China
Sin, Choon In, daughter  4 single Kim Hai 2/8/1904 China
Sin, Choon In, son  9 single Kim Hai 2/8/1904 China
Sin, Choon In, wife 39 married Kim Hai 2/8/1904 China
Sin, Choon Kyeng 35 widower Doon Po 1/26/1905 Korea
Sin, Choon San 22 single Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Sin, Choong Hyen 25 widower Kang Sun Ching 4/13/1905 Korea
Sin, Chun Soo 31 single Pam Chorl 2/13/1905 Siberia
Sin, Chung Kyun 21 married Mi Nam Ye 1/26/1905 Korea
Sin, Chung Moon 25 widower Song Do 12/5/1903 Doric
Sin, Dai Kyeng 23 single Eun Chun Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Sin, Dai Soo 35 widower Dong Li 2/13/1905 Siberia
Sin, Dal Won 31 widower Chang Sung 7/11/1904 America Maru
Sin, Dal Youn 23 single Kai Mok Ye 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Dong Whan 25 single Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Sin, Duk Ki 40 widower Pu Chang Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Sin, Duk Ki, son (Kap Sung) 10 single Pu Chang Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Sin, Duk Moon 26 married Oh San Po 1/6/1905 Doric
Sin, Eun Ki 27 widower Chung Dong 10/6/1904 China
Sin, Eun Kiu 31 single Hyeng Kiu 12/24/1904 China
Sin, Eun Paik 40 married Choong Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Sin, Eung Moon 35 married Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Sin, Eung Sam 35 married Whang Kol 2/13/1905 Siberia
Sin, Eung Sun 40 married Yong Soo Mark 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Sin, Haing Sik 31 single Chei Choo, Suk Ger 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
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Sin, Haing Yong 27 married Chang San 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Sin, Hak Dol 20 single Mo San 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Sin, Hak Soo 21 single Ma San Po 5/6/1904 Doric
Sin, Han Kyoo 27 widower Fusan 10/15/1903 Coptic
Sin, Heui Chul 22 married Mi Nam Ye 1/26/1905 Korea
Sin, Heui Taik 36 married Fraing Pang 11/18/1904 Korea
Sin, Heung Choon 33 married Seoul, Chul Tong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Sin, Hyung Ho 23 widower Sin Chun 3/19/1903 Korea
Sin, Ik Kyeng 30 married Duk Won 2/8/1904 China
Sin, Il Yong 18 single Sam Soo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Im Sik 24 widower San Im Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Sin, Kang Choon 40 married Sam Soo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Kang Choon, daughter 1 11 single Sam Soo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Kang Choon, daughter 2  7 single Sam Soo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Kang Choon, son  9 single Sam Soo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Kang Choon, wife 40 married Sam Soo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Keun Sik 27 married Koi San 7/11/1904 America Maru
Sin, Keun Soon 22 single Kyeng Kyo 12/24/1904 China
Sin, Keun Surp 26 married Dai Heung Li 2/13/1905 Siberia
Sin, Ki Seung 24 single Ye La Ri 11/18/1904 Korea
Sin, Ki Sun 18 single Chung Suk Kyo 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Sin, Ki Sung 20 single Seoul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Kong Chil 37 married Pul Mai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Sin, Kong Sup 31 widower Nong Am 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Kyeng Moon 32 widower An Dong, Wool Ner 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Sin, Kyeng Whan 28 widower Woon Kok 2/2/1905 Coptic
Sin, Man Ho 27 married Dai Koo, Nai Dong Jung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Myeng Choong 27 single Pou Eup Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Sin, Myeng Duk 32 married Ka Rea Choo 1/26/1905 Korea
Sin, Myeng No 27 married Dong Duk Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Sin, Myeng Rin 18 single Na Ri 1/26/1905 Korea
Sin, Myeng Soon 35 married Manli Hyen 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Sin, Myeng Soon 35 widower Dai Chin 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Sin, Myeng Woon 35 married Ka Rea Choo 1/26/1905 Korea
Sin, Myeung Ok 25 widower Chul Won 1/16/1904 Korea
Sin, Nak Kyeng 22 married Han Chun 2/13/1905 Siberia
Sin, Paik Won 23 single Chung Choo 10/5/1903 Siberia
Sin, Pak Chin 36 married Soh Kang 1/26/1905 Korea
Sin, Pan Suk 21 married Pyeng San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Sin, Pan Suk, daughter  1 single Pyeng San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Sin, Pan Suk, wife 22 married Pyeng San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Sin, Po Yer 50 widower So Chook Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
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Sin, Pok Chin 36 married Soh Kang 1/26/1905 Korea
Sin, Pok Man 22 single Yang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Sin, Pong Choon 27 single Do Chun 1/26/1905 Korea
Sin, Pong Hyen 32 married Kin Chai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Sin, Pong Hyen, wife 25 married Kin Chai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Sin, Pong Soh 23 married Fusan 2/8/1904 China
Sin, Pong Soh 24 married Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Pyeng Youk 19 single Kyeng Pal Li 10/17/1904 Doric
Sin, Sa Hong 40 married Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Sin, Sa Hong, daughter 1  4 single Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Sin, Sa Hong, daughter 2  1 single Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Sin, Sa Hong, son  7 single Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Sin, Sa Hong, wife 32 married Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Sin, Sa Hyeung 32 married Pyeng Sam 3/3/1903 Coptic
Sin, Sam Pak 18 single Chonng Pang Ki 10/6/1904 China
Sin, Seung Cho 31 married Hang Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Sin, Seung Cho, wife 20 married Hang Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Sin, Seung No 33 widowed Deung Chai 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Sin, Seung Won 40 married Seoul, Cho Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Sin, Seung Won, son (Yong Chun)  6 single Seoul, Cho Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Sin, Seung Won, wife (Aggie) 40 married Seoul, Cho Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Sin, Soi Dol 22 single Cha In 5/6/1904 Doric
Sin, Soo 30 married Han Kang 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Soo, wife (Ye) 35 married Han Kang 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Soon Man 21 married Pyeng San 4/14/1903 China
Sin, Sung Cho 24 married Oh Do Sil 1/6/1905 Doric
Sin, Sung Eun 22 widower Chai Chin 5/8/1905 Siberia
Sin, Tai Dong 26 married Seoul, Sa Chi Tong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Sin, Tai Ik 23 married Kei Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Sin, Tai Kiu 27 widower Dai Pyeng Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Sin, Tai Kwan 36 married Sang Sa Kol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Sin, Tai Kwan, daughter (Eun Chin)  5 single Sang Sa Kol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Sin, Tai Kwan, wife 34 married Sang Sa Kol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Sin, Tai Myeng 20 single Ching Il 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Sin, Tai Pong 22 single Song Chin 3/4/1904 Siberia
Sin, Tai Soon 37 married An Pyun 1/9/1904 America Maru
Sin, Tai Sung 29 married Kai Wha Ri 8/22/1904 Coptic
Sin, Won Choon 30 single Pook Chang DOng 5/8/1905 Siberia
Sin, Won Pil 40 widower Yang Mok 1/26/1905 Korea
Sin, Won Soh 32 married Sam Ka Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Sin, Won Soh, daughter (Yo Han)  1 single Sam Ka Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Sin, Won Soh, wife 26 married Sam Ka Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
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Sin, Ye Pum 34 married Pang Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Sin, Yong Hai 21 single An Pyen 4/26/1904 China
Sin, Young Cho 27 married Il Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Sin, Young Chul 25 married Mi Nam Ye 1/26/1905 Korea
Sin, Young Han 31 married Dong Duk Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Sin, Young Kyun 49 married Han Kang 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Young Kyun, son (Cha Son)  4 single Han Kang 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Young Kyun, son (Sam Son)  1 single Han Kang 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Young Kyun, wife 30 married Han Kang 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Sin, Young Sik 28 married Yong Chung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Sin, Young Sik, wife (Ah Ki) 28 married Yong Chung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Siu, Won Kap 37 married Sin Lung Ye 4/10/1904 Gaelic
So, Chai Keun 23 widower Dong Chon 4/13/1905 Korea
Soh, Cha Yern 26 married Ok Sei 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Soh, Chai Kyum 40 widower Sin Poo Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Soh, Chang Eun 26 single Pook Moon Dong 12/24/1904 China
Soh, Chang Soon 32 married Soo Choong Dong 10/6/1904 China
Soh, Chang Soon, wife 20 married Soo Choong Dong 10/6/1904 China
Soh, Cher Hong 23 widower Chun Nam 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Soh, Chi Soo 27 widower Chung Song 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Soh, Chi Soon 23 married Ye moon Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Soh, Chil Sung 18 single So Kang 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Soh, Choo Hyun 20 married Chin Choo 12/5/1903 Doric
Soh, Choo Taik 23 single Saing Hyen 11/18/1904 Korea
Soh, Choon Sun 30 married Hong Chun 4/14/1903 China
Soh, Choong Mook 20 single Won Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Soh, Chung Whan 33 widower Young Chang Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Soh, Dai Hyen 35 widower Pook An Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Soh, Do Sung 24 single Soo Young Chang 1/6/1905 Doric
Soh, Duk Hyeng 36 married No Wha 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Soh, Duk Wha 40 widower Il Tong 4/26/1904 China
Soh, Duk Yong 24 single Paim Kol 3/10/1905 China
Soh, Eung Pai 27 married Soo San Dong 3/10/1905 China
Soh, Hak Kon 38 widower Tai Koo 7/18/1904 China
Soh, Hak Pin 27 married Won Chin Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Soh, Han Chong 32 widower Song San 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Soh, Han Sik 22 married Se Heung 4/26/1904 China
Soh, In Seung 37 widower Kwang Chung 1/26/1905 Korea
Soh, Kap Sool 18 married Kan Phang 10/6/1904 China
Soh, Kap Ye 28 single Sak Sil 3/10/1905 China
Soh, Keum Suk 25 single Tai Koo 1/9/1904 America Maru
Soh, Ki Poong 23 married Dal Kot 9/5/1904 Korea
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Soh, Ki Woon 24 married Chang Sung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Soh, Kook Kyeng 27 widower Sin Yong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Soh, Kwan Ye 22 single Pak Sil 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Soh, Kyeng Keun 22 single Kwang Wha 1/16/1904 Korea
Soh, Kyeng Man 40 widower Koo Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Soh, Kyeng Sung 22 married Han Deul 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Soh, Kyeng Yerl 18 single Suk Kyo Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Soh, Kyuk Kiu 30 single Duk Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Soh, Moo Soo 20 single Kyo Dah Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Soh, Myeng Soon 32 married Woo Kok Dong 5/29/1905 China
Soh, Pa We 18 single Kang Kyeng Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Soh, Paik Yerk 32 married Chang Won 2/18/1904 Doric
Soh, Pong Cho 22 single Ok Sil 5/29/1905 China
Soh, Pong Eun 37 married Ko Nai Dong 10/6/1904 China
Soh, Pong Kak 21 married Yer San 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Soh, Pong Ki 22 widower Mil Yang 3/30/1904 Korea
Soh, Pong Soh 39 widower Sun Sang 3/4/1904 Siberia
Soh, Pong Soon 23 single San Im Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Soh, Pong Youl 17 single Won Sang Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Soh, Pyeng Doo 21 married Cho Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Soh, Pyeng Heun 35 married In Chun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Soh, Pyeng Kan 18 married Kwan Chung Dong 3/10/1905 China
Soh, Pyeng Whey 35 widower Chang Yung Ke 4/26/1904 China
Soh, Pyeng Yong 19 married Seoul 1/9/1904 America Maru
Soh, Sang Keun 37 married Doon Chung Li 2/2/1905 Coptic
Soh, Sang Keun, daughter (Kan Ani)  1 single Doon Chung Li 2/2/1905 Coptic
Soh, Sang Keun, wife (Do Ro) 25 married Doon Chung Li 2/2/1905 Coptic
Soh, Sang Kyeng 26 married Moo Sil 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Soh, Sang Nak 20 married San Kyerk Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Soh, Sang Wan 30 married Mi Rai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Soh, Sang Yerp 30 single Whang Po 11/18/1904 Korea
Soh, Sang Yong 25 single Kai Pak Dong 3/10/1905 China
Soh, Seung Sam 40 widower Tai Koo 12/28/1903 Coptic
Soh, Seung Soo 29 married Koo Chin Dari 4/13/1905 Korea
Soh, Si Hyeng 30 married Young Chon 1/26/1905 Korea
Soh, Soo Il 41 married Moo An 8/11/1904 Siberia
Soh, Soo Il, son 1 10 single Moo An 8/11/1904 Siberia
Soh, Soo Il, son 2  7 single Moo An 8/11/1904 Siberia
Soh, Soo Il, wife 38 married Moo An 8/11/1904 Siberia
Soh, Sun Taik 35 married Chun Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Soh, Sung Il 20 married Ma Myeng Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Soh, Sung Nak 31 widower Nam San Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
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Soh, Sung No 26 married Tai Koo 7/18/1904 China
Soh, Sung Paik 22 single Pa Song 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Soh, Sung Paik 24 single Sin Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Soh, Sung Soo 32 widower Soo Do 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Soh, Sung Yong 23 married Oh Rai 4/24/1905 Coptic
Soh, Ta Woon 18 widower Ham Heung 3/4/1904 Siberia
Soh, Tai Hoon 29 married Sin Heung Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Soh, Tai Hoon, mother (Ye, Chun 
Choo)
53 widower Sin Heung Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Soh, Tai Hoon, wife (Han Ja) 25 married Sin Heung Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Soh, Tai Keun 18 married Hoo Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Soh, Tai Won 35 married Pan Yong Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Soh, Tai Yerp 23 single Tai Koo 7/18/1904 China
Soh, Uk Soo 21 single Hai Choo 2/8/1904 China
Soh, Wha Soon 26 married Pyeng Yang 12/28/1903 Siberia
Soh, Wha Youn 27 married Chang Seung Paik Ye 11/18/1904 Korea
Soh, Won Keun 38 widower So Il Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Soh, Won Sook 35 widower So Sai Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Soh, Won Ye 24 single Tai Koo 7/11/1904 America Maru
Soh, Ye Won 34 single Sai Mok An 5/29/1905 China
Soh, Yea Soon 17 single Chil Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Soh, Yong Ho 37 married Ka Ya Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Soh, You Yong 40 widower Han Sang Ri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Soh, Youn Myeng 24 widower Sol Chung 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Soh, Young Pum 22 married Kong Choo 2/8/1904 China
Soh, Young Soon 23 married Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Soh, Young Whan 24 widower Eui Chu, Eui Yun Mun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Son, Chai Hwun 37 widower Mil Yang 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Son, Chai Perm 30 single Pong San 1/16/1904 Korea
Son, Chang Hi 31 married Choong Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Son, Chang Hi, daughter (Ye Boon)  1 single Choong Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Son, Chang Hi, wife 19 married Choong Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Son, Chang Son 21 single Hool Yern Ap 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Son, Chang Yong 21 single Soh Ai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
San, Chi Soo 29 widower Tong Chong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Son, Chi Wha 24 married San Chun 5/29/1905 China
Son, Chi Young 26 single Eui Sung 2/8/1904 China
Son, Chin Soo 22 single Pyeng Hai 1/9/1904 America Maru
Son, Cho Woon 26 married Dai Koo 2/8/1904 China
Son, Chong Kwen 29 widower Pyeng Hai, Kwan Kok 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Son, Chool Ye 28 single Ta Won 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Son, Choon Keun 24 widower Dong Chi An 1/26/1905 Korea
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Son, Chul Ye 30 widower In Cha Worl 2/13/1905 Siberia
Son, Chung Kook 20 single Hai Pyeng Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Son, Chung Sim 21 single Da Heungni 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Son, Chung Soo 38 widower Suk Kok 5/8/1905 Siberia
Son, Dai Kil 23 single Pil Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Son, Dong Sun 24 married Nam Chung Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Son, Dool Chang 33 married Saing Min Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Son, Duk Oh 40 widower Eui Sung 3/4/1904 Siberia
Son, Duk Sin 32 married Kei Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Son, Duk Yong 29 widower Moolooli 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Son, Duk You 26 married Whang ? 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Son, Eung Surp 23 widower Ip Suk Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Son, Hak Sung 40 widower Chang Keri 3/10/1905 China
Son, Hak Sung 19 single Neung Ri 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Son, Han Kap 23 single Maik Ki 3/10/1905 China
Son, Heui Young 24 married Soh Hak Chai 2/13/1905 Siberia
Son, Heung Sook 33 widower Soh Chang 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Son, Ki Choon 25 single Yang Choo, Ye Yang 
Dong
5/20/1904 Siberia
Son, Ki Po 32 married Nai Dong 5/29/1905 China
Son, Kong Il 33 widower Pan Ah Deuk Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Son, Kyeng Chool 22 single Pup San 2/2/1905 Coptic
Son, Kyeng Choon 35 widower Kang Chin 7/30/1904 Doric
Son, Kyeng Choon 31 widower Man Suk Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Son, Myeng Cho 31 married Soo Chin Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Son, Myeng Choon 29 single Kyeng Choo, Ya Bune 6/1/1904 Coptic
Son, P?  Seung 27 widower Sin Pyeng 2/13/1905 Siberia
Son, Pa We 26 single Kang Kyeng Ye 8/22/1904 Coptic
Son, Pai Youn 30 widower Kat Kai 10/6/1904 China
Son, Pang Woo 27 single Hak Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Son, Pong In 30 widower Sun Dol 3/10/1905 China
Son, Pong Koo 28 widower Sun Dol 3/10/1905 China
Son, Poo Dong 25 widower Merk Pang Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Son, Pyeng Seh    22 single Ha Ri 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Son, Sei Youn 33 married Saik Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Son, Seung Cho 19 single Hai Choo, Na Mun Yer 6/1/1904 Coptic
Son, Seung Sam 29 married Kwa Chin Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Son, Soon Dal 26 married Chung Choo 10/5/1903 Siberia
Son, Soon Il 34 widower Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Son, Soon Po 31 widower Cha Chak Ye 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Son, Soon Taik 38 widower Min Dong 5/29/1905 China
Son, Suk Wha 37 married Po Ri Doo Kai 9/16/1904 Gaelic
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Son, Sun Kil 25 widower Duk Dibg 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Son, Sung Ok 24 widower Soi Chung Li 3/10/1905 China
Son, Sung Woon 22 widower Choong Dori 3/10/1905 China
Son, Sung Youn 23 married Myeng Chang 1/26/1905 Korea
Son, Tai Yong 18 married Sa Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Son, Won Youn 11 single Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Son, Woon Sun 20 married Yong Chung Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Son, Yang Sun 23 married Chung Choo 2/8/1904 China
Son, Yang Youk 21 married An Po Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Son, Yong Boo 18 single Ha Sim Chuk 1/6/1905 Doric
Son, Young Chang 29 widower Kook Sum 12/24/1904 China
Song, Cha Kil 40 married Soo Kak Kyo 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Song, Chai Nak 18 married Seung Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Song, Chai Pong 30 single Mal Pa We 2/2/1905 Coptic
Song, Chan Young 30 single So Chun Keri 2/2/1905 Coptic
Song, Chang Ok 20 married Moo An 5/6/1904 Doric
Song, Chang Seung 22 single Pup Sung 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Song, Chang Shoo 18 single Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Song, Chei Moon 24 widower Chei Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
Song, Chi Choon 37 married Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Song, Chi Ha 22 married Nak Saing Li 8/22/1904 Coptic
Song, Chi Sam 40 married Soo Yang Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Song, Chi Soon 40 married Yer San 8/11/1904 Siberia
Song, Chi Soon, daughter 1  4 single Yer San 8/11/1904 Siberia
Song, Chi Soon, daughter 2  1 single Yer San 8/11/1904 Siberia
Song, Chi Soon, son 11 single Yer San 8/11/1904 Siberia
Song, Chi Soon, wife 35 married Yer San 8/11/1904 Siberia
Song, Chi Sung 27 single Surl Soo Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Song, Chil Won 41 married Man Chook Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Song, Chil Won, son 1 (Hong Pum) 12 single Man Chook Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Song, Chil Won, son 2 (Pong Cho) 10 single Man Chook Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Song, Chil Won, son 3 (Poo Chun)  1 single Man Chook Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Song, Chil Won, wife 30 married Man Chook Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Song, Chin Hong 29 married Oh Ri Cang Mol 3/10/1905 China
Song, Choo Pyen 24 single Dal Nai 9/5/1904 Korea
Song, Choon Sik 29 widower Seoul 12/5/1903 Doric
Song, Choon Won 37 married Mang Chung 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Song, Choon Ye 25 single Wol San 5/29/1905 China
Song, Chun Sik 20 widower Pyeng Yang 3/4/1904 Siberia
Song, Chung Ok 29 single Man Cha San 8/22/1904 Coptic
Song, Chung Sam 30 widower Sam Kai 1/26/1905 Korea
Song, Doo Han 30 single Chei Choo 2/18/1904 Doric
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Song, Duk Wha 31 widower Han Sil 1/6/1905 Doric
Song, Eui Kon 33 widower Sang Pyeng Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Song, Eung Wha 30 married Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Song, Hak Choon 29 single Oh Kal 1/6/1905 Doric
Song, Hak Sun 24 single Oh Kal 1/6/1905 Doric
Song, Heung Soh 24 married Yong Chun 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Song, H. F. 25 married Seoul 12/5/1903 Doric
Song, Hong Choo 11 single Nak Saing Li 8/22/1904 Coptic
Song, Hyen Suk 26 single Ha Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Song, Hyeng Doo 21 single Soh Rer So 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Song, Hyeng Paik 26 married Po Hang 2/13/1905 Siberia
Song, In Sik 28 widower Chung San 3/4/1904 Siberia
Song, In Sik 34 married San Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Song, In Sook 22 married Pyeng Yang 10/5/1903 Siberia
Song, Kei Chong 29 widower Kil Chun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Song, Ki Choon 24 single Woo Kyo Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Song, Ki Choon 19 married Song Chon 11/18/1904 Korea
Song, Ki Hong 23 married Soh Chun 9/5/1904 Korea
Song, Ki Man 37 widower Ha Hong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Song, Ki Woon 19 single Ye Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Song, Kil Won 22 single Mil Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Song, Kong Sim 40 married Im Chon 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Song, Kong Sim, wife 35 married Im Chon 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Song, Kook Han 22 single Cho Han Keri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Song, Kook Soh 27 widower Si Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Song, Koon Oh 38 widowed Ha Chin Po 5/29/1905 China
Song, Kun Ye 40 married Sung Moon Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Song, La Won 32 widower Chung Li 6/1/1904 Coptic
Song, Man Yer 22 married Owi Ter 1/6/1905 Doric
Song, Moo Hak 37 widower Ker In Kai 12/24/1904 China
Song, Pa We 19 single Sai Mal 1/26/1905 Korea
Song, Poo Chul 34 single Choong Li 6/13/1905 Doric
Song, Poong Kook 24 widower Yong Kang 12/5/1903 Doric
Song, Pyeng Kook 26 married Dai Dong 12/24/1904 China
Song, Pyeng Son 20 single Koo Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Song, San Ye 20 single Kal Me 4/17/1904 America Maru
Song, Sang Yerl 28 single Kong Choo 1/16/1904 Korea
Song, Sei Whan 31 married Cheung San 7/18/1904 China
Song, Sin Chai 31 married Youngdong 2/8/1904 China
Song, Soo Chin 33 married Seoul 3/19/1903 Korea
Song, Soo Kwan 22 married Choo Ham 5/29/1905 China
Song, Soon Chong 26 single Pyerk Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
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Song, Suk Chan 31 married Mo Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Song, Suk Chan, nephew (Chang Ho)  4 single Mo Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Song, Suk Chan, niece (Ai Ki)  6 single Mo Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Song, Suk Chan, sister-in-law (Song, 
Suk Wha)
36 married Mo Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Song, Suk Chan, son (Sung Ho)  1 single Mo Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Song, Suk Chan, wife 24 married Mo Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Song, Suk Man 27 married Chang Ter 1/6/1905 Doric
Song, Suk Soon 20 single Chung Song 1/9/1904 America Maru
Song, Sun Wook 27 married An Ark 4/14/1903 China
Song, Sung Moon 26 single Soo Myen 1/6/1905 Doric
Song, Sung Oh 27 married Po Eun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Song, Sung Ok 25 married Chin Nam 2/8/1904 China
Song, Sung Pil 20 married Han Im Kol 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Song, Sung Wha 40 married Chung Choo 8/11/1904 Siberia
Song, Tai Won 18 single Il Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Song, Won Kap 23 married Chei Kyeng Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Song, Won Sooh 28 married Pyeng Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Song, Won Sooh, wife 19 married Pyeng Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Song, Woon Sun 38 married Sin Chang 3/19/1903 Korea
Song, Yong Man 26 widower Wan DO 7/30/1904 Doric
Song, Yong Sik 28 married Poo Am Li 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Song, Young Kyerl 24 married Che The Perl 11/18/1904 Korea
Song, Young Paik 23 single An Dong 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Song, Young Soo 26 married Ham Heung, To Hung 
Ye
5/20/1904 Siberia
Song, Young Sun 22 widower Ham Heung, To Hung 
Ye
5/20/1904 Siberia
Soon, Me Sung 28 widower Chil Kook 7/11/1904 America Maru
Soon, Sang Heun 28 widower Chemulpo 3/19/1903 Korea
Sou, Choong Po 27 married Po Eun 4/14/1903 China
Sou, Ok Choon 27 single Chil Nam 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Suh, In Choon 22 single Cha In 2/18/1904 Doric
Suhe, Soon Chip 33 married Chai In 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Suk, Chin Keun married Dam moon Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Suk, Choon Kook 29 married Puk Chuk Kyo 12/24/1904 China
Suk, Choong Wha 30 married Kwang Choo 5/8/1905 Siberia
Suk, Chung Soon 20 single Kil Chai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Suk, Hak Kwan 28 single Ki San Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Suk, Ho Choong 24 single Dai Koo 9/21/1903 Doric
Suk, Ki Sun 25 widower An Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Suk, Soon Po 29 married Sai Kol 3/10/1905 China
Suk, Sun Pong 24 widower Mang Woll 1/6/1905 Doric
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Suk, Sung Kook 26 married Sai Kol 3/10/1905 China
Sun, Chung Keun 25 married Mai Wha Chi 5/8/1905 Siberia
Sun, Hong Suk 30 single An Sung 1/16/1904 Korea
Sun, Kap No 21 single Fusan 11/2/1903 Korea
Sun, Ok 27 married Haing Chung Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Sun, Soi Yoon 22 single Hap Chun 2/18/1904 Doric
Sun, Woo Tan 26 married Soo Kok Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Sun, You Sung 39 married Sin San 3/19/1903 Korea
Sun, Youn Moon 36 widower Chung Choo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Sung, Chai Kwan 33 single Mil Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Sung, Choon Do 29 widower Nam Dang Ye 12/24/1904 China
Sung, Choon Ye 22 single Sai Ter 1/6/1905 Doric
Sung, Kang Chin 35 widower Young Chin 7/30/1904 Doric
Sung, Ke Choon 28 married Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Sung, Ke Choon, wife 24 married Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Sung, Ki Man 35 single Chi Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Sung, Ki Young 26 single Chung Do 4/26/1904 China
Sung, Kwang Hak 23 single Saing Nai Sil 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Sung, Pong Choon 20 single Fusan, Soo Min Dong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Sung, Pong Sung 24 single Dai Koo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Sung, Soo Hak 19 single Saing Nai Sil 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Sung, Soon Young 23 married Suk Moon Dong 3/10/1905 China
Sung, Tai Pong 18 single Koo Sin Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Sung, Won Ye 37 single Mil Hang 11/2/1903 Korea
Sun Woo, Chan Kyeng 20 married Sa Kak Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Sunwoo, Ki Chan 19 single Oh Ri Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Surk, Sang Soon 21 widower Chin Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Surl, Kuen Yong 21 single Na Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Tai, Chung Keun 33 widower Myeng Chun 4/26/1904 China
Tai, Heung Yerp 35 married Nam Mio Ap 1/6/1905 Doric
Tai, Heung Yerp, daughter (Kanani)  3 single Nam Mio Ap 1/6/1905 Doric
Tai, Heung Yerp, wife 25 married Nam Mio Ap 1/6/1905 Doric
Tai, Kong Yerp 22 single Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Tak, Ki Hong 30 married Po Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Tak, Pong San 21 widower Soo Won, Pa Lon 
Chong
7/8/1904 Mongolia
Tak, Soo Pong 18 married Pak Chun, Sin Nu 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Um, Choon Pil 28 single Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Um, Doo An 40 single Im Choong Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Um, Moon Suk 24 single Pyeng Hai, Nam Sam 6/1/1904 Coptic
Um, Seung Chool 22 married Choong Choo 4/14/1903 China
Um, Seung Moon 30 widower Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
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Um, Sung Chai 37 widower Sang Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Um, Sung Hak 30 widower Chai Woon Chung 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Um, Sung Kook 22 widower Ko Sung 12/5/1903 Doric
Um, Yong Surp 32 married Sul To 3/30/1904 Korea
Wang, Heung Sik 34 widower Cha Ye Ri 11/18/1904 Korea
Wang, Ke Dai 35 married Fusan 2/8/1904 China
Wang, Ki Myeng 19 single Sa Dong 3/10/1905 China
Wang, Woon Pong 21 married Chang Am Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
We, Pong Sik 21 single Mil Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
We, Seung Hyuk 29 widower Ma Doi 2/25/1905 Mongolia
We, Sung Chang 38 married Ham Heung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
We, Tai Eun 28 married Heung Poo 9/5/1904 Korea
We, Tai Eun, daughter (Cheung Son 
Ye)
 1 single Heung Poo 9/5/1904 Korea
We, Tai Eun, son (Cha Kum Hyen)  7 single Heung Poo 9/5/1904 Korea
We, Tai Eun, wife (Hong Si) 22 married Heung Poo 9/5/1904 Korea
We, Tai Kun 38 married Heung Poo 9/5/1904 Korea
We, Tai Kun, daughter (Cheung Sun) 10 single Heung Poo 9/5/1904 Korea
We, Tai Kun, mother (Sei Soon) 53 widow Heung Poo 9/5/1904 Korea
We, Tai Kun, nephew (Cha Son)  1 single Heung Poo 9/5/1904 Korea
We, Tai Kun, wife (Kim) 31 married Heung Poo 9/5/1904 Korea
We, Taik Yong 28 married Luk Na 6/1/1904 Coptic
Whang, Chan Il 24 widower Duk Chun Youl Chi 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Whang, Chan Ok 30 married Duk Chun Youl Chi 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Whang, Chang Im 26 married Whang Po Chon 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Whang, Chang Min 19 married Soh Chang Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Whang, Chang Nok 37 widower Chun Choo, Yong Chi 
Yi
7/8/1904 Mongolia
Whang, Che Eun 22 married Chin Choo 2/18/1904 Doric
Whang, Che Woon 26 widower Chin Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Whang, Che Yern 26 married Keum Chun 9/21/1903 Doric
Whang, Chi Kil 24 married Pyeng Yang 2/8/1904 China
Whang, Chi Koo 24 married Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Whang, Chi Man 34 widower Chin Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
Whang, Chi Sam 37 widower Chul Won 4/26/1904 China
Whang, Chi Woon 38 married Seoul 7/11/1904 America Maru
Whang, Cho Hyen 33 married Kai Sung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Whang, Choon Moon 29 married An Ark 1/16/1904 Korea
Whang, Choon Nang 15 married Oi Sung 5/29/1905 China
Whang, Choon Nang, wife 17 married Oi Sung 5/29/1905 China
Whang, Choon Sam 40 widower Wha Yong Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Whang, Da Sin 28 married Kyo Dong 1/13/1903 Gaelic
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Whang, Da Sin, son 11 single Kyo Dong 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Whang, Da Sin, wife 27 married Kyo Dong 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Whang, Dai Nam 20 married Yong-in 3/14/1904 Coptic
Whang, Dai Nam 20 single Pang Chu Hol 4/26/1904 China
Whang, Dai Nam, nephew (Chai, Bon)  4 single Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Whang, Dai Nam, sister (Ye, Marion) 33 married Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Whang, Do Sun 17 single Mok Po 8/22/1904 Coptic
Whang, Dong Sung 37 widower Pa Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Whang, Doo In 27 married Ye Tu Ke 9/5/1904 Korea
Whang, Duk Choo 35 married Sang Choo 7/11/1904 America Maru
Whang, Duk Chun 17 single Pook Poo 5/29/1905 China
Whang, Duk Seung 20 single Dong Poo 2/2/1905 Coptic
Whang, Eui Ho 24 married Pan Kok 11/18/1904 Korea
Whang, Eui Suk 25 single To San 10/5/1903 Siberia
Whang, Eui Surl 22 married Young Mo Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Whang, Ha Soh 39 married Ha Kyo 1/26/1905 Korea
Whang, Ha Soh, wife 39 married Ha Kyo 1/26/1905 Korea
Whang, Hai Chang 28 widower Won Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Whang, Hak Ye 20 single Chil Kol 2/13/1905 Siberia
Whang, Han Sin 29 married Kyo Dong 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Whang, Heui Choong 24 married Seoul 7/30/1904 Doric
Whang, Heung Sool 27 married Chi Rea 6/13/1905 Doric
Whang, Heung Sool, wife 20 married Chi Rea 6/13/1905 Doric
Whang, Hyen Pil 40 single Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Whang, Il Chun 25 single Moo Tai Dong 10/6/1904 China
Whang, In Pum 27 single Pai An Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Whang, In Pum 27 single Pai An Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Whang, In Soo 40 widower Pan Chook Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Whang, In Whan 26 married Ye Moo Kul 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Whang, In Yer 31 married Kang Wha, Kio Jung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Whang, Ke Whan 19 single Seoul 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Whang, Keum Dol 19 single Kong Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Whang, Ki Man 19 single Soo Kol 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Whang, Ki Sin 32 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Whang, Ki Sin, daughter 1  7 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Whang, Ki Sin, daughter 2  1 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Whang, Ki Sin, son 11 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Whang, Ki Sin, wife 34 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Whang, Ki Soh 25 married Yong Soo Mak 5/29/1905 China
Whang, Kyeng Man 34 widower Chum Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Whang, Kyeng Moon 27 single Pyeng Hai 12/28/1903 Siberia
Whang, Kyeng Soh 25 married Yern Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
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Whang, Kyeng Sun 29 widower Eup Nai 10/6/1904 China
Whang, Kyeng Yer 36 widower Kyeng Heung 4/26/1904 China
Whang, Man Up 26 single Oh Chang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Whang, Moon Ke 40 widower Young Heung 12/28/1903 Coptic
Whang, Moon Sung 23 single Oh Chung 1/26/1905 Korea
Whang, Myeng Soo 34 married Ei Sung 5/29/1905 China
Whang, Myeng Soo, son (Choon Sik)  4 single Ei Sung 5/29/1905 China
Whang, Myeng Soo, son (Choon Tai)  7 single Ei Sung 5/29/1905 China
Whang, Myeng Soo, wife 36 married Ei Sung 5/29/1905 China
Whang, Myeng Soon 27 married Chemulpo 3/19/1903 Korea
Whang, Myeng Sun 27 married Sin Heung Ri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Whang, Myeng Sun, son (Chin Nam)  7 single Sin Heung Ri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Whang, Myeng Yer 33 single Ye Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Whang, Nyu 18 single Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Whang, Po Ki 23 single Kim Hai 12/5/1903 Doric
Whang, Pong Choon 22 single Sa Kyo 12/24/1904 China
Whang, Pong Eurp 30 widower Sang Choo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Whang, Pong Ha 25 single Sai Ter 5/8/1905 Siberia
Whang, Pong Kyoo 33 widower Chill Won 11/2/1903 Korea
Whang, Pong Sun 21 single Sami Dai 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Whang, Pong Whan 33 married Seoul 7/11/1904 America Maru
Whang, Sa Dal 20 single Ham Heung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Whang, Sam Pong 26 widower Eup Nai 10/6/1904 China
Whang, Sang Youn 22 married Yer Soo 1/9/1904 America Maru
Whang, Sea Young 30 married In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Whang, Seung Kook 18 married No Ri Mak 6/1/1904 Coptic
Whang, Seung Kook, wife 16 married No Ri Mak 6/1/1904 Coptic
Whang, Seung Mo 19 married Kwang Ju 2/18/1904 Doric
Whang, Soo Kyeng 26 widower Suran Ye Mool 5/8/1905 Siberia
Whang, Soon Chong 21 married Mo Hak Won 1/26/1905 Korea
Whang, Soon Il 37 widower Fusan 11/2/1903 Korea
Whang, Soon Pok 22 married Sun Mero 1/6/1905 Doric
Whang, Soon Yong 34 married Dai Ma Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Whang, Suk Choo 26 single Soon An Chun 1/6/1905 Doric
Whang, Suk Min 31 single Po Si Song 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Whang, Suk Yern 29 widower Sa Chun 7/18/1904 China
Whang, Sung Il 30 married Song San Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Whang, Sung Moon 34 widower Ta Chun 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Whang, Sung Youl 32 married Soh San 1/6/1905 Doric
Whang, Tai Heui 28 widower Yark Hyen 1/6/1905 Doric
Whang, Wha Ik 34 single Dong Hai 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Whang, Woon Dai 26 married Sai An Dong 12/24/1904 China
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Whang, Woon Kyeng 40 married No Ri Mak 6/1/1904 Coptic
Whang, Woon Kyeng, son 1 (Il Yong) 11 single No Ri Mak 6/1/1904 Coptic
Whang, Woon Kyeng,son 2 (Won Kap)  1 single No Ri Mak 6/1/1904 Coptic
Whang, Woon Kyeng, wife 40 married No Ri Mak 6/1/1904 Coptic
Whang, Yong Deuk 24 single Sin Dang Mol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Whang, Yong Ik 19 single Chang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Whang, Yong Seung 24 widower Chang Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Whang, Yong Sik 24 single Nam Il Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Whang, Yong Tai 16 widower Chin Choo 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Whang, Yong Woon 19 single Yang Hak 11/18/1904 Korea
Whang, Youk Son 21 single Ham Yang 3/4/1904 Siberia
Whang, Youn Myeng 36 widower Sang Soh Myen 8/22/1904 Coptic
Whang, Youn Soo 29 married Tai Koo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Whang, Youn Yer 45 widower Poong Sang 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Whang, Youn Yong 24 married Soo Kok Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Whang, Young Kook 27 widower Noo Ri Sil 2/2/1905 Coptic
Whang, Young Kyo 43 married Pyeng Hai 7/30/1904 Doric
Whang, Young Sun 26 married Oh Ryou Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Whang, Young Wook 38 married Mo Pan Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Won, Chang Ho 29 widower Pong San 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Won, Eui Kil 38 widower Yong Moon Li 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Won, Ok San 19 single Sai Ter Mal 1/26/1905 Korea
Won, Pong Surp 35 widower Masanpo 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Won, Sei Pong 24 married Soo Won 12/28/1903 Coptic
Won, Seung Heui 21 married Hoon Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Won, Soon Deuk 27 married Yerfor Chon 2/13/1905 Siberia
Won, Soon Man 21 married Mi Ni 2/13/1905 Siberia
Won, Sung Dai 24 married Hai Choo 5/20/1904 Siberia
Won, Woo Hyen 23 married Cho Chun 4/24/1905 Coptic
Won, Yong Kook 21 single Doo Moo Dong 6/13/1905 Doric
Woo, Chai Myeng 37 widower Chang Im 1/26/1905 Korea
Woo, Chang Kyo 38 widower Pang Kol 1/6/1905 Doric
Woo, Chang Sik 29 widower Seoul 10/15/1903 Coptic
Woo, Chook Mo 37 widower Wa Ryong Dai 1/26/1905 Korea
Woo, Choon Sik 27 married Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Woo, Chung Cho 28 married Chi Suk 1/26/1905 Korea
Woo, Chung Ha 38 married Choong Wha 2/8/1904 China
Woo, Chung Ha, son (John Woo)  9 single Choong Wha 2/8/1904 China
Woo, Dai Hong 38 widower Wan Jun Ye 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Woo, Dal Sun 33 widower Hong Mun Pak 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Woo, Doo Yern 20 single Chong Young 8/22/1904 Coptic
Woo, Duk Keun 36 widower Tai Koo, Pi San 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
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Woo, Hong Sik 35 married Seoul, Han Ke 5/20/1904 Siberia
Woo, Hong Sik, wife (Ye, Su Ton) 35 married Seoul, Han Ke 5/20/1904 Siberia
Woo, Ik Choo 20 single Pyeng Yang 12/28/1903 Siberia
Woo, Kap Deuk 29 single Chang Dai Keri 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Woo, Kyeng Sik 26 married Soo Won 12/5/1903 Doric
Woo, Kyeng Sik, daughter  1 single Soo Won 12/5/1903 Doric
Woo, Man Keun 27 married Neung Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Woo, Myeng Sik 36 married Seoul, Li Tong Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Woo, Myung Sook 23 married Chei Choo 1/16/1904 Korea
Woo, Pyeng Kil 24 married Chemulpo 10/5/1903 Siberia
Woo, Pyeng Kil, wife (Agnes) 21 married Chemulpo 3/30/1904 Korea
Woo, Pyeng Kil, son  1 single Chemulpo 3/30/1904 Korea
Woo, Sa Yern 31 married Pum Hok Tong 3/30/1904 Korea
Woo, Sang Woon 28 widower Kim Po 12/5/1903 Doric
Woo, Seung Keun 31 widower Su Yung 4/26/1904 China
Woo, Seung Myeng 25 widower Ham Heung 7/30/1904 Doric
Woo, Sung Kook 30 married Nam Dong Mak 5/29/1905 China
Woo, Tai Hyeng 20 single Dong Poo 4/24/1905 Coptic
Woo, Young Chun 23 married Chai Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Wou, Do Young 36 widower Yern Poong 3/4/1904 Siberia
Yang, Chai Choon 33 married Chi Eun Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Yang, Chai Soo 22 single Won Ter 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Yang, Chang Kiu 23 married Woo Son 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Chei Whan 30 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Yang, Chei Whan, son (Im Chip)  7 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Yang, Chi Do 28 widower Sok Sil 2/2/1905 Coptic
Yang, Chi Hyen 40 widower Dooi Chul 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Yang, Chi Pok 26 married Young Deung Po 2/13/1905 Siberia
Yang, Chin Won 32 widower Wha Pyeng Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Yang, Chong Hak 20 single Im Pyeng 1/16/1904 Korea
Yang, Choo Eun 24 married Song Do 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Yang, Choo Hyen 29 widower So Kom Chun Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Yang, Choo Won 26 widower Choo Mi Ri 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Yang, Chool Ye 23 single Chang ni 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Yang, Choon Oh 29 widower Ye Sa Ri 11/18/1904 Korea
Yang, Choon Ye 24 married Soh Won Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Chun Tai 37 married Fusan 12/28/1903 Siberia
Yang, Chun Tai, mother-in-law (Bung 
Ye)
40 widow Fusan 12/28/1903 Siberia
Yang, Chun Tai, wife 16 married Fusan 12/28/1903 Siberia
Yang, Chung Yerl 31 married Ham Heung 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Yang, Duk Sam 30 married Wanh Sim Ye 11/2/1904 Manchuria
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Yang, Duk Yer 37 married Sam Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Duk You 40 married Sam Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Duk You, daughter (Cha Keun 
Soon)
11 single Sam Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Duk You, daughter (Kwi Ip) 10 single Sam Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Duk You, daughter (Yang Soon) 14 single Sam Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Duk You, son (Seung Pong)  3 single Sam Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Duk You, wife 34 married Sam Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Eui Sung 26 widower Chung San 3/4/1904 Siberia
Yang, Eung Whan 22 single Cham Chin 4/24/1905 Coptic
Yang, Hak Ye 26 single Ya Won Ye 1/26/1905 Korea
Yang, Heung Sun 37 single Dai Am Chun 8/22/1904 Coptic
Yang, Heung Yerp 35 married Hoo Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Heung Yerp, mother-in-law 
(Kim, Pok Soi)
44 married Hoo Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Heung Yerp, sister-in-law 
(Kwack, Cha Keun Soon)
15 single Hoo Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Heung Yerp, son (Chai Yong)  1 single Hoo Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Heung Yerp, son (Hyen Ye)  4 single Hoo Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Heung Yerp, son (Youn Yong)  6 single Hoo Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Heung Yerp, wife (Kwak, Sun 
Yil)
27 married Hoo Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Ho Min 25 single Tong Soo Moon An 4/17/1904 America Maru
Yang, Hyeng Choon 20 single Tong An 6/1/1904 Coptic
Yang, Il Sun 29 widower Ko Sung Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Yang, Im Sang 23 married Ja Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Yang, In Soo 23 widower Eun Chin 10/15/1903 Coptic
Yang, Kap Doo 21 single Kam Chun 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Yang, Kap Sung 29 married Che Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Yang, Ke Chan 19 single Che Choo 3/14/1904 Coptic
Yang, Kei Hong 23 widower Teul Moo Li 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Yang, Keun Ik 25 married Sam Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Yang, Keung Mook 31 widower Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Yang, Ki Whan 26 single Sung Nam Li 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Yang, Kil Moon 23 single Kok Sung 5/29/1905 China
Yang, Kiu Yong 20 married Po Ryoung 8/11/1904 Siberia
Yang, Kook Hyen 40 widower Sa Ker Ri 1/26/1905 Korea
Yang, Kook Whan 26 married Tan Chon 5/20/1904 Siberia
Yang, Kyeng Pil 29 married Ka Ma Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Yang, Kyeng Sook 40 widower Nam Won 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Yang, Kyeng Sun 21 widower Sai Nam Kool 8/22/1904 Coptic
Yang, Kyeng Yong 31 widower Duk Soo 3/10/1905 China
Yang, Kyung Yool 23 married Ok Koo 3/19/1903 Korea
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Yang, Moon Ye 19 single San Doo Pat Kol 5/29/1905 China
Yang, Myeng Koo 25 widower Chun Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Yang, Nam Soo 31 married Moo Choo, An Sung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Yang, Po Hyen 39 widower Yang Chi Mol 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Yang, Sa Ik 29 married Pyeng Lim 2/2/1905 Coptic
Yang, Sei Moon 37 married Dai Ryeng Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Yang, Seung Hak 25 married An Pum 10/15/1903 Coptic
Yang, Soh Hyen 21 married Chei Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Yang, Soo Whan 26 widower Pyeng Yang 9/21/1903 Doric
Yang, Soon Chin 29 married San Myeng Woo 10/6/1904 China
Yang, Soon Ye 26 single Soh Sung Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Yang, Sung Pum 35 single Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Yang, Sung Yer 27 widower Pool Moon 9/5/1904 Korea
Yang, Tang Yong 18 single Fusan 12/28/1903 Siberia
Yang, Tuk Chin 38 widower Yang San 2/8/1904 China
Yang, Won Cho 28 widower Neung Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Yang, Won Soon 30 widower Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Yang, Woo Sik 21 widower Nam Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Yang, Yong Pok 23 widower Jei Choo 12/5/1903 Doric
Yang, Yong Soh 32 married Wha Worn Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Yang, Youn Soh 25 married Soo Moo Soo 3/10/1905 China
Yang, Young Cho 26 single Sang Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Byeng Choon 38 married Seoul 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Byeng Choon, daughter (Chun 
Sim)
 2 single Seoul 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Byeng Choon, son 1 (Yong Dol)  8 single Seoul 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Byeng Choon, son 2 (Yong Son)  4 single Seoul 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Byeng Choon, wife (Kim Ha) 36 married Seoul 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Cha Do 27 married Soo Euni Chai 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Cha Do, wife 28 married Soo Euni Chai 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Cha Sun 26 married Myeng Kok 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Chai Chun 24 widower Dong Choong Kol 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Chai Duk 35 married Ho Am 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Chai Ha 22 widower Sa Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chai Hyen 23 widower Hai Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Chai Il 26 married Pook Chung 12/28/1903 Coptic
Ye, Chai Keun 22 single Noo Kak Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chai Keun 22 single Noo Kak Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chai Keun, brother (In Dong) 11 single Noo Kak Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chai Kook 39 widower Sang Sil Li 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Chai Kwan 29 widower Pan Song Li 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Chai Kyeng 22 married Hak San Li 4/13/1905 Korea
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Ye, Chai Kyeng, nephew (Kim, Youn 
Ok)
 6 single Hak San Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Chai Kyeng, sister (Dedala) 22 married Hak San Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Chai Man 20 single Dai Sang Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Chai Myeng 24 married Chin Heung Bang 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Chai Pong 24 single Yong In 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Chai Sil 29 widower Won Pook Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chai Soo 26 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Chai Soo, son  9 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Chai Soo, son  1 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Chai Soo, wife 19 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Chai Soo 28 married Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Ye, Chai Soo 21 single Soh Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Chai Soo 18 single Pai Tai 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Chai Sun 24 married San Sung 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Chai Sung 24 widower Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Chai Sung 22 married Chul Won 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Chai Won 35 single Sun Eur Sil 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Chai Yerl 20 widower Eun San 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Chai Yern 25 married Yang Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chai Yong 18 single Mool Choo Keri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chaik Sang 26 single Ye Chun 12/5/1903 Doric
Ye, Chan Ko 26 married Chong Chool 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Chan Kyeng 21 single Sam Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Chan Sook 29 married Hai Nam 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Chang Choon 27 single Man Kyeng 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Chang Choon 26 widower Soh Sa Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Chang Do 32 widower Chang Sung 7/18/1904 China
Ye, Chang Ha 32 widower Yong Chun Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chang Hak 24 married Song Chon 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Chang Ho 25 widower Chung No 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Chang Hong 23 single Duk Sung Ye 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chang Im 17 single Cha Ryo Ba 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Chang Keun 40 widower Dooi Deul Eui 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Chang Keun, son (Myen Sik) 10 single Dooi Deul Eui 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Chang Keun 34 married Seoul, Nam Chun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Chang Keun, son 1 (Woon Boyu)  9 single Seoul, Nam Chun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Chang Keun, son 2 (Woon San)  1 single Seoul, Nam Chun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Chang Keun, wife (La, Su Kon) 26 married Seoul, Nam Chun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Chang Myung 23 widower Pyeng Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Chang Pai 34 widower Ong Chun 7/11/1904 America Maru
Ye, Chang Pai 28 married Ye Moon Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
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Ye, Chang Paik 23 single Chul San, Tong Su Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Chang Son 27 widower Pyeng Yang 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Chang Soo 19 single Dai Tong Dari 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Chang Suh 20 married Soo Won 1/16/1904 Korea
Ye, Chang Suk 34 widower Eui Ryung, Shin Ke 
Chai
6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Chang Suk 30 married Seoul, Cho Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Chang Suk, daughter (Kan Ani)  8 single Seoul, Cho Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Chang Suk, wife (Kim, Na Ki) 31 married Seoul, Cho Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Chang Sun 21 married Man Kyeng 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Chang Surk 40 single Pan Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Chang Surp 38 widower Han Chun 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Chang Whan 23 single Ping Hyen Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Chang Won 19 single Kei Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Chang Wong 24 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Chang Woo 23 married An Choo 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Ye, Chang Woon 24 widower Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Ye, Chang Woon 21 widower Kwan Chung Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Chang Yerp 23 married Chun Choo 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Chang Yong 22 married Mi dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Che Bum 34 widower Seoul 4/14/1903 China
Ye, Che Kyeng 29 married Seoul 4/14/1903 China
Ye, Che Wan 40 married Kum Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Chei He 19 single Na Choo, Yang Dong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chei Hyun 23 married Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Ye, Chei Suk 28 single Eun Chun 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Chi Choon 35 widower Doon Duk Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Chi Choong 22 single Tai Koo 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Chi Hong 28 married Masanpo, Song San 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Chi Hyeng 21 married Sin Am Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Chi Kwan 27 married Pal Dang 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Chi Kyeng 40 widower Seoul, Chung Yung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Chi Kyeng 31 widower Soh Sang Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Chi Man 24 married Doo Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Chi Moon 26 single Ham An, Po Hang 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chi Moon 22 widower Nam Soo Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Chi Ok 28 married Sai Am Pak 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Chi Soon 40 married San Do 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Chi Sung 22 married Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Chi Sung, wife (Ye, Kyung Sik) 23 married Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Chi Sung 40 married Oh Ri Chon 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Chi Wha 24 married Hyo Kei 2/2/1905 Coptic
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Ye, Chi Wha 23 single Sao Ter 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Chi Yong 19 single Eur Pang 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Chil Sung 25 single Choong Li 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Chil Sung 26 single Sin Ang Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Chin Hyeng 18 single Ye Dong 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Chin Il 22 single Yerl Rak Ye 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Chin Paik 35 married Sang Choo 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Chin Pil 28 married Dok Kol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chin Soo 25 widower Sa Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Chin Surp 20 single Tong Chun, In Nam 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Chin Wha 20 married Ham Heung 3/14/1904 Coptic
Ye, Chong Chang 21 married Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Ye, Chong Chul 23 single Sang Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Chong Eui 22 married Sam Chun Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Chong Heup 28 married Soh San 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Chong Hong 23 married Chang Dan 4/14/1903 China
Ye, Chong Hyen 36 widower Chak Chun 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chong Hyen, son (Young Kiu) 11 single Chak Chun 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chong Hyuk 37 married Yang Mooh Kol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chong Kerl 25 married Na Keun Kok 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Chong Keun 25 married Chun Choo Kol 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Chong Kwan 33 married Yern Dong 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Chong Moon 18 married Heuin Chai 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Chong Nok 18 single In Chun 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Chong Sook 27 married Chin Choong Ye 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chong Sook, wife 21 married Chin Choong Ye 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chong Soon 23 single Chai Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chong Tai 32 married Sang Yil Tong 3/30/1904 Korea
Ye, Chong Won 31 married Pook Chung 12/28/1903 Coptic
Ye, Chong Ye 28 married An Dong 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Chong Yerl 27 married Poong Duk 4/14/1903 China
Ye, Choo Dai 20 single Mil Yang 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Choo Mo 30 married Soh Woon 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Choo Oh 31 married Ha Dan Dang Ye 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Choo Pong 33 widower Sam Po Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Choo Pong, son 11 single Sam Po Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Choo Sung 25 single Sa Won 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Chool Ye 25 married Pai An Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Choon Do 18 single Hoi Chung 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Choon Heung 27 widower Seoul 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Choon Hyen 27 widower Hanam Li 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Choon Ik 40 married Bak Chun 5/20/1904 Siberia
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Ye, Choon Ik, son (Pok Son) 12 single Bak Chun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Choon Ik, wife (Maria) 39 married Bak Chun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Choon Il 28 married Kong Choo 3/14/1904 Coptic
Ye, Choon Keun 26 married Se Heung 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Choon Ki 30 married Su Won 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Choon Ki 23 widower Chang Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Choon Kil 33 married Sam Chuk 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Choon Kil 19 married Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Choon Kyeng 27 widower Paik Chun 7/11/1904 America Maru
Ye, Choon Kyeng 27 single Cho Kyeng 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Choon Kyeng 25 married Oh Ri Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Choon Myeng 28 widower Sang Sa Kol 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Choon Myeng 32 married Nam Chook Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Choon Ow 35 widower Chil Kok 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Choon Paik 27 married Doo Ryung Ri 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Choon Po 33 widower Soo Koo Je 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Choon Pong 19 single Mi Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Ye, Choon Pum 31 widower Yu Chun 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Choon Sam 31 single Yong San 4/14/1903 China
Ye, Choon Sam 40 widower Eun Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Choon Sam 31 widower Tong Hyen 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Choon Sam 29 single Oh Mi 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Choon Sang 26 widower Myeng Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Choon Sik 22 married Hai Choo 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Choon Sik 21 single Sang Kiu 3/30/1904 Korea
Ye, Choon Sik 32 married Ok Kol 11/29/1904 Siberia
Ye, Choon Sik 38 widower Dai Ne Mai 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Choon Sik 19 single Sam Li 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Choon Sil 36 widower Chin Pyen Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Choon Sin 22 single Nam Pi Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Choon Soh 28 married Kai Keum Pool 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Choon Soh 26 married Yong Ki Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Choon Soh, daughter  1 single Yong Ki Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Choon Soh, wife 26 married Yong Ki Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Choon Sun 37 widower Chang Li 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Choon Sun 25 widower Kan Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Choon Wha 24 widower Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Choon Wha 21 married Hong Won 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Choon Wha 20 single Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Choon Wha 25 married Yang Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Choon Wha 32 married Dong Chun Li 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Choon Whan 26 widower Keat Chai Ri 11/2/1904 Manchuria
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Ye, Choon Won 26 married Myeng Dai 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Choon Woo 20 married In Dong 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Choon Ye 19 single Fusan 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Ye, Choon Ye 20 single Oh San 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Choong Hyen 21 widower Dai Chang Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Choong Kook 28 married Soo Chul Dong 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Choong Kyeng 37 single Fusan 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Choong Min 37 married Cho Ryang 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Choong Min, son (Il Kap)  3 single Cho Ryang 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Choong Min, wife 37 married Cho Ryang 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Choong Myeng 35 married Pyeng Lim 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Choong Son 23 widower Kang Un 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Choong Yerp 23 married Soh Chung Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Chum Pok 24 widower Sa Yang Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Chum Yong 23 single Sa Pi 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chun Dong 18 single Seoul 12/28/1903 Siberia
Ye, Chun Ho 20 single Duk Won, Kwan Dal 
Gye
6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Chun Man 20 single Cho Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Chun Pong 17 single Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Chun Suk 27 widower Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
Ye, Chun Sung 34 married Sark Choo 12/28/1903 Coptic
Ye, Chun Woo 21 married Dong Sung Li 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Chun Yer 25 single San Chung Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Chung Chan 18 single Keum Am 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Chung Doo 40 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chung Doo, son 1 (Chong Chul)  8 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chung Doo, son 2 (Chong Whan)  3 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chung Doo, wife 40 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chung Hyen 19 single Chun Choo Kol 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Chung Hyen 18 single Hal In Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Chung Keun 20 single Chei Sim Ni 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Chung Keun 24 married Oh Ri Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Chung Kiu 25 married Kwan Dong 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Chung Man 32 married Choo Chi 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chung Mo 22 married Ho Nam Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chung Mo 24 married Sai Nai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chung Mo, wife 20 married Sai Nai 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chung Nai 25 single Yong Kong 4/14/1903 China
Ye, Chung Nak 18 single Dai Pa Ne 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Chung Pok 24 single Chang Chon 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chung Sil 20 married Hoon Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
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Ye, Chung Surp 18 single Sin Yang 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Chung Surp 30 widower Sa Chang Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Chung Wha 35 widower Com Chai 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Chung Wha 32 married Soh Sang-li 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Chung Woo 33 married Eun Chai Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Chung Yerl 25 married Yer Chun, Su Kung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Chung You 31 single Yang San 12/28/1903 Siberia
Ye, Chuon Sung 27 single Chang Dan 1/16/1904 Korea
Ye, Dai Chei 36 married Chang Tai Chai 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Dai Chei, daughter  1 single Chang Tai Chai 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Dai Chei, son 1 single Chang Tai Chai 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Dai Chei, son 2  3 single Chang Tai Chai 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Dai Chei, wife 31 married Chang Tai Chai 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Dai Chin 29 married Chook Kol 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Dai Chung 24 married Song Do 1/16/1904 Korea
Ye, Dai Kil 36 widower Keri Dao An 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Dai Po 25 single Kang Kyeng Ye 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Dai Soon 24 single Se Haing 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Dal Choon 40 married Ham Heung 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Dal Choon 27 single Won San 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Dal Choon 27 single Whang Kok 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Dal Hak 38 married Wal Mi Toh 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Dal Sun 30 single Chung Do 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Dal Young 24 single Yong Chun 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Deuk Ye 18 single Young Choo Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Dhi Sung, daughter  2 single Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Do Bum 20 single Chin Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Ye, Do Choon 31 married Dong Nak 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Do Il 29 married In Chun 4/14/1903 China
Ye, Do Kyeng 20 single Dong Spoo 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Do Saing 30 single Kyeng Choo 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Do Suk 22 married So Ka Pyeng 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Don Ye 18 single Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Ye, Dong Chin 40 married Nai Sam 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Dong Chun 31 married Chang Pong 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Dong Hang 35 married Nai Dong 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Dong Ho 35 widower Young Duk 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Dong Ho 37 married In Chun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Dong Il 23 married Chang Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Dong Keun 17 single Soon Chun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Dong Kiu 26 married Tong Chun 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Dong Kiu 29 married Chin Choo 4/26/1904 China
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Ye, Dong Sik 24 married Kang Soh 3/4/1904 Siberia
Ye, Dong Sun 17 single Nai Sam 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Dong Woo 40 widower Yei San 3/4/1904 Siberia
Ye, Doo Chan 27 single Chai Ham 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Doo Chan 22 married Yerk Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Doo Hyen 19 single Song Chon 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Doo Paik 25 married Yang San 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Doo Pyeng 17 single Cha Man 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Doo Soo 29 single Sa Dong 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Doo Sung 36 widower Sang Chon 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Doo Yong 21 single Chup Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Duk Chin 22 married Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Ye, Duk Hyen 30 widower Chun Choo 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Duk In 24 married Hakami 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Duk Kyun 20 married Kyeng Chai 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Duk Man 26 widower Sai Poon Ye 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Duk Pai 19 married Moon Eun Mi 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Duk Po 34 widower Yern An 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Ye, Duk Pong 21 single Dong Nai 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Duk Sam 33 married Yang Yang Kol 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Duk Sam, wife 28 married Yang Yang Kol 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Duk Soo 22 single Dai Koo 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Duk Soo 21 single Chei Pi Chai 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Duk Soon 37 single So Rang Ye 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Duk Soon 40 married Young Choo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Duk Soon, daughter (Kyeng Chil) 6 mo single Young Choo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Duk Soon, son 1 (Kyeng Soo)  9 single Young Choo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Duk Soon, son 2 (So Kyeng Soo)  4 single Young Choo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Duk Soon, wife 40 married Young Choo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Duk Sun 14 single Whang Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Duk Sung 23 married Paik Suk Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Duk Yer 30 single Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Duk Yer 22 single Chung Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Duk Yong 20 widower Yang San 3/4/1904 Siberia
Ye, Duk Yong 22 single Soo Nang Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Duk You 30 widower Chul Hyen 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Duk You 35 married Sang Kei 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Duk Youn 28 widower Nam San Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Eul Yong 33 widower Kang Wha 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Eul Yong 25 single Pyeng Chon 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Eun Hyeng 30 widower Nam Ta Ryoung 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Eun Po 22 married Al So Roh Chi 5/8/1905 Siberia
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Ye, Eung Chil 35 married Kang Wha 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Eung Chil 37 married Soo An 7/11/1904 America Maru
Ye, Eung Doo 18 married Sa San Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Eung Ho 21 single Siri Ol 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Eung Ho 25 married Nam Chi Kyeng 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Eung Hyen 39 married Yang Duk, Seong Cha 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Eung Hyen, daughter (Pong Ye)  7 single Yang Duk, Seong Cha 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Eung Hyen, son (Maik Chun)  2 single 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Eung Hyen, son (Yang Nam)  4 single Yang Duk, Seong Cha 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Eung Hyen, wife 32 married Ta Rim Pang 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Eung Mok 30 married Sa San Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Eung Mok, son (Soo Nam)  3 single Sa San Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Eung Mok, son (Soon Pak)  4 single Sa San Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Eung Mok, wife 26 married Sa San Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Eung Soo 18 married Not Chun Kol 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Eung Soon 19 married Suk Chong Sa San 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Eurk Sun 27 single Sa Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Hai Soo 33 married An Pyern 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Hai Yong 27 widower Whang Chon Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Hak Choo 22 single Poong Duk 9/21/1903 Doric
Ye, Hak Eurp 32 widower Soh Boo 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Hak Kiu 31 married Seoul, Mah Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Hak Kyeng 19 widower On Hei Dong 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Hak Soh 30 widower Oh Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Hak Sun 32 married Chei Wall Dai 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Hak Ye 21 single Chung Do 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Hak Ye 28 single Kyeng Choo, Shin Pan 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Hak Yong 19 single Wook Si Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Han Ho 25 married Nam Chang Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Han Kiu 24 married Dong Kan 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Han Sik 28 single Kwan Kol 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Han Sun 22 single Chi San 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Han Won 27 married You Heung Poo 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, He Dai 29 married Fusan 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, He Moon 25 married In Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, He Sin 40 widower Kwang Chei Ri 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Heo Chin 23 widower Tap Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Her Son 40 single Seoul 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Heui Chun 30 married Ta Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Heui Dam 22 single Sa San Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Heui Kwan 21 married Sa San Dong 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Heui Soon 21 married Yang Keun 12/28/1903 Coptic
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Ye, Heun Seh 35 married Chemulpo 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Heung Sik 28 single Nam Sa Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Heung Soo 21 single Wool San 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Heung Tai 28 widowed Seoul 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Ye, Heung Tai 23 married Won Chung Li 11/29/1904 Siberia
Ye, Heung Tai, wife 20 married Won Chung Li 11/29/1904 Siberia
Ye, Hi Moon 23 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Hi Moon, wife 27 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Hi San 30 married Chang Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Ho Chik 21 widower An Kol 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Ho Chin 20 single Yern Heung 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Ho Chin 35 widower Ha Ye Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Ho In 39 widower Rul Mi 4/17/1904 America Maru
Ye, Ho Man 26 single Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Ho Soo 29 single Chun Yang Eup 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Ho Yerl 25 married Sin Ki 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Hong Choo 40 married Chemulpo 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Hong Il 22 single Soh Won Mal 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Hong Sik 30 widower Won Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Hoo Dong 26 single Kai Po 10/17/1904 Doric
Ye, Hyen Chin 23 widower Chang Myeng Don 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Hyen Hong 26 married Woo Pong Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Hyen Sam 31 married Chin Mang Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Hyen Seung 31 married Sam Kai 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Hyen Sook 28 married Dong Myeng 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Hyen Taik 30 married An Young Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Hyeng Ki 26 married An Kai Kol 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Hyeng Soo 22 single Soh Heung Li 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Hyeng Soon 34 widower An Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Hyep Yong 38 married Kwang Duk 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Hyun Pil 22 widower Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Ik Min 23 married San Wha, Pio So Tong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Ik Min, wife 17 married San Wha, Pio So Tong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Ik Moon 31 widower Moon Chai 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Ik Pum 22 married Nam Hai 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Ik Sun 27 married Dang Chon 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Ik Yerl 26 single Pong San 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Il Choon 22 married Pyeng Yang 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Il Moon 26 single Sang Kyo 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Il Sung 24 married Seoul, Chan Go Goi 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Il Whan 23 married Yong Soo Pyeng 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Il Young 30 married Songdo 4/14/1903 China
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Ye, In Chai 40 married Seoul 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, In Chai, wife 50 married Seoul 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, In Choon 25 single Soh Sung 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, In Duk 28 married Fusan 2/8/1904 China
Ye, In Ha 37 widower Kim Hai 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, In Kap 25 single Chin Hai, Kog In Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, In Ker 25 married Da Dai 3/10/1905 China
Ye, In Paik 33 single Oh Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, In Sik 28 married Moon Eurm Ye 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, In Sik 40 single Ma Chun Kyo 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, In Sook 21 widower Mai Ki Dong 5/29/1905 China
Ye, In Wha 35 widower Pyeng Yang 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, In Wha 39 widower Chang Ter 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, In Yong 31 widower Sa Yer Wool 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kai Son 40 widower Nor Chun Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kai Sung 26 single Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Kang Wha 24 married Choo Chun 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Kang Wha, father (Ki In) 54 widower Choo Chun 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Kap Soon 23 single Tai Chung 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Kap Soon 22 single Non Niu 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Kap Ye 23 widower Yea Choo 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Kap Ye 19 single Tai Koo 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Ke Hyen 24 single Sa Chook Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Ye, Ke Pok 35 married Hai Choo 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Ye, Ke Sun 21 married Seoul, Im Sun Po Cha 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Ke Yong 34 married Ok Kerl 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Kei Chul 20 single Chin Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Kei Chung 39 widower Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Kei Kwan 27 married Koo Si Pyeng Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Kei Man 26 widower Yong Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Kei Son 33 widower Pam Na Moo Kol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Kei Soo 39 widower Pang Chook Ar 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Ker Pok 23 single Ma Chan Kyo 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Keui Hyen 22 married Ka Hak Dong 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Keuk Oh 34 married San Soo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Keuk Oh, daughter 1 10 single San Soo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Keuk Oh, daughter 2  7 single San Soo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Keuk Oh, wife 34 married San Soo Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Keum Chang 31 widower Hai Choo 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Keum Soo 20 single Pan Sung Chung 4/17/1904 America Maru
Ye, Keum Suk 20 single Dai Chang Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Keun Pil 24 married Kwan Ap 5/18/1905 Mongolia
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Ye, Keun Pok 20 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Keun Soo 24 widower Sim Pa 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Keun Sool 23 single Yang Chook Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Keun Suk 39 widower Hai Choo 12/5/1903 Doric
Ye, Keun Ye 26 single Wool San, Yang Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Ki Bum 35 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Ki Chool 26 single Chuk San 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Ki Choon 24 single Ha Le Dong 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Ki Chung 34 married Ham Heung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Ki Chung, daughter (Kiu Lu)  1 single Ham Heung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Ki Chung, wife (Byung Wo) 23 married Ham Heung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Ki Dal 26 married Tai Do 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Ki Do 26 single Hea Woon 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Ki Eun 38 married Ko Sung 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Ki Hong 28 single Serk Dai Ri 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Ki Il 27 widower Pun Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Ki Kap 19 single Pon Dol 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Ki Moon 28 single Sa Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Ki Po 37 married Seoul, Chul Tong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Ki Ryum 32 widower Yong Kang, Chu An Mi 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Ki Soo 17 married You Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Ki Suk 26 single Cho Kyo 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Ki Sun 19 single Pi Suk Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Ki Sun 34 married Kei Chon 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Ki Taik 18 married Yang Si Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Ki Whan 39 widower Ok San 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Ki Whan 34 married Mool Yern Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Ki Whan 32 widower Soh Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Ki Won 29 married Moz Mool Kol 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Ki Won, wife (Chei) 27 married Moz Mool Kol 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Ki Wook 25 married Mowa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Ki Yern 28 married Won Nam 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Ki Yong 20 married Seoul, Sa Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Ki Young 27 widower Choong Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Kil Sung 32 widower Sang Youl Dong 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Kil Ye 29 single Yerl Young 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Kio Dam 24 single Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Kiu Chai 35 widower Sa Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Kiu Hyen 23 married Kong Choo 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Kiu Surp 40 widower Sa Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Kiu Yern 21 married Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Kong Choon 25 widower Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
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Ye, Kong Jul 24 married Duk San 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Kong Myeng 35 widower Ha Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Kong Sam 40 widower Yang Duk 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Kong Sam, mother 65 widow Yang Duk 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Kong Sam 29 widower Sin Kei 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Kong Sun 29 widower Kwa Chun 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Koo Suk 21 widower Chung Choo 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Kook Hyen 24 widower Nai Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kook Kyeng 28 widower Sin Kueng Bang 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Kook Kyum 30 married In Chun 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Kook Soh 31 married Kang Chin 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Kook Sun 27 married Sung An 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kook Sung 23 single Won Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Koon Chil 31 married In Dong 3/30/1904 Korea
Ye, Koon Myeng 33 married Dol Mol 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Koon Pil 28 married Chei Choo 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Koon Sam 35 widower Yong Doo 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Koon Sil 20 single Chei Choo 1/16/1904 Korea
Ye, Koon Sil 26 widower Oh Kok 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Koon Sim 33 married Ham Heung 7/18/1904 China
Ye, Koon Sim, wife 23 married Ham Heung 7/18/1904 China
Ye, Koon Sun 34 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Koon Tark 34 married Pyeng Sam 3/3/1903 Coptic
Ye, Ku Youl 39 married Chang Woon 3/4/1904 Siberia
Ye, Kui Hyen 20 married Moon Wha, Hol Me 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Kui Sam 24 married Koo Am 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Kui Young 31 married Chun Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Kum Sun 34 widower Dai Son Mi Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Kun Choong 25 single Song Nai Ri 6/13/1905 Doric
Ye, Kun Kyo 22 married Dai An Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Ye, Kun Won 32 widower Si Keumoon Nai 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Kun Young 29 widower Koo Ri 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Kwai Moon 22 single Young Sun Ap 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kwan Chei 27 married Na Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Kwan Do 19 single Po Sul An 10/17/1904 Doric
Ye, Kwan Eung 22 married Chung Pyeng 3/30/1904 Korea
Ye, Kwan Ha 20 single Soh Hyen 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Kwan Il 33 married Fusan 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Kwan Il, son  1 single Fusan 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Kwan Il, wife 25 married Fusan 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Kwan Sik 32 married Poo Pyeng 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Kwan Sik, son  8 single Poo Pyeng 8/11/1904 Siberia
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Ye, Kwan Sik, wife 32 married Poo Pyeng 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Kwan Sil 32 married In Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Ye, Kwan Sil, son (deceased)  2 single In Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Ye, Kwan Sil, wife 25 married In Chun 3/30/1904 Korea
Ye, Kwan Soo 24 married You Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Kwan Sun 25 widower Chook San 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Kwan Sup 27 widower Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Kwang Huen 41 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Kwang Hyun 25 married Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Kwang Kook 21 married Won San 7/18/1904 China
Ye, Kwang Youn 22 widower Suk Chung Ri 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Kwi Pong 26 single Kwang Chung Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Kyeng Chik 29 married Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Kyeng Chik, son  2 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Kyeng Chik, wife 20 married Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Kyeng Chin 24 married Songdo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Kyeng Chin 38 widower So Chung 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Kyeng Cho 38 widower Fusan 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Cho 23 widower Soh Eun Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Kyeng Cho 16 single Chook Sung Li 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Kyeng Chong 26 married Suk Kyo 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Kyeng Chool 26 married Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Kyeng Choon 24 single Moon Chun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Ye, Kyeng Choon 28 single Kim Hai 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Kyeng Choon 21 single Soon Kol 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Choon 21 single Il San 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Choong 30 widower Mok Sa Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Kyeng Chun 39 widower Dol Mi 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Kyeng Do 31 married Pachoo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Kyeng Do 23 single Kang Kyuk Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Kyeng Eui 33 widower Pal Song Chung 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Kyeng Heun 40 married Kang Wha 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Kyeng Ho 26 married Pyeng Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Kyeng Ho 36 married Tong Na 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Kyeng Ik 19 married Ip Suk Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Kyeng Koo 22 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Kyeng Man 24 widower Yang Chi Mi 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Kyeng Moon 24 single Yern San 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Kyeng Moon 22 married Po Si Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Kyeng No 23 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng No, son  7 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng No, wife 25 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 1/26/1905 Korea
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Ye, Kyeng Nok 27 single Kwi Pyeng 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Oh 18 single Kwang Choo 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Kyeng Oh 26 married Sa Ri 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Kyeng Ok 28 widower Cha Chun 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Kyeng Pak 20 single Dong San Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Kyeng Po 40 widower Wang Kol 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Kyeng Poong 40 married Choo Soh Sang Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Sam 39 widower Moon Kyeng 12/28/1903 Coptic
Ye, Kyeng Sam 30 married Kal Pang Dong 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Kyeng Sang 26 widower Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Kyeng Sik 31 married Cho Chung Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Kyeng Sik, wife (Kim, Pun Yo) 31 married Cho Chung Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Kyeng Sil 29 widower Sin Chang Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Sin 40 married Sa Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Sin, son  8 single Sa Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Sin, wife 37 married Sa Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Soh 20 single Chang Yern 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Kyeng Soo 23 widower Soh Moon An 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Kyeng Soo 31 married Soi Sil 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Soo 38 widower Ha Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Kyeng Soo 26 married Sah Ka Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Kyeng Sook 24 married Kang Wha 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Kyeng Soon 40 widower Sam Muen 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Kyeng Sun 22 single Chin Sam 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Kyeng Sun 22 widower Kang Wha 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Kyeng Sun 40 married Dong Sal Li 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Kyeng Sun 40 widower Doong Li 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Kyeng Sung 25 married In Chun 9/21/1903 Doric
Ye, Kyeng Wha 40 married Sa Pi 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Kyeng Wha 23 widower No Ri Mi 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Wha, wife 50 married Sa Pi 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Kyeng Woon 22 married Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
Ye, Kyeng Woon 24 widower Dong Kwan 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Kyeng Yerl 27 married Sin Wha 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Kyeng Yerp 40 married Neung Dong Ye 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Yerp, wife (Re Chai) 25 married Neung Dong Ye 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Yong 24 single Chuk Sung 1/16/1904 Korea
Ye, Kyeng Yong 21 single Shin Pa 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Kyun Seung 28 widower Seoul 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Kyung Pong 25 single Poong Duk 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Loo Won 40 married Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Mal Yong 22 single Cha Chun Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
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Ye, Man Cho 18 single Nai Chung Cha 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Man Choon 30 widower Hong Chun 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Ye, Man Chun 30 single Kyeng Choo 1/16/1904 Korea
Ye, Man Chung 36 married Sa Chi Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Man Eup 19 single Chun Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Man Eurp 21 single Choong Li 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Man Hoo 40 widower Mai Sung 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Man Keum 32 married Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Man Ki 22 widower Chu Tong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Man Kiu 26 married Young Won 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Man Sin 25 widower Ai Kok 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Man Soi 23 single Nam San 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Man Soo 28 married Kwan Ap 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Man Wha 32 widower Ye Moon Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Man Whan 25 widower Pook Chung 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Man Yong 24 widower Kal Me 4/17/1904 America Maru
Ye, Man Yong 28 married Ong Sing Kol 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Man Yong, sister (Man Yern) 11 single Ong Sing Kol 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Man Yong, wife (No Ku) 22 married Ong Sing Kol 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Man Young 34 widower Chun Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Mang Sook 22 married Tai Chum Nia 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Min San 28 single Won San, Chun Ye 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Min Sik 27 married Yang Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Min Sik, wife (Bak See) 20 married Yang Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Moo Chin 37 widower Ha Nam San Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Moon Hong 37 married Il Kok 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Moon Il 20 married Pook Chung 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Moon Il, brother (Choo In) 17 single Pook Chung 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Moon Ke 23 widower San Im Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Moon Ki 23 married Sol Im Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Moon Kiu 32 married Suk Kio Ri 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Moon Kok 29 widower Tai Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Moon Ok 24 widower Chang Ter 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Moon Paik 23 married Dang Nal 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Moon Sil 40 widower Chung Ye 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Moon Soo 40 widower Nai Sam 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Moon Young 22 single Dom Sil 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Myen Ho 37 married Chang Chun Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Myen Ho, father (Young Soo) 50 widower Chang Chun Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Myen Ho, son 1 (Il Hyeng)  4 single Chang Chun Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Myen Ho, son 2 (Kap Sung)  1 single Chang Chun Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Myen Ho, wife 38 married Chang Chun Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
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Ye, Myeng Choo 26 single Nong Pon 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Myeng Choon 37 widower Seoul 3/30/1904 Korea
Ye, Myeng Choon 31 single Chi Chung Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Ye, Myeng Choon 22 single Sin An Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Myeng Ho 31 widower Oh Chung Kao 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Myeng Ho 26 married To Kyo Ri 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Myeng Kook 35 married Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Myeng Po 20 married Chang Im 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Myeng Po, wife 16 married Chang Im 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Myeng Pok 18 single Chang Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Myeng Sik 27 married In Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Myeng Sik 33 married Seoul, Cho Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Myeng Sin 26 married Kim Chei 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Myeng Soo 38 single Pa Pal 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Myeng Soon 23 widower Suk Kyo 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Myeng Suk 31 married Im Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Myeng Suk, wife 31 married Im Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Myeng Sun 23 widower Kwang Choo 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Myeng Surn 26 married Wa Woo Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Myeng Surp 20 married Hay Heung 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Myeng Yer 30 married Ma Chun 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Myong Koo 30 single Keum Koo 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Myung Kuk 40 widower Sui Heung 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Myung Kwan 22 single Po Eun 1/16/1904 Korea
Ye, Nai Moon 40 married Nam San 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Nai Moon, mother 60 widow Nam San 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Nai Moon, sister 37 widower Nam San 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Nai Moon, son 1 10 single Nam San 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Nai Moon, son 2  8 single Nam San 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Nai Moon, son 3  1 single Nam San 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Nai Moon, wife 30 married Nam San 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Nai Myung 28 married Fusan 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Nai Sik 33 widower Pyeng Yang 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Nai Soo 32 single Chang Soo 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Nai Wha 31 single Kim Hai 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Nak Meuk 25 married An Koo, Wha Chong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Nak Soh 35 married On Sung Poo Chai 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Nam Chin 22 widower Fusan 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Nam Soo 25 married Chun Choo 12/5/1903 Doric
Ye, Nam Soo 37 married Pong San 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Nam Ye 23 single Non Mi 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Neung Paik 31 married Soh Ha 3/31/1905 Manchuria
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Ye, Neung Paik 36 married Bang Ar Ko Chi 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Neung Paik, daughter (Tan Sil)  5 single Bang Ar Ko Chi 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Neung Paik, wife 24 married Bang Ar Ko Chi 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, No Ik 26 married Seoul 1/16/1904 Korea
Ye, Oh Won 26 single Buk Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Ok Hyeng 20 single Chung Choo 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Ok Man 29 married Yong Chun 3/4/1904 Siberia
Ye, Ok Soon 21 single Chi Kok 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Pai Keun 38 single An Pyen 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Pai Kon 33 married Heung Duk Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Pai Man 23 married Sa Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Paik Ye 25 widower Koo Sun Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Paik Yong 25 widower Young Yea 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Pal Sip 22 single Chang Won 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Pal Yong 21 single Mal Pa We 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Pan Kil 30 widower Kai Tai Song 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Pil Hyen 22 single Ma Chi Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Pil Yern 22 married No Ki Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Pil Yern, wife 19 married No Ki Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Po Kook 19 married Nam Ye Ri 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Pok Kuen 23 single Fusan 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Ye, Pok Ye 22 single Kyo Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Pong Cho 26 single Kwang Choo 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Pong Cho 24 single Ker Ai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Pong Choon 25 married Chang Keri 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Pong Choon 19 single Kwak Ha Ri 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Pong Dam 22 widower Sam Chuk 12/5/1903 Doric
Ye, Pong Hak 17 single An Dong 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Pong Il 24 single Soo Chon 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Pong Kap 20 single Chang Wha 3/14/1904 Coptic
Ye, Pong Keun 34 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Pong Ki 20 married Chung Pa Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Pong Koo 30 widower Sak Young 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Pong Kwan 20 widower Pi Sung Keri 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Pong Man 30 married Seoul 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Pong Nai 19 single Suk Sa 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Pong Oh 24 single Koo Am 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Pong Soh 30 married Suih Heung 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Pong Soo 21 single Dong Dang Pong 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Pong Sun 34 widower Dook Sum 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Pong Wha 40 single Cha In 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Pong Woon 25 widower Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
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Ye, Pong Woon 40 widower Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Ye, Pong Woon 20 single Dol Ryum Ye 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Pong Woon 19 single Chai Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Pong Ye 23 married Chil Nai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Pong Ye, wife 18 married Chil Nai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Pong Yong 26 widower Kim San 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Pong Yong 19 single Hoo Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Pong Yong 22 single Ma Rang Kol 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Poo Nam 19 married Moon San Po 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Poo Soh 26 widower Choo Chak Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Poo Yong 20 single Kim Chei 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Poong Woon 28 married Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Ye, Poong Woon, daughter (Ok Jook)  1 single Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Ye, Poong Woon, wife (Ok Pun) 23 married Seoul 3/4/1904 Siberia
Ye, Pum Koo 32 widower Kyo Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Pum Ye 22 single Pon Kwan 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Pum Yerl 30 widower Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Pyeng Choon 19 single Ka Myen Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Pyeng Choon, mother (Soon Ye) 45 widower Ka Myen Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Pyeng Choon, sister (Ai Ki) 11 single Ka Myen Li 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Pyeng Doo 22 married Sin Chon 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Pyeng Doo 19 single Tai Pyeng Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Pyeng Hak 24 widower Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Pyeng Hak, brother 10 single Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Pyeng Hak, mother 49 widow Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Pyeng Ho 31 married So Im Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Pyeng Kan 21 single Ha Soh Ri 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Pyeng Kon 35 widower Pyeng Yang 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Pyeng Kwan 28 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Pyeng Kwen 18 single Sin Chang 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Pyeng Sim 33 married Soo Woon Dong 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Pyerl Choong 21 single Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Pyerl Choong, brother 11 single Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Pying Kui 32 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Pyung Sung 22 widower Yern An 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Sa Choon 20 married Kai Chun, Yi Dong 
Cham
6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Sa Kang 18 single Tai Pyeng Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Sa Keuk 36 married Kai Ryoung, Song Neh 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Sa Kil 33 widower Soo Moon Kye 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Sa Sim 38 married Sang Cho Up Na 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Sa Sim 40 widower Dai Chung Ye 10/1/1904 America Maru
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Ye, Sa Yerp 35 married Ark Me 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sa Yerp, daughter 1 (Cha Nier)  5 single Ark Me 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sa Yerp, daughter 2 (Da Ma) 6 mo single Ark Me 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sa Yerp, son 1 (Chang Dal) 11 single Ark Me 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sa Yerp, son 2 (Do Ra)  3 single Ark Me 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sa Yerp, wife 35 married Ark Me 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sa Yong 27 single Mo Peuk Sil 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Sai Haing 38 widower Jai Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
Ye, Sam Choo 19 single Nai Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Sam Pong 38 single Dong Chon 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Sam Son 19 single In Nao Kol 4/17/1904 America Maru
Ye, Sam Soo 30 married Oh Koong Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sam Soo, wife (Young Yi) 36 married Oh Koong Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sam Yong 18 single Sang Choo 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Sam Yong 28 widower Sa Ma Ri 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Sam Yong 18 single Chung Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, San Paik 26 married Yern An 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Sang Chong 21 single Young Heung 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Sang Choon 28 single Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Ye, Sang Choon 28 married Ar Sa Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Sang Choon 32 single Oh Dong Ye 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Sang Dong 31 married Sin Ki 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Sang Ha 25 married Sang Chi 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Sang Ho 23 single Yong Duk 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Sang Hyen 30 married Pup San Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Sang In 30 widower Kap San 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Sang Keuk 35 widower Chang Young 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Sang Ok 28 widower An Sung 4/14/1903 China
Ye, Sang Pong 40 widower Wa Pyong Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Sang Soo 26 single Lo Ah 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Sang Soo 25 single Eum Koong 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Sang Tai 26 married Eui Sung 7/11/1904 America Maru
Ye, Sang Tai, brother 11 single Eui Sung 7/11/1904 America Maru
Ye, Sang Tai, son  1 single Eui Sung 7/11/1904 America Maru
Ye, Sang Tai, wife 24 married Eui Sung 7/11/1904 America Maru
Ye, Sang Wook 29 married Chang Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Sang Ye 21 single Moo Pai 10/1/1904 America Maru
Ye, Sang Yerm 24 married Wha San Dong 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Se Won 24 widower Jei Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Sei Chai 24 single Hong Chun Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Sei Kyeng 21 married Pyeng San 7/11/1904 America Maru
Ye, Sei Pok 40 married Na Ri Kol 4/13/1905 Korea
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Ye, Sei Young 21 married Nam Chang Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Seuk Chun 22 married Dong Pil Won 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Seung Chai 40 married Roo Ra Woo 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Seung Chai, son (Duk Sung)  5 single Roo Ra Woo 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Seung Chai, wife 36 married Roo Ra Woo 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Seung Chin 30 married Do Ha Luan 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Seung Chin 26 widower Chang Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Seung Choo 33 married In Chun, Yong Im 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Seung Choon 25 married Seoul 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Seung Choon 25 single Seoul, Su Chong Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Seung Choon 28 married Seoul 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Seung Chun 37 married Hoing Sung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Seung Chung 18 single Seoul, Sa Koh 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Seung Ha 42 married You Dong 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Seung Hak 17 single Ara Long 10/17/1904 Doric
Ye, Seung Kap 31 married Dong Sal Li 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Seung Kap, daughter (Po Pai)  4 single Dong Sal Li 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Seung Kap, son (Pok Yong)  8 single Dong Sal Li 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Seung Kap, wife 30 married Dong Sal Li 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Seung Keun 30 widower Seoul, Nam Dai Moon 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Seung Kiu 22 married Moo An 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Seung Koo 35 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Seung Min 35 married Chung Pak 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Seung Min, sister (Soon Up) 11 single Chung Pak 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Seung Min, wife 30 married Chung Pak 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Seung Mo 23 married Yong Soo Kol 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Seung Moo 19 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Seung Moo 31 married Seoul, Chin Go Yai 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Seung Moo 20 single Seoul 7/11/1904 America Maru
Ye, Seung No 27 married To Chun 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Seung Pai 38 married Young Chong 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Seung Sam 27 widower Sam Kok 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Seung Sam 23 widower Pai Dari 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Seung Sil 23 single Chin Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Seung Sim 20 single Dai Yang Chun 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Seung Soh 31 married Sai Chai 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Seung Tai 23 married Kyo Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Seung Wha 29 married Pak Moo Kol 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Seung Wha 26 widower Yong Ki Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Seung Whan 33 single Chil Nam Eup 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Seung Whan 40 single Nam An Eup 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Seung Whan 37 widower You Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
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Ye, Seung Yerl 28 married Ha Ma Po Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Si Chul 40 married Youk Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Si Kyum 18 single Han Woo Mool 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Si Wha 23 widower Pang Sari 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Sik 28 married Choo Kok 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Sik Ye 40 married Chung Do 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, So Don 28 widower Sin Chon 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Soh Man 23 single Che Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Song Yerl 25 single Seoul, An Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Soo Chun 21 single Yang Chun Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Soo Hyen 24 married Song Dai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Soo Kil 18 single Sung Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Soo Man 20 single In Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Soo Pong 23 widower Pong San 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Soo Sun 24 married Pai Mok 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Soo Sung 24 single Sa Chun 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Soo Yong 29 widower In Chun 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Sool Ye 27 single Yern Am 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Soon Cho 31 widower San Kai 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Soon Chun 33 married Soon Chi 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Soon Ha 35 single Soh Hoo Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Soon Ha 23 widower Koo Ha Dong 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Soon Heun 23 married Woon San 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Soon Heun, wife 19 married Woon San 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Soon Hong 40 married In Chun 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Soon Il 40 married Ye Dong 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Soon Il 27 widower San Eun Sil 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Soon Il 32 married Yern Mok Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Soon Moon 34 widower Koo Pak Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Soon Myeng 28 married Yong Dong 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Soon Myeng, son (Dol Myeng)  9 single Yong Dong 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Soon Myeng, wife 32 married Yong Dong 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Soon Oh 39 married Doon Dai 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Soon Oh 24 widower Ko Mil 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Soon Ok 33 widower Dai Koo 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Soon Paik 24 single Chei Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
Ye, Soon Pil 31 married Do Wha Pang 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Soon Pong 20 single Kong Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Soon Sik 33 widower Sa Ri 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Soon Suk 19 single Hong Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Soon Sun 28 widower Tool Mo Ru 4/17/1904 America Maru
Ye, Soon Yer 40 married Do Il 1/6/1905 Doric
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Ye, Soon Yer 30 married Moo Wha Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Soon Yo 30 widower Nam Yang 9/21/1903 Doric
Ye, Soon Yong 19 single Ah Wo Ke 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Soon Yong 20 single Chang Nai Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Soon Young 40 widower Nai Sam 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Soong Choo 18 single Pa Choon 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Suh Won 20 single Pyeng Yang 1/16/1904 Korea
Ye, Suk Chin 18 single Suk Chang 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Suk Choon 27 widower Sa Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Ye, Suk Chun 25 married Chang Chun Nai 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Suk Doo 20 married Choo Wool Mi 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Suk Jo 38 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Suk Jo, daughter  1 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Suk Jo, wife 37 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Suk Keun 33 married Won Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Suk Koo 24 single An Dong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Suk Man 36 widower Dol Moi 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Suk Pum 21 single Seoul 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Suk Sool 20 single Ham Yang, Ming Keung 
Ni
6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Suk Un 40 widower Sam Leung 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Sun Choon 29 married Eung Choon 4/14/1903 China
Ye, Sun Eui 24 married Sa An Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Sun Il 40 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Sun Il, son 1 (Seung Pil) 11 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Sun Il, son 2 (Seung Sin)  3 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Sun Il, wife 38 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Sun Ki 22 married Cha Moon Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sun Ki, wife (Sung Chan) 25 married Cha Moon Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sun Myeng 22 married Hak Hyen 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Sun Nam 19 single Yong In 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Sun Oh 37 widower Dai Pong Dong 11/29/1904 Siberia
Ye, Sun Pum 24 married Hoon Am 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Sun Yong 19 single Oh Koong Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sun You 27 married Pap Won 10/1/1904 America Maru
Ye, Sung Chang 27 married Dang Hyen 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Sung Chil 24 married Chemulpo 3/3/1903 Coptic
Ye, Sung Chil 26 widower Su Won 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Sung Chil 22 married An Yang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Sung Chin 40 widower Non Chon 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Sung Choon 22 married Na Choo 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Sung Choon 22 married Pak Suk Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
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Ye, Sung Choong 20 single Kan Sa Kol 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Sung Chun 32 married Chang San Kol 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Sung Do 40 widower Chang Poong Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Sung Eun 30 widower Yang San 5/6/1904 Doric
Ye, Sung Ha 23 married Ko Yern Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sung Heui 32 married Duk Ko Kai 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Sung Ho 37 widower Dong Yong Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Sung Ik 35 married Fusan 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Sung Im 35 widower Kong Soo Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Sung In 24 widower Pyeng Chi Mai 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Sung Koo 24 married In Chun 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Sung Koo 26 married Seoul 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Sung Kui 40 married Soo Won 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Sung Kui 21 married Ping Hyen Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Sung Kul 26 married Hyup Kok 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Sung Mo 21 married Seoul, Don Duk 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Sung Mok 30 married Chang Yern 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Sung Nam 18 single Keum Sung 3/14/1904 Coptic
Ye, Sung No 20 married Mi An Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Sung Oh 43 married So Pyen Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Sung Ok 27 married Deung San Li 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Sung Ok, daughter (Pok Yer)  4 single Deung San Li 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Sung Ok, son (Chang Son)  1 single Deung San Li 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Sung Ok, wife 30 married Deung San Li 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Sung Paik 24 widower Moon Dong 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Sung Paik 26 single Sam Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Sung Sam 26 married Sin Choo Chum 10/1/1904 America Maru
Ye, Sung Sam 25 widower Oh Tai 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Sung Sil 20 single Wool San 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Sung Sil 37 married Sa Dong 3/30/1904 Korea
Ye, Sung Sil 26 single Woong Chun, Tong Poh 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Sung Soon 22 married Dong Chon 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Sung Wha 28 married Chin Choo 1/16/1904 Korea
Ye, Sung Whan 20 married An Dong Kol 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Sung Won 55 widower Seoul 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Sung Woo 19 single Seoul 4/14/1903 China
Ye, Sung Woon 22 widower Mo Hak Won 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Sung Yong 10 single Pai Chun 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Sung Yong 29 married Pa Dook Kai 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Tai Chul 26 married Han Chang Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Tai Eui 40 married Kong Choo 12/5/1903 Doric
Ye, Tai Ik 30 married Tai Koo 7/11/1904 America Maru
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Ye, Tai Pun 27 married Tong Lung 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Tai Pun, wife 17 married Tong Lung 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Tai Sik 20 single Seoul 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Tai Soon 33 single Cho Kau Ri 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Tai Suk 25 single Chei Choo 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Tai Surp 24 married Hai Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Tai Wha 32 widower Sa Chun 11/29/1904 Siberia
Ye, Tai Wha 21 single Chook Dong 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Tai Young 25 married Chemulpo 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Tai Young 28 widower Sin Chon 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Tak 31 married Sung Chai Dong 6/20/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Uk Man 23 single Soo Soo 4/17/1904 America Maru
Ye, Wa Young 39 widower Wol Meyng Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Wal Boo 20 single Ha Sim Chuk 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Wan Kiu 32 married Won San 12/28/1903 Coptic
Ye, Wan Sik 38 widower Ar Hyen 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Wan Soo 22 married An Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Wan Young 29 married Sam Wha 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Ye, Wha Choon 30 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Wha Choon, wife 27 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Wha Choon 23 married Wool San 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Wha Choon 39 married Hap Chin 3/4/1904 Siberia
Ye, Wha Choon 36 married Sung Chin 3/14/1904 Coptic
Ye, Wha Choon 29 widower Ha Koong Duk 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Wha Eun 40 widower Kang Kyeng Ye 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Wha Il 28 married Im Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Wha Il, wife 21 married Im Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Wha Ok 42 married Pi Chi Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Wha Ok, daughter 1 (Hak Ye) 10 single Pi Chi Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Wha Ok, daughter 2 (Sun Ye)  5 single Pi Chi Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Wha Ok, wife 35 married Pi Chi Kol 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Ye, Wha Sam 31 widower Chai Choo 12/28/1903 Siberia
Ye, Wha Sil 35 married Hai Me 4/26/1904 China
Ye, Wha Sil 23 married Dung Kil 11/24/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Wha Sil 40 widower Cho Rai Pak Kol 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Wha Soh 38 married Mal Il 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Wha Soh 36 widower Pa Rang Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Wha Soo 20 single Nak Chun 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Wha Sook 38 married Choong Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Ye, Whan Kiu 23 married Na Dong Buen 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Whan Kiu, wife 22 married Na Dong Buen 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Whi Pong 29 married Sa San 4/13/1905 Korea
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Ye, Whi Soon 26 married Sa San 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Whi Won 28 married Sa San 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Wo Ok 24 married Chun Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Wok Tai 30 married An Choo 4/14/1903 China
Ye, Wol Chon 37 married Ko Pang 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Won Choon 34 widower Kwa Chun 10/15/1903 Coptic
Ye, Won Deuk 23 single Cho Ryang 10/17/1904 Doric
Ye, Won Do 22 widower Do Mai Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Won Heui 26 married No Yern Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Won Il 19 married Pang An 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Won Il 28 married Kil Kama Kol 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Won Joon 32 married Pyeng Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Won Joon, daughter (Whah Sil)  7 single Pyeng Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Won Joon, son (Chang Ki) 6 mo single Pyeng Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Won Joon, wife (Ye Nag Shi) 26 married Pyeng Yang 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Won Kap 26 married Nai Kok 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Won Kap, wife (Kan Nani) 16 married Nai Kok 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Won Kap 22 married Ka Pyeng Li 11/18/1904 Korea
Ye, Won Keun 28 married Seoul 3/14/1904 Coptic
Ye, Won Kiu 25 widower Sun Duk Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Won Mo 27 single Kwang Suk Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Won Myeng 33 widower Hai Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Ye, Won Paik 26 widower Kei Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Won Pong 26 single Nap Eun Dol 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Won San 19 widower San Dong 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Won Sik 27 married Seoul 12/28/1903 Siberia
Ye, Won Sik 27 widower Soh Chung Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Won Suk 30 widower Yang Choo 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Won Sun 28 widower Ka Cha Oh 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Won Surp 23 married Sang Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Won Tai 22 married Song Chun 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Won Ye 24 single Tul Yaoul 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Won Young 26 single Dal Myen 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Woo Choong 31 married Sam Chung Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Woo Kyeng 38 married Seoul, Cho Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Wook Tai 31 married Pi Suk Keri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Wook Tai, son (Dong Pin)  6 single Pi Suk Keri 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Woon 40 married Pa Choon 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Woon Ho 26 married Seoul 9/21/1903 Doric
Ye, Woon Ho 25 single Fusan 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Woon Kyeng 23 single Seoul 2/8/1904 China
Ye, Woon Kyeng 23 widower Kwang Choo 3/14/1904 Coptic
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Ye, Woon Ok 29 widower Dong Sal Ye 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Woon Sun 30 widower Kure Chun 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Woon Sun 40 widower Po Am Li 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Woon Sung 36 married Seoul, An Dong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Ye, Woon Yong 29 single Soh Chung 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Yang Pai 34 married An Pyun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Ye, Yang Sin 24 single Sam Li 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Yea Keuk 25 married Sa Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Yer Paik 16 single Chul San, Ou Su Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Yern Cho 27 married Poong Sul Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Yong Dal 23 single Chin Choo 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Yong Deuk 21 married Soh Kang 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Yong Eui 25 married Soh Ping Ko 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Yong Eurp 24 single Wha Eun Dong 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Yong Ha 24 married Ham Heung, Ho Yang 
Ye
5/20/1904 Siberia
Ye, Yong Heui 37 married Youl Ye 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Yong Ho 24 married Fusan 12/5/1903 Doric
Ye, Yong Hyuk 28 married Chang Chon 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Yong In 31 married Young Won 7/18/1904 China
Ye, Yong Ki 20 widower Hai An Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Yong Ki 29 widower Cha Moo Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Yong Kiu 24 single So Ho 3/30/1904 Korea
Ye, Yong Ko 20 single Kang Neung 1/16/1904 Korea
Ye, Yong Koo 38 widower Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Ye, Yong Nam 23 single Pong Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Yong Po 30 married Nam Yang 11/2/1903 Korea
Ye, Yong Po 40 widower Chun Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Ye, Yong Pong 28 single Yong Chin 12/5/1903 Doric
Ye, Yong Sam 21 single Oh Ye Ri 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Yong San 18 single Wang Sim Ye 9/26/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Yong Ser 29 married Suih Heung 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Yong Sin 17 single Sung Chin 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Yong Soo 21 single Chun Kol 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Yong Sun 20 married Sim Chang 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Yong Sup 27 married Seoul 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Yong Taik 22 widower Young Heung 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Ye, Yong Taik 24 married Moon Chun 12/28/1903 Coptic
Ye, Yong Wha 39 married Pyeng Yang 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Yong Wha 23 married Young Chun Ap 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Yong Won 36 widower Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Ye, Yong Won 20 married Chang Pong 5/29/1905 China
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Ye, Yong Woo 26 married Ha Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Yong Woon 28 married Koo Am 10/1/1904 America Maru
Ye, Yong Woon 40 single Nai Kol 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Yong Ye 18 single Tong Chun 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Yong Yerm 21 single Cha Sung 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Yong Yerp 25 married Sang Chil Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, You Saing 17 single Kyeng Choo 4/26/1904 China
Ye, You Sung 26 married Ner Sil 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Youk Chi 20 single Oh San 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Youn Hoi 38 married Neung Dong  8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Youn Hoi 40 married Choong Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Youn Keun 28 single Dai Chung Dong 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Youn Kiu 32 married Youl Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Youn Moon 20 married Song Keun Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Ye, Youn Oh 31 married Cha Ar Kol 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Youn Soh 20 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Ye, Youn Sun 40 married Ye Chun 8/11/1904 Siberia
Ye, Youn Sung 19 single Kang Kyeng Ye 3/10/1905 China
Ye, Young Chan 40 married Fusan 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Young Chan, daughter (Ye Mi)  9 single Fusan 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Young Chan, son (Pong Duli)  7 single Fusan 1/9/1904 America Maru
Ye, Young Choon 33 widower Yang Choo 3/19/1903 Korea
Ye, Young Choon 29 married Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Young Kerl 21 married Hoon Am 5/8/1905 Siberia
Ye, Young Keun 23 single Sam Sang Li 12/24/1904 China
Ye, Young Keun 28 married Il Sin 4/13/1905 Korea
Ye, Young Keun 27 widower Nai Dong 5/29/1905 China
Ye, Young Kil 18 single Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Young Ok 24 married Fusan 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Young Paik 27 widower Ho Dong 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Young Sam 21 single Soh Moon Nai 1/6/1905 Doric
Ye, Young Sik 25 single Chang Yern 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Ye, Young Sik 29 widower Da Ryoung Koo Chi 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Young Sik 33 single Sai Mol 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Young Sik 21 married Yang Chul Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Ye, Young Sil 29 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Young Sil, daughter  3 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Young Sil, son  9 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Young Sil, son  1 single Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Young Sil, wife 29 married Chemulpo 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Young Sil 18 married Sin Soh Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Young Soh 24 widower Seoul 2/8/1904 China
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Ye, Young Soo 21 married Sin Chun Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Ye, Young Sool 26 single Young Chun 7/30/1904 Doric
Ye, Young Suk 17 single Wol San 10/6/1904 China
Ye, Young Sun 36 single Chu Nam 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Young Sun 28 widower Koo San 2/13/1905 Siberia
Ye, Young Sup 34 married An Koo 7/18/1904 China
Ye, Young Surp 32 single Yong Won 12/28/1903 Coptic
Ye, Young Wha 37 married Chuk Sung 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Young Wha 21 married Sin Soh Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Ye, Young Wha, wife (Wong, San Sui) 28 married Chuk Sung 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Ye, Young Whan 18 single Yang Duk 2/18/1904 Doric
Ye, Young Whan 25 married Tong Tai Moon Wai 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Ye, Young Won 38 widower Fusan 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Ye, Young Ye 11 single In Chun 8/22/1904 Coptic
Ye, Yun Sik 28 married Poong Duk 10/5/1903 Siberia
Yea, Chan Young 22 married Sam Deung 7/11/1904 America Maru
Yee, Chong Sik 27 married Seoul 10/5/1903 Siberia
Yee, Choo An 32 widower Chang Heung 10/15/1903 Coptic
Yee, Choon Tak 27 married Kwang Choo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Yee, Ki Yong 26 married Chemulpo 9/21/1903 Doric
Yee, Ki Yong, wife 22 married Chemulpo 9/21/1903 Doric
Yee, Soo Ha 35 married Choon Chun 4/14/1903 China
Yer, Chi Soh 22 married Chung Cha Po 5/29/1905 China
Yer, Chon Sup 37 married Suk Sung 12/5/1903 Doric
Yer, Choon Pil 38 married Soh Poo Dong 12/24/1904 China
Yer, Dong Kook 36 married Poong Chun 8/11/1904 Siberia
Yer, Hak Sung 21 single Seoul 4/17/1904 America Maru
Yer, Sa Ip 25 single Young San 3/30/1904 Korea
Yerm, Che Sun 29 single Yang Choo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Yerm, Choon Sung 39 married Seoul, Kyuk Tong 6/1/1904 Coptic
Yerm, Duk Youn 40 married Yern Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Yerm, Duk Youn, son (Deuk Soon)  7 single Yern Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Yerm, Duk Youn, wife 30 married Yern Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Yerm, Kwang Soo 23 widower Soo Won 10/15/1903 Coptic
Yerm, Man Sik 22 married Yern Sung 2/2/1905 Coptic
Yerm, Suk Oh 25 married An Eui, Koo Ra 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Yerm, Sun Oh 37 widower Chung An, Pan Jo 6/1/1904 Coptic
Yerm, Yong Choon 21 widower Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
Yern, Choon Po 36 married Chun Pyen 1/26/1905 Korea
Yern, Duk Soon 31 married Sa Ri Won 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Yern, Han Keun 34 widower Young Deung Po 4/24/1905 Coptic
Yern, Pok 18 single Cher Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
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Yern, Woon Soh 25 married Nai Chon 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Yi, Dong Soon 32 married Yun An 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Yi, Hak Hyun 20 single Seoul 3/19/1903 Korea
Yi, Hak Sun 34 widower Pyeng San 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Yi, Ih Keun 30 single Pong San 2/8/1904 China
Yi, Ki Young 30 widower Pa Jhu 3/19/1903 Korea
Yi, Kil Pok 23 single Poong Duk 3/3/1903 Coptic
Yi, Kyeng Chip 24 widower Seoul 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Yi, Meng Kui 31 married Seoul 1/13/1903 Gaelic
Yi, Wha Sil 24 married Seoul 3/19/1903 Korea
Yi, Won Hyeng 30 married Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Yi, Won Hyeng, son (Ong Chong)  4 single Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Yin, Chai Ok 31 widower Soh Pyen 1/6/1905 Doric
Yong, Chai Hyeung 23 married Che Choo 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
Yong, Eul Sung 24 single Jai Choo 2/8/1904 China
Yoo, Soon Dai 22 single Kim Hai 2/8/1904 China
You, Chai Ik 25 married Ok Ma Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
You, Chai Kook 26 married Kang Wha 4/14/1903 China
You, Chai Nok 25 widower Kyo Dong 10/6/1904 China
You, Chai Pyeng 23 single Chin Tam 4/26/1904 China
You, Chai Soon 40 widower Nai Dong 9/26/1904 Mongolia
You, Chang Kap 23 single Won San 1/23/1904 Gaelic
You, Chang Keun 20 married Kang Chang Li 5/18/1905 Mongolia
You, Chang Keun 29 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
You, Chang Keun, cousin-in-law (Pak, 
Won Suk)
11 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
You, Chang Keun, mother (Pak, Sun 
Po)
40 widow Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
You, Chang Keun, wife 25 married Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
You, Chang Ok 26 widower Soh San 8/11/1904 Siberia
You, Chang Sun 40 widower Sang Soo Koo Pak 5/8/1905 Siberia
You, Chang Sun 24 single Pal Dal Ri 5/18/1905 Mongolia
You, Chil Yong 18 single Sonn Serl Ko RI 11/18/1904 Korea
You, Chin Ik 21 married Seoul 1/23/1904 Gaelic
You, Chin Young 22 married Eur Chon 3/31/1905 Manchuria
You, Chong Sung 30 married Chang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
You, Chong Sung, daughter (Po Pe)  4 single Chang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
You, Chong Sung, wife 25 married Chang Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
You, Choon Kwen 34 widower Sin Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
You, Choon Sun 36 widower Tae Koo 3/30/1904 Korea
You, Choon Yerp 18 single Nak Dong Ye 6/13/1905 Doric
You, Chul Dong 21 single Chemulpo 3/30/1903 Gaelic
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You, Chun Hak 30 single Seoul 2/8/1904 China
You, Chun Il 35 married Chung San 4/10/1904 Gaelic
You, Chung Choon 18 single Sang Soo Koo Pak 12/9/1904 Mongolia
You, Chung Han 20 married Soon Pok Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
You, Dai Yong 35 widower Yang Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
You, Dal Won 36 married Eui Ryoung, San Chong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
You, Dal Won, wife 20 married Eui Ryoung, San Chong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
You, Deuk Sun 22 single Nam Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
You, Deuk Sun, brother (Deuk Choon) 17 single Nam Chon 9/5/1904 Korea
You, Do Po 23 married Hap Chu 2/8/1904 China
You, Do Pum 24 single Ye Pan 1/6/1905 Doric
You, Dol Ki 23 single Chin Young Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
You, Dol Sung 22 single Sai Ok Kai 5/29/1905 China
You, Dol Sung, brother (Dol Pong) 11 single Sai Ok Kai 5/29/1905 China
You, Dong Myen 27 married Yang Choo 4/26/1904 China
You, Dong Myen, son (Won Young) 2 single Yang Choo 4/26/1904 China
You, Dong Myen, wife (Chi Om) 26 married Yang Choo 4/26/1904 China
You, Duk Cho 38 married Chang Won 7/11/1904 America Maru
You, Duk Haing 31 widower Sin Chun, Sa Won 
Chung
7/8/1904 Mongolia
You, Duk Pil 39 married Ka Pyeng 5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Duk Pil, daughter 1 (Soon Ye)  6 single Ka Pyeng 5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Duk Pil, daughter 2 (Kan Ai)  1 single Ka Pyeng 5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Duk Pil, wife 29 married Ka Pyeng 5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Duk Sam 31 widower Dai Chi 5/18/1905 Mongolia
You, Eun Sang 34 married Duk Sa 2/13/1905 Siberia
You, Eun Sang, son (Seung Pok) 11 single Duk Sa 2/13/1905 Siberia
You, Hai Chong 32 widower Do Ho 4/13/1905 Korea
You, Han Eung 24 single Seoul 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
You, Han Ik 34 married Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
You, Han Ik, daughter  4 single Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
You, Han Ik, wife 35 married Pyeng Yang 10/15/1903 Coptic
You, Han Kyeng 31 married Cho Dong 12/24/1904 China
You, Han Myeng 30 married Pam Hai 5/29/1905 China
You, Han Myeng, wife 25 married Pam Hai 5/29/1905 China
You, Heui Hak 26 single Yong Yern Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
You, Heui Kyeng 27 married Yang Sa Dong 10/6/1904 China
You, Heung Pong 26 widower Karu Kai 5/29/1905 China
You, Hong Soh 23 widower Naing Chung Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
You, Hong Soon 23 married Soh Moon Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
You, Hyen Choo 43 single Chong Soo Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
You, In Soh 40 widowed Chei Chang 2/13/1905 Siberia
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You, In Wook 23 married Fusan, Chang Sung Lo 5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Ke Yun 36 married Kang Wha 3/19/1903 Korea
You, Ki Choon 33 married Kei Im Li 3/10/1905 China
You, Ki Choon 34 married Dong Mer Ki 12/9/1904 Mongolia
You, Ki Choon, daughter (Yern Chun)  4 single Dong Mer Ki 12/9/1904 Mongolia
You, Ki Choon, wife 37 married Dong Mer Ki 12/9/1904 Mongolia
You, Ki Chul 23 widower Chai Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
You, Ki Dong 26 widower Won Soo Tong 7/8/1904 Mongolia
You, Kong Woo 31 married Cha Chan Li 10/1/1904 America Maru
You, Koon Oh 23 widower Ko Eup 9/26/1904 Mongolia
You, Kun Wha 27 married Piu Ya Up 10/6/1904 China
You, Kwan Po 29 widower Suk Kyo 9/5/1904 Korea
You, Kwang Choon 26 single Chong Tae 7/8/1904 Mongolia
You, Kyan Yer 30 married Monn Eui 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
You, Kyeng Choon 24 single Hoo Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
You, Kyeng Ok 29 widower Fusan 10/15/1903 Coptic
You, Kyeng Soo 28 single Masanpo 4/26/1904 China
You, Kyeng Yerl 33 married Kyo Dong 3/10/1905 China
You, Man Suk 22 single Cho Chun Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
You, Moon Chan 23 widower Chang Won, Sung Sang 
Dong
5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Moon Chan, brother 1 (Chin 
Kwan)
12 single Chang Won, Sung Sang 
Dong
5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Moon Chan, brother 2 (Myeng 
Youn)
 8 single Chang Won, Sung Sang 
Dong
5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Moon Chan, brother 3 (Saing 
Kang)
 7 single Chang Won, Sung Sang 
Dong
5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Moon Chan, brother 4 (Myeng 
Pok)
 4 single Chang Won, Sung Sang 
Dong
5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Moon Chan, brother 5 (Chin 
Pong)
 1 single Chang Won, Sung Sang 
Dong
5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Moon Chan, grandmother (Pong 
Soon)
62 married Chang Won, Sung Sang 
Dong
5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Moon Chan, mother (Keum 
Soon)
45 married Chang Won, Sung Sang 
Dong
5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Myeng Ok 21 single Soh San 8/11/1904 Siberia
You, Myeng Sook 32 widower Song Young Kol 1/26/1905 Korea
You, Myeng Sun 25 married Yern An 4/14/1903 China
You, Myeng Woo 36 married Soh San 8/11/1904 Siberia
You, Paik Hyen 48 widower Ham An, Pyon Dong 5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Pil Won 21 married Moo Chin Chang 9/26/1904 Mongolia
You, Pong Choon 30 single Kap Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
You, Pong Ye 33 single Pom Pi 4/26/1904 China
You, Poong Sang 23 married Sin Chon 4/24/1905 Coptic
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You, Pup Yong 38 widower Duk Der Won 3/10/1905 China
You, Pyeng Chan 23 single An Ark 7/30/1904 Doric
You, Pyeng Ke 24 married Kang Wha 4/30/1903 Nippon Maru
You, Pyeng Soon 30 widower Sa Moul 3/30/1904 Korea
You, Sam Man 27 married Nam Won 12/5/1903 Doric
You, San Sik 23 married Pyeng Yang 9/21/1903 Doric
You, Sang Hyen 40 widower Ta An Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
You, Sang Ok 37 married Cho Soo Soh 1/26/1905 Korea
You, Sang Yerl 30 married Tan Kul Ye 3/30/1904 Korea
You, Sang Yerl 34 widower Bung Tong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
You, Sang Yerl, son 1 (Cha Ju)  3 single Tan Kul Ye 3/30/1904 Korea
You, Sang Yerl, son 2 (Cha Yong)  1 single Tan Kul Ye 3/30/1904 Korea
You, Sang Yerl, wife (Kim Chun) 22 married Tan Kul Ye 3/30/1904 Korea
You, Seung Pil 39 widower Ok Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
You, Son Moon 40 married Ka Pyeng 4/26/1904 China
You, Son Moon, wife 37 married Ka Pyeng 4/26/1904 China
You, Soon Ark 28 widower Pa Me 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
You, Soon Pil 38 married Fusan 2/8/1904 China
You, Soon Soh 35 married Pab Nai 2/13/1905 Siberia
You, Soon Won 25 married Chang Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
You, Suk Ki 21 married Kyo Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
You, Suk Oh 30 married Yang Che 3/4/1904 Siberia
You, Suk Soon 35 single Kang Wha 3/3/1903 Coptic
You, Suk Wha 27 married Eui Choo 3/30/1904 Korea
You, Suk Whan 37 widower Chuk Soo Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
You, Sung Keuk 20 married Pyeng Yang 12/5/1903 Doric
You, Sung Kim 28 widower Pyuk Dong 3/10/1905 China
You, Sung Man 21 single Song Pang Li 3/31/1905 Manchuria
You, Sung Oh 23 single Kwa Chu 4/14/1903 China
You, Sung Ok 34 married Cha Moo Li 10/6/1904 China
You, Sung Soo 37 married Chil Kook, Pok Son 
Tong
5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Sung Soo, wife (Kim, Hyung 
Pom)
22 married Chil Kook, Pok Son 
Tong
5/20/1904 Siberia
You, Sung Sook 30 married Sai Pong Sung 2/25/1905 Mongolia
You, Sung Woon 28 single Yern An 3/30/1903 Gaelic
You, Tai Pyeng 25 widower Ker Chi Yern 8/22/1904 Coptic
You, Tai Yong 20 single Dan Gi 4/10/1904 Gaelic
You, Tol Myung 24 single Poong Duk 1/16/1904 Korea
You, Won Chul 28 married Fusan 2/8/1904 China
You, Won Chul, son 1  4 single Fusan 2/8/1904 China
You, Won Chul, son 2  2 single Fusan 2/8/1904 China
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You, Won Chul, wife 22 married Fusan 2/8/1904 China
You, Woon Sun 37 widower Han Doo Ni 1/6/1905 Doric
You, Yang Ke 24 single Chin Choo 9/21/1903 Doric
You, Yang Sun 28 married Ha Il Li 5/29/1905 China
You, Yang Sun, daughter (Eun Yern)  3 single Ha Il Li 5/29/1905 China
You, Yang Sun, daughter (Mal Yern)  1 single Ha Il Li 5/29/1905 China
You, Yang Sun, wife 25 married Ha Il Li 5/29/1905 China
You, Yong Woo 24 widower Chun Dong 11/24/1904 Gaelic
You, Yong Woon 28 widower Sing So Ri 5/18/1905 Mongolia
You, Young Choon 35 widower Naing Dong 5/8/1905 Siberia
Youn, Chai Ho 31 married Owi Sung 10/6/1904 China
Youn, Chai Kwan 33 married Duk Won 2/8/1904 China
Youn, Chak Chi 18 single Young Choo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Youn, Chang Nak 25 married Chil Pyeng Dong 2/2/1905 Coptic
Youn, Chang Oh 26 married Ok San Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Youn, Chang Sik 35 widower Po Chun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Youn, Chang Soo 40 widower Soh Cha Il 4/13/1905 Korea
Youn, Chang Soo, nephew (Taik Yern) 17 single Soh Cha Il 4/13/1905 Korea
Youn, Che Duk 40 widower You San 4/24/1905 Coptic
Youn, Che Hong 40 married Kyeng Choo 2/18/1904 Doric
Youn, Chi Chung 26 widower Sun Dol 4/24/1905 Coptic
Youn, Chi Pong 32 married Won San 3/3/1903 Coptic
Youn, Chi Pong, wife 26 widower Won San 3/3/1903 Coptic
Youn, Chi Sun 30 widower Won San 10/5/1903 Siberia
Youn, Chi Sun 40 widower Mook Dong 2/13/1905 Siberia
Youn, Chi Wan 38 married Wha Kai Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Youn, Chi Wan, wife 29 married Wha Kai Dong 4/24/1905 Coptic
Youn, Chin Oh 28 single Wool San 11/2/1903 Korea
Youn, Chin Suk 33 married Sa Dong 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Youn, Chong Keun 19 widower Ham Sil 12/28/1903 Coptic
Youn, Chong Sik 27 married Pool Woon 9/5/1904 Korea
Youn, Choo Sin 26 widower Chook Sung Li 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Youn, Choon Myeng 37 widower Yern Choo Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Youn, Choon Wha 27 widower Yong Meri 1/26/1905 Korea
Youn, Choong Ho 19 widower Woon Hyen Dong 10/6/1904 China
Youn, Chul Koo 27 married Seoul 1/9/1904 America Maru
Youn, Dai Soo 14 single Se Kol 4/17/1904 America Maru
Youn, Do Kook 26 married Cheu Choo, Sai Myeng 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Youn, Do Kwan 38 married Soo Yang Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Youn, Dong Wook 29 married Seoul 4/26/1904 China
Youn, Doo Chung 18 married Na Sang Ye 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Youn, Duk Oh 40 married Suk Kok 3/31/1905 Manchuria
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Youn, Duk Whan 30 married Tong Soo Mon On 6/1/1904 Coptic
Youn, Ha Dong 25 single Sai Han Dong 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Youn, Haing Hun 21 widower Soo Chin Dong 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Youn, Hak Kun 29 married Moon Kok 2/2/1905 Coptic
Youn, Han Kyu 33 widower Young Duk Poo 8/22/1904 Coptic
Youn, Han Myeng 27 widower Choll Dong 3/31/1905 Manchuria
Youn, He Chong 40 married Chin Choo 5/20/1904 Siberia
Youn, He Chong, daughter (Soo 
Young)
 1 single Chin Choo 5/20/1904 Siberia
Youn, He Chong, son (Dong Chan)  3 single Chin Choo 5/20/1904 Siberia
Youn, He Chong, wife (Yo, Pil Pu) 36 married Chin Choo 5/20/1904 Siberia
Youn, He Pum 29 single Chung Do 2/8/1904 China
Youn, Ik Soh 40 single Ye Doo Mi 2/2/1905 Coptic
Youn, Il Yong 27 single Dai Chun 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Youn, In Kun 31 widower Ham Heung, Chung 
Hari
5/20/1904 Siberia
Youn, Ke Ho 24 widower Pyeng Yang 9/21/1903 Doric
Youn, Kei Hong 22 single Se Kol 4/17/1904 America Maru
Youn, Ki Ho 40 widower Si Won Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Youn, Ki Sun 26 married Sin Chon 2/13/1905 Siberia
Youn, Kil Ho 26 married Fusan, An Ming Dong 6/25/1904 Gaelic    
Youn, Kong Chin 22 married Chom Pal Ye 1/6/1905 Doric
Youn, Kong Duk 25 single Chemulpo 1/23/1904 Gaelic
Youn, Koo Kil 21 single Dap Dong 8/22/1904 Coptic
Youn, Koon Oh 23 widower Ko Eup 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Youn, Kui Woon 25 single Ha Dan 3/10/1905 China
Youn, Kwang Sook 35 married Chun Dong 3/10/1905 China
Youn, Kwang Sook, daughter (Mo Kai)  1 single Chun Dong 3/10/1905 China
Youn, Kwang Sook, wife (Kim, Jong 
Yerl)
24 married Chun Dong 3/10/1905 China
Youn, Kyeng Hak 20 single Ka San 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Youn, Kyeng Ho 33 single Sonai Chang To 4/10/1904 Gaelic
Youn, Kyung Il 23 widower Ping Hyen Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Youn, Kyung Im 33 married Sang Dang 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Youn, Man Kil 19 single Tong Chun 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Youn, Moon Pong 26 single Young Kwang 7/30/1904 Doric
Youn, Myeng Ik 25 married Paik Po 4/24/1905 Coptic
Youn, Myeng Ki 28 married Kong Am 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Youn, Myeng Soh 26 married Hoo Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Youn, Myeng Sun 37 widower Pyeng Sook Chang 10/17/1904 Doric
Youn, Myung Im 37 married Pyeng Soop Chang 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Youn, Nam Yong 23 single Hoo Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Youn, Pil Eun 33 married Sa Ri 11/24/1904 Gaelic
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Youn, Pong Choo 26 married Say One 7/8/1904 Mongolia
Youn, Pong Man 24 married Yong Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Youn, Pong Soo 27 widower Chin Choo, Chin Sung 5/20/1904 Siberia
Youn, Pyeng Soh 32 widower Sing Sun Li 4/24/1905 Coptic
Youn, Pyeng Yerl 25 widower Pa Pil Kon 6/1/1904 Coptic
Youn, Sa Keum 33 married Ma Chun 4/24/1905 Coptic
Youn, Sang Chun 25 married Chun Chon 2/2/1905 Coptic
Youn, Sang Ho 31 widower Nam Si 1/26/1905 Korea
Youn, Sang Ho 25 widower Nai Yong Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Youn, Sang Man 29 widower Mo Ko 5/20/1904 Siberia
Youn, Sang Poong 21 married Nak Saing Li 8/22/1904 Coptic
Youn, Sang Poong, wife 25 married Nak Saing Li 8/22/1904 Coptic
Youn, Sang Wha 40 widower Son Kok 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Youn, Seung Pum 28 married Kwang Choo 4/14/1903 China
Youn, Seung Whan 22 single Seoul 5/6/1904 Doric
Youn, Soon Ik 34 married Doi-no-mi 2/25/1905 Mongolia
Youn, Soon Sam 28 married Chang Dong 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Youn, Sung Choon 27 single Sang Dong 1/26/1905 Korea
Youn, Sung Kwan 23 widower Chei Choo 3/4/1904 Siberia
Youn, Sung Ok 36 married Woll San 2/8/1904 China
Youn, Sung Sam 34 married Noo Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Youn, Sung Sam, mother (Sik Ye) 56 widower Noo Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Youn, Sung Sam, wife (Sung Yi) 25 married Noo Dong 4/13/1905 Korea
Youn, Surp 24 widower Nang San 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Youn, Tai No 21 married San Mook 2/2/1905 Coptic
Youn, Tai Pong 29 widower Sun Keup Dong 5/18/1905 Mongolia
Youn, Tai Won 20 single Won Ter 12/9/1904 Mongolia
Youn, Tai Young 22 single Chai Dong 10/1/1904 America Maru
Youn, Tung Koo 21 married Mool Ha Si 1/6/1905 Doric
Youn, Wan Choon 24 married Kyeng Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Youn, Won Sik 38 married Pyeng Hak Li 5/8/1905 Siberia
Youn, Won Wha 29 married San Dong 9/5/1904 Korea
Youn, Woo Eun 28 married Le Dong 10/17/1904 Doric
Youn, Woon Kook 21 married Tong Nai 11/2/1904 Manchuria
Youn, Yong An 24 married Yern Pang Chi Kol 9/16/1904 Gaelic
Youn, Yong Suk 23 single Ma Roo Chang Ter 4/13/1905 Korea
Youn, Young Choo 19 single Yang San 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Youn, Young Doo 39 married Soh Paik Yern 2/13/1905 Siberia
Youn, Young Sook 29 single Ker Chei 7/30/1904 Doric
Youn, Young Won 21 married Sang Dong 11/29/1904 Siberia
Young, Dai Pong 40 married Fusan 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
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Young, Dai Pong, daughter (Yern Im 
Yang)
 4 single Fusan 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Young, Dai Pong, son 1 (Yan Chi)  9 single Fusan 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Young, Dai Pong, son 2 (Om)  1 single Fusan 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Young, Dai Pong, wife (Juu Kim) 31 married Fusan 11/18/1903 Hongkong Maru
Young, Duk Sung 39 widower Chin Choo 5/20/1904 Siberia
Yu, Eun Nam 20 married Kang Wha 3/30/1903 Gaelic
Yuen, Suk Kiu 27 married Won Dang 1/6/1905 Doric
Yum, Chee Taik 24 married Ping Hyen Dong 11/18/1904 Korea
Yum, Sei Woo 20 married Kong Dong 11/29/1904 Siberia
Yun, San Ok 30 widower Seoul 3/19/1903 Korea
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